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Cover picture:

Field distorted magnetic spiral structure of CsCuCI3

From measurements at the triple axis spectrometer E1 the distortion of the uniform spiral by a
magnetic field H could be obtained: The spin reduction present at zero field due to the
frustration on the triangular lattice is lifted for the spins pointing along the field while the size of
the ordered spins opposite to the applied field is reduced even more. In addition spins along H
move together and spins opposite to H spread apart.

(For further details please see experimental reports on page 4 and the report of
N.Stüßer, U. Schotte, A. Hoser, M. Meißner, in the Proceedings of the ECNS Montpellier, 2003)
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Introduction

The present volume contains 237 BENSC Ex-
perimental Reports - 170 from external users
and 67 from BENSC staff members - and gives
an overview on the experimental work carried out
on BENSC during the year 2003.

BENSC User Service

BENSC is open to both, the national and the
international user community, whereby about 70
percent of the beam time is available to external
users; 20% for long term collaborating groups
from German universities and other research
institutions and 50 % for peer reviewed short
term projects.

Detailed descriptions of all essential BENSC
neutron scattering instruments are available -
and updated - on the BENSC Webpage.

http://www.hmi.de/bensc/instrumentation
A colour printed version (brochure HMI-B 577) is
on the market since March 2001 and available
on request.

BENSC puts special emphasis on sample envi-
ronment under extreme conditions: high fields,
high pressure, high, low and ultra low tempera-
tures. The sample environment group has pub-
lished a detailed technical handbook on BENSC
sample environment. The handbook is updated
continuously and available in the INTERNET
under

http://www.hmi.de/bensc/sample-env/home.html

Scientific Selection Panel

The short term project beam time allocations for
the scheduled instruments are established on a
semi-annual basis in collaboration with a scien-
tific selection panel, the "user committee'. The
2003 beam time quota for the short term projects
of the external user groups were allocated at two
user committee sessions in November 2002 and
May 2003. Twelve external and two in-house
committee members have been involved:

External members:
Prof. Dr. P. Baglioni

Univ. Firenze, Italy
Prof. Dr. G. Decher

Univ. Strasbourg, France
Dr. M. Enderie

ILL Grenoble, France
Dr. Bela Farago

ILL Grenoble, France
Prof. Dr. M. Lerch

Techn. Univ. Berlin, Germany
Prof. Dr. M. Loewenhaupt

Techn. Univ. Dresden, Germany
Dr. R. May

ILL Grenoble, France
Prof. Dr. G. Renger

Techn. Univ. Berlin, Germany
Dr. L. Pintschovius

FZ Karlsruhe, Germany / LLB Saclay, France
Prof. Dr. V. Sechovsky

Charles Univ. Prague, Czech Republic
Prof. Dr. J. Texeira

CEA/CNRS/LLB Saclay, France
Prof. Dr. B. Toudic

Univ. Rennes I, France
Internal members:

Prof. Dr. F. Mezei
HMI-Berlin

Dr. H.A. Graf
HMI-Berlin

Support for European Access to BENSC
from the European Commission

The access of European research groups to
BENSC has been generously supported by the
European Community under the Access to Re-
search Infrastructures action of the Improving
Human Potential Programme (IHP). The EU
support under IHP was available for groups from
European Member States as well as for groups
from the Associated States; for groups from
Switzerland slightly modified rules applied. As
listed on page IX, an important proportion of the
contributions in this volume report on EU sup-
ported experiments.

The "European Access to BENSC" action turned
out to be very successful. For the 4 years period
2000-2003 our IHP files include

330 IHP supported projects, with
700 visits of European users and

2213 neutron instrument days delivered.

The share of these BENSC users in the number
of BENSC publications in high-ranking journals is
superproportionally high.

Therefore we are happy to inform our user
community that the EU support for BENSC ac-
cess will be continued under the 6th EU Frame-
work Programme (FP6).
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Strong Representation of BENSC Users
at the ECNS in Montpellier

Not unexpectedly, the users and staff members
of BENSC have been extremely active partici-
pants at the 3rd European Conference on Neu-
tron Scattering, Montpellier, Sept. 2003:

They presented roughly 15% of all conference
contributions. For some scientific fields, e.g.
"Magnetism" (clearly magnetism!), "Disordered
and Frustrated Systems", "Industrial and Medical
Applications", and "Neutrons and Life Science",
the BENSC partition increased up to over 20%.
More than 2/3 of the BENSC contributions came
from our external users.

New Neutron Guide Hall

The construction of the new neutron guide hall is
now under way, the foundation ceremony for the
building has been held on 8 December 2003,
and, due to the relatively mild winter, the prog-
ress in schedule. It is foreseen that the Wide-
Angle Spin-Echo Instrument V5 will move from
the old hall to the new hall. V5 will profit from the
replacement of the old neutron guide by a new
ballistic guide with multispectral neutron beam
injection. The replacement of the guide will start
in October 2004.

Other planned - and fully financed - instruments
in the new hall are
USANSHigh resolution SANS, equipped with a

novel focusing technique
EXED Extreme Environment Diffractometer,

equipped with tof-momochromatisation.

The experiment site for EXED is in addition fore-
seen for the project of a 25T high field magnet.
And suited as well for potential projects with
even higher steady magnetic fields.

. L-L-
Rainer Michaelsen



List of BE NSC Instruments

Instruments in the Experiment Hall (Thermal Neutrons)

NO.

E1

E 2

E 3

E 4

E 5

E 6

E7

E9

E10

Instrument ext.

Thermal 3-Axis Spectrometer
with Polarization Analysis 3101
Flat-Cone- and
Powder Diffractometer 3102
Residual Stress Analysis and
Texture Diffractometer 3103
2-Axis Diffractometer 3104
(E4a: Test Device)
4-Circle Diffractometer 3104

Focusing Single Crystal
Diffractometer 3105
Residual Stress Analysis Diffractometer
(under construction) 3107
Fine Resolution Powder Diffractometer
(FIREPOD)

3He-Diffractometer (HELINE)

Tube

D1N

R1

T2

R2

R3

T4

D1S

T5

D1S

Instalment Staff

Hans A.Graf
Jens Klenke
Univ. Tübingen:

Jens-Uwe Hoffmann
Rainer Schneider
Tobias Poeste co-op. TU Berlin
Karel Prokes
Vadim Sikolenko

Anja Loose

Jorge Hemandez-Velasco
Norbert Stüßer
Rainer Schneider
Florian Henkel

Dimitri Argyriou
Daniel Többens
Michael Tovar
Konrad Siemensmeyer
Slavomir Mat'as

March 2004

ext.

2778
3167
2185

3096
3237
2804
2847

2793

2768
3171
3096
3237
3016
2793
2768

2757
3135

Room

LS 335
LS 334
A 239

A 132
A 129
LR 138
LR 141

LR 129

LR 144
LR 142
A 132
A 133
LR 137
LR 129
LR 144
LS 132
LS 138

Instruments in the Cold Neutron Guide Hall

No.

V1

V 2

V 3

V 4

V 5

V 6

V 7

B8

V12a

V12b

V13
V14

Instrument ext.

Membrane Diffractometer
3121

3-Axis Spectrometer for Cold Neutrons
(FLEX) 3122

Time-of-Flight Spectrometer
(NEAT) 3123

Small Angle Scattering Instrument
(SANS)

3124

Spin-Echo Spectrometer with Time of
Flight Option (SPAN) 3125
Reflectometer

2806

Cold n Tomography (CONRAD)
(under construction)

n-Autoradiography 3121

Double-Crystal Diffractometer
(bent crystal) 3131
Double-Crystal Diffractometer
(lamellar crystal) 3131
Fundamental Physics

Mirror Test Device

Tube

NL1A

NL1B

NL2°

NL3A

NL4

NL4

NL1BU

NL1A

NL3B

NL3B

NL3B

NL1B0

Instrument Staff

Thomas Hauß co-op.Univ. Düsseldorf
Silvia Dante TU Darmstadt

Peter Vorderwisch
Klaus Habicht co-op. TU Darmstadt
Oleg Sobolev
Margarita Russina
Jörg Pieper
Alexandra Buchsteiner
Albrecht Wiedenmann
Uwe Keiderling
Elvira Garcia-Matres
Jörg Haug
Andre Heinemann
Catherine Pappas
Carlos Fehr
N.N.
Marita Gieriings
Roland Steitz co-op. MPI-KGF Golm
Rumen Krastev co-op.TU Berlin

Nikolay Kardjilov

Birgit Schröder-Smeibidl
Lee-Ann Mertens
Wolfgang Treimer TFH Berlin
Markus Strobl TFH Berlin
TFH Berlin: Wolfgang Treimer

Ekaterina Korobkina

Thomas Krist

ext.

2071
2071
2171
2807
3067
3159
3073
3179
2283
2339
3240
2339
2769
2046
3072
3141
2924
2149
3077
2298

2337
2292
2221
2490
2221

2290

2045

Room

LS 333
LS 333
A 334
A 333
A 331
A 351
A 348
A 349
LR 211
LR 209
LR 208
LR 209
LR 208
A 346
A 344
LS 130
A 226
A 221
A 223
A 317

GE145
V122
A 319
A 316
A 319

V132

A 233

Sample Environment Michael Meissner
Peter Smeibidl
Sebastian Genscher

2204
3080
3133

LS 131
LR 147
LS 113

VI
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How to Apply for BENSC Beam Time

BENSC is open to both the national and the international user community with up to 70% of the
beam time available to external users. The main portion of this beam time is foreseen for short
term research proposals. Applications for short term beam time will be examined by a scientific
selection committee twice each year,

deadlines for submission of proposals are 15 March and 15 September.

Requests for urgent experiments (Directors's discretionary time) and for industrial use may be
submitted at any time.

Applications for BENSC beam time should be made electronically. The BENSC ONLINE
PROPOSAL SUBMISSION (OPS) system is available in the internet via

http ://www.hmi.de/bensc/user-info/user-info_en. html

Further information on BENSC instrumentation can be obtained from the internet via

http ://www.hmi.de/bensc/instrumentation/instrumentation_en. html

The latest four-colour printed version of the instrumentation brochure (HMI-B 577) is on the
market since March 2001 and available on request:

BENSC-HMI
Office of the Scientific Secretary
Glienicker Str. 100
D -14109 Berlin (Wannsee)
Germany
Phone +49 - 30 - 8062 2304
Fax: +49 - 30 - 8062 2523
Email: benec9hmi.de

The BENSC Experimental Reports are intended as interim summaries. In view of the short time available
between the termination of certain experiments and the deadline for this report, the results presented
here have to be considered as very preliminary. The inclusion of reports in this volume does not
constitute a publication in the usual sense. Final results will be submitted for publication in regular
scientific journals.

VIM



Acknowledgement for Support by the European Commission

FP5. IHP. Access to Research Infrastructures

For most of the groups from European Community Member States and Associated States, the access to
BENSC has been supported by the European Community under the

Access to Research Infrastructure Action of the Improving Human Potential Programme (IHP)

Results of IHP supported groups are contained in 66 reports of this volume.

contract number HPRI-CT-1999-00020 (IHP I) contract period 02/2000 - 01/2003 (IHP- no. <399)

contract number HPRI-CT-2001-00138 (IHP II) contract period 11 /2001 - 02/2004 (IHP- no. >400)
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List of Contributed Experimental Reports

PAGE TITLE TEAM PROPOSAL

Magnetic Structure and Phase Transitions

1 Spin waves In amorphous and
nanocrystalllne

(x = 10 or 30)

B. Idzikowski1

T. Krenicky2

J. Klenke3

S. Danilkin3

1INIF PAS Poznan, PL
2ÜEF SAV KoSice, SK
3HMI Berlin

E1 PHY-
02-0308

2 Neutron investigations of NI3AI itinerant B. Idzikowski1

electron system Y.-H. Hyun2

Y.V. Kudryavtsev3

J. Klenke/

1IMF PAS Poznan, PL
2Univ. Hanyang, Seoul
3NAS IMP Kiev, UA
4HMI Berlin

E1 PHY-
02-0397

3 Hc2 and magnetism in ErNijBzC A.Jensen
A.B. Abrahamsen2

K.N. Toft2

N.H. Andersen2

P. Smeibidl3

S. Kausche3

1Univ. Copenhagen, DK
2Risoe, DK
3HMI Berlin

12 Axis conversion effect in DyCu2 M. Rotter1

S. Raasch2

M. Dörr2

X. Chen1

1Univ.Wien,A
2TU Dresden
3CU, Prague

P. Svoboda3

18 The magnetic structure of E1HI2B2C in
an applied field along the c-axis

A. Jensen1

N.H. Andersen2

A.B. Abrahamsen2

K. Prokes3

S. Danilkin3

1Univ. Copenhagen, DK
2Risoe, DK
3HMI Berlin

E1 PHY-
02-0366

4

5

6

7

8

10

11

Magnetism in RbCuCh and CsCuCh

Inelastic studies of UNiAl (2)

Phase transitions in Cu1.2sAgo.2sSe

Detailed investigation of the magnetic
structures of TbCu2 on a single crystal

Magnetic order and diffuse scattering in
RNI2B2C

Strong domain effects in the hexagonal
ferromagnet cobalt

Physical properties of magnetite Fe3O4
confined In a porous glass

N. Stüßer1

U. Schotte1

A. Hoser2

K. Prokes

S. Danilkin
J. Klenke

A. Schneidewind1

A. Kreyßig2

U. Witte2

A. Kreyssig1

O. Stocker?
J.U. Hoffmann3

U. Köbler1

A. Hoser2

I. Golosovsky1

D. Kurdyukov2

1HMI Berlin
2FZ Jülich/RWTH Aachen

HMI Berlin

HMI Berlin

1MPI CPfS Dresden
2TU Dresden

1TU Dresden
2MPI CPfS Dresden
3Univ. Tübingen
1RWTH Aachen
2IFF, FZ-Jülich
1PNPI, Gatchina, RU
2PTI, St. Petersburg, RU

E1

E1

E1

E2

E2

E2

E2

PHY-
02-385 +
EF

EF

EF

PHY-
01-1094

PHY-
01-1095/
01-1249

PHY-
01-1251

PHY-
01-1257

E2 PHY-
01-1330

13

14

15

16

17

Spin-structure in Nd(i.x)PbxMnO3 single
crystals

Reinvestigatlon ofß-Mn02 magnetic
structure

Magnetic ordering of
Y0.1 Ca0eGaxMni.xO3 (x = 0.01, 0.05)

Stability of the AF structure In UNIAI
near the TN

Magnetic diffuse scattering in Nao.ToC02
single crystals

U.K. Rößler1

J.-U. Hoffmann2

M. Regulski1

R. Przenioslo1

W. Slawinski1

J.-U. Hoffmann2

Th. Lonkai
A. Pfrommer
J.-U. Hoffmann

K. Prokes

D. Argyriou1

N. Aliouane1

J.-U. Hoffmann2

1IFW Dresden
2Univ. Tübingen
1 Univ. Warsaw, PL
2Univ. Tübingen

Univ. Tübingen

HMI Berlin

1HMI Berlin
2Univ. Tübingen

E2

E2

E2

E2

E2

PHY-
01-1331

PHY-
01-1333

PHY-
01-1402
EF

EF

EF

E4 PHY-
01-1125
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20
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25

26

27
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29
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31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

Domain growth kinetics in
geometrically frustrated Ising
antiferromagnet CoNb&e
Magnetic structure determination and
H,T phase diagram of the S=1/2 square
lattice antiferromagnet (SCAP)2CuCI4
Magnetic structure of TbNis

Investigation oftheA-phase of
CeCu2Si2 in an external magnetic field

Pressure induced magnetic structures
in Lu2Fen

Magnetic phases ofNdFezSh single
crystal
Magnetic phase transitions in
U(Ni,Pd)2Si2 single crystals under high
pressure

Magnetic field effect on ferromagnetic
order in Ndi.agCeo.isCu04

Magnetic field dependence of the
martensltic transformation in Ni2MnGa

Frustrated magnetic moments in
CePdAI in magnetic fields
Magnetic structures in UlrAI

Metamagnetic transitions in DyNiAl

On the magnetic structure ofUlrGe

Crystal structure ofLa2Cu04 and
Lai.xSrxCuO4(x = 0.01)

Magnetic structure ofLa2CuO4

Crystal and magnetic structure of
TbVO3

Antiferromagnetic order in NdVO3

Antiferromagnetic order in LaVO3

The low temperature magnetic phases
ofCeNii.xCux

Magnetic order in CeCu&h

S. Mitsuda1

Y. Inomoto1

K. Prokes2

A. Harrison1

F. Coomer1

R. Feyerherm2

A.N. Pirogov1

S. Lee2

A. Podlesnyak3

0 . Stocken1

E. Faulhaber2

H.S. Jeevan1

J. Kamarad1

0 . Prokhnenko1

K. Prokes2

J. Vejpravova
J. Prchal

P. Svoboda1

F. Honda1

J. Prchal1

K. Prokes2

M. Matsuura1

P. Dai2

K. Prokes3

D. Argyriou3

S. Shapiro1

P. Vorderwisch2

K. Prokes2

K. Prokes

K. Prokes1

J. Prchal2

K. Prokes1

J. Prchal2

K. Prokes

B. Keimer1

G. Blumberg3

Y. Ando4

M. Reehuis12

B. Keimer1

G. Blumberg3

Y. Ando4

M. Reehuis12

C. Ulrich1

B. Keimer1

M. Reehuis112

C. Ulrich1

B. Keimer1

M. Reehuis1'2

C. Ulrich1

B. Keimer1

M. Reehuis12

N. Marcano1

J.C. Gomez Sal1

J. Hernandez Velasco2

E. Faulhaber1

0 . Stockert2

1Tokyo US, JP
2HMI Berlin

1Univ. Edinburgh, UK
2HMI Berlin

1RAS Ekatarinburg, RU
2SKKU Suwon, KP
3ETHZ & PSI, CH
1MPI CPfS Dresden
2TU Dresden

1ASCR IP Prague, CZ
2HMI Berlin

CU Prague, CZ

1CU Prague, CZ
2HMI Berlin

1ORNL, USA
2Univ. Tennessee, USA
3HMI Berlin

1BNL Upton, US
2HMI Berlin

HMI Berlin

1HMI Berlin
2CU Prague, CZ
1HMI Berlin
2CU Prague, CZ

HMI Berlin

1MPI-FKF Stuttgart
2HMI Berlin
3Bell Labs, NJ
4CRIEPI, Komae, Tokyo
1MPI-FKF Stuttgart
2HMI Berlin
3Bell Labs, NJ
4CRIEPI, Komae, Tokyo
1MPI-FKF Stuttgart
2HMI Berlin

1MPI-FKF Stuttgart
2HMI Berlin

1MPI-FKF Stuttgart
2HMI Berlin

1Univ. Cantabria, E
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Iron based alloys of FINEMET-type are of particular
interest due to their superior magnetic properties
(e.g. extremely low coercivity). This nanocrystalline
soft magnetic material can be produced by stopping
the onset of crystallization of certain amorphous
alloys.

The mean field theory does not explain correctly
the local magnetic excitations in amorphous
magnetic materials, which are characterized by the
absence of long-range topological order. A possible
way to determine the value of the spin wave
stiffness constant D which follows from the spin
wave theory is a detailed analyses of the
temperature behavior of the magnetization in these
materials [1] but more complex information could be
provided by inelastic neutron scattering experiment. 

The amorphous ribbons Fe73.5-

xNixSi13.5Cu1Nb3B9 (x=10 or 30) were prepared by
single-roller technique. Typical dimensions of the
ribbons are 25 mm of thickness and 10 mm of
width. The temperature dependence of magnetic
behavior of the samples shows Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Magnetization-versus-temperature for
Fe73.5-xNixSi13.5Cu1Nb3B9 (x=10 or 30)

Amorphous precursors was annealed in vacuum
at 400�C and 500�C for 1 hour in order to produce
set of amorphous (as-quenched), relaxed
amorphous and nanocrystalline (with small amount
of crystalline phase) samples, respectively.

The inelastic neutron scattering spectra were
taken on the E1 triple-axis spectrometer at Hahn-
Meitner-Institut Berlin (BENSC) with 40�-10�-10�-10�
collimation. The q-constant method was used for

searching magnon excitations at temperatures
between 105 and 500 K (see Fig.2). 
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Fig. 2. Gaussian fits of measured spectrum for

Fe43.5-xNi30Si13.5Cu1Nb3B9 ribbon

For a Heisenberg feromagnet with only nearest-
neighbor interactions, the spin-wave dispersion at
small q is given by ħωq = Dq2. The calculated val-
ues of spin wave stiffness constants for the as-
quenched Fe63.5Ni10Si13.5Cu1Nb3B9 ribbons at
q = 0.075 are listed in upper part of Table 1. Addi-
tionally, we observed wide-spreading of the main
peak with temperature of the sample annealing (last
row in Table 1). 

TABLE 1. The stiffness constants D for
Fe43.5Ni30Si13.5Cu1Nb3B9 ribbons obtained from the slope
of the dispersion relation curves and mean peak width

D[meV·Å2]Measurement tem-
perature [K] as-

quenched
annealed at

400°C
annealed at

500°C
200 113 120 -
300 102 110 -
400 - 89 109

Energy range
Mean peak width 0.88 0.95 1

In conclusion, partially crystallization of samples
provide an open area for investigation of the spin
wave stiffness constant values in these materials. 

References:
[1] B. Idzikowski, A. Wrzeciono, J. Kovac;  IEEE Trans. Magn.

30 (1997) 561
[2] G. Shirane, S.M. Shapiro, J.M. Tranquada: Neutron Scatter-

ing with a Triple-Axis Spectrometer, Cambridge University
Press, 2002
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Ni3Al alloy is a typical weakly-itinerant ferromagnet
in which spin fluctuations play an important role.
Such ferromagnets are characterized by the exis-
tence of the ferromagnetically-ordered regions far
above TC. We have investigated by neutron diffrac-
tion magnetic behavior of stoichiometric and off-
stoichiometric single crystal and polycrystalline
alloys below and above transition temperatures.

It is known that for stoichiometric γ’-phase Ni3Al
single crystal no high-temperature transition was
observed. But there is a crossover from spin fluc-
tuator to ferromagnet at some small deviations of
the Ni concentrations in this alloy.

In our investigated alloys Ni0.752Al0.248 and
Ni0.771Al0.229 the spin fluctuation is unlikely the ex-
planation of the existence of the high-temperature
transition Tm, as well as the low-temperature one TC
(see Fig. 1). Thus, the high-temperature kink can
be caused by the transition into a true paramag-
netic state. The existence of magnetic inhomoge-
neity in the alloy confirmed by the AC magnetic
susceptibility measurements in which the suscepti-
bility curve exhibits two magnetic transitions, one at
87.5 K and the other at 252 K play a key role for the
physical properties.
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of magnetic
susceptibility for NiAl sample.

Three different models explain the existence of
two transitions temperatures for the off-
stoichiometric alloy : (i) Stoner-Edwards-Wohlfarth
[1] (ii) the selfconsistent renormalization of the spin-
fluctuation [2], and (iii) a modified self-consistent
renormalization of the spin-fluctuation model
utilizing the Ginzburg-Landau formalism [3]. There
were evidences for the well-defined spin-wave
excitations, obtained by small-angle neutron-
scattering [4] and inelastic neutron scattering [5]
experiments. However, the influence of magnetic

fields on magnetic behavior can be attributed to an
enhancement of the effective electronic mass due
to the spin fluctuations. 
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Fig. 2. Evolution of the (100) neutron diffraction peak
intensity for NiAl sample at different temperatures.

Fig. 2 shows some additional diffraction features
around the main diffraction peak. For this effect
nonlocalized itinerant electrons could be
responsible. 

In conclusion, using instrument E1 the isotherms
of the neutron diffraction patterns around the [100]
or [111] Bragg peaks were collected. The experi-
ment was performed at various temperatures
between 4.2 and 300 K and also in external
magnetic fields.
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D. M. Edwards and E. P.Wohlfarth, ibid 303, 127 (1968); E. P.
Wohlfarth, Rev. Mod. Phys. 25, 211 (1953).
2. T. Moriya and A. Kawabata, J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 34, 639
(1973); 35,669 (1973).
3. S. N. Kaul and A. Semwal, Phys. Lett. A 254, 101 (1999);
S. N. Kaul, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 11, 7597 (1994).
4. N. R. Bernhoeft, I. Cole, G. G. Lonzarich, G. L. Squires, J.
App. Phys. 53, 8024 (1982)
5. N. R. Bernhoeft, G. G. Lonzarich, P. W. Mitchell, D. M. Paul,
Phys. Rev. B 28, 422 (1983).
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Magnetism and superconductivity coexist in
several of the borocarbides RNi2B2C (R = Dy,
Ho, Er, Tm) and the interaction between the two
states is often observed as features in the upper
critical field Bc2 due to ordering of the rare earth
moments. We have examined the magnetic or-
dering of the R = Er compound and mapped out
a set of transitions between spin density waves
with different commensurate wave vectors when
a magnetic field is applied along the crystallo-
graphic [010] direction of the tetragonal I4/mmm

unit cell. The transitions are found to be in-
dependent of the upper critical field Bc2 of the
superconducting state.

Experiment and Results

The critical temperature of the superconducting
state in R = Er is Tc = 11 K and the Er mo-
ments order into a transverse spin density wave
below the Nèel temperature TN = 6.8 K in zero
applied field. Two equally populated magnetic
domains are observed and the wave vector is
QA = (0.55, 0, 0) or QB = (0, 0.55, 0) with the
polarization along the [010] or [100] direction re-
spectively.

Transitions in the majority domain with or-
dering vector QA are found when the applied
field is increased along the [010] direction and
the domain is suppressed at B = 2.2 T and
T = 1.8 K as shown on figure 1. The zero field
structure with QA = 0.55 rlu is first replaced by
QA = 0.572 rlu at B = 0.7 T. The wave vec-
tor then reaches the maximum QA = 0.59 rlu at
B = 1.1 T, decreases back to QA = 0.58 rlu and
finally stabilizes at QA = 0.572 rlu at B = 1.7 T.
The minority domain QB with the moments per-
pendicular to the applied field shows no change
in wave vector and is suppressed at B = 1.3 T.

The transitions are caused by the locking of

the spin density wave to commensurate struc-
tures, which has been explained by a mean field
model[1]. Thus the QA = 0.572 rlu structure
has been suggested to consist of 7 ferromag-
netic planes, which are coupled antiferromagnet-
ically in the configuration (↓↑↑↓↓↑↑). The prin-
ciple Fourier component of the structure will be
Q = 4

7
= 0.571 rlu. Similar but more compli-

cated spin-slip structures have been justified by
the mean field model and are indicated by hor-
izontal lines in figure 1. A puzzling observation
is the lack of hysteresis in the intensity of the
minority domain as the applied field is ramped
down. This might be connected to creation of
flux lines at the upper critical field Bc2 ≈ 1.5 T.
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Figure 1: Properties of the majority domain
QA = (Q, 0, 0) (squares) and minority domain QB =
(0, Q, 0) (circles) when the field is applied along the
[010] direction. Closed and open symbols represent
the field history ramping up and down respectively.
Left : Ordering wave vector variation of QA and QB.
Right: Integrated intensity variation of QA and QB

domain. The total intensity is shown by the solid
line. The non-uniform intensity variation is due to
extinction.
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RbCuCl3 is a frustrated antiferromagnet of the
ABX3 family. The ordering temperature is
about 19 K and the saturation field amounts to
66 Tesla at low temperatures. Similar to our
studies of CsCuCl3 we wanted to investigate
the field dependence of the magnetic structure. 

Our experiments were performed with the E1-
spectrometer in a diffracting mode and we
have used the magnet VM1b to apply fields up
to 14.5 Tesla. Single crystals were provided by
H. Tanaka. The linear dimensions of the
crystals used were in the order of 10 mm.
At zero field RbCuCl3 has a magnetic
propagation vector of about (0.297 0.297 0) i.e.
the moments order ferromagnetically along c
while the moments are arranged in a helix
within the ab-plane [1]. First we have
measured the magnetic satellite reflection as a
function of temperature at zero field and at
13.5 Tesla. Fitting a power law behaviour
within a reduced temperature region
t = (TN-T)/TN ≤ 10-1 we obtained a critical
exponent β with a value of 0.237(4) and
0.265(8) for H = 0 Tesla and H = 13.5 Tesla.
The first value of � is slightly larger than the
reported 0.200(9) in [1]. 
From our measurements we find a shift in the
propagation vector by 1.5% with temperature
(fig. 1). This behaviour is different to the
temperature independence of the propagation
observed for CsCuCl3.
In a next step we looked to the field behaviour
of the magnetic structure. The field was
applied parallel and perpendicular to the
c-axis. Scans were along (h h 0). These
measurements were performed at
temperatures around 2 K and at temperatures
just below TN. Up to 14 Tesla no additional
satellite reflections (higher harmonics) could
be found which would indicate a significant
distortion of the regular spiral. Also the position
in reciprocal space of the satellite was not
influenced by the field. Only a slight decrease
in the peak intensities could be observed.
Since the saturation field at low temperatures

is quite large with about 66 Tesla our applied
fields up to 14 Tesla were not sufficient to
affect the magnetic structure significantly.
Therefore our field limitation to 14 Tesla does
not allow to study the change in the magnetic
structure even at temperatures close to TN by
neutron diffraction.

Fig.1 : temperature behaviour of magnetic
satellite measured at zero field.

Beside RbCuCl3 we have further studied
CsCuCl3 and performed a Fourier analysis of
the field distorted spiral. A typical result of our
analysis is shown fig.2 showing that ordered
moments are elongated along field directions.
In addition spins rotate towards field and spins
in opposite direction spread apart.  
fig.2:

magnetic spiral of CsCuCl3 in a field of  11.5 Tesla.

[1] M. Reehuis et.at. J. Phys. And Chem. of Solids
62 (2001) 1139-1143
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UNiAl forms in the hexagonal ZrNiAl
type of structure and orders anti-
ferromagnetically (AF) below TN = 19.3 K [1].
History-dependent phenomena exist in UNiAl.
Two antiferromagnetic steructures are
competing. The microscopic difference
between the zero-field AF structure with qold =
(0.1 0.1 0.5) and the new one with qnew =
(0.173 0 0.5) is that the sine-wave modulation
of U moments (in both cases the amplitude
amounts to 1.3 µB, moments are directed along
the c axis and the sample consists from three k
domains) is along the [110] in the former and
[100] in the latter case [2]. From V2
experiment we have realized that no well
defined magnetic excitations exist in UNiAl. 

The crystal (the same as in the case of
V2 study) was placed in the 14.5 T cryomagnet
VM1 and investigated on E1 with rather
relaxed colimation 80'-40'-40' to increase
intensity on account of resolution. 

In Fig. 1 we show the contour plots of
the temperature dependencies of the
quasielastic response function measured at the
two characteristic reflections (old left) at
various magnetic fields. As can be seen, the old
AF structure remains stable in the whole
temperature range in fields up to ~ 8T. Above
this field, the new AF structure starts to
compete with the old one and above 11 T it
becomes stable. Note the appearance of the
"new" reflection at ~7K upon the field of 11 T
(about 4 K lower than the "old" reflection
appears) and gradual disappearance of the
"old" reflection at lower temperatures. This
points to a slow relaxation phenomena - due to
thermal activation. Fact that the old reflection
appears at higher temperature that the new one
points to existence of second magnetic phase
transition. Interestingly, field of 11 T
corresponds well with the field above which
the magnetic phase transition is of the first
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Fig. 1: Quasielastic signal measured at the old and
new magnetic reflections at various applied fields
(top-zf, middle-8T, bottom-11T) upon cooling. Note
significant signal around TN (which decreases with
field) and appearance of signal at lower temperatures
in fields above 8T at the new reflection (right).
Seite 1 von 1

der type [1]. A significant intensity around
N suggests that both AF structures compete
ound TN. This can also explain moderately
hanced specific heat of UNiAl. See also V2
perimental report.
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The temperature of superionic transition in
CuxSe depends on composition. It equals to
414 K in Cu2Se and lies below room T for
compounds with Cu content x = 1.75 – 1.85.
High - T superionic �-phase has an f.c.c.
structure with disordered distribution of Cu
cations. The ordered low - T �-phase has a
complicated noncubic structure.
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Fig. 1. Diffraction patterns of � - Cu1.98Se at RT.
Upper curve –double crystal scan.
Lower curve – triple-axis mode, �E � 0 scan.

Diffraction study of polycrystalline samples
Cu2Se [1] reveal the presence of strong diffuse
scattering, which was attributed to structural
disorder and correlation between thermal
displacements of atoms. The relative
contribution of these two parts in diffuse
background could be measured using triple-
axis spectrometer in conventional diffraction
mode and with analyser crystal fixed to �E � 0.

In the present experiment we studied the
diffuse scattering in polycrystalline samples
Cu1.75Se and Cu1.98Se. The cylindrical samples
(8.5 and 4.8 g in weight) were prepared by
solid-state reaction of high purity Cu and Se
powders at 720 K. Measurements have been
done with spectrometer E1 at � = 2.419  Å with
collimation 40-40-40-80.

The diffraction patterns of � - and
� - Cu1.98Se are shown in Fig. 1 and 2. Spectra
measured with and without analyser crystal

were normalised to have the same area of
elastic Bragg peaks.

In addition to strong elastic Bragg
reflections spectra of �-Cu1.98Se at RT (Fig. 1)
show the presence a number of small coherent
peaks which form the irregular background
with maximum intensity around Q = 3 Å-1.
Different behaviour was observed for the same
compound in �-phase (Fig. 2). The small
peaks smooth out and the strong diffuse
inelastic scattering is seen only in the spectra
measured in double crystal mode.
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Fig. 2. Diffraction pattern of � - Cu1.98Se at 450 K.
Upper curve –double crystal scan.
Lower curve – triple-axis mode, �E � 0 scan.

This result contradicts with data from Ref. 1
which do not show notable difference between
spectra measured in double crystal and �E � 0
modes of experiment. Probably this is due to a
narrower elastic window in our experiment,
which cuts off the low-energy excitations. Our
result shows that diffuse scattering in
superionic phase arises mainly from
correlations among the thermal displacements
of the ions. Note that measured diffraction
pattern of � - Cu1.75Se is very similar to that of
Cu1.98Se at 450 K (Fig. 2).

References:
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The magnetic structure of TbCu2 is assumed to be
collinear with magnetic moments along the a-direction
of the orthorhombic crystal [J. Phys. Soc. Japan 47
(1979) 67]. The magnetic unit cell is 3a x b  x c
compared to the lattice parameters a, b, c. The
propagation vector is found to be � = (1/3 0 0). At about
T = 42 K a phase transition commensurate �

incommensurate is expected  with increasing
temperature (Néel temperature TN = 55 K). The magnetic
behaviour of TbCu2 was new investigated in the context
of the studies on Tb0.5Dy0.5Cu2 by different methods.
Some results of these investigations do not fully agree
with the known magnetic structure. To ascertain how far
the unexplained  results are connected with changes of
the magnetic structure dependent on temperature the
neutron scattering experiment on a single crystal was
performed at E2/BENSC.

Fig.1:  Intensities measured in the reciprocal (h0l)-plane
at T = 1.6 K. 

The experiment was performed with � = 0.239 nm using
additional filters to suppress higher harmonics of  �. The
scans were taken by rotating the sample and  detecting
180° of the reciprocal ac- or ab-plane at T = 1.6, 5, 20,
42 and 61 K. Reflections belonging to the expected
magnetic structure have to be found at positions � =G �
(1/3 0 0) and 3� =G � (1 0 0) when G is a reciprocal
lattice vector. For moments directed parallel to a
magnetic intensities are forbidden at the (h 0 0)-
positions. Fig. 1 shows as an example that magnetic
intensities belonging to �, 2� and 3� were observed  at
(h 0 0) positions as well as at (h 0 l�0) positions in the
reciprocal ac-plane. The same result is found in the
reciprocal ab-plane. Contamination of 2� and 3�  are
excepted by the experiment. Scans around selected
reflections according to the first, second and third
harmonics of the fundamental wave vector � of the
magnetic structure were performed depending on the
temperature, using  different steps, especially at
temperatures 1.6K � T � 5K. 

The results of the experiment show:

� The additional phase transition observed by
magnetization measurements at T = 2.3 K is not
connected with changes in the magnetic or
crystalline structure. 

� It has to be accepted that there exists a component of
the magnetic moment perpendicular to the
crystalline a-direction.  In addition, the reflections
belonging to 2� do not agree with the known
magnetic structure of TbCu2. Thus the magnetic
structure described by Hashimoto et al.  [J. Phys.
Soc. Japan 47 (1979) 67] has to be extended  by
some details.

� There is no indication for an incommensurate
magnetic structure in TbCu2. The postions of
reflections belonging  to � do not change with
temperature within the experimental error. The
phase transition at about T = 42 K is connected with
the vanishing of the reflections according to higher
harmonics, i. e. the character of the magnetic
structure changes from a squared up structure to a
sinusoidal structure.
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The tetragonal rare earth nickel borocar-
bides continue to be of experimental and
theoretical interest due to their intriguing
low-temperature properties caused by the
interplay between superconductivity and
magnetism [1]. In particular TbNi2B2C
orders only antiferromagnetically below
TN = 15 K, while HoNi2B2C becomes
superconducting below Tc = 8 K and
shows different antiferromagnetically
ordered phases below TN = 6.8 K
coexisting with superconductivity. In the
antiferromagnetic (AF) state, the magneto-
crystalline anisotropies caused by CEF
effects yield different moment directions,
[1 0 0] for TbNi2B2C and [1 1 0] for
HoNi2B2C. The AF structure in TbNi2B2C is
given by a propagation vector � =
(0.545 0 0). In contrast, HoNi2B2C shows a
simple AF stacking with a propagation
vector �1 = (0 0 1) at lowest temperature,
while in a limited temperature range just
below TN, i. e. 5.2 K - 6.8 K two additional
AF modulations with �2 = (0.585 0 0) and
�3 = (0 0 0.915) appear. Surprisingly
neutron diffraction on polycrystalline
TbNi2B2C and HoNi2B2C revealed above
the respective Néel temperatures signifi-
cant magnetic intensity at the positions of
the satellite reflections [2, 3]. The aim of
the neutron diffraction experiments on E2
was to investigate in detail the nature of
this additional magnetic scattering by using
single crystals and recording intensity
maps of reciprocal planes.
Rod-like single crystals of 6 mm diameter
were grown by the floating zone method
using the 11B isotope to avoid strong
neutron absorption. Specimen with a
length of 6 mm for TbNi2B2C and 14 mm
for HoNi2B2C were cut from the rods. Both
samples were measured in the (H 0 L)

scattering plane at temperatures between
2 K and 150 K with a neutron wavelength
λ = 2.39 Å. Measuring times to record a
reciprocal plane (with 900 steps in sample
rotation Ω and a step size ∆Ω = 0.2 deg.)
varied between 9 hours in the vicinity of TN
and 23 hours far above TN.

Fig. 1: (H 0 L) scattering plane of TbNi2B2C and
HoNi2B2C at temperatures just above the Néel
temperatures TN = 15 K and 6.8 K, respectively.

Intensity maps for both compounds taken
just above TN are displayed in Fig. 1. The
most prominent feature in TbNi2B2C is a
zig-zag structure along [0 0 1] at roughly
half integer values of the H component. In
addition, intensity is observed around
positions (H 0 L) with (H + L) odd. Besides
these two features, which are diffuse in
nature and visible up to 50 K, magnetic
critical scattering is observed at the AF
satellite positions and decreases rapidly in
intensity towards higher temperatures. The
diffuse scattering directly indicates the
short-range correlations between the Tb3+

magnetic moments due to RKKY
interaction which is determined by the
wave-vector dependent susceptibility of the
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conduction electrons. In comparison,
HoNi2B2C exhibits similar features as
found in TbNi2B2C with only minor differen-
ces due to the moment direction. This
reflects a nearly unchanged susceptibility
of the conduction electrons and is in line
with expectations from band structure
calculations [4]. However, the magnetic
critical scattering in HoNi2B2C appears to
be much stronger than in TbNi2B2C at a
temperature approximately 10 % above TN.
It is worth noting that the shape of the
critical scattering indicates an anisotropy in
the correlation lengths.
As already mentioned, the wave-vector
dependent susceptibility of the conduction
electrons is visible through the short range
correlations of the rare earth local
magnetic moments. In order to study the
influence of superconductivity on the
magnetism the experiment on HoNi2B2C
was extended to temperatures in the
vicinity of Tc. It should also shed light on
the question if the number of conduction
electrons contributing to RKKY interaction
is reduced due to Cooper pairing.

Fig. 2: HoNi2B2C single crystal mounted on a gonio-
meter for neutron diffraction together with the coil
system for insitu AC-susceptibility measurements
(top) and AC-susceptibility vs. temperature of the
HoNi2B2C single crystal (bottom).

In order to be able to relate the onset of
superconductivity and the possible change
of the magnetic diffuse scattering an insitu
AC-susceptibility measurement was
established. The realisation was mainly
stimulated by the immediate support of the
cryogenics team. The experimental setup
consisting of the HoNi2B2C crystal moun-

ted on a microgoniometer and the suscep-
tibility coil system is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3: (H 0 L) scattering plane of HoNi2B2C at
temperatures below and above the
superconducting transition temperature Tc = 8.3 K.

The temperature dependence of the AC
susceptibility as shown in the lower panel
of Fig. 2 is in good agreement with
measurements reported [3]. Superconduct-
ivity sets in below 8.3 K given by the sharp
drop of the AC susceptibility. The so-called
re-entrant behavior is indicated by the
anomaly around 5.2 K. In addition to the
measurement at 7 K, intensity maps were
recorded close to Tc at 8 K and at 10 K,
i. e. well above Tc. The magnetic diffuse
scattering at these three temperatures, as
shown in Figs. 1 and 3, does not exhibit a
qualitative difference apart from the
expected overall decrease of the signal
with increasing temperature. In conse-
quence, the conduction electrons forming
Cooper pairs at low temperature do not
seem to contribute to the RKKY interaction
not only in the superconducting, but also in
the normal conducting state. This implies
that the fraction of the conduction electrons
responsible for the RKKY interaction and
subsequently for the magnetism of the
Ho3+ moments, do not take part in the
superconductivity.

[1] P. C. Canfield et al. Physics Today 51 (Oct. 1998)
40.

[2] A. Kreyssig et al. In: K.-H. Müller (Ed.), Rare Earth
Transition Metal Borocarbides. Kluwer Academic
Publishers (2001) 181.

[3] A. Kreyssig et al. Physica B 234-236 (1997) 737.
[4] M. Divis et al. Phys. Rev. B 62 (2000) 6774.
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° PHY-01-1251
Instrument   E2Strong domain effects in the hexagonal

ferromagnet cobalt Local Contact 
Jens-Uwe Hoffmann

Principal Proposer: U. Köbler,  IFF, FZ-Jülich Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: U. Köbler,  IFF, FZ-Jülich

A. Hoser, Institut für Kristallographie,
     RWTH Aachen

05.05. – 14.05.2003
12.11. – 17.11.2003

Date of Report: 15.12.2003

We have shown recently that the thermal
decrease of the spontaneous magnetization of
the itinerant ferromagnets iron cobalt and
nickel can be described over a large
temperature range by a simple Tε power
function [1]. The observed empirical exponents
ε fit an universality scheme which was
originally derived for insulating compounds
with a quenched orbital moment and a well
defined spin quantum number [2]. Evidently,
also in the itinerant ferromagnets an effective
spin quantum number can be defined. Table 1
shows how the exponents ε depend on the
dimensionality of the interactions and on
whether the spin is integer or half-integer.

The known data for the spontaneous
magnetization of cobalt follow a perfect T5/2

dependence but the hyperfine field obtained
using 59Co zero-field NMR shows a T3/2

dependence. Fig.1 compiles the two data sets
on a T5/2 scale [1].
The T5/2 dependence of the magnetization
corresponds to the axial symmetry prepared by
aligning all moments parallel to the easy c-
axis. The zero-field T3/2 law must be identified
with the universality class of the domain walls
which dominate the thermodynamics for the
state in which domains and walls coexist.
Our neutron scattering results on a Co single
crystal are much different. The zero-field T3/2

dependence is confirmed but the magnetization
decreases much stronger than in the two other
experiments. Moreover, two amplitude
crossovers are observed. This demonstrates

that neutron scattering samples only a small
part of the mixture of domains and walls.

[1] U. Köbler et al. Physic
[2] U. Köbler et al. J. Phys
     (2001) 3089
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° PHY-01-1257
Instrument   E2Physical properties of magnetite Fe3O4 confined

in a porous glass.
Local Contact:  M. Tovar
and U. Hoffman

Principal Proposer: I. Golosovsky, Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute,
188350, Gatchina, St. Petersburg, Russia. Date(s) of Experiment

Experimental Team: D. Kurdyukov,     A. F. Ioffe Physico-Technical Institute,
194021, St. Petersburg, Russia. 2.04.2003-8.04.2003

Date of Report: 18.01.2004

The magnetic properties of magnetite were first
recorded by Greek writers and magnetite
lodestones were used as a compass. During the
twentieth century, derived materials for magnetic
recording and for high-frequency applications
were developed. In 1941 E. Verwey made the
fundamental discovery that magnetite undergoes
first-order transition on cooling ~ 120 K, at which
the resistivity increases sharply and the structure
distorts from cubic symmetry. Despite much
research, no conclusive structural model of the
low temperature phase has emerged and the
question of the phase transitions remains
controversial. Therefore the properties of
confined magnetite, in the condition of “restricted
geometry“, are of particular interest. 

A magnetite had been embedded in a vycor
porous glass with the mean pore diameter 70 Å
by „bath deposition method". The synthesis of
Fe3O4 within nanopores was done for the first
time, nevertheless the neutron profile analysis
showed that impurities do not exceed some
percents (see Figure 1).   

From synchrotron experiments [1] it is known
that the splitting of reflection 440 due to Verwey
transition corresponds to the lattice distortion
∆d/d about 0.002. However, we did not observe
any changing of FWHM of 440 peak in interval
50 K – 280 K with accuracy 0.02 degree, that
corresponds ∆d/d ~ 0.0004. Also, we did not
observe any changing in the peak position within
an accuracy ~ 0.001 Å-1 (in q-space). The cubic
lattice parameter in interval 50 - 280 K practically
doesn’t change, 8.400(2) - 8.408(2) Å.

 These data shows that the structure distortion
at the Verwey transition in confinement, if exists,
is much smaller comparing with the bulk. From
the peak broadening the averaged size of the
embedded nanoparticles was found of 85(5) Å.  

Because of the lack of observable distortion,
the profile analysis was carried out in the frame
of the spinel structure. This structure contains
eight Fe3+ ions in tetrahedral A-sites and eight
Fe2+ plus eight Fe3+ ions in octahedral B-sites. In
an ideal spinel structure the parameter x defining

the position of O2- ion is equal 0.25.  Indeed for
Fe3O4 in confinement we got x = 0.258(1), that is
consistent with those reported for the bulk [2].
Refinement shows that A- and B-sites are not
fully occupied by Fe ions, the occupation factor
was of 0.74(1) only. It means that a magnetite in
confinement is not stoichiometric.

Below Tcurie=853 K, a magnetite is magnetically
ordered. From the peak intensities the “ordered”
moments were calculated of 4.30(14) µB and
1.94(7) µB in A- and B-sites respectively, that is
smaller than the values of 5.04 µB and 4.02 µB
measured for A- and B-sites in the bulk [3]. 

The reduction of magnetic moment had been
observed in MnO [4] and CoO [5] confined within
a porous glass and had been attained to spin
disordering at nanoparticle surface. Surprisingly
that moment reduction observed in confined
Fe3O4 appears different for octahedral and
tetrahedral sites.

Figure 1.  Neutron diffraction patterns of Fe3O4,
measured at 50 K and λ = 1.215 Å. Diffuse
background is from the matrix of amorphous SiO2.

1. J. Wright et. al., PRB, 66, 214422, (2002).
2. H. Okudera et. al., Acta Cryst., B52, 450, (1996)
3. C. Shull et. al., PR 84, 912 (1951)
4. I. Golosovsky et. al., PRL, 86, 5783, (2001).
     I.Golosovsky, D. Tobbens, M. Tovar, BENSC Exp.

Report, 2002, HMI, Berlin, 2003. p.68
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° PHY-01-1330
Instrument   E2Axis Conversion Effect in DyCu2
Local Contact 
Jens-Uwe-Hoffmann

Principal Proposer: Martin Rotter, Universität Vienna Date(s) of Experiment:
Experimental Team: Sebastian Raasch, TU Dresden

Mathias Doerr, TU Dresden
Martin Rotter, University Vienna
X. Chen, University Vienna
Pavel Svoboda, Charles University, Prague

24.06.2003-08.07.2003

Date of Report: 10.October 2003

The conversion process of DyCu2 and Tb0.5Dy0.5Cu2 has
been studied with the Flat-Cone Neutron Spectrometer at
E2. For the first time the E2 was successfully combined
with the VM-4 cryostat, inclined by 7.2 degree.
The hk0, hk1/2 and hk1 planes have been measured at
several magnetic fields. 
At 33K and 4.4T the axis-conversion was observed,
which means that the magnetic easy axis becomes the
hard axis and vice versa. Before this experiment two
possible crystallographic models for this macroscopic
effect had been suggested. Model 1, that assumes a field
induced increase of the crystallographic symmetry from
orthorhombic CeCu2 type into an overall hexagonal
AlB2 type, could be ruled out. Reflections in the hk1/2
plane should not be visible in this model (see Fig. 1).
Model 2 associates the axis conversion with the decay of
the single crystal into three domains, rotated by 120
degree within quasi-hexagonal plane. We found
reflections especially in hk1/2 plane, which are in
agreement with this model. An open question is the
domain-population. Further intensity analysis of the
already measured data might give information about the
population of the three domains, but the statistic and
resolution of the data are not sufficient to give detailed
results. 

Fig.1: HK1/2 of Tb0.5Dy0.5Cu2  T=50K B=0 before (right) and
after conversion (left).

A continuation of this experiment with attention on the
intensities of the satellite reflections in the AF1 phase is
necessary. 
A back-conversion has been tried. Neither decreasing the
magnetic field to zero nor warming up the crystal to
room temperature led to a virgin state crystal.
Thus in this system the 4f electrons of the rare earth
form a magnetic field driven nano-machine  inducing a
structural transformation of the crystal.

References:
[1] M. Loewenhaupt, M. Doerr, M. Rotter, T. Reif, A.
Schneidewind Magnetic field induced Ising axis conversion in
Tb0.5Dy0.5Cu2 single crystals Braz. J. of Physics 30 (2000) 754-
757
[2] M. Rotter, M. Loewenhaupt, S. Kramp, T.Reif, N. M. Pyka,
W. Schmidt, R. Kamp Anisotropic magnetic exchange in
orthorhombic RCu2 compounds Europ. Phys. J.B 14 (2000) 29-
42
[3] P. Svoboda, M. Doerr, M. Loewenhaupt, M. Rotter, T. Reif,
F. Bourdarot, P. Burlet Structural change in DyCu2 single
crystal induced by magnetic field Europhys. Lett. 48 (1999)
410-414

Fig.2: HK1 of Tb0.5Dy0.5Cu2 T=50K B=0 before (right) and
after conversion (left). 
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° PHY-01-1331

Instrument   *E2Spin-structure in 
Nd(1-x)PbxMnO3 single crystals Local Contact 

*Jens-Uwe Hoffmann

Principal Proposer: Ulrich K. Rößler, IFW Dresden Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: Ulrich K. Rößler, IFW Dresden

Jens-Uwe Hoffmann, HMI Berlin / Uni Tübingen *25.8. – 3.9. 2003

Date of Report: *20.12. 2003

Nd1-xPbxMnO3 belongs to the perovskitic
mixed-valent manganites of type R1-xAxMnO3
(R is La or a rare earth and A a divalent ion)
displaying metallic ferromagnetism and
colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) in the
doping-range 0.2 < x ≤ 0.5. In such manganite
systems, the magnetic moments of R-ions may
act as probe for the magnetism of the Mn-O-
subsystem, or they may undergo an ordering
transition at lower temperature. As shown in
Fig. 1 the system Nd0.85Pb0.15MnO3, which
orders ferromagnetically at Tc = 115 K,
displays below 50 K an anomaly which may
indicate the onset of Nd-ordering.

Fig. 1: Magnetization M after field-cooling (FC) and
zero-field cooling (ZFC) of Nd0.85Pb0.15MnO3 (left
scale); right scale and inset: specific heat C and
C/T vs. temperature T. Anomalies indicated by
downturn in M(T) towards low temperature and
peak around 10 K in C(T).

Two single crystals of the system Nd1-x
PbxMnO3 grown at IISc Bangalore [1] have
been investigated. Both show ferromagnetism,
but Nd0.85Pb0.15MnO3 is insulating while
Nd0.70Pb0.30MnO3 shows an insulator-metal
transition and CMR related to the
ferromagnetic ordering. Neutron diffraction was
performed on the E2-flat-cone instrument. The
x=0.3 crystal has been mounted to map the

(hk0)-plane using neutron wavelength
λ=2.39 Å, (indexed according the assumed
orthorhombic structure Pbmn). The crystal
showed twinning due to the slight difference
between lattice parameter a=5.45 Å, b=5.47 Å.
The (hk1)-plane was mapped with 1.21Å and
temperature scans for the (111) and
(011)/(101) Bragg-peaks were collected
supplementing data from first experiment on
this crystal. The x=0.15 crystal (also indexed
according to Pbmn) was mounted to map (h0l)
and (h1l)-planes, with λ=2.39 Å, 1.21 Å
respectively. Temperature evolution for series
of Bragg-peaks (101), (002), (-201), (-200),
(102), (211), (-111), (112) was collected.

Fig. 2: Evolution of (101)-Bragg peak intensity for
Nd0.85Pb0.15MnO3.

For both crystals, there is clear evidence for a
sluggish Nd-ordering for T<50 K and a spin-
reorientation involving both magnetic
sublattices. Below 15 K (x=0.3) or 10 K
(x=0.15) a further reorientation transition
occurs, resulting in a structure with essentially
ferromagnetically coupled Nd- and Mn-
sublattices and a small canting with
antiferromagnetic component.

[1] N. Ghosh, et al., J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 256 (2003)
286.
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° PHY-01-1333

Instrument   E2Reinvestigation of β-MnO2 magnetic structure
Local Contact 
J.-U. Hoffmann

Principal Proposer: M. Regulski, Inst. of Exp. Phys. Univ. Warsaw Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: R. Przeniosło, M. Regulski, and 

W. Sławiński, Inst. of Exp. Phys. Univ. Warsaw
J.-U. Hoffmann, Univ. Tübingen & HMI

2003-10-15
2003-10-19

Date of Report: 2003-12-19

The family of MnO2 oxides are technologically
important materials used widely in the
production of dry-cell batteries. They are also
very promising as materials for chemical
applications as adsorbents, catalysts or
sensors [1]. �-MnO2 is the most stable and
abundant member of the MnO2 oxide family.

�-MnO2 has a tetragonal rutile-type crystal
structure with a=4.3980 Å, c=2.8738 Å [2] and
space group P42/mnm. Each unit cell contains
two Mn+4 ions, one at (0,0,0) and the second at
(1/2,1/2,1/2). According to Yoshimori [3] all the
spins in �-MnO2 are aligned parallel in the c
plane and screw along the c axis with a pitch
of (7/2)c. The magnetic unit cell is seven times
larger along the c axis than the chemical unit
cell. This means that the propagation vector k
equals (0,0,2/7). The Néel temperature of this
ordering is about 92 K. According to recent
experimental results �-MnO2 has an
incommensurate magnetic ordering with
propagation vector k equal (0,0,2/7+ε), where ε
is about 0.01 [4]. The discovery of the �-MnO2
incommensurate magnetic ordering has
important consequences on the calculation of
the values of the exchange integrals in �-MnO2
by Yoshimori, and Ohama and Hamaguchi
[3,5]. These calculations were based on the
assumption that the pitch of the screw of
magnetic structure in �-MnO2 is exactly (7/2)c. 

Neutron powder diffraction experiments were
performed by using the Flat-Cone-Diffracto-
meter E2 operating at a neutron wavelengths
of 1.2 Å. and 2.37 Å. The measurements were
performed from 10 K to RT. The preliminary
results of our n.p.d. experiment are presented
in ref. 6. The detailed studies of the changes of
the �-MnO2 magnetic ordering versus
temperature is in progress and will be
published elsewhere.

W acknowledge the support by the European
Commission under the Access to Research of
the Human Potential Programme (contract
number HPRI-CT-2001-00138), and the
support by the Committee for Scientific
Research (Poland). 
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° PHY-01-1402
                                    EF

Instrument   E2Magnetic ordering of Y0.1Ca0.9GaxMn1-xO3
(x=0.01, 0.05) Local Contact 

J.-U.Hoffmann

Principal Proposer: Th. Lonkai, Uni. Tübingen Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: A. Pfrommer, Uni. Tübingen

Th. Lonkai, Uni.Tübingen
J.-U. Hoffmann, BENSC / Uni. Tübingen

9.-13.7.2003

Date of Report: 19.12.2003

Y0.1Ca0.9GaxMn1-xO3, an orthorhombic perov-
skite, is a candidate for CMR materials. As a
preliminary experiment we performed X-ray
powder diffraction experiments at the new im-
age-plate of the high-resolving Guinier-
diffractometer in Tübingen for 01.0�x  and

05.0�x  at 11<T<300 K. Neutron powder data
( 21.1�� Å and 4.2�� Å ) collected on sam-
ples with 01.0�x  and 05.0�x  reveal the
magnetic ordering dependence on Ga doping.

Fig. 1 depicts the magnetic peaks (110) and
(011) ( 01.0�x ). The ordered magnetic mo-
ment of Manganese resulted from simultane-
ous Rietveld-refinements of neutron and X-ray
powder data [2], [3]. Fig.2 exhibits the magni-
tude of the magnetic moment, assuming the
same critical behaviour for each of the three
components. The single components are

Bx �� ]4[49.0� , By �� ]3[9.0�  and

Bz �� ]8[8.1� (4K, 01.0�x ). Néel- tempera-
tures TN =105,6K ( 01.0�x ) and  TN =88K
( 05.0�x ) resulted from least squares refine-
ments (“Fit”, red and blue line) of an empirical
critical power law [1]:
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The anomaly in thermal dependence of the A-
axis (Fig. 3, 05.0�x ) at Neel temperature
shows evidence of magnetostriction caused by
the magnetic ordering process in the manga-
nese lattice.

[1] K. Hagdorn et al., Euro. Phy. J.B. 11(1999),
p. 243
[2] J.K. Maichle, J. Ihringer, W. Prandl, J. Appl.
Cryst. 21, 22-27 (1988)

[3] http://www.uni-
tuebingen.de/uni/pki/simref/simref.html

Fig.1: Magnetic Peak (110) und (011)  (x=1%)

Fig 2: Manganese ordering

Fig. 3: Magnetostriction of the lattice constants (x=5%)
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° EF
Instrument   E2Stability of the AF structure in UNiAl near the TN

Local Contact 
J.-U. Hoffmann

Principal Proposer: K. Prokes, HMI Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: K. Prokes, HMI

30.9.2003-6.10.2003

Date of Report: 10.10.2003

Introduction to magnetic ordering of
UNiAl is given of the BENSC experimental
reports 2003 - namely in the section of the
insrument V2 and E1 [1]. From V2 experiment
we have realized that the competition between
the two indicated AF structures takes place
even in zero field in the vicinity of TN. 

The crystal (originating from the same
batch as in the case of E1 and V2 study) was
placed in the standard orange cryostat and
investigated on E2 with rather relaxed
colimation to gain intensity. We have collected
several scans in the L=0 and L=0.5 planes in
the temperature region 2.2-25 K.

Fig. 1: Contour plots for the L=0.5 plane recorded at 2.2
(top), 19.12 and 19.72 K. 

In Fig. 1 we show parts of three contour plots
for the L=0.5 plane recorded at 2.2, 19.12 and
19.72 K (TN = 19.3K). The center is situated at
(1 1 0.5). Apparent is that the angular
coherence along the dashed cirle “3” decreases.
This indicates that the competition between the
old and new AF structure becomes more
important around TN as it happens also in
magnetic above 8T (see report from E1
experiment). In Fig. 2 we show the temperature
dependence of the radial position and width of
reflections determined by fitting as indicated in
the first picture by arrows marked as “1” and
“2”, respectively. As can be seen, with
increasing temperature the “length” of the
propagation vector and the width of magnetic
peaks increases. The former result is totally
unexpected. The latter result is expected,
however, it appeared that the peak width

Fig. 2: Temperature dependence of the h and k
component of the propagation vector q = (qh qk 0.5)
along the “1” shown in Fig 1 (a) and the angular
dependence of the normalized intensity along the circle
“3” shown in Fig 1 (b).

perpendicular and along the circle are a, very
different and b, both are larger than the width
of nuclear reflections, the former one about
twice, the latter one about three times even at
the lowest temperatures. This reflects limited
correlation length of the old magnetic structure.
Reference
 [1]K. Prokeš, et al. Phys. Rev. B 58 (1998) 2692
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The layered cobaltite compounds: NaxCoO2 (x ∈
[0.70,1]) were studied due to their high thermopower
properties associated with a low resistivity in the ab
plane. The electronic and magnetic interactions arise
from the doping of x charge carrier to form a mixed valent
system: NaxCo3+

x Co4+
1-xO2. where the Co3+ state is S= 0

with t62g configuration and the Co4+ state is S=1/2 with t52g
configuration. The thermopower in these compounds
seems to be produced by a spin entropy mechanism[1]. 

From a structural point of view the Na0.70CoO2 can
be describe, in P6/3mmc Space Group (a=2.85Å,
c=10.85Å), as layered of edge shared octahedral CoO6
along the  (ab) plan separated by a layered of Na+. For
x=0.70, the susceptibility measurement present a
ferromagnetic to a paramagnetic transition at T=22K. The
idea of entropy reduction in field is that the field polarizes
paramagnetic hoping Co4+ spin into an ordered structure
which should produce a diffuse scattering. 

To observe this diffuse scattering and the associated
q vector, we use a single crystal of Na0.70CoO2
(2.5x2.5x13mm size) obtained by Image furnace floating
zone technique. 

We took (ac) reciprocal space cut (Fig.1) of neutron
diffraction on E2. The first observation (at T=1.7K and
T=30K without field) indicated that the expected
symmetry of the P6/3mmc is not corrected since we see
forbidden reflection the (003) and (001). Since 

We scan the two main directions [(00l) and (-hh0)] of
our reciprocal space cut at different temperatures and
fields (1.7K, 30K at H=0 and 5T). We observe diffuse
scattering around (003) reflection and near the (000)
beam (see Fig 2). We follow too along only the �

direction, at 10K and 20K 22K without field (see Fig.3). 
. 

 Fig.1: (ac) reciprocal cut at T=30K  and H=0T. The
vertical arrows indicate the extra reflection (001) and
(003). The horizontal one indicate the (-110) reflection.

Fig.2: (a) reciprocal space cut around the (003) and
integreated intensity versus field. (b) reciprocal space cut
around the (000) and integreated intensity versus field.

Fig.3: evolution of the diffuse scattering around the 003
reflection versus temperature without field.

The diffuse scattering around the (003) and (000)
according the Fig.2 could be interpreted as a magnetic
diffuse scattering to confirm that point we should obtain
other data with fild at different temperature.

[1] Y. Wang et al., Nature 423,425(2003)
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Magnetic ordering and superconductivity are in
general considered as mutual exclusive, but the
rare-earth nickel borocarbides RNi2B2C (R =
Dy, Ho,Er, Tm) belong to a small group of
materials where these two phenomena coexist.
The coexistence offers a unique possibility to
study the interplay between superconductivity
and magnetism.
The Erbium compound R = Er is supercon-
ducting at temperatures below Tc=11 K in zero
applied field and the crystalline unit cell is
tetragonal I4/mmm. If the material is cooled
below the Néel temperature TN=6 K, the
magnetic moments of the Er3+ ions form a
transversely polarized spin-density wave with
the moments parallel to the [010] direction and
a modulation wave vector Q=(Qx,Qy,0)  with
Qx≈0.55 rlu and Qy≈0 rlu. At temperatures well
below TN, the development of higher order
harmonics shows that the magnetic structure is
squaring up. This phenomenon, however, has
not been examined quantitatively in the
experiment to be reported on here, since the
intensities of both magnetic and nuclear
reflections are severely affected by extinction.

Experiment and results
We have studied the variation of Q as function
of temperature when applying a magnetic field
up to 12 T along the crystallographic c-axis.
Figure 1 summarizes the results. Black dots
mark the (T,H) points where the measurements
were made and the upper critical field  is
indicated by the line marked Hc2 [3]. The
values of Qx are shown as a contour plot. We
were able to reach a maximum field of 12 T
before the sample was detached from the
sample stick. At 12 T, the Néel temperature is
4.5 K, hence it takes a very large field to
quench the antiferromagnetic ordering.  This is
in agreement with the results of a mean field

model [1,2] and experimental results obtained
by Schmiedeshoff et al [4]. 
In contrast to the results obtained when the
field is applied in the a-b-plane [1], we observe
no distinct changes that indicate a phase
transition. Only a small continuous increase in
Qx is observed as function of H and T, and Qy
remains zero within experimental error.  

[1] A. Jensen, K. Nørgaard Toft, A. B.
Abrahamsen, M. R. Eskildsen, N.H. Andersen, J.
Jensen, P. Hedegård, J. Klenke, S. Danilkin, K.
Prokes, V. Sikolenko, P. Smibidl, S. L. Bud’ko, P.
C. Canfield, (to be published)
[2] J. Jensen, Physical Review B, 65, 140514, 2002
[3] S. L. Bud'ko, P. C. Canfield, Physical Review
B, 61, 22,  R14932-R14935, 2000
[4] G. M. Schmiedeshoff, S. Touton, W. P.
Beyermann, A. H. Lacerda, S. L. Bud’ko, P. C.
Canfield, Int. J. Mod. Phys. B 16, 3212 (2002)

Figure 1: Variation of the modulation wave vector Qx  as
function of temperature and applied magnetic field along
the c-axis of ErNi2B2C. The values of Qx in rlu are
shown as a contour plot and the Néel temperatures as
derived from the intensity of the magnetic 1st order
reflection are marked by the squares. The line marked TN
is obtained by a mean field model [1,2].  
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     Geometrically frustrated isosceles triangular Ising
antiferromagnet CoNb2O6 exhibits the domain growth
kinetics in the four-fold degenerate antiferromagnetic
(AF) phase below TN2~1.95 K[1,2]. We have found that
average domain size at T=1.5 K grows with time
according to power law �(t)=�0+Ctn with growth
exponent n~0.2 that is extremely small compared with
n=0.5 of conventional Ising magnets. In present
experiments, to study how the power law holds over
wide temperature range in AF phase, we measured, at
various temperature, the time evolution of scattering
profile along a* direction in the transverse scans at (0
1/2 0) Bragg point after field-quench from H=2000 Oe
to zero field, revealing that the growth exponent n~0.2
is almost temperature independent and the pre-factor C
is temperature dependent so that C(T) can be fitted to
C0exp(-�E/kBT) as shown in Fig. 1 (a). This functional
form of C(T) suggests existence of a kind of activation
energy �E that must be relevant to the mechanism of the
domain growth kinetics in this system where the
domain walls move stochastically back and forth in
contrast with the curvature-driven domain motion in the
conventional Ising magnets. The fitted parameter
�E/kB~10 K is several hundred times larger than the
competing exchange interactions in the isosceles
triangular lattice. It should be noted that quite recently
introduced He3 refrigerator with VM-3 cryomagnet was
invaluable in present experiments to provide access to
the temperature region of T=1.0 K~2.0 K.
     By ac-susceptibility measurements in the three-fold
degenerate ferrimagnetic (FR) phase, we have observed
phenomena originated from the domain growth kinetics.
As shown in Fig. 1 (c), an anomalous peak was detected
at specific field Hs=1300 Oe where A’C’-type domain
wall is considered to move almost freely from energy
calculation[2]. This peak appears only in the field-
increasing scan after zero-field-cooling (ZFC) whereas
no peak appears in the field-decreasing scan after field-
cooling (FC). This is because the domain walls are
embedded in passing through the first-order AF-FR
transition field in the former process, whereas FR single
domain state is formed in the latter process. Actually,
we have observed, at only around Hs, the time evolution
of �’ obeying power law �’(t)=�’eq+At-n with n~0.2.
Therefore, in present experiments, we tried to
investigate the domain growth kinetics at Hs by
measuring the time evolution of scattering profile along
b* direction in the transverse scans at (3 1/3 0) Bragg
point in the time range up to 2.5 �104 sec. Although we
could not directly observe the domain growth kinetics at

Hs within our experimental accuracy, we observed
interesting field dependence of the width Wb along b*
direction as shown in Fig. 1 (b); In the field-decreasing
scans after FC, the width Wb is almost the instrumental
resolution limit at all fields, whereas the width Wb in
the field-increasing scan after ZFC at T=1.2 K
decreases  rapidly around Hs corresponding to the
anomaly in the ac susceptibility measurement. This
means that the domain growth at Hs is faster than the
other field, i.e. existence of the domain growth kinetics
at Hs.

Fig. 1: (a) Semi-log plot of the temperature dependence
of the prefactor C(T) in the AF phase. (b) Magnetic
field dependence of half width at half maximum Wb of
scattering profile along b* in the magnetic field scan.
The lines are guide for the eyes. (c) Magnetic field
dependence of in-phase susceptibility �’. Both in (b)
and (c), open and closed symbols denote field
increasing scans after ZFC and field decreasing scans
after FC, respectively.

[1] S. Kobayashi, S. Mitsuda, T. Jogetsu, J. Miyamoto,
and H. Katagiri, Phys. Rev. B 60, R9908 (1999).

[2] S. Kobayashi, K. Okano, T. Jogetsu, J. Miyamoto,
and S. Mitsuda, (submitted to PRB) 
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2-amino-5-chloropyridinium (5CAP) copper (II)
chloride (CAPCC) is one of a family of S=½ square
antiferromagnets of general formula A2CuX4
(where A is related to 5CAP through substitution of
other groups such as methyl for chlorine, and X =
Cl, Br) 1-4. These materials are of interest in
relation to the magnetic behaviour of high-Tc
superconducting materials based on layered
cuprates,  and related low-dimensional, low-
moment antiferromagnets5. In particular, CAPCC
has a relatively low value of in-plane magnetic
exchange J (0.57 K) which means that the magnetic
properties may be tuned significantly through the
application of experimentally accessible applied
magnetic fields6. 
The structure and basic magnetic character of
CAPCC have been determined for the protonated
material, revealing TN = 0.75 K. In a previous
experiment at BENSC we performed the first
neutron scattering measurements of spin
correlations in a perdeuterated sample of the
material7. In that experiment the crystal was
mounted with a* and c* in the horizontal scattering
plane, and a survey made of likely magnetic
reflections at 30 mK; in addition, the (H,T) phase
diagram was explored with H up to 5 T, and the
critical scattering near (the (101) reflection
measured carefully near TN to determine the critical
exponent � for sublattice magnetisation. We
therefore proposed a follow-up experiment with b*
and c*  in the scattering plane so that we could
collect a complete set of magnetic reflections, and
also explore a new dimension of the (H,T) phase
diagram. The aim was to elucidate the spin
structure as a function of H and T and thus probe
the properties of class of co-operative magnet.
The sample that had been used in the previous
experiment proved to be no longer useable for
single crystal diffraction, presumably because of
degradation by the thermal cycling (this material is
stable for long periods in air, under ambient
conditions). As a consequence, we were compelled
to use a new crystal which was smaller and had a
lower level of deuteration (of the order of 67%).
This sample had the same value for TN as the

perdeuterated sample according to SQUID
magnetometry measurements, but the structure
factors for the nuclear reflections proved to be very
different according to a mapping of Bragg peaks,
and normalisation of magnetic peaks to the nuclear
peaks therefore requires care when data from the
two samples are compared (this will be done
through simulation of two sets of nuclear structure
for the two compositions in conjunction with
experimental structure factors for appropriate
reflections). The smaller size of this second sample
greatly increasing the count times required to
collect magnetic data with good signal/noise ratio.
A careful survey of scattering intensity in
accessible regions of the (0kl) plane over the
temperature range 51 – 800 mK, and in vertical
fields from 0 – 10 T revealed magnetic scattering at
(011), (01-1) and (01-3) at base temperature and
zero field (for the single crystal orientation we
used, we were only able to access regions of the
(0kl) scattering plane with positive values of k).
Consideration of the relative intensities of these
reflections suggests that the component of the
moments in (0kl) plane in the magnetically ordered
phase lie close to the (011) direction. A more
detailed survey of the response of the system to
applied field was made through measurement of the
intensity of selected peaks, most prominent of
which was the (01-1) reflection, but we observed no
further magnetic transitions than had been observed
in previous magnetometry and neutron scattering
measurements.
References
[1] P. Zhou and J. E. Drumheller, J. Appl. Phys. 69, 5804

(1991).
[2] P. R. Hammar, D. C. Dender, D. H. Reich, et al, J. Appl.

Phys 81, 4615 (1997).
[3] F. M. Woodward, C. P. Landee, J. Giantsidis, et al.,

Inorganica Chimica Acta 324, 324 (2001).
[4] F. M. Woodward, A. S. Albrecht, C. M. Wynn, et al., Phys.

Rev. B 65, 144412 (2002).
[5] E. Manousakis, Rev. Mod. Phys. 63, 1 (1991).
[6] M. E. Zhitomirsky and A. L. Chernyshev, Phys Rev. Lett.

82, 4536 (1999).
[7] A.Harrison, R.Feyerhem, D.Visser, K. Grant and V.

Bondah-Jagalu, work in preparation (2003) and BENSC
report for 2002.
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Recent resistivety and susceptibility
measurements [1, 2] indicated the magnetic state
of the hexagonal TbNi5 compound may not be as
simple a collinear ferromagnet below Tc=23 K as
previously thought. Using a powder neutron
diffraction we made the conclusion [3] that the
TbNi5 exhibited the incommensurate FAN-like
magnetic structure over whole temperature region
from 2 to 23 K. In that previous study we
performed the measurements only by a heating of
the sample.
The aim of the present experiment is to study a
magnetic structure of the TbNi5 single crystal by
both a heating and a cooling and to determine an
effect of an external magnetic field on its
magnetic state. During the meusurements the
crystal has been oriented a- (c-) axis horizontaly
and parallely to the magnetic field. We were
always statrting the cooling-measurements from
30 K.
We determined the temperature dependencies of
the intensities of the (100), (001) and (101) peaks
and satellites in the vicinity of them (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1: The temperature dependencies of the
intensities of the (001) peak and (001)- and (001)+

satellites by heating (bottom) and cooling (top) of
the TbNi5 single crystal.
It is seen that there are clear anomaly at Tt

c 
�10 K

li h i b

K and week one at Tt
h 
�16 K by the cooling and

heating regimes, respectively. The value of the Tt
h

coincides with the temperature at which a
resistivety peak was be found in [1]. In view of
our present and previous data we can suppose two
versions for the explanation of the anomaly at the
Tt

c (or Tt
h). One of them is the incommensurate

FAN-like structure keeps both below and above
the Tt

c, but the value of the ferromagnetic
component of the Tb-ion moment noticeably
decreases with temperature. The other is a ratio
between a simple spiral and a collinear
ferromagnet phases sharp lowers with
temperature.
An application of an external magnetic field
induced a transition from the incommensurate
structure to commensurate ferromagnet one. It is
clear seen from Fig. 2. This transition undergoes
by the critical field Hc=0.3 T after that the
ferromagnetic state keeps even at the out field.
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Fig. 2: The scans of the (101) peak and (101)- and
(101)+ satellites by the magnetic field (H is
parallel to a-axis) at 12 K.

References
[1] V.M.T.S. Barthem et al., J. Phys. Condens.
Mat. 9 (1997) 7609.
[2] V.M.T.S. Barthem et al., J. Magn. Magn.
Mater 208 (2000) 97.
S. Lee et al., Europh. Lett. 62 (2003) 350.
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The low-temperature physical properties of
CeCu2Si2, the first heavy-fermion superconduc-
tor, are very sensitive to the preparation of the
sample. We investigated a large ’A-type’ sin-
gle crystal, showing antiferromagnetic ordering
(TN ≈ 0.86 mK; µeff. ≈ 0.1 µB) but no supercon-
ductivity. Especially, we were interested in the
properties of the A-phase in an external mag-
netic field. We used the magnet VM1, equipped
with the dilution stick DS3 to reach low tem-
peratures and to provide a magnetic field of
up to 12 T. We investigated the magnetic field
dependence at two different temperatures, at
T1 ≈ 60 mK, where a direct transition from A-
to B- phase occurs, and at T2 ≈ 500 mK, where
the two phases are separated by a ’paramagnetic
gap’ (see Fig. 1). Fig. 2 shows selected rocking-
scans across the investigated (0.215 0.215 1.48)
magnetic satellite reflection. Although other
magnetic satellite reflections could be observed,
we focused on the (0.215 0.215 1.48) peak due
to the good intensity to background ratio. A
first evaluation of the intensity vs. magnetic field
is shown in Fig. 3. No qualitative difference in
the field dependence could be observed for the
two temperatures (although the phase transition
field changes with temperature as expected [1]).
A small change of the ω position was found for
both temperatures, but is much smaller than the
change with temperature above the lock-in tem-
perature TL.

LT NT2T1T

0

B−phase

A−phase

?

T [mK]60 500350 800

B 
[T

]

~8

Figure 1: Schematic phase diagram of CeCu2Si2.
The lock-in transition (TL) and the two mea-
sured temperatures T1 and T2 are marked.

Special thank goes to the sample-environment
group (P. Smeibidl et al.) for their support.
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Figure 2: Selected rocking-scans across the in-
vestigated magnetic satellite reflection, shifted
by a constant value for better distinction. (raw
data + Gaussian fits as a guide for the eye).
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Figure 3: Integrated intensity of the magnetic
satellite reflection (see text) for the two temper-
atures.

[1] T. Tayama et al., Phys. Rev. B67 (2003)
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Pressure induced changes of magnetic structures of
intermetallic Lu2Fe17 compound have been studied by
neutron diffraction at wide temperature range in field
up to 6.5 T using E4 diffractometer with VM2
magnet. The single crystal of Lu2Fe17 was fixed in a
CuBe pressure cell and oriented with its b-axis || H ||
axis of rotation of diffractometer, i.e. the beam lay in
the crystal ac-plane. The positions of magnetic and
nuclear diffraction lines had been determined from l-
scans in reciprocal space whereas  intensities of the
lines were obtained from �-scans. Large changes of
the lattice parameters induced by temperature,
pressure and/or magnetic field have been taken into
account in conversion into reciprocal space. Set of 21
accessible diffraction nuclear lines and visible (101)±,
(002)± and (300)± satellites with propagation vector
q= (0 0 ±�z) was collected at ambient pressure and
under pressures 3.5 kbar and 4.3 kbar.

Fig. 1: Temperature dependence of the propagation
vector �z at different pressures. The star and square
symbols represent results of the previous studies.

A general tendency - an increase of the propagation
vector component �z of a helical magnetic structure
with increasing pressure (Fig. 1) - indicates an
increase of negative magnetic interactions with
decreasing Fe-Fe distances. A decrease of �z down to
zero with decreasing temperature indicates an
increase of a helix length to infinity and a continuous
transition into a collinear ferromagnetic structure
below TC at ambient pressure. A similar behaviour
has been observed under pressure 3.5 kbar down to

75 K only! Below this temperature the satellites
dissapeared indicating a discontinuous transition into
ferromagnetic phase. Under higher pressures, the
temperature dependence of �z exhibits minimum in
temperature range 75 K - 125 K. Contrary to
macroscopic magnetization measurements under
pressure, no temperature and field hystereses of both
the satellite positions and the magnetic contributions
to intensities of the nuclear lines were observed !

Fig. 2: Nuclear (002) reflection at para- (270 K), heli-
(with satellites at 150 K) and ferromagnetic (5 K) states
at 3.5 kbar compared to one at 5 K and 4.3 kbar. 

The intensities of all the nuclear reflections were
determined in paramagnetic state. Their observed
independence on pressure manifests the reliability of
the measured data. The magnetic contributions to the
intensities of the lines have been measured in
helimagnetic and ferromagnetic states in fields up to
6.5 T. An absence of the satellites and simultaneously
an enhancement of the nuclear intensities indicate
obviously a presence of the ferromagnetic phase
below 70 K at 3.5 kbar. The collinear ferromagnetic
phase seems to be suppressed under pressure 4.3 kbar
even at 5 K where the satellites exist in addition to
enhanced intensity of (002) line (see, Fig. 2).
Moreover, a difference in field dependencies of the
magnetic contributions to the nuclear reflections have
been observed at low and mediate temperatures under
pressures above 3.5 kbar. This probably points to a
creation of a new non-collinear magnetic phase in
Lu2Fe17 under pressure at temperatures below 70 K.
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NdFe2Si2 crystallizes in the tetragonal
ThCr2Si2-type of structure (space group I4/mmm) and
orders antiferromagnetically (AF) below TN~15K [1]
with the c-axis as an easy magnetization direction.
Earlier powder neutron diffraction reports of NdFe2Si2
claim that also iron atoms care a small magnetic moment
and the iron sublattice orders ferromagnetically (F) at TC
pretty above the room temperature, while RE ions show
long range AF ordering below TN. Contrary to the pilot
results, further studies report the iron atoms to be
nonmagnetic within the whole REFe2Si2 series.

We have grown a single crystal of NdFe2Si2 and
studied it by standard bulk techniques. Comparing to
other authors [1,2,3] slightly lower ordering temperature
TN = 13.9 K was observed for our single-crystal. In
addition another anomaly at T1 = 13.1 K was found on
the specific heat dependence, reflecting additional order-
to-order magnetic phase transition [4]. Magnetization
measurements have confirmed the c-axis as the easy
magnetization axis in NdFe2Si2 with the Nd3+ saturated
magnetic moment of 3.1 �B at 2K that agrees well with
the value obtained from the neutron diffraction reported
in [2]. Furthermore, NdFe2Si2 exhibits at 2 K a
metamagnetic phase transition in B = 1.09 T (B || c-axis)
that has not been reported yet – no single crystal have
not been studied until now. To clarify the situation we
have decided to determine the magnetic structures of
NdFe2Si2 single crystal and to establish the magnetic
phase boundaries in magnetic field. 

The to date reported magnetic structure consists
of Nd magnetic moments oriented parallel to the c-axis
forming ferromagnetic basal planes (there are two planes
in the unit cell), which are than stacked along the c-axis
in sequence (+ + - -+ + - - ...). 

We supposed that the lower magnetic phase
transition may correspond to a lock-in transition from
incommensurate spin wave to commensurate collinear
magnetic structure. The experiment was performed on
the E4 diffractometer with the neutron wavelength of 2.4
Å. The crystal was mounted in h-l scattering plane in the
HM1 cryomagnet and the magnetic field was first
applied along the easy axis (c) and then along the a. This
setup was chosen to be able to observe with B||c both
propagations along l simultaneously. However, we were
able to reach only 2 reflections in  the scattering plane:
(1 0 -3) for B||a and (2 0 2) for B||c. Contrary to the
specific heat data, only one AF phase has been observed
below TN. The propagation vector was found to be q =
(0, 0, 1/2), in agreement with that reported in [2]. On the
other hand, no extra magnetic intensity due to iron
sublattice order has been observed, which supports the

fact, that iron remains nonmagnetic in this compound
and possible contribution to magnetic intensities reported
in [2] might be caused by a ferromagnetic impurity
present in the sample. When applying magnetic field ||c,
intensity of (2 0 2.5) satellite decreases and it completely
vanishes above 1.1T, where the field induced
ferromagnetic state occurs (see Fig. 1) in an agreement
with magnetization data. 
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ig. 1: Field dependence of  (2 0 2.5) reflection intensity.
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possible splitting of (2 0 2.5) in h has been checked as
ll, the only uncertainty remains to be verified:

mmetrical satelite (2 0 1.5) is missing at the diffraction
ta. It might be due to the dead angle of the
omagnet. Nevertheless, some more complicated
pagations cannot be excluded. Unfortunately,

mplete set of data for B||a has not been recorded due to
 lack of time. In agreement with bulk and previous

utron data (B||c setup), magnetic intensity of both
ellites of (1 0 –3) decrease smoothly in temperature
 to highest measured field 1.5T and no additional
gnetic phase has been observed. To complete the
nario, an additional experiment with B||a is highly

sirable.
e may conclude, that the magnetic phase diagram with
c is complete and no order-to-order phase transition
s been observed by neutron diffraction experiment.

References:
 Leciejewicz, J. et al., Prace Fizyczne – Zeszyt 26,
nstwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe, Krakow (1987)
 Pinto, H. et al., Phys. Rev. B7, 3261 (1973)
 Felner, I. et al., Solid State Commun., 16, 1005
57)
 Svoboda, P. et al, Physica B, 328 (2003)  139
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U(Ni0.91Pd0.09)2Si2 compound orders
antiferromagnetically (AF) and exhibits three
different AF structures below TN at ambient
pressure [1]. All the structures consist of
ferromagnetic basal planes stacked along the
c-axis with different q = (0, 0, qz) propagation.
It has been found that the ground state of
U(Ni0.91Pd0.09)2Si2 reveals the coexsitence of
the simple AF-I phase (+ - + - stacking) like in
UPd2Si2 and a small fraction of
uncompensated AF phase (UAF) with + + -
stacking like in UNi2Si2. It was also found in the
electrical resisitivity measurement under high
pressure that the UAF phase in the ground
state becomes dominant with increasing
pressure [2]. In order to confirm the fact, we
have been carried out a neutron diffraction
(ND) measurement on substituted single
crystal of U(Ni0.91Pd0.09)2Si2 under high
pressure.

We used the same U(Ni0.91Pd0.09)2Si2
single crystal which was used in the previous
ND measurement on E4. Sample was placed
inside the conventional type Cu-Be piston
cylinder high pressure cell in order not to turn
inside the cell. The single crystalline sample
was carefully oriented by X-ray Laue method
and was fixed on the Al tube and placed into
the pressure cell within the a-c scattering plane
and the magnetic field was applied parallel to
the c-axis. The spindle oil was used as a
pressure transmitting medium. Pressure inside
the cell was determined from the electrical
resistance of Manganin wire placed in the
pressure chamber. We used 6 T horizontal
magnet so as to investigate magnetic field –
temperature (B-T) phase  diagram clearly.

At first, pressure was carefully applied
up to 1 GPa at room temperature and the
pressure cell was inserted into the cryostat.
Due to the thermal contraction, pressure inside
the cell became reduced down to 0.75 GPa
below 150 K. At 4 K, ND profile indicates the
coesxistence of AF-I and UAF phase in 0 T.
The volume fraction of UAF phase in the
coexistence region is significantly larger than

that at ambient pressure. It means hydrostatic
pressure promotes the UAF phase in
U(Ni,Pd)2Si2 system as we expected. But it is
also clear that 0.75 GPa is still not enough to
surpress AF-I phase completely. 

Fig 1: Magnetic phase diagram of
U(Ni0.91Pd0.09)2Si2 compound at pressure 0.75 GPa.

Several temperature scans in fixed
magnetic fields and magnetic field scans at
fixed temperatures both for magnetic and
nuclear diffraction peaks have been done in
order to make clear the development of
magnetic phases with respect to temperature
and magnetic field at high pressure. From
these results, we tentatively construct a B-T
magnetic phase diagram at 0.75 GPa (Fig.1). 

On 13.10, the reactor was shut down
for a few hours, but Dr.Prokeš gave us an
additional  beam time on the last day of our
experiment for compensation. Thanks to that
we could successfully finish at least the
measurement on U(Ni0.91Pd0.09)2Si2.

References
[1] P. Svoboda et al., Physica B, in press
[2] F. Honda et al., Phys. Rev. B, 61(2000) 11267
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One of the most important unresolved
problems in the high-Tc cuprates is the nature of
correlated electron state at low temperature when
superconductivity is suppressed. On application of
magnetic field, magnetic flux penetrates
superconductor and forms vortex lattice.
Theoretically, it was predicted that
antiferromagnetic (AF) orderings are induced in the
vortex state. The understanding of high-Tc
superconductivity suppressed state gives useful
information for all theoretical models. Through
extensive neutron scattering study on optimally
doped Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO4, we have discovered that
on application of a 7 Tesla field, the elastic intensity
at�(1/2,1/2,0), (1/2,3/2,0), and  (1/2,0,0) are
induced at low temperature.  While the observation
of field induced peak at (1/2,1/2,0) or (1/2,3/2,0)
suggests that antiferromagnetism compete with
superconductivity, the field induce peak at (1/2,0,0)
is puzzling because structure factor for two-
dimensional AF ordered high-Tc cuprates show
magnetic scattering at (1/2,1/2,0) and (1/2,3/2,0)
but not at (1/2,0,0). 

Recently, Mang et al. found that the
annealing process necessary to make
superconducting Nd2-xCexCuO4 (NCCO) also
induces epitaxial cubic (Nd,Ce)2O3 (NO) as an
impurity phase. This impurity phase is lattice
matched with the a-b plane of NCCO
(aNO=11.1Å=2√2aNCCO, aNCCO=3.92Å) but its lattice
parameter along c-axis is 10% smaller than that of
NCCO. Nuclear Bragg peaks of the impurity phase
appear at (1/2,1/2,0), (1/2,3/2,0), (1/2,1/2,2.2), etc.
Since, application of magnetic field will induce a
ferromagnetic moment in the impurity phase at
(1/2,1/2,0), (1/2,3/2,0), and (1/2,0,0), it is important
to determine how much of scattering at these peaks
originate from the impurity phase. Here, we report
field dependence of AF peaks of NCCO and
impurity phase up to B=14.5T.

The neutron scattering experiments were
performed on the two-axis spectrometer E4.  The
horizontal collimation was 40'-40'-Sample-40' in
sequence from reactor to analyzer with fixed
incident neutron energy Ei=13.6meV. Two pyrolytic
graphite filters were placed in front of the sample to
eliminate higher-order contamination. We used a
split-coil superconducting magnet VM-1.

First, we measured field dependence of
(1/2,0,0), (1/2,1/2,0), and (1/2,3/2,0) in the (HK0)
zone where the vertical field is parallel to the c-axis.
To compare the field-induced scattering from the
impurity phase with that at (1/2,0,0), (1/2,1/2,0), and
(1/2,3/2,0) for B||c-axis, we realigned the crystal in
the (H,H,L) zone where the applied vertical field is
along the [1,-1,0], the cubic edge direction of
(Nd,Ce)2O3. By measuring the field dependence of
the scattering at (1/4,1/4,1.1), (1,1,2.2) and
(0,0,2.2) positions, we are probing the magnetic
field effect of the impurity phase on (1/2,0,0),
(1/2,3/2,0), and (1/2,1/2,0) for the B||c-axis
geometry, respectively.

Figure 1 Field dependence of the integrated intensity of AF and
impurity peaks measured at 5K. The circles are data taken at
NIST, while triangles and rectangles are two separate
experiments at HMI.

Fig. 1 shows the field dependence of the
AF and impurity peaks. To estimate the contribution
of impurity peak quantitatively, we normalize
integrated intensity to 1 at zero field except
(1/2,0,0) and (1/4,1/4,1.1) where no peaks was
found at zero field. The (1/2,0,0) and (1/4,1/4,1.1)
are normalized to 1 at 6T(~upper critical field 6.2T).
We found that the impurity scattering cannot
explain observed field-induced intensity at AF
peaks (1/2,1/2,0) and (1/2,3/2,0). However, the
(1/2,0,0) and impurity peak (1/4,1/4,1.1) are
indistinguishable within error bars. Therefore, we
conclude that while (1/2,0,0) may originate from
impurity phase,  the most of field effect at
(1/2,1/2,0) and (1/2,3/2,0) is due to suppression of
superconductivity.
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The ferromagnetic Heusler alloy Ni2MnGa is
known to undergo a martensitic transformation
from a face centred cubic (austenitic) phase to
a face centred tetragonal (martensitic) phase
upon cooling. Deviations from the stoichiome-
tric composition Ni2MnGa only slightly change
the Curie temperature TC, but have a drastic
effect on the transformation temperature TM,
on the appearance of a premartensitic phase,
and on the lattice structure of the martensitic
phase.

Whereas composition dependent phases and
transformation temperatures have been exten-
sively studied, the effect of a magnetic field on
transformation temperatures is by no means
understood. Experimental findings, based on
various methods, differ in magnitude and even
in sign for the temperature change �TM under
equivalent magnetic fields [1,2].

Neutron diffraction is among the most accurate
methods to study structural phase changes.
We have used the two-axis-diffractometer E4
and the vertical magnet VM3 to perform
diffraction experiments on a Ni2MnGa single
crystal close to the stoichiometric composition
with TM � 220 K. The (vertical) magnetic field
was oriented along the [001] axis. We have
followed, at a pre-set sample temperature in
order to ensure thermal equilibrium, the
intensities of: (I) the (220) and (200) reflections
in the cubic and tetragonal phases, (ii) the
modulation peak (1.67 2.33 0) in the pre-
martensitic cubic phase, and (iii) the
modulation peak (1.6 2.4 0) in the tetragonal
martensitic phase. Applied fields were 0, 1.5
and 4 Tesla. The peak intensity at each
sample temperature was determined from
sample rocking scans. Derived peak intensities
for all measured reflections at 1.5 Tesla are
summarised in Figs. 1 and 2. The obtained
transition temperature TM at this field is about
1.5 K lower than in zero field, a result verified
in different temperature scans. A complete

analysis of all experimental data is presently
performed.

Fig. 1 Peak intensities for cooling the sample
at 1.5 Tesla through the transformation

Fig. 2 Peak intensities for heating the sample
at 1.5 Tesla through the transformation

       [1] K. Ullakko et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 69
(1996) 1966

       [2] I. Dikshtein et al., IEEE Transactions
on Magnetics 35 (1999) 3811
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 CePdAl is an antiferromagnetic
heavy-fermion crystallizing in the hexagonal
ZrNiAl type of structure. Below 2.7 K it
orders magnetically with propagation vector
~ (0.5 0 0.35). It is reported that between 1.3
and 0.6 K another propagation appears that
could be not identified [1]. It is also reported
that around 3.2, 3.4 and 4 T there are
metamagnetic-like transitions (field along the
hexagonal axis) [2]. The latter one, to a
ferromagnetic state leads a magnetization that
does not correspond with expected Ce
magnetic moment magnitude. The aim of the
experiment was to check the magnitude of Ce
moments, identification of the second
propagation vector in zero field and
determination of magnetic structures above
the first metamagnetic transition.

Two neutron diffraction experiments
were performed at E4 instrument with the
wavelength of 2.44 Å. Magnetic field has
been produced in the first (second)
experiment by using HM1 (HM2) horizontal
magnets. In the first experiment we used
dilution stick and in the second the new 3He
system. Unfortunately, we have experienced
technical problems which prevented us to
finalize both experiments. The lowest stable
temperature was 1.0 K, resp. 1.35 K.

In Fig. 1 we show the temperature
dependence of the integrated intensity and
position (ql component of the propagation
vector) of magnetic reflection (0.5 0 ql). As
can be seen, the propagation vector decreases
with lowering the temperature. No new
reflections could be found below 1.3 K.

In Fig. 2 we show field dependence of
two magnetic reflections. The (0.5 0 ql≈0.35)
propagation vector vanish at 1.3K above the
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Fig. 1:
The temperature dependence of integrated intensity

and position of (0.5 0 ql) magnetic reflection.
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Fig 2: Field dependence of two magnetic reflections of
CePdAl with field applied along the c axis.

first metamagnetic transition at 3.2 T. Up to
3.2 T it remains constant. This fact is rather
striking considering the fact that the
propagation vector is temperature dependent
and that it is proposed that 1/3 of the Ce
moments are due to frustration paramagnetic.
No other magnetic reflections could be found
in a given time above this field. Further
studies are clearly needed.
References
[1] Dönni et al., J.Phys: Cond. Matter 8 (1996)

11213
[2] S. Hane et al., Physica B 281&282 (2000) 391
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UIrAl compound crystallizes in the
ZrNiAl-type hexagonal structure and is
reported to exhibit a ferromagnetic (F) order
with the Curie temperature of 64 K. Uranium
magnetic moment equals to 0.94 �B [1].
Newer report indicates, however TC = 62 K
and � = 0.96 �B [2].

Single crystal of UIrAl has been
grown by a modified Czochralski method.
The magnetization was measured along the
principal axes in the temperature range
4.2-70 K in a vibrating magnetometer with a
superconducting coil providing fields up to
14 T. Temperature dependence of saturated
magnetization deduced from magnetization
curves is shown in Fig. 1. Neutron diffraction
was performed at E4 instrument with the
wavelength of 2.439 Å.

Our measurements showed the lattice
parameters to be a = 692.9 pm, c = 401.0 pm,
what is in a relatively good agreement with
that reported in literature [1,2]. The free
position parameters of U and Al we found to
be xU = 0.579 and xAl = 0.243.
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Fig. 1: Temperature dependence of saturated
magnetization in UIrAl [2].

With decreasing temperature below TC,
intensity of few nuclear reflections increases.

This is consistent with the ferromagnetic
ordering. Analysis of the (100) reflection
leads to the Curie temperature TC=(65 � 5) K.
The relative-intensity temperature
dependence of the representative reflection
(100) is shown in Fig. 2 together with the
square of the magnetization [2] measured
along c-axis. The agreement is rather good.

The peak-intensities differences
between low-temperature phase (T = 1.8 K)
and paramagnetic state (T = 40 K) has been
used for the refinement. The direction of the
moments is along c-axis as proposed in
Ref. [1]. The magnitude of all the moments
sitting on U-sites was found to be
�U = (0.93 � 0.10) �B. This is in a very good
agreement with the previously reported value
of 0.94 �B (or 0.96 �B, respectively).
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Fig. 2: Temperature dependence of the intensity of the
(100) reflection in comparison with the square of
magnetization measured along the c-axis.

Reference
[1] V. Sechovsky and L. Havela: in Handbook of
Magnetic Materials, ed. K.H.J. Buschow, vol. 11,
Ch.1
[2] A.V. Andreev, J. Alloys Comp. 336 (2002)
77-80
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 DyNiAl belongs to a large group of
RTX compounds crystallizing in the
ZrNiAl-type hexagonal structure, space group
P-62m (No. 189). Previous magnetic
susceptibility, magnetization and neutron-
diffraction studies, performed on
polycrystalline samples [1,2], showed that
DyNiAl orders ferromagnetically at
TC = 31 K with the magnetic moment
oriented along the c-axis and that it
undergoes an order-order transition below
T1 = 15 K where an antiferromagnetic
component described by q´= (0.5 0 0.5)
appears within the basal plane. At 2 K and in
fields up to 14 T there are two metamagnetic
phase transitions along the hard a axis. Along
the b axis there is only one, the other
probably taking place at higher fields. Along
the c axis only a ferromagnetic signal and no
metamagnetic transitions is visible (Fig.1).
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Fig. 1: The magnetization curves of DyNiAl measured
with magnetic field applied along individual axes.

To trace changes in the magnetic
structure with field we have performed
measurements on E4 applying magnetic field
along the b and a axis. Clear indication of the

appearance of an another magnetic structure
above ~1.5 T (see Fig. 2) exists although the
AF propagation vector remains unchanged.
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Fig 2: Field dependence of several nuclear and
antiferromagnetic reflections of DyNiAl with field
applied along the b axis.

The q´= (0.5 0 0.5) propagation vector does
not vanish up to 14.5 T suggesting that the
low- and the high-field magnetic structures
differ in the direction of magnetic moments.
When the field was applied along the hard a
axis, sample detached due to a strong
magnetic torque. This part of the experiment
has to be repeated.

These measurements have been done
in frame of the Summer Student Programme
2003 (J. Prchal).
References
[1] G. Ehlers, H. Maletta, Z. Phys. B 101 (1996)

317.
[2] P. Javorský, P. Burlet, V. Sechovský,

R. R. Arons, E. Ressouche, G. Lapertot,
Physica B 234-236 (1997) 665.
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UIrGe belongs to orthorhombic UTX
compounds in which hybridization plays a very
important role. Despite of the considerable effort
over last 15 years or so [1-3] it still represents one
of the most puzzling cases among compounds.
Bulk properties of UIrGe point to an
antiferromagnetic (AF) order below 16-18 K [1].
Several neutron experiments performed by
different groups on powders [4] and single
crystals [5] failed to detect magnetic signal.

Two UIrGe single crystals have been
grown from a stoichiometric melt by a modified
Czochralski method, oriented by a LAUE X-ray
technique, and investigated at the double-axis
diffractometer E4, installed at BENSC. We used
an additional PG filter in order to reduce the �/2
contamination. Rather relaxed 40’-40’-40’
collimation was chosen to maximize the intensity.

We have collected two identical sets (at
25 and 1.8 K) consisting of 46 independent
reflections of the (hk0), (h0l) and (0kl) type (each
measured for about 40 minutes). Fitted resulting
(Gaussian profile) integrated intensities were
corrected for the Lorentz factor. A standard U3+

magnetic form factor has been assumed.
Refinements of the experimental data set

taken at 25 K (above TN of 17 K), suggested that
the crystal structure is of the TiNiSi type (Pnma),
in agreement with the literature.
A weak signal developing on top of few nuclear
positions below the magnetic phase transition [4]
has been observed. In Fig. 1 we show the
temperature dependence of the intensity at
the(010) reflection (magnetic origin only). Search
for magnetic signal in zero field revealed that a
magnetic signal larger than the associated
statistical error � is present only on 12
reflections. There are only five reflections for
which the magnetic signal is larger than 2�,
and merely (201) and (010) reflections have
the signal to � ratio larger than four.
Knowing the propagation vector q = (0 0 0)
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La2−xSrxCuO4 is the simplest high
temperature superconductor and has served
as a model system for numerous theories of
high temperature superconductivity. A detailed
microscopic picture of the evolution of the
structural and magnetic properties as a
function of doping has been derived from
neutron data [1]. Almost all prior work has
been carried out on twinned crystals. The
properties of our untwinned samples were
found to be substantially different. This lead us
to a fundamental reinvestigation of the
structural and magnetic properties. 

For the experiment we used untwinned
crystals of La2CuO4 (2.9 × 2.9 × 5.2 mm3) and
La2−xSrxCuO4 (x = 0.01) (4.2 × 3.6 × 5.5 mm3).
Single-crystal diffraction data have been
collected on the instrument E5 at 325 K
(La2CuO4) and 295 K (La2−xSrxCuO4 with x =
0.01), respectively. The crystal structure of
both compounds could be refined in the
orthorhombic space group Bmab. Here the
La(Sr)-atoms are on the Wyckoff position 4f,
the Cu-atoms on 4a, the O1-atoms on 8e and
the O2-atoms on 8f, respectively. The results
of the refinements are summarized in Tables 1
and 2. Here it can be seen that the positional
and anisotropic parameter are very similar in
both compounds. 

In order to check a lower symmetry of the
crystal structure we measured reflections that
are forbidden for the orthorhombic space
group Bmab (B 2/m 21/a 2/b). For both
samples we found additional weak intensities
on 0k0 with k = odd and h0l with h, l = odd.
These reflection conditions imply the absence
of a 21-axis parallel to y as well as the absence
of the glide planes a and b perpendicular to y
and z. On the other hand these reflection
conditions still imply the presence of a B-
centred lattice, resulting at least in the
monoclinic space group B2/m (B 2/m 1 1). The
refinement of the crystal structure in a lower
symmetry is still in work. Thus actually we can
not exclude a space group with even lower
symmetry as B2 (B 2 1 1) or Bm (B m 1 1).

From the refinement of the lattice parameters
using the orientation matrix we could not
observe significant changes for the angles �, �
and �  from 90° indicating a monoclinic cell.

Table 1. Positional parameters and occupancies of
La2CuO4 at 325 K and La2−xSrxCuO4 with x = 0.01
(below) at 295 K. The used neutron wavelength
was 0.8839 Å.
 
a = 5.3568(6) Å,  b = 5.4058(5) Å, c = 13.1432(11) Å
Bmab x y z pop 
La 0 �0.00670(4) 0.36148(2) 1.0001(10)
Cu 0 0 0 0.9991(15)    

O1 ¼ ¼ �0.00714(3) 1.0016(14)
O2 0 0.03410(10) 0.18364(3) 0.9925(16)

R(F) = 0.020,  1024 (481 unique) reflections 

a = 5.3528(8) Å,  b = 5.3992(6) Å, c = 13.1449(15) Å
Bmab x y z pop 
La/Sr 0 �0.00653(5) 0.36142(2) 0.9979(12)
Cu 0 0 0 1.0038(19)    

O1 ¼ ¼ �0.00689(3) 1.0040(16)
O2 0 0.03249(14) 0.18361(4) 0.9968(20)

R(F) = 0.025,  1359 (472 unique) reflections

Table 2. Anisotropic thermal parameters of
La2CuO4 at 325 K and La2−xSrxCuO4 with x = 0.01
(below) at 295 K.

U11 U22 U33 U12 U23
La    0.69(2) 0.63(1) 0.47(1) 0 �0.04

Cu 0.35(2) 0.29(1) 0.90(2) 0 0.03(1)
O1 0.65(2) 0.57(1) 1.46(2) �0.19(2) 0
O2 2.14(3) 1.58(2) 0.66(2) 0 0.10(1)

U11 U22 U33 U12 U23
La/Sr    0.68(2) 0.56(1) 0.35(1) 0 �0.04

Cu 0.28(2) 0.27(1) 0.79(2) 0 0.01(1)
O1 0.65(2) 0.49(1) 1.36(2) �0.20(2) 0
O2 2.07(3) 1.59(2) 0.59(2) 0 0.06(1)
The thermal parameters Uij (given in 100 Å2) are in the form
exp[�2�2(U11 h2a*2 � …2U13 hla*c*)]. For symmetry reasons
the values U13 are equal to zero in this structure.

[1]  For a review, see M.A. Kastner, R.J. Birgeneau, G.
Shirane, Y. Endoh, Rev. Mod. Phys. 70 (1998) 897.
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Almost all prior work on the system
La2−xSrxCuO4 has been carried out on twinned
crystals. A neutron diffraction study carried out
on E5 has shown that the lattice structure of
untwinned La2CuO4 single crystals is
described by a monoclinic space group, rather
than the Bmab group found in twinned
La2CuO4 [1]. Therefore we also reinvestigate
the magnetic structure of the Cu-sublattice.
Pure La2CuO4 is a Mott insulator that orders
antiferromagnetically at 310 K as determined
from susceptibility measurements [2]. The
magnetic properties are strongly dependent on
the heat treatment of the samples. Oxygen
vacancies in the crystal can lower the ordering
temperature down to 50 K [3].  

For the experiment an untwinned single
crystal of La2CuO4 (2.9 × 2.9 × 5.2 mm3) has
been used. Diffraction data were collected on
the instrument E5 between 10 K and 325. As
observed in Ref. [3] the strongest magnetic
intensity could be observed on the position of
the Bragg reflection 100. In Fig. 1 it can be
seen that the magnetic intensity of this
magnetic reflection vanishes at the Néel
temperature TN = 320(4) K. This temperature is
in good agreement with the value obtained
from susceptibility measurements [2]. The
presence of the reflection 100 indicates that
the magnetic moments of the Cu atoms
(Wyckoff position 4a) in 0,0,0 (1), 0,½,½ (2),
½,0,½ (3) and ½,½,0 (4) order with a spin
sequence � � � � (in Bmab) and a moment
direction parallel to the b- and/or c-axis. Our
refinements finally showed that the magnetic
moments are aligned parallel to the b-axis. On
the other hand one could expect an additional
component of the moment along the a- and/or
c-axis with spin sequences � � � �  and/or � �
� �. These types of ordering can be excluded,
since we could not detect any magnetic
intensity on the positions of the reflections 010,
001, 110 and 101. The magnetic moment per
Cu atom as obtained from the refinements is
�exp = 0.426(7) �B resulting in a residual RF(mag)

= 0.030. Here we used the structure factors of
the strongest magnetic peaks given in Table 1.
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of the integrated
intensity of the Bragg reflections 100, 010, 101 and
011.

Table 1. Observed and calculated magnetic
structure factors of La2CuO4.

hkl F 2obs F 2
cal

100 0.172 0.180
011 0.027 0.025
102 0.162 0.162
103 0.103 0.087

[1]  B. Keimer, G. Blumberg, Y. Ando, M.
Reehuis, BENSC Experimental Reports
2003, present Volume.

[2]  A.N. Lavrov, Y. Ando, S. Komiya, I.
Tsukada, Phys. Rev. Lett. 87 (2001)
017007.

[3]  T. Freltoft, J.E. Fischer, G. Shirane, D.E.
Moncton, S.K. Sinha, D. Vaknin, J.P.
Remeika, A.S. Cooper, D. Harshman, Phys.
Rev. B 36 (1987) 826.
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Vanadates with the formula RVO3 (R = rare
earth element) exhibit many exciting properties
which can be related to orbital or spin
rearrangements. YVO3 for example exhibits
two different magnetic phase transitions. In a
previous study we were able to explain the
unusual properties of one of these phases by
novel orbital fluctuations [1]. In this experiment
we have extended our investigations to TbVO3.

A large single crystal (3 × 3 × 4 mm3) of
TbVO3 was grown by the floating zone
technique [2]. Data were collected on the four-
circle diffractometer E5. The crystal structure
at 10 K, 80 K, 160 K and 295 K could be
refined in the orthorhombic space group Pbnm.
Here the Tb- and O1-atoms are on the Wyckoff
position 4c, the V-atoms on 4b and the O2-
atoms on 8d. The results of the refinements of
the 10 K data are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. Positional and thermal parameters of
TbVO3 measured at 10 K. The used neutron
wavelength was 0.8839 Å. The value Bis of the
vanadium was fixed during the refinements.
 
a = 5.3435(9) Å,  b = 5.6042(10) Å, c = 7.5584(9) Å
Pbnm x y z Bis [Å2]
Tb �0.0174(1) 0.0652(1) ¼ 0.14(2)
V ½ 0 0 0.2    
O1 0.1048(2) 0.4653(2) ¼ 0.29(2)
O2 �0.3059(2) 0.3020(2) 0.0542(1) 0.37(2)

R(F) = 0.037,  376 (unique) reflections 

Below the Néel temperature TN = 117 K
magnetic intensities could be detected on the
positions of the crystallographyically forbidden
reflections 100 and 010. This satisfies the
reflection condition for the mode C( �������) for
the V-atoms in the positions ½,0,0; ½,0,½;
0,½,0; 0,½,½, respectively. The refinements of
a data set collected at 73 K confirmed an
alignment of the vanadium moments in the ab-
plane: �x = 0.83(7) �B and �y = 0.94(7) �B [�exp

= 1.25(6) �B]. For the isotypic compound YVO3
the same type of ordering was observed in the
ab-plane, but the presence of an additional Gz
component in YVO3 showed that the spins are

canted out of the ab-plane by 16.50. This is not
the case for TbVO3.

Below 13 K the spins of the terbium atoms
order spontaneously. The presence of the very
strong reflection 010 and the absence of 100
and 001 confirm an antiferromagnetic order of
the terbium moments along the a-axis with the
mode Cx. Further, the presence of 200 and 002
and the absence of 020 suggests an additional
ferromagnetic component (Fy) along the b-axis.
For the magnetic moments we obtain �x =
6.08(11) �B and �y = 5.03(14) �B. The total
terbium moment �exp = 7.89(13) �B is therefore
somewhat smaller than the theoretical value of
a free Tb3+-ion,   �exp = 9.0 �B.

Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of the
integrated intensities of the magnetic Bragg
reflections 100 and 010.

[1]  C. Ulrich, G. Khaliullin, J. Sirker, M. Reehuis, M. Ohl,
S. Miyasaka, Y. Tokura, B. Keimer, Phys. Rev. Lett.,
in print.

[2]  S. Miyasaka, Y. Okimoto, M. Iwama, and Y. Tokura,
Phys. Rev. B 68, 100406(R) (2003).
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     Rare-earth orthovanadates exhibit outstan-
ding physical properties like novel one-dimen-
sional orbital fluctuations observed in YVO3 [1].
In this study we have extended our
investigations to determine the magnetic
structure of NdVO3, which, in contrast to YVO3,
shows only one magnetic phase transition [2].

Large single crystal of NdVO3 were grown
by the floating-zone technique [2]. We have
investigated a crystal with a volume of 36 mm3

on the four-circle diffractometer E5 using the
neutron wavelength � = 2.33 Å (PG). From
data sets collected at 10 K, 150 K and 295 K
the crystal structure could be refined in the
orthorhombic space group Pbnm.  Anti-
ferromagnetic order of the V3+-ions sets in at
the Néel temperature TN = 135 K. In Fig. 1 it
can be seen that the magnetic intensity of the
Bragg peaks 100, 010, 102 and 012 increase
spontaneously below this temperature. The
Nd-moments order at a much lower tem-
perature. At about 65 K the magnetic intensity
of the reflections 100, 010 and 012 show an
additional increase, whereas the intensity of
102 decreases. This can be ascribed to an
antiferromagnetic order of the Nd-sublattice,
which is gradually induced by the antiferro-
magnetic order of the vanadium sublattice.

The magnetic structure of the V3+-sublattice
has been refined from a data set collected at
88 K. Here the magnetic moments of the V-
atoms were found to be aligned within the ab-
plane: �x = 0.48(2) �B and �y = 0.79(2) �B [�exp

= 0.92(1) �B]. Along both directions in the ab-
plane the V-atoms show the spin sequence
��������(C-mode). By extrapolation we expect
moments at 10 K of �x = 0.61(2) �B and �y =
0.98(2) �B [�exp = 1.16(1) �B]. This is much
smaller than the moment of 2 �B for a free V3+-
ion. The large reduction of the magnetic
moment suggests the presence of orbital
fluctuations as observed in YVO3 [1]. 

From the data set collected at 10 K we were
able to determine the magnetic structure of the
Nd-sublattice. Here, we also obtain a C-type
magnetic order, but that the coupling between

the Nd- and V-moments are different in sign
along the b-axis (see Table 1). From the
refinements of the magnetic structure we
obtained values of �x = 0.21(3) �B and �y =
0.42(3) �B for the Nd-ions. The experimental
moment �exp = 0.47(4) �B is much smaller than
the theoretically expected moment of �eff =
3.62 �B of a free Nd3+-ion. 
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of the
integrated intensities of the magnetic Bragg
reflections 010, 100, 012 and 102.

Table 1. Spin sequences of the V- and Nd-
moments along the x- and y-axis.

Nd  x  y V  x  y
x, y, ¼ � � ½ , 0, 0 � �

�x, �y, ¾ � � ½ , 0, ½ � �

½ � x, ½ � y, ¼ � � 0, ½ , 0 � �

½ � x, ½ � y, ¾ � � 0, ½ , ½ � �

[1]  C. Ulrich, G. Khaliullin, J. Sirker, M.
Reehuis, M. Ohl, S. Miyasaka, Y. Tokura,
and B. Keimer, Phys. Rev. Lett., in press.

[2]  S. Miyasaka, Y. Okimoto, M. Iwama, and Y.
Tokura, Phys. Rev. B 68, 100406(R) (2003).
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Vanadates with the perovskite structure
(RVO3; R = rare earth ion) exhibit a multitude
of exciting properties like metal-insulator
transitions or temperature induced magneti-
zation reversals. In a previous study we have
investigated YVO3, which has two magnetic
phases, a G-type and a C-type phase. The C-
type phase exhibits unusual static and
dynamic magnetic properties [1]. We were able
to identify this phase, using a novel theoretical
model with one-dimensional orbital fluctu-
ations, as an ‘orbital Peierls’ state [1]. In order
to confirm our theoretical model we have
extended or studies to LaVO3, which also
possesses the C-type magnetic structure.

LaVO3 shows a structural and magnetic
phase transition at about 140 K. Above this
temperature the compound crystallizes in the
orthorhombic space group Pbnm [2] and below
in the monoclinic one P21/a. Due to the
relatively large La3+-ion the distortion from the
ideal cubic structure is quite small. This may
be the reason that some sort of growth stress
causes a crystallisation in other directions
resulting multiple twins. In contrast to the
lanthanum vanadate the compounds NdVO3,
TbVO3 and YVO3 are available in form of
single crystals.

A large crystal of LaVO3 (about 40 mm3)
was grown using the travelling-solvent floating-
zone technique [3]. Our investigations showed
that the crystal was polydomain. Elastic
neutron scattering experiments were
performed on the four-circle diffractometer E5,
using a neutron wavelength of � = 2.33 Å (PG).
In order to determine structural and magnetic
phase transitions, we have measured the
temperature dependence of the integrated
intensity of the reflections 100 and 202. The
spontaneous increase of the reflection 100 can
be ascribed to the magnetic ordering of the
vanadium spins; the increase of the intensity of
202 to the structural phase transition from the
orthorhombic to the monoclinic phase. Figure 1
shows that the structural phase transition
occurs at 145 K, whereas the magnetic phase

transition occurs at the lower temperature of
143 K. 

As observed for NdVO3 and TbVO3 [4] the
V3+-sublattice in the lanthanum compound
shows a magnetic order of C-type. Due to the
multiple twinning of the sample, the direction of
the moments could not be determined.
However, the magnetic structure of LaVO3 may
be expected isotypic to that of the Nd- and Tb-
vanadate, where the moments are perfectly
aligned within the ab-plane. In contrast, in the
C-type phase of YVO3 the spins are canted out
of the ab-plane by about 16.50.

Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of the
integrated intensities of a magnetic (100) and a
structural (202) Bragg reflection.

[1] C. Ulrich, G. Khaliullin, J. Sirker, M. Reehuis, M.
Ohl, S. Miyasaka, Y. Tokura, and B. Keimer,
cond.-mat./0211589; Phys. Rev. Lett. in press.

[2] P. Bordet, C. Chaillout, M. Marezio, Q. Huang,
A. Santoro, S.-W. Cheong, H. Takaki, C.S.
Oglesby, P. Batlogg, J. Solid State Chem. 106
(1993) 253.

[3] S. Miyasaka, Y. Okimoto, M. Iwama, and Y.
Tokura, Phys. Rev. B 68, 100406(R) (2003).

[4] M. Reehuis, C. Ulrich, and B. Keimer,  BENSC
Experimental Reports 2003, present Volume.
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This paper is a part of a work devoted to
complete the research in the magnetic
structures of the CeNi1-xCux series [1]. In the
present work we have performed neutron
diffraction experiments in x= 0.4 and 0.5
samples which are classified as ferromagnets
at very low temperatures evolving to an
inhomogeneous spin glass state at higher
temperatures as has been observed by AC-DC
magnetization and �SR measurements [2].
The aims of the experiment in the
diffractometer E6 were determining the
magnetic structure and the magnetic moment
value of the CeNi1-xCux samples x= 0.4 and
0.5. Powder samples of 8 grams were
mounted using a 3He-4He dilution stick. For x=
0.5 we have obtained spectra from 2Theta=5�-
85� at 15K, 1.5K, 500mK and 50mK. Each
spectrum took 15 hours in order to get good
statistics except the lowest temperature that
took 30 hours due to the low magnetic signal
expected. Technical problems, however, did
not allow us to obtain reasonable results from
these measurements using the Variox cryostat,
i.e. no difference between dilution and base
temperature diffraction patterns was observed,
but the experimental period was split due to
malfunction of one dilution stick. 

In the second period, same samples
were mounted in the cryomagnet VM3 using a
3He-4He dilution stick. Diffraction patterns were
collected at 5K and 40mK with no applied field
from 2Theta= 5�-85� for x= 0.5 compound. The
best Rietveld analysis leads to a FeB- type
structure and to a simple collinear
arrangement for T= 40mK with the magnetic
moments of the four Ce ions within the unit cell
along the b axis. Magnetic contribution to the
neutron diffraction pattern is displayed in
Figure 1. The magnetic moment value
obtained was 0.5�B. The strong reduction
respect to the free ion value of Ce3+(2.14�B)
shows the strong Kondo interaction present in
this compound. The evolution of this structure
under applied field at 40mK is also under
analysis.

For x= 0.4 compound, in the first period
we obtain also two spectra at 40mK and 5K
from 2Theta= 5�-85�. In this case, however, no
noticeable differences in the diffraction
patterns were found which could be related to
the even stronger reduction of the Ce3+

magnetic moment. In order to look for any
evidence of ferromagnetic order, diffraction
patterns were collected in the second period at
40mK under different applied magnetic fields
(0, 2.5, 3.5, 4.5 and 5T). In search of any
hysteresis effect, we have measured again at
40mK and zero field after removing the applied
field. Reflections increase in intensity, which
supports the existence of a ferromagnetic
component in CeNi0.6Cu0.4 at very low
temperature.

Figure 1.- Magnetic contribution to the neutron
diffraction pattern for CeNi0.5Cu0.5 obtained by
subtracting 40mK and 5K patterns at H=0. Vertical
marks correspond to position of Bragg reflections from
the ferromagnetic collinear structure.

References

[1] J.I. Espeso et al, Eur. Phys. J. B, 18 (2000) 625.
[2] N. Marcano et al, to appear in Phys. Scripta B,
October 2003.
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Experimental Team: O. Stockert, Max Planck Institute CPfS Dresden

Date of Report
12.3.2003

The heavy-fermion compound CeCu2Si2 is
still of considerable interest due to the inter-
play of unconventional superconductivity and
the magnetically ordered A phase. Neutron
diffraction has failed in observing any magnetic
order in CeCu2Si2 so far. This is partly because
of the fact that only powder or very small sin-
gle crystals were available. However, due to im-
proved sample preparation large single crystals
of high quality with masses up to a few hun-
dred mg are now available. A second important
step towards the observation of magnetic order
in CeCu2Si2 was our previous investigation of
the doped system CeCu2(Si1−xGex)2 [1]. We
could follow the antiferromagnetic order starting
from high Ge concentrations (x = 0.5) down to
x = 0.05 where the propagation vector changes
only slightly from τ ≈ (0.277 0.277 0.51) for
x = 0.5 to τ ≈ (0.22 0.22 0.55) for x = 0.05.

With this knowledge we started our investi-
gation of the magnetic order in CeCu2Si2 on a
large single crystal with a mass m ≈ 340mg on
the diffractometer E6 at temperatures between
T = 50mK and 1K. Using the (h h l) plane
as scattering plane we recorded intensity maps
of reciprocal space, mainly around the positions
where we expected magnetic intensity from the
lowly doped CeCu2(Si1−xGex)2.

Unambigiously, antiferromagnetic peaks were
observed at Q = (0.22 0.22 1.48) and symme-
try equivalent positions at the lowest tempera-
ture T = 50mK, but were absent at T = 1K.
An analysis yields a propagation vector τ ≈

(0.22 0.22 0.52) close to the values found for
doped CeCu2(Si1−xGex)2. The magnetic order
seems to be determined by nesting since cal-
culations of the Fermi surface predict nesting
for q ≈ (0.23 0.23 0.5) [2], in close agreement
with the experimental results for the propaga-
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Figure 1: Temperature dependence of the in-
tegrated intensity (lower panel) and the posi-
tion (upper panel) of the (0.22 0.22 1.48) mag-
netic satellite peak in CeCu2Si2 as determined
by rocking scans.

tion vector. Fig. 1 shows the temperature de-
pendence of the integrated intensity and the
peak position of the (0.22 0.22 1.48) magnetic
peak. The magnetic intensity vanishes at around
800mK in close agreement with specific heat
measurements yielding the Néel temperature to
be TN ≈ 860mK. The peak position (in angle
space) moves with temperature below TN most
likely due to the change of the Fermi surface
and/or the chemical potential with temperature,
but remains constant below T ≈ 350mK indicat-
ing a possible lock-in transition.

[1] O. Stockert et al., Proceedings of SCES 2002
in Krakow, to be published in Acta Physica
Polonica B.

[2] G. Zwicknagl, unpublished results.
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Date of Report: 18.12.2003

The compound (Ce3N)In crystallises in the anti-
perovskite type structure [1]. The composition
(Ce3N0.9)In was deduced from chemical analyses as
well as from X-ray and neutron powder diffraction
on microcrystalline samples at ambient temperature
(a = 504,72(1) pm, Pm3m) [2]. A neutron diffract-
ion experiment carried out on (Ce3N0.9)In at 1.5 K
(Fig. 1) showed that additional strong reflections
appear, which can be explained by a spin structure
with an antiferromagnetic ordering (kmag = ½ ½ ½,
I-centred unit cell: a = 1007.58(7) pm) [3]. This
result is in agreement with data from magnetic
susceptibility measurements indicating an antiferro-
magnetic ordering between 6 K and 10 K.

Fig. 1: Neutron diffraction patterns of (Ce3N0.9)In 
(� = 179.775(9) pm) at 298 K (black) and 1.5 K
(blue) without external field.

Additionally, magnetisation measurements show an
interesting metamagnetic behaviour of (Ce3N0.9)In.
The magnetisation per formula unit as a function of
the external field is depicted in Fig. 2 for different
temperatures. To analyse the behaviour of the spin-
structure at different magnetic fields, i. e. the mag-
netic phase diagram, neutron powder diffraction
experiments were performed at T = 1.8 K (well
below TN) in zero field and after applying an
external field of H = 5 T (see Fig. 3). Besides the
disappearance of several magnetic reflections in the
pattern, some nuclear reflections change in intensity
indicating a transition from a simple antiferro-

magnetic spin-structure to one with ferromagnetic
contributions. The analysis of the magnetic struc-
tures is still in progress.

Fig. 2: Magnetisation per formula unit of
(Ce3N0.9)In as a function of the external magnetic
field at different temperatures.

Fig. 3: Neutron diffraction patterns of (Ce3N0.9)In
(� = 245.2(1) pm) at 1.8 K without external field
(blue) and in an external field of H = 5 T (green).  

References
[1] M. Kirchner, W. Schnelle, F. R. Wagner, R. Niewa,

 Solid State Sci. 2003, 5, 1247.
[2] G. Auffermann, R. Kniep, Y. Prots, R. Niewa,

M. Tovar, BENSC Exp. Rep. 2001, HMI-B584, ISSN
0936-0891, 102.

[3] G. Auffermann, R. Kniep, R. Niewa, M. Kirchner, N.
Stüßer, J. Hernandez-Velasco, D. Többens,
BENSC Exp. Rep. 2002, HMI-B590, ISSN 0936-0891,
51.
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The cubic garnet Y3Fe5O12 belongs to the
universality class with isotropic interactions and a
half-integer spin (S=5/2) [1]. In this universality
class two magnetic ordering structures can occur
[2]. These must be identified as different order
parameters if the associated phase transitions are
different. The moment orientations of the two order
parameters are orthogonal. 
YIG fits this systematic. The orthogonality of
ferromagnetic (F) and antiferromagnetic (AF)
component reveals clearly from the crossover of the
paramagnetic susceptibility. Fig.1 reproduces
earlier susceptibility data. At high temperatures the
expected Curie-Weiss law with Θ�0 is observed.
On approaching TN crossover to the Curie-Weiss
law of the F component occurs. The steeper slope
of �-1 corresponds to ~1/5 of the total moment.
Note that near TN the AF component is
perpendicular to the field.
In a first study of YIG (PHY-01-1219) the
orthogonality of the two order parameters was
confirmed. Fig.2 compares our data of the
sublattice magnetization with literature data for the
spontaneous magnetization on a T2 scale. It reveals
that the Curie transition of the F component is
continuous but the Néel transition of the AF
component is discontinuous. Note that we have
assumed that the ferromagnetic moment component
of ~1/5 contributes only by 0.04 to the neutron
scattering intensities and can be neglect.
In the present experiment we have observed a field
induced first order orientational transition of the
sublattice magnetization in the configuration Bo //
Q. Fig.3 shows that in contrast to the sublattice
magnetization the macroscopic magnetization
shows no hysteresis and no phase transition. This
also demonstrates the mutual independence of the
two orthogonal magnetic structures of YIG at least
for Bo�0.

References :
[1] U. Köbler et al. Physica B 328 (2003) 276.
[2] U. Köbler et al. J. Phys.: Cond. Matter 13 
      (2001) 6835.
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HoAg is an intermetallic compound which
crystallizes in the cubic CsCl – type structure
with a Neel temperature of 33K. In the
literature it has been shown that the magnetic
unit cell is basically tetragonal with cell edges
cmag = 2a0 and amag = a0 (a0 = 3.594Å, the cubic
cell constant at room temperature). The model
for the magnetic ordering is a sinusoidally
modulated transverse spin wave propagation in
the tetragonal [100] direction with the moments
polarized in the c – axis direction. The
modulation wave lenght of 48±2Å is
incommensurate with the crys-tallographic unit
cell and does not vary with temperature [1].
From our bulk property studies at the TU
Vienna (magnetoresistance, magnetisation and
magnetostriction experiments) on a poly-
crystalline sample material we constructed the
phase boundaries in the magnetic phase
diagram up to about 9T. From this it follows
that the zero field magnetic structure obviously
changes near to 6T in the range 2K<T<20K
[2]. In our E6 experiments in fields up to 6.5T
this boundary in the magnetic phase diagramm
has been confirmed. As can be seen from the
neutron diffraction pattern at 2.1K in fields up 
to 6.5T (see figure 1) the four-fold splitting of
the magnetic (311)M reflection changes into a
two-fold splitting with a simultaneous increase
of the magnetic intensity on the nuclear peaks.
Fgure 2 shows the increase of the nuclear
intensity of the (100)-reflection with the field.
As far as we have finished the analysis of these
data it appears that the 6T boundray marks the
onset of commensurate magnetic structure in
this higher field region.
We performed now neurton experiments in
field up to 14T which will shed more light on
the magnetic structure in this region. 
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Fig. 1  The splitting of the (311)M magnetic reflexion
with the field

Fig. 2  The increase of the intensity of the (100) with
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° PHY-01-1284
Instrument   E 6Neutron diffraction studies of magnetic

ordering in R3Co8Sn4 (R-rare earth)
compounds.

Local Contact 
J. Hernandez-Velasco

Principal Proposer: L. Gondek1 Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: L. Gondek1 S. Baran1

J. Hernandez-Velasco, HMI Berlin
1Institute of Physics, Jagiellonian University,
Reymonta 4, 30-059 Krakow, Poland

29 Apr – 5 May 2003

Date of Report: 23 Oct 2003

Ternary rare-earth intermetallic
compounds of the R3Co8Sn4 family are
extensively studied owing to their potential use
as permanent magnets. So far, only
crystallographic and magnetic data were
published for several compounds of that
family. In this report the neutron diffraction
measurements results for R3Co8Sn4 (R=Y, Tb,
Ho, Er)  are reported [1]. The neutron-
diffraction data collected in the paramagnetic
state at 100 K for R=Y, 120 K for R=Tb, 85 K
for R=Ho, and 60 K for R=Er, confirmed the
P/63mc crystallographic structure. Using the
low-temperature (at 1.5 K) neutron-diffraction
spectra, the crystal and the magnetic structure
of the investigated compounds were
determined (see figure for diffraction patterns
and table for crystal cell parameters at 1.5 K).
The Tb3Co8Sn4 compound was found to be a
ferromagnet with TC of 90 K. At 1.5 K the Tb
magnetic moments of 6.6(2) µB lie along the a-
axis. That structure is stable up to the Curie
temperature. For compound with holmium, a
more complicated magnetic structure must be
introduced. The Ho magnetic moments of
7.5(1) µB form a noncollinear structure within
the ab-plane at 1.5 K. At
about 30 K a reorientation of
Ho moments in the ab-plane
occurs. The Tb atoms form
ferromagnetic quasi chains.
For these two compounds the
magnitude of the rare-earth
magnetic moment is lower
that the theoretical value. In
the case of Er3Co8Sn4,
ferromagnetic ordering along
the c-axis is visible. The Er
magnetic moments are equal
Compound a [Å] c [Å]
Y3Co8Sn4 8.834(3) 7.438(2)
Tb3Co8Sn4 8.820(2) 7.424(2)
Ho3Co8Sn4 8.793(2) 7.406(2)
Er3Co8Sn4 8.757(1) 7.385(2)

to 8.4(2) µB, which is only slightly lower than the
value for the free R3+ ion. For that compound,
the magnetic contribution of the ErCoSn
impurity was detected and indexed. In order to
clarify the Co magnetic structure additional
high-statistic diffractograms of Y3Co8Sn4 in the
ordered phase at 1.5 K and in the paramagnetic
phase at 100 K were collected. Unfortunately, it
turns out that the Co magnetic moment is far
too small to give a magnetic contribution to the
collected spectra. We made a simulation to
estimate its value on the basis of the spectra. It
must be much smaller than 0.3 µB. This is
consistent with performed TB-LMTO
calculations where the Co magnetic moment is
lower than 0.17 µB.
The changes in the rare-earth magnetic
moment orientation perpendicular to the c-axis
for R=Tb and Ho, or parallel to it for R=Er,
seem to be connected with changes in the sign
of B0

2 crystalline electric field (CEF) parameter. 

[1] L. Gondek, A. Szytula, S. Baran, A. Szajek, J.
Hernandez-Velasco, Physica B, accepted for press.
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Polycrystalline samples of HoNi0.8In1.2,
ErNi0.9In1.1 and DyNi0.9In1.1 were investigated
by neutron diffraction experiment [1].
Previously published data for stoichiometric 1-
1-1 compounds indicate that HoNiIn and
ErNiIn compounds are ferromagnets (ordering
along the c-axis) with TC of 22 K and 9 K
respectively while DyNiIn was found to be an
antiferromagnet with TN of 32 K [2-3].  DC bulk
magnetic measurements show that with rise of
the x parameter the ordering temperature is
lowered moreover changes in the magnetic
ordering occur. For DyNi0.9In1.1 (TN=14 K)
compound antiferromagnetic character of
magnetic coupling is conserved, but some
changes in comparison to 1-1-1 stoichiometry
was noticed. Magnetic contributions in neutron
diffraction pattern collected at 1.5 K can be
indexed with single magnetic phase (Fig. 1),
with propagation vector k=(0.5, 0, 0.5),
whereas for 1-1-1 compounds an additional
magnetic phase establishes. The Dy magnetic
moment is equal to 3.9 µB. At 1.5 K HoNi0.8In1.2
compound has a non-collinear magnetic
structure, where moments lie in the basal
plane with the angle of 1200 between nearest
neighbours. Magnitude of the Ho magnetic
moment is 1.5(1) µB only (See Fig. 2). The low
angles part of the pattern exhibits “shaken”
background (in fact it consists of many
overlaped weak peaks). For ErNi0.9In1.1
compound additional sine-modulated
component lying in the basal plane was found.
The first phase is the same as for 1-1-1
compound, the Er magnetic moments of
5.63(7) µB are coupled ferromagnetically along
the c-axis. But there are additional magnetic
reflexes, which must be described by sine-
modulated component of the magnetic
moment lying in the basal plane. The in-plane
component of 5.9(1) µB is modulated with
propagation vector k=(0.127, 0.324, 0.339). In
all investigated compounds the diffuse
scattering was evidenced – it is connected with

structural disorder caused by non-
stoichiometry. 
There is a strong evidence of creating of some
magnetically ordered clusters where ordering
seems to be different that for whole sample. In
addition it is quite probable that part of the rare
earth’s moments remains unordered below the
bulk ordering temperature. These can explain
why the moments are much lower than for the
free ions.

Fig. 1 Pattern for DyNi0.9In1.1 at 1.5 K. 

Fig. 2 Pattern for HoNi0.8In1.2 at 1.5 K.

[1] L. Gondek, A. Szytula, S. Baran, M. Rams, J.
Hernandez-Velasco, Yu. Tyvanchuk, submitted to
J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 
[2] L. Gondek, A. Szytula, B. Penc, J. Hernandez-
Velasco, A. Zygmunt, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 262
(2003) L177.
[3] L. Gondek, S. Baran, A. Szytula, J. Hernandez-
Velasco, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. in press.
.
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° PHY-01-1286

Instrument   E6Neutron Diffraction Study of R3Cu4Si4 (R=Tb,
Dy, Ho, Er) compounds. Local Contact 

Dr N. Stüßer

Principal Proposer:
E. Wawrzyńska, M. Smoluchowski Institute of Physics,
Jagiellonian University, Reymonta 4, 30-059 Kraków,
Poland

Date(s) of Experiment

Experimental Team: J. Hernandez-Velasco, N. Stüßer, BENSC, Hahn-Meitner
Institut, Glienicker Straße 100, D-14109 Berlin-Wannsee,
B. Penc, A. Szytuła, Z. Tomkowicz, M. Smoluchowski
Institute of Physics, Jagiellonian University, Reymonta 4,
30-059 Kraków, Poland

10.04.2003-16.04.2003

Date of Report: 12.12.2003

Neutron diffraction studies of polycrystalline
R3Cu4Si4 (R=Tb, Dy, Ho, Er) intermetallic
compounds with the orthorhombic Gd3Cu4Ge4-
type crystal structure (space group Immm, no.
71) indicate the existence of different magnetic
structures. Rare earth atoms occupy two
nonequivalent 2d and 4e sublattices. The rare
earth magnetic moments order at low
temperatures in all these compounds.
For R=Tb [1] below TN equal to 50 K the Tb
moment in the 2d site orders and forms a
collinear magnetic structure. At the tempe-
rature of Tt1=38 K a transition from the com-
mensurate magnetic structure, described by
the propagation vector k2=(0,½,0) to an incom-
mensurate one, described by the propagation
vector k1=(0,0.515,0) is observed. Below Tt2
equal to 7 K the Tb moment in the 4e site
forms a sine-wave modulated structure descri-
bed by the propagation vector k3=(0.23,½,½).
In Dy3Cu4Si4 the magnetic moments localized
at the rare earth atoms order simultaneously
and the order is described by the propagation
vector k=(0,½,0) accompanied by k=(0,½+δ,½
+δ) at low temperatures. In Ho3Cu4Si4 two
propagation vectors are needed to model the
magnetic order. These are: k=(½,0.316(2),½)
for the 4e sublattice, which disorders as first
while increasing temperature, and k=(0,½,0)
for the 2d sublattice. Similar situation is obser-
ved for Er3Cu4Si4 where the propagation vec-
tors are: k=(0,1−δ,0) for the 4e sublattice,
which disorders as first while increasing
temperature, and k=(0,½+δ,0) for the 2d sub-
lattice.

Fig 1. Neutron diffraction patterns of Tb3Cu4Si4 collected
at 1.5, 13 and 60 K. The circles represent the experi-
mental points; the solid lines are calculated profiles for
the model crystal and magnetic structures described in
the text and the differences between the observed and
calculated intensities (at the bottom of each diagram).
The vertical bars indicate the Bragg peaks of nuclear (N)
and magnetic (M1) for k2=(0,½,0) and (M2) for k3=
(0.23,½,½) ordering in Tb3Cu4Si4 and of nuclear (NIM)
and magnetic (MIM) origin for the TbCuSi impurity phase.
In the top diagram several peaks of unknown origin are
present. 

[1] Wawrzyńska E, Penc B, Stüßer N, Szytuła A, 
     Tomkowicz Z, Solid State Commun. 126 (2003) 
     527.
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Instrument   E6Neutron Diffraction Study of R3Pd4Ge4 (R=Tb
and Er) compounds. Local Contact 

Dr N. Stüßer

Principal Proposer:
E. Wawrzyńska, M. Smoluchowski Institute of Physics,
Jagiellonian University, Reymonta 4, 30-059 Kraków,
Poland

Date(s) of Experiment

Experimental Team: J. Hernandez-Velasco, BENSC, Hahn-Meitner Institut,
Glienicker Straße 100, D-14109 Berlin-Wannsee, Germany
B. Penc, A. Szytuła, M. Smoluchowski Institute of Physics,
Jagiellonian University, Reymonta 4, 30-059 Kraków,
Poland

18.08.2003-24.08.2003

Date of Report: 18.12.2003

Neutron diffraction studies of polycrystalline
R3Pd4Ge4 (R=Tb and Er) intermetallic
compounds with the orthorhombic Gd3Cu4Ge4-
type crystal structure (space group Immm, no.
71) indicate the existence of different magnetic
structures. Rare earth atoms occupy two
nonequivalent 2d and 4e sublattices and their
magnetic moments order at low temperatures
in both compounds.
For R=Tb both sublattices order simultane-
ously at the Néel temperature of about 13 K. At
1.5 K there are two propagation vectors
describing the magnetic ordering. One of them
is k1=(0,0,0), which describes the antifer-
romagnetic ordering in the 4e sublattice in
which the magnetic moments align in the yz-
plane whereas the second one:
k2=(0,0.212(1),0.788(1)) describes the antifer-
romagnetic ordering in both 2d and 4e
sublattices in which the magnetic moments
align along the z-axis and lie in the yz-plane,
perpendiculary to those described by the k1
vector, respectively. The neutron diffraction
patterns of Tb3Pd4Ge4 are shown in Figs. 1
and 2a.
In case of the Er compound the magnetic
structure below the Néel temperature of about
4 K is also described by two propagation
vectors: k1=(0,0,0), which describes the
antiferromagnetic ordering in the 4e sublattice
whereas the second one: k2=(0,0.139(2),0)
describing the antiferromagnetic ordering in
the 2d sublattice. In both sublattices the
magnetic moments align along the z-direction.

Fig 1. Neutron diffraction patterns of Tb3Pd4Ge4 measu-
red at 1.5 and 20 K. The labels N, IM1, IM2, M1 and M2
indicate the nuclear, impurity and magnetic phases.

Fig 2. Parts of the neutron diffraction patterns of
Tb3Pd4Ge4 measured at different temperatures (a) and
the temperature dependence of the magnetic peak inten-
sity. The 1 and 2 label the magnetic phases connected
with the k1 and k2 propagation vectors, respectively.
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Principal Proposer: V. H. Tran, Inst. Low Temp. & Struc. Res. Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: V.H. Tran, Inst. Low Temp. & Struc. Res.

J. Hernández-Velasco, HMI
N. Stüβer, HMI

5-5-2003 –9-5-2003

Date of Report: 20-01-2004

X-ray data of polycrystalline and single
crystalline samples of UNi0.5Sb2 have indicated that
this compound crystallizes in the tetragonal HfCuSi2-
type structure with a = 4.319 and c = 9.015 Å at room
temperature. The measurements of both magnetic and
electronic transport properties point out that the
compound orders antiferromagnetically below TN =
160 K and goes into a phase transition of the first-
order at approximately TM = 75 K [1]. In order to
determine magnetic structure(s) and as well as to
explore the nature of the phase transition at TM we
have undertaken neutron diffraction experiments on
both crystalline and single crystalline samples of
UNi0.5Sb2.

The neutron diffraction (ND) patterns collected
with spectrometer E6 (� = 2.45 Å) at temperatures
above TN are characteristic of the only nuclear
scattering in a tetragonal system. But surprisingly, in
addition to the majority Bragg reflections belonging
to the HfCuSi2-type unit cell [2], there appear a lot of
superlattice lines, which can be well indexed as 10½,
103/2 and so on. This means that the superlattice
lines could correspond to a unit cell with the same
parameter a but with the doubled parameter c. The
neutron data collected on the single crystalline
sample at RT have confirmed the observation l/2.
Therefore, on the contrary to the X-ray data, the
crystal structure deduced from the neutron diffraction
experiments is a superstructure of the HfCuSi2-type.
Attempts of calculations for a new type of crystal
structure for UNi0.5Sb2 were carried out based on
several models. Among applied, the P –4 M 2 space
group yields the best  refinement  with a = 4.301 (1)
and c = 17.943(2) Å for the data at 200 K. From the
refinement we see that the occupation of the nickel
atoms in the unit cell is less than the stoichiometry
0.5. The atomic positions are as follows: U1 (0, 0.5,
0.3790), U2 (0.5, 0.0, 0.1205), Ni1 (0, 0, 0); Ni2 (0, 0,
0.5); Sb1 (0, 0, 0.4176); Sb2 (0, 0, 0.2059); Sb3 (0,
0.5, 0.072); Sb4 (0.5, 0.5, 0.2558). Nevertheless, we
are not satisfied with the refinement owing to large
agreement factors. Unfortunately, the available data
are not sufficient for the determination of the crystal
structure for UNi0.5Sb2.
        At 150 K e.g. below TN, some nuclear
reflections (101, 103 and 105) do show some

ferromagnetic contributions to their intensities.
Moreover, there appears also pure magnetic
reflection (113) in the ND patterns. This finding
implies the onset of an antiferromagnetic ordering,
confirming the magnetic data already obtained. Based
on the collected data around TN, we confirm the Néel
temperature to be of 160 K. Since the compound
undergoes into a phase transition at ~ 75 K, we have
performed a number of scans nearby this
temperature, during cooling and as well as heating up
the sample around TM. We observe that with
decreasing temperature the intensity of magnetic

peak 101 below 76 K suddenly falls down, and
simultaneously a magnetic peak 100 appears (see
figure). In the case of increasing temperature, the
intensity of the magnetic peak 100 decreases to zero
above 85 K. This behaviour is accompanied with
increasing in the intensity of the 101 peak. As a main
result of experiment we have detected a large
hysteresis (�T ~ 10 K) behaviour of spins on the
magnetic uranium atoms. Our finding would
indicate that the anomaly at TM is a transition of the
first order and is magnetic in origin. A reorientation
of spins is the plausible mechanism.

[1] Z. Bukowski et al. private information.
[2] D. Kaczorowski et al., PRB 58 (1998) 9227.
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Principal Proposer: Olivier Leynaud, Max Planck Institute für
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Experimental Team: Mickael Sofin, ibid.
Martin Jansen, ibid.
Jorge Hernandez-Velasco, HMI Berlin

8-10 Oct 2003

Date of Report: 16 Jan. 2004

Researches on sodium cobaltates compounds
were lead 30 years ago by several teams [1,2].
Recently, some discoveries in this field, and
especially the existence of a thermoelectric
effect in NaCo2O4 [3] and superconductivity in
Na0.35CoO2·1.3H2O [4], were leading us to find
new compounds, trying by this way to modify
and understand their physical properties.
The compound Na9Co2O7 is one compound of
this family. There is two main interesting
properties in this material. First, structurally,
the structure can be described with isolated
CoO3 triangle and CoO4 tetrahedra, both
surrounded by sodium atoms. Second, the
compound exhibits a long range ferromagnetic
order. This point is noticeable considering that
none of the compounds synthesised so far
were ferromagnetic.
In order to solve the ferromagnetic structure of
this compound, an efficient and powerful tool
should be used. Because the resolution is not
so important and we need a very good flux in
order to determine precisely the moment
involved in the magnetic structure, the
instrument E6 appeared to be a well designed
diffractometer.
Measurements were done in several
temperatures. Higher and lower temperature
(40 and 1.5 K respectively) were used (see
figure 1) to refine the nuclear and magnetic
structures, and in consequence were
measured with longer times. Intermediate
temperatures were obtained with shorter times,
in order to follow with numerous different
temperatures the evolution of the magnetic
moment involved into the magnetic structure.
This can be done, using magnetic intensities of
the main peaks (see figure 2 and e.g. peak
(110) which is almost purely magnetic).
First results are showing a classical behaviour
for the evolution of the magnetic moment with
the temperature. The nuclear structure was
refined successfully at 40 K and the magnetic
structure is still under considerations.

Figure 1: Neutron powder diffraction patterns of
Na9Co2O7 on E6 at higher and lower measured
temperatures (40 and 1.5 K respectively). Data were
measured in three angular domains. Experimental data
are shown on the top. Difference pattern (i.e. magnetic
contributions (1,5 K – 40 K)) is presented on the bottom.

Figure 2: Neutron powder diffraction patterns of
Na9Co2O7 on E6 at various intermediate temperatures.
Evolution of the intensities of several main peaks ((010),
(110) and (111)), with the temperature. The displayed
patterns are (from top to bottom): 5, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20 K.

References:
[1] M. Jansen & R. Hoppe, Z. Anorg. allg. Chem. 408,
104-106 (1974)
[2] C. Fouassier, G. Matejka & al., J. Solid State Chem. 6,
532-537 (1973)
[3] I. Terasaki, Y. Sasago & K. Uchinokura, Phys. Rev. B
56(20), R12685-R12687 (1997)
[4] K. Takada, H. Sakurai & al., Nature 422, 53-55 (2003)
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° PHY-01-1365
Instrument   E6Rare-earth spin canting and magnetic

irreversibility in Nd6Fe10Al4 Local Contact 
J. Hernández-Velasco

Principal Proposer: CAMPO, Javier, 
Materials Research Institute of Aragón Date(s) of Experiment

Experimental Team: CAMPO, Javier; LUZON, Javier; as above
CUELLO, J. Gabriel; Institut Laue Langevin
HERNANDEZ VELASCO, Jorge; HMI

1-12-2003 to 5-12-2003

Date of Report: 19/01/2004

Rare earth compounds of the R6Fe13X
family (R=light rare earth, X=Cu, Ag, Au, Si,
Sn,…) crystallize in a tetragonal structure with
space group I4/mcm. R sites are 8f and 16l, Fe
sites are 4d, 16l1, 16l2 and 16k, and X atoms
occupy a 4a site. With X = Al or Ga a stability
range exists, forming compounds R6Fe14-yXy
with y extending to 4.5 or more. The excess X
atoms are believed to substitute Fe
preferentially at 16l1 sites. 

Nd6Fe11-xAl3+x compounds order
antiferromagnetically into a spin structure best
described as a stacking of ferromagnetically
ordered Nd and Fe blocks with alternating spin
orientations, separated from each other by an
Al layer. For applied fields larger than a critical
value a metamagnetic transition occurs, after
which spins rotate into a common alignment,
saturating at very high fields. 

Detailed investigation at low
temperatures has shown that Nd moments do
not behave in total coherence with the Fe spins.
Large transition hysteresis and magnetic
history effects are observed for T below 30 K
[1], which are attributed to a canting of Nd
spins. 

On the other hand, our magnetization
results strongly suggest that a (metastable)
collinear state can be obtained in an applied
magnetic field, sweeping it through the
metamagnetic transition (> 2.5 T) and back to
zero [2]. Therefore, it has been extremely
interesting to collect neutron diffractograms
before and after an in situ magnetic field
cycling process at low temperature, to see if the
noncollinearity of the Nd spins will be
destroyed as predicted.

Preliminary results for the compound
Nd6Fe10Al4 are showed in the figure. This
results seem indicate that after cycling the
magnetic field from 0 to 6.5 and then to 0 T (at
temperature 1.8 K) the magnetic structure
evolves from a partial canting of Nd moments
to a total basal structure of the Nd moments
after the sweeping. It is worth noting the
marked increase of intensity on the magnetic
reflection at the lowest angle H > Ht which
persists after removing the field.

Figure. Neutron diffraction patterns collected at
1.8 K for different applied magnetic fields from
0 to 6.5 and then to 0 Tesla.

[1] S. Jonen, H.R. Rechenberg and J. Campo, J. Magn.
Magn. Mater 242-245 (2002) 803.
[2] J. Campo, S. Jonen and H.R. Rechenberg, to be
published.
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° MAT-01-1367
Instrument   E6Neutron Diffraction Study of A Virgin

Transition in MnFe(P,Si) Compounds Local Contact 
K. Prokeš

Principal Proposer: E. Brück, WZI, University of Amsterdam, NL Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: L. Zhang, WZI, University of Amsterdam, NL

O. Moze, INFM, University of Modena, IT
K. Prokeš, HMI, SF-2, DE

15-21/12/2003

Date of Report: 30/01/2004

Recently, the magnetocaloric effect (MCE), especially
near room-temperature, has attracted growing interest,
because of the prospect of realizing magnetic cooling for
wide-scale applications such as refrigeration, air
conditioning and so on. MnFe(P,As) compounds show
giant MCEs (GMCE) at the Curie temperature (TC) [1].
By adjusting the P/As ratio TC can be tuned from 150 K
to 335 K.  The GMCE in these compounds is associated
with a first-order transition from a low-temperature
ferromagnetic to a high-temperature paramagnetic phase
without breaking of the crystallographic symmetry,
while the strong magneto-elastic interaction leads to a
large contraction of the basal plane and simultaneously
expansion of the c axis. In order to further understand
and modify the GMCE in these novel compounds, we
studied the effect of Si substitution. Surprisingly besides
all the other changes, a peculiar history dependence of
the magnetic phase transition was discovered. The as-
prepared sample shows a significantly lower transition
temperature than one that has experienced thermal
cycling, namely a virgin TC. Here we report on our first
study of this virgin transition by neutron diffraction.

Powdered samples were prepared by mechanical
alloying.  The x-ray diffraction patterns and EPMA
analysis indicate that the samples contain a small amount
of impurity phases (< 8%). Using diffractometer E6 at
BENSC HMI in Berlin neutron diffraction patterns were
collected in three steps (each step covered 2θ = 33°
simultaneously) (� = 2.4 Å, collimator 10’, 9° < 2θ <
108°).  The vanadium sample-container filled with about
7 gram powder was placed in a VM-5 cryostat, which
comprises a magnet generating a magnetic field up to 6
T. The temperature is regulated between 100 K and 500
K by a heater and a liquid-nitrogen flow cold-finger. The
diffraction patterns were recorded at different
temperatures and in several magnetic fields with about
20 minutes counting time for each step. The raw data
were processed using Caress and then analyzed with
FullProf. 

The neutron diffraction patterns recorded during the
first cooling on MnFeP0.6Si0.4 sample (Fig.1) show the
coexistence of two sets of reflections and a significant
increase of the low-temperature ferromagnetic phase at
150 K when a magnetic field of 5 T was applied, which
manifest the first-order character and the field-induced
character of this virgin phase-transition. The neutron
diffraction patterns contain a number of significant
reflections from the aluminum parts on the sample
holder and also a small reflection from an unidentified
impurity phase.  The other reflections can be fairly
described by using a MnFe(P,As) structure model [2]

with As replaced by Si in the Rietveld-refinements. The
pattern recorded at 300 K after the first cooling shows a
minute variation of the intensity distribution over the
different reflections compared to the pattern recorded
also at 300 K on the virgin sample. This variation can be
well accommodated by a platy habit orientation using
March’s function. In fact the sample experienced a
magnetic field of 5 T during cooling as shown in figure
1, therefore it is understandable that a preferred
orientation was induced in the ferromagnetic state and
remained in the powder stack also above the Curie
temperature. So far the experiment does not show any
evidence for atomic-position swapping during the first
cooling, which is highly suggested for interpreting this
history dependence. Besides the interference of Al
reflections, a rather weak coupling of the sample with
the temperature control and the sample thermometer
resulted in some ambiguity when data for nominally
same temperatures are compared. In conclusion, to be
able to discriminate between preferential orientation and
position changes, additional measurements with a
broader range in angle would be needed.
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Fig. 1 The variation of the neutron diffraction patterns at
different temperatures and in different magnetic fields during
the first cooling. The underscored numbers index the
reflections from low-temperature ferromagnetic phase. The
others are reflections from the high-temperature paramagnetic
phase.

[1] O Tegus, E Brück, K H J Buschow, F R de Boer, Nature
415 (2002) 151.

[2] M Bacmann, J L Soubeyroux, R Barrett, D Fruchart, R
Zach, S Niziol, R Fruchart, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 134
(1994) 59.
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Date(s) of Experiment
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Principal Proposer: O. Stockert, Max Planck Institute CPfS Dresden

Experimental Team: G. Goll, Physikalisches Institut, University Karlsruhe

Date of Report
6.1.2004

Investigations of ternary rare earth com-
pounds continue to be an active topic of re-
search because of their intriguing magnetic prop-
erties. The equiatomic ternary RBiPt inter-
metallic compounds (R = rare-earth elements)
crystallize in the cubic MgAgAs-type structure
(space group F43m) and show a variety of low
temperature properties ranging from semicon-
ductor or semimetal-like behavior of NdBiPt to
magnetism and heavy fermion-like behavior in
YbBiPt with one of the highest measured spe-
cific heat coefficients γ = C/T = 8J/molK2.

In particular CeBiPt, first characterized by
Canfield et al. [1] with a lattice constant a
= 6.811 Å, shows antiferromagnetic order at
TN ≈ 1K as evidenced by sharp maxima in spe-
cific heat, susceptibility and magnetization mea-
surements [2]. Neutron diffraction on the diffrac-
tometer D23 at the ILL/Grenoble on a CeBiPt
single crystal [3] have revealed that the anti-
ferromagnetic structure is an AF-type I struc-
ture with a propagation vector τ = (1 0 0) and
moments also along [1 0 0]. We determined a
Néel temperature TN = 1.15K in good agree-
ment with thermodynamic measurements. Sur-
prisingly, the whole temperature variation of the
magnetic intensity is well described by a Bril-
louin function with J = 5/2. However, since
large extinction effects were observed, the or-
dered moment could not been determined reli-
ably. A crude analysis yields an ordered moment
of µ ≈ 0.5µB.

To overcome the extinction problems we per-
formed a neutron powder diffraction experiment
on CeBiPt powder (m ≈ 9 g) using the diffrac-
tometer E6 with a neutron wavelength λ =
2.444 Å. Diffraction pattern were taken at sev-
eral temperatures below and above TN = 1.15K.
Fig. 1 displays the diffraction pattern of CeBiPt

up to 2Θ = 70◦ taken at 0.45K and 1.5K to-
gether with the difference pattern. The crystal
structure is confirmed to be cubic with a lattice
constant a = 6.793(4) Å. The difference pattern
clearly shows magnetic peaks at the positions ex-
pected. However, there exist some yet unidenti-
fied nuclear peaks not belonging to the CeBiPt
structure (marked by ”?”). We are still in the
process of data treatment to identify the foreign
phase and to extract the ordered moment.
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Figure 1: Neutron count-rate versus scattering
angle 2Θ in CeBiPt for T = 0.45K (top) and
T = 1.5K (middle). The bottom panel shows
the difference diffraction pattern.

[1] P. C. Canfield et al., J. Appl. Phys. 70 (1991)
5800.

[2] T. Pietrus et al., Physica B 281–282 (2000)
745.

[3] O. Stockert et al., unpublished results.
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N°  EF 
Instrument:: E6Phase diagram of NaxCa1-xCo2O4 

with x�[0.85, 0.95] Local Contact 
J. Hernández-Velasco

Principal Proposer: Argyriou Dimitri, Milne Chris, Aliouane Nadir Date of Experiment
Experimental Team: Aliouane Nadir, Hernández-Velasco Jorge;

HMI Berlin 31/08/03 to 03/09/03

Date of Report: 15/01/2003

The layered cobaltite compounds:
NaxCoO2 (x ∈ [0.50,1]) were initially studied
due to their high thermopower properties
associated with a low resistivity in the ab
plane. By changing x, we form a mixed valent
system: NaxCo3+

x Co4+
1-xO2 where the Co3+

state is S=0 with t62g configuration and the Co4+

state is S=1/2 with t52g configuration. 
It has been shown, for x=0.75, that

Na0.75CoO2 is a strongly correlated system
from both specific heat, magnetic susceptibility
and resistivity measurements[1]. For x=0.5,
Na0.50CoO2 presents an unusual electrical
transport along the c-axis[2] suggesting a
transition at 170K from a metallic to a polaronic
state. In this way (modifying x), we change the
content of Co4+, which is a Jahn-teller active
anion, producing a strong correlated system. 

There is another way of modifying the
electronic and magnetic structure, by the
chemical substitution of single charge cation
(Na+) with a bivalent cation (Ca2+). In this way,
we tried to obtain the following mixed valent
system: Na+

xCa2+
1-xCo3+

(2-x)Co4+
xO4 crystallizing

in hexagonal symmetry as NaxCoO2, but
doubling the c-axis length (see Fig.1). Thus a
double layered cobalt compound. 

Taking into account the correlation
between electronic doping and properties in
the single layered cobalt compounds, we want
to determine if the phase diagram in
temperature and composition in this system is
similar to NaxCoO2 one.

To verify this hypothesis, we have
performed neutron powder diffraction
experiment on E6 at room temperature with
different elements of the phase diagram
(x=0.85, 0.90, 0.95) and versus temperature
for x=0.95 compound. See Fig.2.

Previous SQUID measurements have
shown a magnetic transition, but the analysis
of the neutron diffraction patterns allows us to
associate this magnetic transition to an
impurity phase of Co3O4 (TN=40K) and not to
the main phase.

Fig.1: Representation of the crystal structure of
NaxCa1-xCo2O4 compounds. Notice a doubling of
the c-axis respect to NaxCoO2 compounds.

Fig.2: Evolution of the neutron diffraction patterns
of Na0.95Ca0.5Co2O4 at different temperature (1K,
10K, 15K, 20K, 25K, 30K, 40K, 50K and 80K).
Bragg peaks marked by an arrow are associated to
the antiferro-paramagnetic transition of an small
impurity of Co3O4 .

[1] T. Motohashi et al., Physical Rev B 67, 64406 (2003); T.
Motohashi et al., App. Phys. Lett. 79, 1480 (2001).
[2] I. Terasaki, Proceeding of the 18th International Conference
on thermoelectrics, 569 (1999).

/Ca
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N°  EF 
Instrument:: E6Phase diagram of NaxCoO2 

with x�[0.6, 1] at room temperature Local Contact 
J. Hernández-Velasco

Principal Proposer: Argyriou Dimitri, Milne Chris, Aliouane Nadir Date of Experiment
Experimental Team: Aliouane Nadir, Hernández-Velasco Jorge;

HMI Berlin 13/10/03 to 16/10/03

Date of Report: 14/01/2003

The layered cobaltite compounds:
NaxCoO2 (x ∈ [0.50,1]) were initially studied
due to their high thermopower properties
associated with a low resistivity in the ab
plane. The electronic and magnetic
interactions arise from the doping of x charge
carrier to form a mixed valent system: NaxCo3+

x
Co4+

1-xO2 where the Co3+ state is S=0 with t62g
configuration and the Co4+ state is S=1/2 with
t52g configuration. Their electronic and
magnetic properties evolve with the doping
content x.

It has been shown that Na0.75CoO2 is a
strongly correlated system from both specific
heat, magnetic susceptibility and resistivity
measurements[1]. Magnetic order has very
recently been detected. It has also been
reported too that the application of field results
in a decrease of the spin entropy of the system
and that has been suggested as a possible
mechanism for the enhanced thermopower in
the system[2]. Poorer x compounds such as
Na0.5CoO2 have also been recently examined
due to its high thermal-power properties. The
unusual c-axis electrical transport [3] in
Na0.5CoO2 suggests a transition at 170K from a
metallic to a polaronic state. 

On decreasing the doping (x), there
could be an evidence of structural changes in
the CoO2 sheets, as the Co4+ t2g

5, S=1/2 state
is Jahn-Teller active. According to the former
structural studies the NaxCoO2 (x ∈ [0.50,1])
crystallizes in a hexagonal cell P63/mmc with
CoO2 layers formed by edge sharing CoO6
octahedra (see Fig.1). The Jahn-teller effect in
these CoO6 octahedra could lead to structural
distortions.

To verify this hypothesis, we have
performed neutron powder diffraction
experiments on E6 at room temperature at
different doping levels of the phase diagram
(x=0.6, 0.75, 0.85, 1).

Preliminary results are shown in Fig.2.
We observe new Bragg reflections whose
intensities increase with the sodium content.

These reflections can not be indexed in the
prototype space group P63/mmc. The formal
study done with x-ray diffraction does not show
such a result. This phenomenon could be
related to separation in the phase diagram of
NaxCoO2 and the presence of an impurity is
not excluded. The possibility of index the new
reflections in a monoclinic cell is also under
analysis. This work is still in progress.

Fig.1: Representation of the crystal structure of the
NaxCoO2 compounds.

Fig.2: Neutron powder diffraction patterns for
different doped samples at room temperature. The
green arrows indicate the Bragg peaks which
increase with the amount of sodium content (x).

[1] T. Motohashi et al., Physical Rev B 67, 64406 (2003); T.
Motohashi et al., App. Phys. Lett. 79, 1480 (2001).
[2] Takada, K. et al., Nature 422, 53 (2003).
[3] I. Terasaki, Proceeding of the 18th International Conference
on thermoelectrics, 569 (1999).
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J. Hernández-Velasco

Principal Proposer: Dimitri N. Argyriou, HMI Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: Christopher J. Milne, HMI

Nadir Aliouane, HMI
Jorge Hernández-Velasco, HMI

9-5-03 – 11-5-03 
9-6-03 – 13-6-03

Date of Report: 15-01-04

    Recent studies of bandwidth controlled
perovskites Pr1-x(Ca1-ySry)xMnO3 have thrown
up two possible scenarios for behaviour close
to the Charge Ordered insulator/ Ferromagnetic
metal transition. One possibility is that there is
a “Quantum Critical Point” type feature with
the presence of a signatory charge disordered
paramagnetic phase.  Alternatively there is a
phase coexistence scenario. The aim of this
study is to determine the nature of the
transition in the above system.
    By changing the size of the A cation radius
at constant doping one can affect the Mn-O-Mn
bond angles in AMnO3 with resulting, modest,
changes in the one electron bandwidth. Such
“tuning” near optimum doping allows the
production of materials with properties varying
from charge and orbital ordered (CO) insulator
to ferromagnetic (FM) metal.
    A recent study of the Pr0.55(Ca1-ySry)0.45

MnO3 system showed that at y�0.2 the critical
temperatures for the charge-orbital ordering
and ferromagnetic transitions collide at �200K
forming a “bicritical point” [1].

Fig. 1. Bicritical nature reported in [1].

    Contrarily a study of the Pr0.65(Ca1-ySry)0.35
MnO3 system showed that the phase diagram is
dominated by mesoscopic-macroscopic phase
coexistence, rather than any “bicritical” feature
[2].

Fig. 2. Complex phase separation reported in [2].

    In this study we aim to map out the phase
diagram of Pr0.55(Ca1-ySry)0.45MnO3 and
determine whether a Charge Disordered
Paramagnetic phase exists, signifying a
Quantum Critical Point, or whether phase
coexistence is the basis for the M-I transition.
    For the experiments subject of this report we
analysed samples with y = 0.22, 0.24, 0.25 and
0.28, which lie to the ferromagnetic side of the
phase diagram, to check for the correct
magnetic signatures. Scans were taken on
cooling from room temperature to 2K in 10
degree steps and on heating with the evolution
of  ferromagnetic peaks monitored. 
    These experiments now have to be
supplemented by examination of samples with
y < 0.22 to move through the QCP/Phase
separated area to the CO state.  Collection of
these data, and additional data monitoring the
structural responses, will allow a full mapping
of this phase diagram revealing the effect of the
change of doping level on the width of any
phase separated region.

[1] Y. Tomioka and Y. Tokura, Phys. Rev. B66, 104416
(2002).

[2] G.R. Blake et al., Phys. Rev. B66, 144412 (2002).
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Principal Proposer: Argyriou Dimitri, Milne Chris, Aliouane Nadir Date of Experiment
Experimental Team: Aliouane Nadir, 

Milne Chris, HMI Berlin 13/12/03 to 14/12/03

Date of Report: 14/01/2003

The recent report of superconductivity at
around 4K in the layered sodium colbalt
oxyhydrate, NaxCoO2.yH2O (x≈0.35], y≈1.3) [1]

is interesting for two reasons. 
The first reason is the fact that it’s the first

superconducting cobalt compound. 
The second reason is that according to the

initial structural reports, NaxCoO2.yH2O can be
described as a triangular network of edge
shared octahedral CoO6 octahedrea separated
by layers of water and sodium. Thus
NaxCoO2.yH2O may be suitable material to test
the RVB[2] theory for explaining the
superconductivity in triangular frustrated
systems. 

To obtain these compounds you must first
form the precursor NaxCoO2 (x≈0.7). then in
order to move the desired sodium content, we
immerse the powder precursors in a Br2-
acetonitrile solution with a 2, 5, 50 times
excess (designated 2X, 5X, 50X) as compared
to Na content. After 24 hours in the solution
the powder is washed with clean acetonitrile
and then H2O or D2O. The samples are then
hydrated in a controlled, moisture rich,
atmosphere of D2O or mixture of D2O/H2O. 

There is a debate regarding the structure of
these compounds. One the Difficulty arises in
obtaining good neutron powder diffraction
patterns for Reitveld analysis due to the
presence of excess water that shows up as
ice.

First to obtain good neutron powder
diffraction patterns we should eliminate the no-
bonded water (ice scattering and diffuse
scattering of H) without destroying the
structure. To follow this step, we use E6
instruments, due to the high flux of neutrons.
After that, the dehydrated sample is
transferred to E9 instrument cooled at 1.7K
due to high resolution.

To dehydrated, we place the different
samples (2X,yD2O and 50X,yD2O and

5X,yH2O zD2O), in a orange standard cryostat,
and cooled at 260K. Vacuum is then applied
and the sample is freeze dried. 

The dehydratation process was followed by
monitoring the bragg peaks of the ice. It takes
roughtly 8 hours to dehydrated a X50 and
X5,yD2O.

For an X5,yH2O zD2O compound the
dehydration process is shorter (5 hours). On
the fig 1, we can see the typical pattern of the
dehydratation process of the no-bonded water.

Fig 1: Evolution of the non intercalated water
(mark by green arrows) in the X50,yD2O
powder (obtained with a 50 times excess of
Br2) at 260K (each patterns were taken every
20 minutes). 

[1] Takada, K. et al., Nature 422, 53 (2003).
[2] Anderson, P. W, Mater. Res. Bull. 8, 153 (1973)
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Date of Report: 15.1.2004

The unique property of neutron beams compared
with X-rays regarding their penetration power
inside matter makes them advantageous to follow in
situ processes in industrial devices. Within this
framework neutron diffraction techniques could be
useful to monitoring those transformations where
structural phase transitions are taking place.
In this sense, we have investigated the evolution of
crystalline phases by in situ diffraction using E6
while the discharging process of an alkaline battery.
A standard commercial battery IEC type-(LR 61)
has been used for this purpose, see Fig. 1 below.

Figure 1.- Cross section and components of a non rechargeable
alkaline Zn-Mn battery. The dimensions of the one used in the
experiment were: � � 8 mm and h � 40 mm (m � 6g). It was
held vertically with the bottom and top parts covered with Cd,
the height exposed to the beam was � 3 cm.

Four batteries were studied in the set of
measurements. The experimental diffraction
patterns of a charged (1.5 V) and a discharged (up
to 0.5 V) ones are shown in Fig. 2. Some Bragg
reflections coming from several of the main phases
(that show hexagonal symmetry) are marked.
While the overall reaction can be formally
described by: Zn + 2MnO2 �� ZnO + Mn2O3
various intermediate steps in the transformation

occur and it was possible to identify different
crystalline phases (oxides, hydroxides) which
appear during the process of discharge, by
measuring the intensity scattered from a battery
connected to a resistance (� = 2 ohm). In a period
of time about 13 h we collected 33 diffraction
patterns in the angular range 41.5�2�� 74.5 (see
Fig. 2 inset), the main changes take place between
1.5 and 4.5 h after the discharging process has been
started. The correlation of phase contents (which
could be determined from the integrated intensities
of peaks) with time of discharge / voltage decay,
give us interesting information about the kinetics,
and it may be useful to improve the performance of
these, otherwise, common devices. The analysis
will be carried out in due course. However, there is
an inherent problem to properly quantify due to the
existence of non crystalline materials and hydrogen
content which contributes to the background and
decreases the signal to noise ratio, as well as
overlapping of reflections from different phases.
For example both the cathode (mostly MnO2) and
anode (mainly Zn powder) contain an electrolyte of
KOH and H2O. The former electrode also presents
C graphite (�11%) and the latter some gelling
agent. Some degree of amorphization during the
corrosion of the anode is observed, and
complementary neutron tomography investigations
show that the solution proceeds from the outer to
the inner part of the cell.

Figure 2.- Neutron diffraction patterns of batteries charged
(bottom) and discharged (top). The inset shows the evolution of
some patterns (50�2�� 73) while discharging. Peaks from the
steel can and brass CuZn-36 of the arrester pin are present too.

Cgraphite ZnO (001)   (002) (101)
(002)                            MnO2 (100)        (002)     (101)
                                                           Zn(100)
                                                                                  Zn(101)
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Principal Proposer: Date(s) of Experiment
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Date of Report: 15.1.2004

The four Immm-R2BaMO5 oxides (R3+=Dy, Ho
M2+= Co, Ni) and the Pnma-160Gd2BaCuO5
compound have been studied by means of
neutron diffraction at zero and applied
magnetic field up to H= 5T (VM3)/6.5T (VM2).
It is worth noting that depending on the
synthesis conditions R2BaCoO5 show both
polymorphic forms [1], being isostructural with
the Immm-Ni oxides or isomorphous to the
Pnma-Cu green phases. Both periodicity (see
Table below) and orientation of the magnetic
moments depends on electronic and crystal
structure. In this sense, this family is an ideal
scenario to test the close relation between
magnetic properties structure and composition.

Compound Space Gr. TNéel (K) k (H=0)
Dy2BaNiO5 Immm 64 [½, 0, ½]

Dy2BaCoO5 Immm 23 [½, 0, ½]

Dy2BaCoO5 Pnma 8 [0, 0, ½]

Ho2BaNiO5 Immm 53 [½, 0, ½]

Ho2BaCoO5 Immm 79 [½, 0, ½]
Ho2BaCoO5 Pnma 5.4 [0, ½, ½]
Gd2BaCuO5 Pnma 12 [0, 0, ½]

Pnma-R2BaMO5 oxides present lower TN than
the Immm forms due to less favoured pathways
for the superexchange interactions. In the
former the M2+ are located in isolated (MO5)
tetragonal pyramids, while in the latter a
framework of chains is built up with vertex
sharing octahedra (MO6).
A comparison of Immm-R2BaMO5 magnetic
structures at H=0 shows that mR and mCo are
nearly perpendicular, however in the case of
the Ni oxides mR and mNi are quite parallel
(although not completely collinear). This could
be an indication of weakly coupled R3+ and

Co2+ sublattices compared with R3+-Ni2+. When
a magnetic field is applied (in steps �H=0.2T)
the differences are even more marked, for
example the patterns at H=0 and 5T for Immm-
Ho2BaMO5 are shown below, while for the Co
oxide (top) the transitions are reversible once
the field is removed, for the Ni one (bottom)
there is an hysteresis effect, both spin
arrangements at H=0 differ markedly and
preferred orientations of the powder can be
excluded on the basis of the observed nuclear
reflections when the sample is warmed to reach
the paramagnetic state.

Long counting times were required to get
enough statistics for the refinements, due to the
high absorption cross sections of cobalt and
rare earths, remarkably Dy and Gd [2].
[1] J. Hernández-Velasco, Ph.D. Thesis. Univ.C. Madrid, 2001.
[2] Sample enriched on isotope 160Gd was kindly provided by Dr. I.
Golosovsky. See PSI Prog. Report 1992, p.110.

H=0 initial
H=0 final
H=5T
T=1.7K

H=0 initial
H=0 final
H=5T
T=6K
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Date of Report: 12.12.03

MnCr2O4 spinel is known to undergo two
magnetic phase transitions at low
temperatures [1]. Below ≈40K the magnetic
structure is collinear. Below ≈16K a LKDM
magnetic spiral structure is formed. In neutron
diffraction patterns this results in
superstructure reflections additional to those
originating from the cubic cell of the chemical
structure. However, the structure features
described in the literature differ widely [1,2].

The samples studied here have been
prepared with the combustion synthesis
method from a stoichiometric mixture of metal
nitrates and urea [3]. This method results in a
very fine grained powder of MnCr2O4 spinel. It
was used directly for experiments and as
starting material for further treatment: sintering
at various temperatures for various times or
power ball milling in alcoholic suspension.

Neutron powder diffraction has been done
using a OS cryostat on E9 and E6 with
wavelength of 1.80 Å and 2.44 Å, respectively.
Measurements on the D8 x-ray powder
diffractometer and on the SQUID experiment
have also been used.

Powder diffraction experiments with both x-
rays and neutrons reveal particle size
broadening of the Bragg reflections of
Lorentzian-type. The refined average particle
sizes of the various samples range from
1800(40) Å through 450(10) Å. Temperature
dependent SQUID measurements of the
magnetisation have been done on differently
treated samples and curves of spontaneous
and remnant magnetisation have been
derived. Neutron powder diffraction at the E9
and E6 diffractometers of BENSC was used to
study the magnetic structure of the samples. 

For the phase transformation at ≈40K there
are only few significant changes: a slight
increase of the transition temperature for the
sample with the highest particle size was
observed. The absolute value of the
magnetisation was found to be highest for the
untreated sample (with a particle size of

870(2)Å) and to decrease for both higher
particle size (tempered samples) and lower
particle size (milled samples).

The transformation at ≈16K, however,
shows various changes both in the magnetic
superstructure and the overall magnetisation.
The sample with the highest particle size
shows only one transition at ≈18K, which is
associated with the formation of magnetic
superstructure reflections. For smaller particles
the spontaneous magnetisation shows two
transition points at ≈18K and at ≈20K; the
formation of superstructure reflections
happens at ≈20K. For very small particle sizes
the intensities of the superstructure reflections
decrease and the changes of the macroscopic
magnetisation become very small.

[1] Vratislav S., Zajíček J., Jirák Z., Andresen A.F.,
J. Mag. Magn. Mat., 1977, 5, 41-50.

[2] Dwight K.., Menyuk N., Feinleib J., J. Appl.
Phys., 1966, 37, 3, 962-963.

[3] Sundar Manoharan S., Patil K.C., J. Am. Ceram.
Soc., 1992, 75, 1012-1015.
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Date of Report: 15.12.2003

Experiment:

Some crystalline compounds show a
remarkable dependence of their crystal
structure (lattice parameters, volume) of the
applied magnetic field. This effect is well
known as the so called giant magnetostrictive
effect or giant magnetostriction and is applied
in different technological fields.

The compound CuCr2O4 is ferrimagnetic below
Tc=130K [1]. To find out, if the compound
shows magnetostrictive properties neutron
measurements at different temperatures and
different magnetic fields using VM3 were
carried out.

Magnetic fields were chosen between 0 and 5
Tesla, temperatures between 2 and 300 K.
The step resolution was 32, wavelength was
2.4 Å and 1,7973 Å, respectively.

Results:

As an example of the various measurements
Figure 1 shows the neutron diffraction pattern
of the compound CuCr2O4 at 2 K and different
applied vertical magnetic fields measured at
E9.

Fig. 1: Neutron diffraction patterns of CuCr2O4 at 2 K and
0 T (1) as well as at 2 K and 5 T (2) applied vertical
magnetic field

Lattice parameters were extracted from these
measurements using the whole powder pattern
fitting option of the Fullprof program (see
table 1).

Table 1: Lattice parameters of CuCr2O4 at 2K and 0T and
5T applied magnetic field:

Field / lat. par. a c

0 T 8.542078 7.715812

5 T 8.542652 7.716860
Absolute

Difference < 0.01% < 0.02%

The differences between the lattice parameters
for 2 K and 0 T and 2 K and 5 T, respectively,
are below 0.02%, i.e., they are out of the
instruments measuring precision.

This means that CuCr2O4 exhibits no
measurable magnetostriction effect since its
crystal structure does not show a remarkable
dependeny from magnetic field.

While the peak position in the diffractograms
hence are nearly identical, differences in the
measured intensity are obvious. These
differences are caused by the induced
preferred orientation since the crystals tend to
adjust to the magnetic field. 

Literature:

[1] Prince, E. (1957), Acta Cryst. 10, 554-556.

 (1)

 (2)
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Researches on sodium cobaltates compounds
were lead 30 years ago by several teams [1,2].
Recently, some discoveries in this field and
especially the existence of a thermoelectric
effect in NaCo2O4 [3] and superconductivity in
Na0.35CoO2·1.3H2O [4] were leading us to find
new compounds, trying to modify and explain
these observed physical properties.
The structure of the compound Na7Co2O6 was
solved on a single crystal. It can be described
easily by isolated CoO3 triangle surrounded by
sodium atoms. An only crystallographically
independent Co atom was found in the cell
which is amazing considering the mixed
oxidation state (Co(II),Co(III)). This compound
exhibits also noticeable magnetic properties, a
long range antiferromagnetic order being
observed down to 12 K approximately.
Solving the mixed oxidation state problem
requires a very high resolution instrument like
E9 [6] to obtain precise values for atomic
parameters and conclude on the validity of the
structure Data are shown on figure 1.
Transition is easily observed and magnetic
peaks can be indexed with the normal
crystallographic cell. The propagation vector is
then k (0,0,0).

Figure 1: Neutron powder diffraction pattern on E9 for
Na7Co2O6. Open and full circles represent 100 and 1.5 K
respectively. Top and bottom lines represent a Le Bail fit,
and the difference between experimental and calculated
intensities. Bars indicate Bragg’s peaks positions.

The transition temperature can be confirmed
by the observation of the evolution of intensity
of e.g. the main magnetic peak (figure 2). On
these data, collected on E6, almost no more
magnetic intensity is observed up to 12 K

Figure 2: Neutron powder diffraction pattern on E6 for
Na7Co2O6. Evolution of the intensity of the peak (200)
with temperature. It’s clearly shown than transition occurs
around 12 K with a rapid transition in a range of 2-3 K.
Data are (top to bottom): 2, 8, 10, 11, 11.5, 12, 15 and
40 K).
After the first refinements, we have
encouraging results allowing to think that there
is a splitting of Co atoms into two
crystallographically different subsets. This
differentiation is reinforced by the propagation
vector that implies a lowering of symmetry that
could be connected to the nuclear one.
We still continue to search in these directions,
refinements are in progress, and should give
soon clarifications on the nuclear and magnetic
structures.
References:
[1] M. Jansen & R. Hoppe, Z. Anorg. allg. Chem. 408,
104-106 (1974)
[2] C. Fouassier, G. Matejka & al., J. Solid State Chem. 6,
532-537 (1973)
[3] I. Terasaki, Y. Sasago & K. Uchinokura, Phys. Rev. B
56(20), R12685-R12687 (1997)
[4] K. Takada, H. Sakurai & al., Nature 422, 53-55 (2003)
[5] M. G. Barker & G. A. Fairhall, J. Chem. Res. (S), 371
(1979)
[6] D. M. Többens, N. Stüßer & al., Mater. Sci. Forum
378-381, 288-293 (2001)
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LaCo0.5Mn0.5O3 has been found to be ferromagnetic
(FM) however the origin of ferromagnetism in this
compound is under question. Magnetisation
measurements revealed two FM transition temperatures
deriving from two different crystallographic phases
coexisting in the same sample [1]. In the phase with the
higher TC Co is trivalent in a low spin state and Mn and
Co are not ordered; in the phase with the lower TC the
ions are Mn4+ and Co2+ are crystallographically ordered.
Thus the compound was interest to study by neutron
diffraction technique.
In all perovskites with the general formula ABO3 the
reduction of the tolerance factor, produces strain and as
consequence affects their properties and might as well
change the structure of the compound. For this reason
we have an interest to study the structural changes in
LaCo0.5Mn0.5O3 by decreasing the tolerance factor. For
this we have performed neutron powder diffraction data
(NPD) experiments on La0.7Ca0.3Co0.5Mn0.5O3 and
La0.8Sr0.2Co0.5Mn0.5O3 in which Ca or Sr have reduced
the tolerance factor by the substitution part of La.
Phase purity of all samples was checked by X-ray
powder diffraction. The NPD were collected in the E9
diffractometer in the reactor BerII in Berlin using Ge
monocromator, plane (511) with wavelength  1.798 Å.
Measurements were performed in the range of 1.5 –
 298 K in a zero magnetic field. The neutron patterns
were refined by the Rietveld method using the Fullprof
program.
The refinement of the data gave the following results.
LaCo0.5Mn0.5O3 crystallises into two phases: an
orthorhombic Pbnm structure with a random distribution
of Mn and Co and monoclinic P21/n structure where the
Co2+ and Mn4+ ions are ordered with a ratio of 73/27
respectively (fig. 1). It becomes ferromagnetic and the
magnetic moment of 2.5 µB along the y-axis.
La0.8Sr0.2Co0.5Mn0.5O3 is rhombohedral, space group 3R
(fig. 2). In this compound, the magnetic moment is
about 0.7 µB. The refinement gives a 40% of antisite
defects, i.e. the occupancy at 3b is composed of 60% of
Co and 40% of Mn. The opposite is true for 3a.
La0.7Ca0.3Co0.5Mn0.5O3 is refined in the P21/n space
group (fig. 3). The refinement gives a 40% of antisite
defects, as for La0.8Sr0.2Co0.5Mn0.5O3. However, the

magnetic contribution below the magnetic transition is
very small and cannot be refined.

Fig. 1. Refinement of the NPD patterns of
LaCo0.5Mn0.5O3 at 1.5 K. The inset shows some
magnetic contributions into peaks.

Fig. 2. Refinement of the NPD pattern of
La0.8Sr0.2Mn0.5Co0.5O3 at 298 K. The inset shows
some magnetic contributions into peaks.

Fig. 3. The refinement of the NPD pattern of
La0.7Ca0.3Co0.5Mn.0.5O3 at 298 K. Magnetic

contributions were too small.

1. V.L. Joseph et al, Solid State Communication 121
(2002) 219
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Experimental Team: A.P.Sazonov,  ISSSP Minsk 
   
  

26.05 – 01.06.2003 

  Date of Report: * 
 

 The discovery of “colossal 
magnetoresistance effect” (CMR) in the manganites 
with perovskite structure stimulated the interest to 
the new perovskite-type compounds other, than 
LaMnO3. A large magnetoresistance was obtained 
in La1-xSrxCoO3 with 0.15 < x < 0.2 [1]. However, 
ferromagnetic ordering in La1-xSrxCoO3 does not 
lead to a metal-insulator transition like in CMR 
materials [2, 3]. In addition, these compounds are 
of industrial interest because of their catalytic 
properties and possibilities to use them as electrode 
material in solid-oxide fuel cell and as a membrane 
in oxygen separation processes [4]. However, 
magnetic structure dependence on Sr doping level 
is still not clear (compare, for example [3] and [5]). 
Undoped LaCoO3 does not contain Co4+ and is 
paramagnetic. Magnetic moment appears when 
strontium substituted for lanthanum and converts 
Co3+ to Co4+. According to Goodenough model 
([6]) tetravalent cobalt ions polarize neighbouring 
Co3+ ion through the intermediate oxygen ion to the 
high spin state, Co3+ - O2- - Co4+. This interaction 
induces ferromagnetism of La1-xSrxCoO3. Authors 
of [7] predicted appearance of spin glass at x < 0.18 
due to competition between Co3+ - Co4+ double 
exchange and long range RKKY mechanisms.  

We studied the magnetic structure of La1-

xSrxCoO3  at x = 0.15 and 0.3 at the E9 spectrometer 
with incident neutron wavelength  λ = 1.31 Å.  

Fig 2. presents temperature dependence of Co-O 
distance. This distance decreases with the 
increasing of x values. However in case of x = 0.3 
we didn’t observed any pecularities, like in [3]. 
 

  
Fig.1 shows a neutron Powder diffraction pattern 

and Rietveld refinement for x = 0.3 sample.  
Ferromagnetic ordering has been found only at Sr 
concentrationa x = 0.3.  
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Fig.2 
The temperature variation of the Co-O-Co band 

angle of the x  = 0.3 sample seems to saturate above 
Curie point, whereas this angle in the sample x = 
0.15 smoothly increases with the temperature 
increasing. 
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Background

It was shown recently, that high temperature
superconductors (HTSC) with perovskite struc-
ture are characterized by giant (up to 10-4) mag-
netostriction. It means, that they are potential
candidates for magnetostrictive applications. This
observation attracted a number of experimental
and theoretical studies of magnetostriction in the
related materials [1]. On the other hand, the de-
veloped approach for analysis of magnetostriction
measurements on superconductors, makes these
measurements a unique tool for examining the
pressure dependences of bulk superconductor
properties and Fermi surface topology, as well as
pinning phenomena [2]. This is the consequence
of two components of magnetostriction – a re-
versible one and irreversible one, respectively.
The reported activity is THE FIRST structural
study of magnetostriction in superconductors. 

Object of investigation

were high temperature superconductors with rear
earth substitutions, corresponding to different
levels of doping (concentration of carriers) [3].
The preliminary X-ray measurements have shown
a sufficient difference of its unit cell volume in
normal and superconducting stage. 

Aims of investigation 

was to check connection of volume changes at
low temperatures below superconducting transi-
tion and magnetostrictive properties. Therefore
neutron diffraction studies above and below Ts,
including measurements in magnetic field, were
performed. 

Experimental results 

Typical measured diffraction patterns are shown
in Fig. 1. The calculated lattice parameters re-
vealed a pronounced change of unit cell volume.
Its field sensitivity testifies the connection of this
difference with superconducting transition.  

Fig. 1: Neutron diffraction pattern of 
Eu(BaNd)2Cu3O7 at 50 K and 150 K at magnetic
fields of 0T and 4T

Discussion 

The volume change, associated with supercon-
ducting transition indicates high value of the
pressure derivatives of bulk superconducting
properties. The sign of volume change in mag-
netic field most possibly shows, that volume
change at transition is sufficiently higher, than
that, connected with thermal contraction contribu-
tion. The reversible behavior indicates no pinning
effects involved in the measuring field. 

Literature:

[1] Eremenko V., Sirenko V., Szymczak H., Nabialek
A., Magnetostriction of superconductors. Low
Temperature Physics, vol.25, Apr. 1999, pp.232-
254. 

[2] V.V. Eremenko, V.A. Sirenko, R. Schleser, P.
Gammel, Magnetostriction in the mixed state of
superconducting 2H-NbSe2 single crystals, Low
Temp. Phys., 2001, 27, 7, 305-310

[3] Youwen Xu., Kramer MJ., Dennis KW., Wu H.,
O'Connor A., McCallum RW., Malik SK. Yelon
WB., Substitution for Ba by light rare-earth in
Eu123 solid solutions. Physica C, vol.341-348,
pt.1, Nov. 2000, pp.613-14.
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Extending our previous studies of molecular
magnetic materials to new ligands, we have studied
deuterated manganese malonate dihydrate,
Mn(C3D2O4).2D2O. This compound was recently
reported not to exhibit magnetic ordering down to
2.0K [1]. However, our own magnetization
measurements, carried out with a Quantum Design
MPMS Squid Magnetometer, showed clear
indications for magnetic ordering below TN = 2.7 K
in both the deuterated and a hydrogenated sample.

Neutron powder diffraction measurements were
carried out on E9 at temperatures 1.5 and 3 K,
using an Orange cryostat, and at 298 K. The
wavelength was 1.7969 Å. Figure 1 shows  the two
low-temperature spectra together with the
corresponding Rietveld refinements. Our data are
consistent with the crystal structure determined
before by x-ray diffraction at room temperature
(space group Pca21). The basic structural feature is
the formation of 2D networks in the ab plane (two
per unit cell), see Fig. 2. We obtain a=9.6124(8) Å,
b = 7.3619(6) Å, and c = 8.3225(9) Å. The
corresponding values at 1.5 K are a = 9.6396(4) Å,
b = 7.3390(4) Å, c = 8.1986(4) Å. The thermal
expansion between 1.5 and 300 K is highly
anisotropic, �a/a = - 2.8·10-3, �b/b = + 3.1·10-3, �c/c
= + 15.1·10-3. Notably, the ab plane area keeps
almost constant while the c axis expands
significantly on heating – consistent with the 2D
nature of the crystal structure.

The 1.5 K spectrum reveals additional Bragg
reflections associated with long-range magnetic
ordering. These reflections can be indexed on the
basis of the crystallographic cell pointing to a
simple antiferromagnetic ordering of the four Mn
moments within a unit cell. The relative intensities
of the magnetic reflections are well described
assuming the magnetic space group Pc’a21’ and a
moment orientation || c. The refinement of this
model results in an ordered moment of 3.8(1)�B. A
small canting of the moments from the c axis is
allowed by symmetry but can not be determined.
The magnetic structure is depicted in Fig. 2. 

Additional temperature dependent measurements
between 1.5  and 3K were carried out on E6. These
data show that the magnetic Bragg intensity
reduces continuously with increasing temperature
and vanishes around 2.7 K, consistent with the
magnetization data.

Figure 1: Powder neutron diffraction data measured at
1.5 and 3 K. The additional Bragg reflections marked by
arrows occurring at 1.5 K are associated with long range
magnetic ordering.

                
 
Figure 2: Crystal and magnetic structure of manganese
malonate at 1.5 K determined from E9 powder neutron
powder diffraction data. For clarity, only one 2D
network is shown and D atoms are omitted.

References
[1] T. K. Maji et al., Inorg. Chem. 42 (2003) 709.
[2] T. Lis, J. Matuszewski, Acta Cryst. B35 (1979) 2212.
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Surprisingly, reliable experimental values
for the ordered magnetic moments in transition
metal difluorides are lacking in the literature.
We have therefore recorded neutron powder
patterns of MnF2, FeF2 and CoF2 at T = 1.8 K
on the powder diffractometer E9. The neutron
wavelength was � = 1.7971 Å, and the
scattering angle range covered 5 - 150°. In the
Rietveld refinements the standard structure
parameters were fixed to the values obtained
from our high-accuracy single-crystal studies.
Scattering lengths and magnetic form factors
were taken from Ref. [1]. The refined total
magnetic moments �tot (proportional to the sum
2S + L) are shown in Table 1. These values
are compared with the pure spin magnetic
moments �S obtained from high-energy
magnetic x-ray diffraction [2] and from density
functional theory within the generalized
gradient approximation [3].

From �-ray charge density analyses of the
difluorides, the total number of 3d-electrons
on the metal is found to be virtually identical
with the formal integer values [4]. For the
electronic spin-only system MnF2, it should
therefore hold: �tot = �S = 5 �B. Both
experimental values are in satisfactory
agreement with expectation. A similar result is
met with in FeF2 where �S agrees with the free
atom value. The large uncertainty of the
neutron value (due to sample quality) prevents
a conclusive inference about a possible
contribution from unquenched orbital angular
momentum. 

For CoF2, the observed spin moment is
considerably smaller than the moment of 3 �B
that corresponds to the S = 3/2 state. In view
of the integer 3d-population, the spin
reduction cannot be related to charge transfer
effects as observed in CoO [5]. The spin
reduction has been ascribed to single-ion
anisotropy with a spin moment of 2.18 �B,
obtained from spin-wave theory [6], which is
remarkably close to the observed one. From
combination of the neutron and x-ray results

the orbital moment is obtained as �L = 0.4 �B,
leading to an orbital-to-spin angular
momentum ratio of L/S = 0.4 [as compared to
L/S = 2 for the free atom].

From inspection of Table 1, it is obvious
that the calculated values of �S are not
supported by experiment. For MnF2 and FeF2
the predicted values are too small, whereas
for CoF2 the corresponding value is definitely
too large. Density functional theory thus
presently fails to reproduce a basic ground-
state property such as the spin magnetic
moment.   

Table 1. Total magnetic moments �tot (in �B) of the
transition metal ions, as determined from E9
neutron powder data. Also given are the spin
magnetic moments �S obtained from synchrotron x-
ray measurements [2] and from ab initio
calculations [3].

�tot (E9)    �S (x-ray)   �S (Theory)

MnF2 4.89(5) * 5.16(6) * 4.47

FeF2 4.30(16) 3.93(4) 3.51

CoF2 2.60(4) 2.21(2) 2.62

* Zero-point spin deviation correction of 2.4 % was
applied [7].

[1]  International Tables for Crystallography
Vol. C (1995).

[2]  J. Strempfer, U. Rütt, S.P. Bayrakci, Th.
Brückel, W. Jauch, Phys. Rev. B, in print.

[3]  P.  Dufek, P. Blaha, V. Sliwko, K. Schwarz,
Phys. Rev. B 49 (1994) 10170.

[4]   W. Jauch, M. Reehuis, A.J. Schultz, Acta
Cryst. A, in print.

[5]  W. Jauch, M. Reehuis, Phys. Rev. B 65
(2002) 125111.

[6]  M.E. Lines, Phys. Rev. 137 (1965) A982.
[7] H. Yasuoka, Tin Ngwe, V. Jaccarino, Phys.

Rev. 177 (1969) 667.
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After recent extensive studies of frustrated
magnetic ordering in manganese tricyano-
methanide, Mn[C(CN)3]2 [1], we have extended the
investigation of the M[C(CN)3]2 series to M = Fe.
Our magnetic susceptibility data on Fe[C(CN)3]2
showed a broad maximum around 3.8 K, pointing
to short-range ordering effects. Below 3.8 K, the
susceptibility behaves monotonously, giving no
clear indication for any magnetic phase transition.
However, heat capacity measurements performed at
HMI [2] indicated the presence of two phase
transitions around 1.9 and 2.4 K and hence of two
magnetic phases in Fe[C(CN)3]2. In order to clarify
this apparent contradiction, neutron powder
diffraction measurements were performed at V1 in
zero and under applied horizontal magnetic field
using the cryomagnet HM1. In accompanying
measurements at E9, the low-temperature crystal
structure of Fe[C(CN)3]2 was determined.
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Figure 1: Difference of diffractograms measured at 2.0
and 2.9 K (top) and the difference of the 1.6 and 2.9 K
diffractograms (bottom). The 1.6 K data indicate that a
volume fraction of about 20% is still in phase I.

Figure 1 shows the difference of diffractograms
measured at 2.0 and 2.9 K (top) and the difference
of the 1.6 and 2.9 K diffractograms (bottom). At
2.0 K, two significant magnetic Bragg reflections
are observed that can be indexed only assuming an
incommensurate magnetic propagation vector kI =
(0.530(5) 0 0). At 1.6 K, the magnetic Bragg
pattern is completely different. Several magnetic
reflections can be identified and indexed assuming
a doubling of the unit cell along a and c, i.e., a
propagation vector kII = (½ 0 ½). Obviously, the
two phase transitions observed in the heat capacity
data are related to two different magnetic phases I
and II. The Rietveld refinement of the data is
shown in Fig. 1 as solid line. The resulting
magnetic structures are depicted in Figure 2. 

Figure 2: Magnetic structures of the two ordered
magnetic phases of Fe[C(CN)3]2. The moment lie in the
bc plane close to the corresponding N-Fe-N bonds.

At 1.7 K, a magnetic field of about 2 T drives the
system from phase II to I, while magnetic ordering
is destroyed a field larger than 4 T.

[1] R. Feyerherm, A. Loose, J. L. Manson,  J. Phys.:
      Condens. Matter 15 (2003) 663-673; 6057.
[2] T. Polinski, M. Meißner, private communication.
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Introduction: 
 

CuGeO3 was the first inorganic material 
discovered to undergo a spin-Peierls transition. 
In the Peierls state the copper ions form dimer 
pairs and a gap opens in the magnetic 
excitation spectrum. The phase diagram of Cu1-

xMgxGeO3, where the Cu2+ ions are replaced by 
the non-magnetic Mg2+ ions, has been studied 
in detail with both x-ray and neutron scattering. 
At low temperatures, a dimerized long-range 
antiferromagnetic order exists for x<0.35 and a 
uniform antiferromagnetic phase exists for 
x>0.35. At high magnetic fields the dimerized 
phase becomes unstable to the formation of 
domain walls, or solitons, resulting in an 
incommensurate (IC) phase. In the pure 
undoped material this is a first order transition 
that occurs at 12.5 T. An important question is 
how the presence of domain walls affects the 
dimerized antiferromagnetic phase for low Mg 
concentrations. 
 
Experiment: 
 

In this experiment we studied the effect 
of impurities on the high-magnetic field IC 
phase using single crystals of Cu1-xMgxGeO3 
with x=0.02 (dimerized antiferromagnetic 
order) and 0.04 (uniform antiferromagnetic 
order). The samples were grown by the floating 
zone method and characterized by DC 
magnetization and heat capacity measurements. 
The x=0.02 sample has a spin-Peierls transition 
at 11 K and a Neel transition at 2.5 K. 
Magnetization as a function of applied 
magnetic field shows the commensurate (C) to 
IC transition to occur at 9 T. The x=0.04 
sample undergoes only a Neel transition at 4.3 
K. Neutron measurements were conducted at 
the V2 and E1 spectrometers using fixed final 

energies of 3.5 meV and 13.9 meV. Magnetic 
fields up to 14 T were used to study the 
magnetic structure. 
 

One of the most important findings in 
this research is summarized in Fig. 1 which 
displays scans through the antiferromagnetic 
Bragg position (0,1,0.5) at applied fields of 0 T 
and 14 T. The magnetic peak is found to show 
a large enhancement for applied magnetic 
fields greater than the critical field at which the 
C-IC transition occurs.  Remarkably, the 
magnetic peak remains commensurate although 
the structural peak is reported to be 
incommensurate. This result reveals an unusual 
and strongly inhomogeneous ground state with 
the magnetic and Peierls order parameters 
decoupled. 
 

 
Figure 1: Transverse scans through the 
magnetic Bragg peak at applied fields of 0 and 
14 T along the [100] direction.  The positions 
of the structural incommensurate peaks are 
marked by arrows. 
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We use transverse magnetic fields to drive an
Ising magnet through a quantum phase
transition between an ordered ferromagnetic
phase and a quantum-disordered spin-liquid
state. This transition is expected to occur when
quantum tunnelling processes induced by the
transverse field overcome the tendency to
magnetically order favoured by the Ising
exchange. We explore this scenario on
CoNb2O6, a quasi-1D Ising ferromagnet with a
low exchange J~1.5 meV.   
 
We measured the field dependence of the
excitations in a large (6.75 g) single crystal of
CoNb2O6 mounted with the magnetic chains
(c-axis) in the horizontal scattering plane.
Magnetic fields from the VM-1 magnet were
applied along the b-axis transverse to the Ising
direction and the sample was cooled to dilution
fridge temperatures to minimise thermal
disorder effects. Maps of the excitations were
made at 0.5, 1, 3, 4, 5 and 8 T using the V2
spectrometer in standard focused configuration
with collimators guide-50-open-open and fixed
kF=1.1, 1.2 and 1.54Å-1. A cooled Be filter was
placed before the analyser to cut out higher-
order contamination in the scattered beam.  
  
Const-Q scans across the 1D Brillouin
observed large changes in the lineshape and
dispersion relations with field. Fig 1 shows the
field dependence of the gap at the
ferromagnetic zone centre along the chain
direction (1.5,0,0). Above 2 T the gap
decreases with increasing field approaching a
minimum around Bc=5.3 T above which it
increases again with a smaller slope upon
further increasing field. Fig 2 shows that the
excitation lineshape also changes qualitatively
from a broad continuum below Bc to a
response dominated by a sharp magnon mode
above Bc. 

This behaviour is consistent with a phase
transition accompanied by a change in the
nature of the excitations at Bc. At low fields
excitations are domain walls of the Ising order

and a neutron spin-flip scattering creates pairs
of such excitations giving rise to a scattering
continuum). Above Bc excitations are
magnons of the ferromagnetic order along the
field and are observed in the form of sharp
peaks in the neutron cross-section. In the
presence of interchain couplings the gap is
expected to close only at the positions of the
3D magnetic Bragg peaks in the ordered
phase indexed by ��± q, q =(0,1/2,0) and
horizontal fields are required to access the
behaviour at those positions. A full analysis of
the data is currently in progress.
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Fig. 1 Excitation gap at the ferromagnetic
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centre Q=(1.5,0,0) vs field below and above
the critical field Bc=5.3 T.
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High field magnetization measurements
determined the unconventional m(H) saturation
curve of S=1/2 NH4CuCl3. At T=4 K and below,
unexplained quantum plateaus corresponding
to m=1/4 and m=3/4 of the saturation are
clearly visible for 4T<H<13T and 18T<H<25T,
respectively [1]. Specific heat studies
postulated the segregation of the S=1/2
moments in fully ordered and fully disordered,
following the net distribution 1/4, 1/2 and 1/4 of
the total sites according to the unconventional
saturation curve. High field ESR
measurements revealed that the magnetic
excitations might have a spin gap in the
plateaus, but no spin gap in between [2].
Elastic neutron scattering experiments to
detect the m=1/4 ordering at T<TN=1.3 K were
recently performed at SINQ, PSI. In zero-field,
long-range magnetic ordering is confirmed by
magnetic Bragg peaks observed below
TN=1.3 K.
Matsumoto et al. postulate the segregation of
the spin dimers in individual magnetic
subsystems with volume fractions of 25%, 50%
and 25%, which become structurally possible
by a recently observed phase transition at low
temperatures [3]. The excitations of the
subsystems are expected to be centred around
0.3meV, 1.6meV and 3.0meV.
Inelastic neutron scattering (INS)
investigations on powder samples, as well as
on deuterated single crystals proof the
existence of two nearly dispersionless
excitations around 1.6meV and 3.0meV,
T=1.5K>TN. The predicted low-lying branch
could not be resolved. Our INS experiments on
single crystals in high magnetic fields, FLEX
(BENSC, Berlin) and TASP (SINQ,PSI),
unambiguously identify these excitations as
triplet waves by characteristic Zeeman
splitting, see data at H=4T in Fig. 1.
Additionally, the opening of a field-induced
spin gap inside the first plateau could be
verified, see Fig. 1, and may be interpreted as
the field-induced reopening of a spin gap in a
fully polarized ferromagnetic subsystem.

These experimental results already indicate
the microscopic mechanism leading to the
plateaus. Beside the partial order in zero-field
(25% of the spin system) successive quantum
phase transitions of nearly decoupled
subsystems with singlet ground-states and
individual spin gaps to excited triplet states
(50% and 25%) provide a consistent
explanation for the plateaus and favour the
model proposed by Matsumoto et al..
However, the individual values of the
exchange interactions remain partially
unknown.

Figure 1: Observed field dependence of the
excited states in ND4CuCl3 measured at the
zone centre Q=(0,0,1) on FLEX (HMI, Berlin).
The two almost dispersionless branches
around 1.6 meV and 3.0 meV are clearly
identified as triplets by characteristic Zeeman
splitting, see data at H=4T (lines represent
model expectations for isolated dimers, solid
lines the driving excitations for the formation of
the gapped plateau phase). The opening of a
spin gap inside the first plateau is
demonstrated.

[1]

[2]

[3]

W. Shiramura et al., J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 67,
1548 (1998)
B. Kurniawan et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 82,
1281 (1999)
M. Matsumoto et al., Phys. Rev. B 68,
180403 (2003)
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There is strong evidence that magnetic
interactions play a crucial role in the
mechanism driving high-temperature
superconductivity in cuprate superconductors.
Recently several experiments [1,2] and
theories [3,4] have shown that a magnetic field
applied in the superconducting state of
underdoped La2-xSrxCuO4 (LSCO) induces
antiferromagnetic order. The field-induced
antiferromagnetism is significant (0.23�B/Cu2+,
H=14.5T, T=2K) and the ordering temperature
often coincides with Tc. So far all the neutron
scattering experiments have been performed
with the superconducting copper oxide planes
of LSCO lying in the scattering plane of the
spectrometer and the out-of-plane direction
has not been explored in a field.

The magnetism in LSCO is assumed to
be two-dimensional because of the much
weaker out-of-plane exchange interactions.
However our previous measurements at HMI
(PHY-02-0334) show that while the zero-field
magnetism is indeed two-dimensional the field-
induced magnetism is somewhat three-
dimensional. Doped strongly correlated
electron systems such as LSCO are known to
display highly sample-dependent behaviour.
The aim of this experiment is therefore to
confirmed the results in another sample and
determine whether this is intrinsic behaviour.

The horizontal magnet HM1 was used
for this experiment and measurements took
place around the magnetic position
[1.12,0.12,l] where the out-of-plane wavevector
l was varied. A series of in-plane scans were
made through the magnetic peak for different
values of l. These scans were fitted to extract
the amplitude of the signal and this is plotted in
the top part of the figure. The blue circles
represent the zero-field amplitudes while the
red circles represent the amplitudes in a field
of H=6T. It is clear that a field induces signal at
the reciprocal lattice point (l=4), whereas away
from the reciprocal lattice point the
enhancement is much smaller, this is
illustrated in the bottom part of the figure

where the field-induced signal (in-field
amplitude minus zero-field amplitude) is
plotted.

This result confirms the finding of our
earlier measurements and suggests that while
the magnetism is confined to the copper oxide
planes in zero field, the magnetic correlations
between the planes become increasing
significant in an applied field. Since in this
experiment the field was applied perpendicular
to the planes, the vorticies also ran in this
direction. A possible model is therefore of
vortices connecting magnetic regions along
their length and enhancing the magnetic
correlation length in c direction.

[1] B. Lake et al. Nature 415 299 (2002).
[2] B. Kaykovich et al. Phys. Rev B 66 014528
(2002)
[3] E. Demler et al. Phys. Rev.Lett. 87 067202
(2001).
[4] J.-P. Hu et al. LANL cond-mat/0108273 (2001)
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Cs2CuBr4 is a spin-1/2 triangular-lattice

antiferromagnet which shows an unusual
magnetization plateau in applied field at 1/3rd

saturation. Plateau phases correspond to
particularly stable and generally gapped ground
states and the aim of the experiment was to explore
the microscopic properties of the plateau phase
observed in the 2D quantum magnet Cs2CuBr4.  

Experiments were made on a large (6.8 g)
single crystal of Cs2CuBr4 mounted in the ab
horizontal scattering plane. Magnetic fields
provided by the VM-1 cryomagnet were applied
along the c-axis for which the plateau phase occurs
for 13 <B<14.2 T. To determine the magnetic
structure a complete set of magnetic diffraction
peaks were collected at zero field, on the plateau
phase (13.75 T) and above the plateau (14.8 T)
using the V2 spectrometer with flat monochromator
and analyser, collimators guide-60-open-open, and
fixed kF=1.35 Å-1. A cooled Be filter was placed
before the sample to cut out higher-order
contamination in the incident beam. Inelastic
measurements were made in the focused
configuration with kF=1.2, 1.35 and 1.5 Å-1 and Be
filter in the scattered beam. 

Measuremets of magnetic Bragg peaks are
shown in Fig 1 and Fig 2 indicates how the
magnetic structure evolves with field. At B=0 spins
form a spiral in the (bc) plane, which transforms in
applied field into an ellipse elongated along the
field axis. The ordering wavevector changes from
Q=0.574(2) b* (B=0) to 0.676(2) at 14.8 T with a
locking-in near the commensurate value of 2/3 for
the same field range where the magnetization
shows a plateau. In the plateau phase the structure
is nearly collinear along the field axis, with only a
very small transverse ordered component, in broad
agreement with theories suggesting a locked-in
phase with the spins on a triangle in an up-up-down
alignment.    

Inelastic measurements were also made to
compare the magnetic excitations in zero field and
in the plateau phase (13.75 T). Fig. 3 shows a
significant change in the scattering at the
antiferromagnetic zone boundary (0,0.75,0). A full
analysis of the data is currently in progress.  
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Fig. 1 Field dependence of the (1,Q,0) magnetic
Bragg peak, which measures the ordered spin
component along b-axis (perpendicular to field).
Fig. 2 Magnetic structure and ordering
wavevector Q as a function of applied field.
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ig. 3 Magnetic excitations at the antiferro-
agnetic zone boundary K=(0,0.75,0).
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An extensive theoretical literature
developed over several decades treats the energy
renormalization and lifetime of spin waves in
Heisenberg antiferromagnets.[1]  However, outside
narrow regions of temperature and wavevector,
such results have remained untestable by any
technique.  In the case of inelastic neutron
scattering (INS) experiments, the restriction results
from limitations of the instrumental resolution.  

The neutron resonance spin echo (NRSE)
technique is uniquely suited to such investigations,
as the method of “phonon focusing” exploits the
excellent resolution of the spin-echo technique over
the entire Brillouin zone, thus permitting accurate
measurement of the linewidths of narrow dispersive
excitations.

We recently performed the first
measurements of a magnon linewidth using the
NRSE-TAS technique, achieving a smallest
measured linewidth of 10.8� 1.8�eV [2].  The
compound we studied was MnF2, which exhibits
reasonably large single-ion anisotropy: the gap at
the zone center is about 17% of the magnon energy
at the zone boundary.  Large anisotropy
complicates comparison with existing theories for
the origin of the linewidth.  We therefore turned to
BaMnF4, for which the corresponding figure is only
9%.

In the current experiment, we used the cold
triple-axis spectrometer V2 (FLEX) with the NRSE
option to measure the magnon linewidth in
BaMnF4.    Our crystal has a volume of 4.5cm3 and
was mounted in the (HKK)-plane.  ki was fixed at
1.70Å-1, which corresponded to a transverse
background TAS resolution of ~0.01Å-1 FWHM.  A
tunable PG filter was used to reject higher-order
contamination.  We investigated magnons with |q|
ranging from 0 - 0.15 r.l.u., at T = 1.8 K (0.07 TN).
We focused on magnons propagating along qa,
around the antiferromagnetic wavevector (0 –0.5
–0.5).    

The coil tilt angles for NRSE were
calculated using an analytical expression for the
spin-wave dispersion [3] which fits previous

experimental data well, in combination with values
of the magnon energy measured during the
experiment.  Coil tilt angles were as large as (���=
�12.1°, ���= -37.6°), for qa = 0.1.

In the NRSE-TAS technique, the
polarization of the scattered neutrons is measured
as a function of the spin-echo time �.  This
polarization is the Fourier transform of the spectral
lineshape.  The observed polarizations decay as
P(�)=P0 exp(-��), which corresponds to a
Lorentzian lineshape.  From the fit, we obtain the
linewidth �.

An unusual feature of this experiment was
the observation of “dips” in P(�) for data measured
with the spectrometer in the W configuration (Fig.
1). We are currently investigating this phenomenon.
The smallest experimental linewidth, extracted
from the envelope of P(�), was 3� 2�eV.  A
comparison with theoretical predictions will follow
once the analysis of the data is completed.

Fig.1: Experimental [100] magnon linewidth in BaMnF4
at q = -0.05 r.l.u., T = 1.8 K.

[1] See, e.g., A. Harris et al., PRB 3, 961 (1971).
[2] S.P. Bayrakci et al., BENSC Experimental Reports,
2002 and 2003.
[3] D.E. Cox et al., PRB 19, 5754 (1979).
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An extensive theoretical literature
developed over several decades treats the energy
renormalization and lifetime of spin waves in
Heisenberg antiferromagnets.  However, outside
narrow regions of temperature and wavevector,
such results have remained untestable by any
technique.  In the case of inelastic neutron
scattering (INS) experiments, the restriction results
from limitations of the instrumental resolution.  

In MnF2, one of the most intensively
studied antiferromagnets, the magnon linewidth �
has been investigated only in the critical region:
therein is the linewidth�sufficiently broad that INS
measurements are not resolution-limited.  An INS
study of the low-temperature damping in the nearly
isotropic antiferromagnet RbMnF3 found partial
agreement with theory [1].  However, the
deconvolved linewidths were significantly smaller
than the instrumental resolution: the smallest
deconvolved � was only 2% of the lowest
measured value of 195�eV [2].

In this experiment, we used the cold triple-
axis spectrometer V2 (FLEX) with the neutron
resonance spin echo (NRSE) option to measure the
magnon linewidth in MnF2 over a broad range of
temperatures.  The NRSE technique is uniquely
suited to such investigations, as the method of
“phonon focusing” exploits the excellent resolution
of the spin-echo technique over the entire Brillouin
zone, thus permitting accurate measurement of the
linewidths of narrow dispersive excitations.   

We used a half-cylindrical crystal of
volume 8.5cm3, mounted in the ac-plane.  ki was
fixed first at 1.74Å-1 and later at 2.00Å-1,
corresponding to a fixed transverse background
TAS resolution of ~0.01Å-1 FWHM.  A tunable PG
filter was used to reject higher-order contamination.
We investigated magnons with |q| ranging from 0 -
0.2 r.l.u., at temperatures between 4 and 60K (0.06
- 0.9TN).  We focused on magnons propagating
along qc in the antiferromagnetic Brillouin zone
centered at (100).    

The coil tilt angles for NRSE were
calculated using an analytical expression for the

spin-wave dispersion [3] which fits previous
experimental data well, in combination with values
of the magnon energy measured during the
experiment.  Coil tilt angles were as large as (���=
�29.3°, ���= +9.85°), for qc=0.2.

In the NRSE-TAS technique, the
polarization of the scattered neutrons is measured
as a function of the spin-echo time �.  This
polarization is the Fourier transform of the spectral
lineshape.  The observed polarizations decay as
P(�)=P0 exp(-��), which corresponds to a
Lorentzian lineshape.  From the fit, we obtain the
linewidth �.

The data after initial analysis exhibits the
expected monotonic increase in linewidth with
increasing q and T (Fig. 1).  The smallest measured
linewidth is 10.8� 1.8�eV; the largest is
92.7� 9.4�eV.  A comparison with theoretical
predictions will follow once the analysis of the data
is completed.

Fig.1: Experimental [�0l] magnon linewidths in MnF2 at
various temperatures.

[1] A. Harris et al., PRB 3, 961 (1971).
[2] C. Windsor et al., PRL 37, 855 (1976).
[3] A. Okazaki et al., Phys. Lett. 8, 9 (1964).
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One of the most interesting theories in
the efforts to understand high-temperature
superconductorivity is to consider them as
electronic textures of charge and spin stripes
[1]. Stripe phases occur as a compromise
between the antiferromagnetic interactions
among magnetic ions and the Coulomb
interactions between charges and the zero-
point kinetic energy of the doped holes. Both
spin and charge signal is expected as a
signature of stripe ordering. Spin ordering has
been widely reported in the high-Tc material
La2-xSrxCuO4 (LSCO) and co-exists with
superconductivity, however the charge
ordering has not been observed although there
are indications of its presence most notably in
the related material La1.6-xNd0.4SrxCuO4 where
superconductivity is suppressed [2,3]. The aim
of this experiment was to search for charge
ordering in LSCO. 

The measurements took place on an
underdoped LSCO sample (x=0.1) that is
known to possess substantial spin ordering at
low temperatures (0.15�B). The spin order
peaks occur displaced from the
antiferromagnetic lattice points by an
incommensurate wavevector �=0.12 and the
corresponding charge order is expected at
displacement 2� from the nuclear Bragg peak
positions. An extensive search for the charge
order took place around the expected
positions, however no sign of any charge order
was found here or elsewhere. It is possible that
the charge order was beyond the sensitivity of
the experiment or that charge ordering simply
does not exist in LSCO, either way the result is
in line with previous attempts to measure
charge order in this material using neutron or
x-ray scattering which have also produced null
results.

References
[1] See, for example, V.J. Emery and S.A.
Kivelson, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 61 (2000)
467. 
[2] M. v. Zimmermann et al, Europhys. Lett. 41
(1998) 629. 
[3] T. Niemoller et al., Eur. Phys. J. 12 (1999)
509.
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The ferromagnetic Heusler alloy Ni2MnGa is
known to undergo a martensitic transformation
from a face centred cubic (austenitic) phase to
a face centred tetragonal (martensitic) phase
upon cooling. Deviations from the stoichiome-
tric composition only slightly change the Curie
temperature TC, but have a drastic effect on
the transformation temperature TM, on the
appearance of a premartensitic phase, and on
the lattice structure of the martensitic phase. 

In the austenitic phase, three different studies
of the phonon dispersion in alloys with (I) TM
below, (II) TM around, and (III) TM above room
temperature have been performed. In all
cases, a transverse acoustic phonon branch
softens when the transformation is approached
(‘precursor effect’) [1,2,3].

Application of a magnetic field of sufficient
strength can be used to produce a single-
domain martensitic phase. This allows
measurement of the phonon dispersion in this
phase. Previous V2 / FLEX experiments on a
single crystal with TM = 284 K (group II)
showed already that in the [2-� 2+� 0] direction
an anomaly at � � 0.4 occurs (whereas in [2-�
0 2+�] direction higher phonon energies with
no anomaly was observed). 

We have now extended these experiments on
a single crystal with TM � 220 K (group I). This
group differs from group II in the occurrence of
a premartensitic phase. Furthermore, phonon
softening at � � 0.33 (see Fig. 1) is more
pronounced than in group II - crystals. 

Comparing the now determined acoustic pho-
non dispersion in the martensitic phase (Fig. 2)
with the corresponding branch in the group II –
crystal, we find the same shape with softening
at � � 0.4 with only minor temperature
dependence of the phonon energy.

Fig. 1 Transverse acoustic phonons in the 
austenitic phase

Fig. 2 Transverse acoustic phonons in the
martensitic phase

[1] A. Zheludev et al., Phys. Rev. B 51 (1995)
     11310
[2] U. Stuhr et al., Phys. Rev. B 56 (1997) 
     14360
[3] U. Stuhr et al., J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 
     12 (2000) 7541
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One of the most important questions in the
physics of high-temperature (high-Tc)
superconductor is magnetic interaction in CuO2
plane. The parent compounds of the high-Tc
superconductors are antiferromagnetic (AF)
insulators characterized by a simple doubling of the
crystallographic unit cell in the CuO2 planes. When
holes are doped into these planes, the long-range
AF-ordered phase is destroyed and the lamellar
copper-oxide materials become metallic and
superconducting. This raises the fundamental
question concerning the role of magnetism in the
superconductivity of these materials. 

Recently, We have discovered that on
application of a few Tesla field, the elastic intensity
at three types of AF positions (i) (1/2,0,0), (ii)
(1/2,1/2,0), and (iii) (1/2,3/2,0) increase
dramatically. This observation of field induced peak
at (1/2,1/2,0) or (1/2,3/2,0) suggests that
antiferromagnetism compete with
superconductivity. The widths of field-induced
peaks are resolution-limited, indicating in-plane spin
correlation length is over 300Å. If the observed
field-induced effect is directly related to the vortex
lattice and suppression of superconductivity, should
the induced order be two-dimensional or three-
dimensional in reciprocal (or real) space? The
answer to this question will shed new light to the
origin of superconductivity. For the (1/2,3/2,0) type
AF peak, we performed neutron diffraction
measurement with using horizontal magnet HM-2 in
2002, and found that peak width is also resolution-
limited along c-direction. However, we could not
study c-axis correlation of other two AF peaks
(1/2,0,0) and (1/2,1/2,0) because of dark angle of
magnet. One way to perform the experiment is to
use smaller Ei to avoid dark angles of HM-2
magnet. Here, we show neutron diffraction
measurement performed on the triple-axis
spectrometer V2. 

The horizontal collimation was Guide-60'-
Sample in sequence from reactor to analyzer. Be
filter was placed after the sample to eliminate
higher-order contamination. The superconducting
CuO2 planes were aligned perpendicular to the
horizontal plane and in the [H, H, L] zone. Indices in
this paper are represented in the chemical unit cell
of tetragonal symmetry of NCCO (space group

I4/mmm). We used a split-coil superconducting
magnet HM-2, and the magnetic field B was applied
up to 4T perpendicular to the CuO2 planes and
along the c-axis.

Figure 1 Magnetic field effect of the antiferromagnetic spin
correlation along c-axis around (a) (3/2,0,0) and (b) (1/2,1/2,0).
In order to sneak out dark angle of magnet, Ei=4 and 2.5meV
were used for (3/2,0,0) and (1/2,1/2,0), respectively.

Figure 1 shows the effect of a B//c-axis field
on the scattering at (a) (3/2,0,L) and (b) (1/2,1/2,L).
We observed sharp field-induced peak at both
(3/2,0,0) and (1/2,1/2,0). The correlation length
along c-axis was calculated to be 69 and 66 Å for
(3/2,0,0) and (1/2,1/2,0), respectively. This
indicates field induced AF order is three
dimensional with rather shorter correlation length in
c-direction than that in a-b plane. 
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UNiAl forms in the hexagonal ZrNiAl
type of structure and orders anti-
ferromagnetically (AF) below TN = 19.3 K.
Upon application of magnetic field along the
hexagonal axis there is below TN a
metamagnetic transition (BC = 11.4 T at 2K)
towards a ferromagnetic structure [1]. The
propagation vector of the zero-field AF
structure, qold = (0.1 0.1 0.5), has all three
components. Two of the three U moments
(coupled ones) in the unit cell are sine-wave
modulated along the [110] direction with the
amplitude of 1.3 µB. The third moment is also
modulated in the same direction, however, with
smaller amplitude of 0.7 µB [2].

When the field is removed, a different,
new AF structure is established in UNiAl.
Namely, the modulation direction rotates by
300 towards the [100] direction. All the three
moments seem to be modulated with the same
amplitude of 1.3 µB. The propagation vector
qnew = (0.173 0 0.5) has the same length and
also the direction of moments along the c axis
is preserved. Because the two AF structures
have different values of the γ [1] we hoped to
resolve also different inelastic signals. With
this aim we have investigated UNiAl single
crystal (3 mm sphere) on the V2 spectrometer
with the 14.5 T cryomagnet VM1B. Due to
small vertical opening of the magnet we had to
turn the crystal by about 200 around the [100]
direction in order to reach two characteristic
magnetic reflections - namely (1.1 1.1 0.5) and
(1.173 0 0.5). When trying to prepare the new
AF state in UNiAl we have crossed the critical
field to a ferromagnetic state of 12.14 T and the
crystal detached (due to strong anisotropy).
However, Fig. 1 shows that the new AF state is
at 11.8 T established after ~ 12 hours and that it
is not in fact necessary to cross the BC. When
decreasing the field to zero, intensities relax to
their original values, however, much slower.

In Fig. 2 we show the response function
as a function of the energy transfer measured at
the two characteristic reflections. No clearly
defined excitations could be resolved. This is
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obviously due to sine-wave modulation leading
to unequal magnetic moments: each pair of U
magnetic moments yields another value of the
exchange energy. The response function in
UNiAl consists of many contributions having
small intensity and centered at different energy
transfers. See also E1 experimental report.
References
[1] V. Sechovsky and L. Havela: in Handbook of
Magnetic Materials, ed. K.H.J. Buschow, vol. 11,
Ch.1 
[2]K. Prokeš, et al. Phys. Rev. B 58 (1998) 2692
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Using polarized small angle neutron scattering
we have investigated large-scale structural and
magnetic properties of granular Fe-Ag films
and “core-shell” nanoparticles composed by an
iron core surrounded by an oxide layer. These
systems are of interest owing to their peculiar
magnetotransport properties (Giant Magneto-
Resistance) that are strongly dependent upon
particle size and morphology [1]. The
experiment was performed on the V4
diffractometer applying an external magnetic
field H of 1.1 T perpendicular to the neutron
beam at the sample position. When polarised
neutrons are used without polarisation analysis
of the scattered neutrons the scattering cross
section I-(Q) for neutron polarisation parallel to
the magnetic field H differs from I+(Q) where
the neutron spin is antiparallel to H.

Fe-Ag alloys
Fig.1:

The samples were prepared in form of granular
films by DC co-sputtering. The two-
dimensional scattering patterns I- and I+ were
anisotropic and differ from each other

indicating the presence of a strong magnetic
contribution. Fig.1 shows the I-(Q�H) and
I+(Q�H) scattering curves for Fe20Ag80 and
Fe10Ag90 compositions.
For both samples the I+ and I- figures nearly
coincide around 0.8 Å-1 and evidence two
different regions for the magnetic and nuclear
correlations. These are attributed to single
magnetic particles (higher Q region) and to
particle aggregates (lower Q region).

Fe-FeO core-shell particles
These samples were prepared by the Inert
Gas Condensation technique. 
Fig.2:

The I+ and I+ scattering profiles (Fig.2) show
two crossing points at 0.07 Å-1 and 0.12 Å-1

respectively. These features are typical of
particles with a composite structure that can be
interpreted in terms of a magnetic core
surrounded by an oxide layer with a lower
magnetic moment. Fitting results to a
distribution of polydisperse spheres indicate
that the thickness of oxide shell (t) is
comparable to the size of the iron core(R) (R =
5.2�0.4 nm and t = 5.0�0.4 nm).

[1] Allia P. et al., Phys. Rev. B 52, 15398.
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MnSi is an itinerant ferromagnet which orders at Tc
= 29.5 K. The ferromagnetic order is rather complex
because of the presence of a long wavelength
helical modulation that is due to a lack of inversion
symmetry of the cubic structure. Tc is reduced by
applying pressure and seems to vanish at pressure
pc = 14.6 kbar inferred from macroscopic
measurements [1]. Our aim was to study the
suppression of magnetic order on applying
pressure using a microscopic technique, because it
has been suggested that MnSi enters a genuine
non-Fermi liquid phase above pc [2,3]. First
measurements of this kind were carried out at the
Laboratoire Léon Brillouin using a triple-axis
spectrometer. To our surprise, we found that
magnetic order survives at pc and even at
somewhat higher pressures. The observed
magnetic order is, however, very peculiar in that the
propagation vector of the helical modulation does
no longer point along the (111)-direction as at
ambient pressure but shows a broad angular
distribution around the (110)-direction.

We started our experiments on V4 by repeating
some measurements at a pressure much below pc ,
i.e. p = 9 kbar, to become familiar with the
instrument. Then, we switched to a sample under a
pressure considerably higher than pc , i.e. p = 18
kbar. We were able to obtain a number of
remarkable results which can be summarized as
follows :

A sizeable ordered magnetic moment survives
even at such a high pressure. On cooling in zero
field, the angular distribution of the propagation
vector of the magnetical helix is extremely broad.
Therefore, the magnetic order is easily overlooked.
By applying a magnetic field of about 0.4 T, the
propagation vector can be aligned along the field
direction. After switching off the field, the induced
order remains albeit with an increased mosaic
spread of the propagation vector (see Fig. 1). The
longitudinal correlation length of the magnetic order
is at least 200 nm, i.e. the magnetic order can be
considered as long range. The magnetic order is
still helical as inferred from measuremnts with
polarized neutrons (Fig. 2) and the length of the
helix is only about 10 % shorter than at ambient
pressure.

Fig. 1 Peak intensity of the magnetic Bragg peak
corresponding to helical magnetic order as a function of
the applied applied. The sample was under a pressure of
18 kbar. Note that the intensity vanishes at a field of 0.6
T because the helicity is suppressed at such a high field. 

Fig. 2 SANS patterns measured with polarized neutrons
on a MnSi sample under a pressure of 18 kbar and a field

of 0.4 T. The direction of the neutron spins was parallel
(left) or antiparallel (right) to the magnetic field. Note
the pronounced difference in intensity of the spot at the
left margin of the patterns. This spot would be
completely absent on the left hand pattern if the flipping
ratio were infinite (actual value : 22). This intensity
difference is characteristic of helical magnetic order. The
strong scattering seen at the center of the patterns is due
to the thick walls of the pressure cell. 

[1] C. Pfleiderer et al., Phys. Rev. B 55, 8330 (1997).
[2] C. Pfleiderer et al., Nature 414, 427 (2001).
[3] C. Pfleiderer, Physica B327, 100 (2002).
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Ferrofluids constituted by magnetic
nanoparticles have been synthesized and
characterized by means of small angle
scattering of polarized neutrons. 
Two different synthesis were performed. In the
first one, ferrofluids constituted by mixed
ferrites were obtained by co-precipitation in
alkaline medium. Cobalt, Copper and Nickel
ferrite nanoparticles were prepared and then
dispersed in deuterated cyclohexane by using
oleic acid as dispersant. The SANSPOL option
allowed us to separate the surfactant’s and the
magnetic core’s contributes to the scattered
intensity, providing useful information about
the size distribution of the magnetic particles.
The surfactant shell has been characterized as
well.
Results show that by changing the cation in
the mixed ferrites (Co, Cu, Ni) different size
distributions of the nanoparticles were
obtained. In the same way, the aggregation
behaviour of these particles is strongly affected
by the ferrite composition, i.e. the magnetic
moment of the nanoparticles plays a major role
in the structure of the ferrofluid under an
external magnetic field.
In the second synthesis, nearly monodisperse
�-Fe2O3 nanoparticles were prepared by
thermal decomposition of an iron carbonyl
complex in presence of a surfactant. These
nanoparticles were then dispersed in
deuterated cyclohexane to form a stable
ferrofluid, In more details, the synthesis was
performed by using three different
iron/surfactant molar ratios: 1, 0.5 and 0.33.
We expected this ratio to strongly influence
both the average size and the polydispersity of
the obtained nanoparticles.
Results obtained by SANSPOL confirmed our
expectations. In particular the polydispersity of
the magnetic nanoparticles dramatically
increases when the surfactant amount is
decreased. Nanoparticles prepared by using a
iron/surfactant ratio equal to 0.33 are nearly
monodisperse, as shown by the presence of
“bumpings” in the SANSPOL results, (see

figure 1). `When the ratio is equal to 0.5, these
bumpings are less pronounced and they
almost disappear when the ratio is 1.
Coming back to the 0.33 ratio sample, the
mean diameter of the nanoparticles, including
the surfactant shell, is about 10 nm.
We have been able to accurately evaluate the
surfactant shell thickness, This was of great
help in optimizing the synthetic procedure, in
particular to find out the most appropriate
metal to surfactant molar ratio.
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Figure 1. Arithmetic mean of the flipper on and
flipper off SANSPOL spectra of the �-Fe2O3
ferrofluid prepared with a 1:3 iron/surfactant
molar ratio.
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Ferromagnetic Nd-Fe-Co-Al alloys can be
prepared as bulk amorphous alloys which
exhibit good hard magnetic properties at room
temperature and can be considered as new
type of metallic amorphous permanent magnet
[1]. X-ray diffraction and scanning electron
microscopy investigations [2] of mould-cast
Nd60FexCo30-xAl10 rods (0 ≤x ≤ 30) revealed an
inhomogeneous microstructure consisting of
Nd-rich regions and Fe-rich spherulites. In the
thermomagnetic curves, two Curie
temperatures TC1 = 50 K and TC2 = 495 K were
attributed to the Nd-rich crystallites and
metastable U-phase which have been found in
the Fe-rich spherulites, respectively [3,4]. For
the Nd60Co30Al10 samples only one Curie
temperature at about 50 K has been observed.

The aim of the present small angle neutron
scattering investigation with polarised neutrons
(SANSPOL) is to analyse the magnetic
nanostructure and to elucidate the origin of the
hard magnetic  behaviour between Tc1 and Tc2. 

Small-angle neutron scattering were carried
out at instrument V4 at the Hahn-Meitner
Institut. The experiment was equipped with a 6
T horizontal cryomagnetic for the experiments
at low temperature. Samples of different Fe
concentration (x=0, 7.5 and 20%) have been
studied in the temperature range between 2K
and 250K in external magnetic fields up to 6T. 
In order to complete the temperature evolution
of the SANSPOL intensities around the higher
Curie temperature, another experiment have
been performed with the appropriated sample
environment.(See Experimental Report)
We report our results for the experiments at
low temperatures.

The 2D SANSPOL intensities I+ and I- were
averaged over azimuth angle of ���= 10�,
where the neutron spin are aligned antiparallel
(+) or parallel (-) to the magnetic field vector H.
The arithmetic mean [(I-)+(I+)]/2 which
corresponds to the scattering pattern of non-
polarised neutrons shows non anisotropy in

the 2- dimensional pattern for all temperatures
for applied magnetic fields �oH = 1T. It
corroborates the weak magnetic scattering
contributions and in addition.
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Fig.1 Neutrons scattering curves  in 1 T
horizontal applied field versus the temperature.

We observed that the scattering cross-section
at lower temperature (ferromagnetic state) is
considerably higher than largest temperatures
(paramagnetic state). The temperature
evolution of the scattering curves for 6 T
magnetic field was plotted, showing the same
behaviour as for 1 T. It is seen to depend only
weakly on H, indicating that this field is
insufficient to align the spins. However a weak
anisotropic effect was observed at larger
temperatures. For better understanding
measurements at higher magnetic field are
planned.

This work is supported by DFG-Wi-1153/3-1
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[2] G.J. Fan et al., J. Mater. Res., Vol. 15 (2000) 1556.
[3] R. Sato Turtelli et al., Physical Review B 66 (2002) 54441.
[4] G. Kumar et al., J. of Alloys and Compounds 248 (2003) 309.
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Binary and multicomponent rare earth-based
alloys present remarkable magnetic properties
depending strongly on the cooling conditions
[1]. In the as-cast Nd-Fe and Nd-Fe-Al alloys,
the large room temperature coercivities have
been attributed to magnetic exchange coupling
between magnetically ordered clusters with
large random anisotropy [2] and small
crystallites that act as pinning center [3].
Clusters like those may grow during cooling at
low cooling rate up to a critical size of few
nanometers. It is assumed that the magnetic
properties are correlated to the structural
fluctuations on a nanometre scale.

The aim of the present small angle neutron
scattering investigation with polarised neutrons
(SANSPOL) is to observe magnetic and non-
magnetic clusters and crystallites embedded in
amorphous metallic alloys on a scale of 2 to 20
nm and to analyse these data by means
suitable models. Therefore, binary Nd80Fe20
and quaternary Nd60Fe7.5Co22.5Al10 samples
have been investigated. Both samples exhibit
two Curie temperatures at 50K and 550K [4].

Small-angle neutron scattering were carried
out at instrument V4 at the Hahn-Meitner
Institut. The experiment was performed at
temperatures between 300 K and 600 K in 1 T
horizontal electromagnet with furnace. The
series of measurements with various
temperatures were repeated at each of three
different configurations, covering the q-range
of about 0.06 nm-1 to 3 nm-1. The data
reduction and correction for background
scattering and instrument sensitivity functions
was performed using the HMI-standard
“BerSANS” software.

The Nd60Fe7.5Co22.5Al10 sample was prepared
in rods with 2 mm diameter to reduce the size
of crystals and then cut in the form of bars of 5
 mm length and 2 mm breadth. The thickness
of the sample is 0.4 mm. We stack 4 pieces
together to form plates of 6 mm x 7 mm
dimensions.
One-dimensional scattering curves were
extracted from the scattering patterns, I+ (the
neutron spins are aligned antiparallel to the
magnetic field) and I- (parallel) by averageing
over azimuth angle of �� = 10� in sectors
parallel (�=0�) and perpendicular (�=90�) to
the magnetic field.  These curves and the
arithmetic mean [(I-)+(I=)]/2 (corresponding  to
the case of non-polarised neutrons) were fitted
with a model of three log-normal distributions
of spherical particles. The volume weighted
average radii of the three inhomogenities are
R1=1.88 nm, R2=5.75nm and R3=18.8 nm,
where R1 and R2 were assigned to the
presumed Nd-crystallites and R3 to the Fe-rich
matrix. 
 Nd80Fe20 sample (one pellet of 5mm diameter
x 0.25 mm) was measure at 300K. The data
was analysed in sectors parallel and
perpendicular to the magnetic field. These
SANSPOL one-dimensional curves were fitted
with a model of only two log-normal
distributions of spheres per curves with
volume-weighted size <R1> =2.3 nm and <R2>
= 8.4 nm

This work is supported by DFG-Wi-1153/3-1
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Magnetosomes are intracellular magnetic nano-structures
formed by biological mechanism in magnetotactic
bacteria. They consist of nano-sized magnetite crystals,
covered by protein and lipid membranes. Magnetosome
formation in bacteria is a potential production road of
useful biomaterials. Great efforts are currently
undertaken to cultivate these magnetotactic bacteria to
produce and extract the magnetosomes particles, which
has proven to be difficult [1]. Here we present a Small
Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) investigation on
concentrated magnetosomes extracted from cultivated
bacteria (Magnetospirillum gryphiswaldense). 
The two-dimensional SANS pattern for non-polarised
neutrons of the high concentrated sample is shown in
Fig. 1. It is obvious that the iso-intensity lines are not of
radial symmetry. There are no well-defined peaks such
as observed recently in Co-FF [2], instead, we observe
streaks of higher intensity in vertical direction. The
streak of the highest intensity goes through the centre at
Qx=0 intermitted only by the beam-stop (white
rectangle). Two streaks occur to the left and to the right
at Qx1= �0.11 nm-1 and less pronounced at Qx2= �0.22
nm-1. Such scattering pattern is in fact characteristic for
an one-dimensional periodic arrangement of scattering
objects leading to equidistant planes perpendicular to the
axis. Apparently the core-shell particles are arranged in
chain like structures that are aligned in direction of the
magnetic field. The projections of the scattering planes
onto the detector then give rise to the observed streaks of
zero, first and second order (dashed lines in Fig.1).
In order to evaluate quantitatively the anisotropic
scattering, reciprocal lattice scans along the grey lines
have been extracted by using azimuthally averaging in
sectors of 15° width and plotted in Fig. 2. From the
horizontal scan along the field direction (centred at
Qy=0) the positions of the first and second order
scattering planes are determined at Qx1=�0.11 nm-1 and
Qx2=�0.22 nm-1, respectively. This leads to the “perio-
dicity” d = n2�/Qxn = 57.1 nm which corresponds to the
nearest neighbour distance of particle inside the chain.
The other three scattering curves of Fig.2 correspond to
reciprocal lattice scans in vertical Q-directions
perpendicular to the applied field and centred at Qx=0
(open circles) and Qx1= �0.11 nm-1 (triangles). In this
direction no peak is observed but only a continuous
decrease of the intensities with increasing Qy. The
intensities of these curves scale to each other reflecting
the finite length of the chains and to their imperfect
alignment in the magnetic field, i.e. the absence of any
correlation between the chains. From the behaviour at
low Q we conclude that particles are spontaneously

arranged in short segments of chains, which in zero field
are randomly distributed and getting aligned along an
applied magnetic field. Comparing the d-value (57.1 nm)
with the total particle size 2R=2(R’+dR)= 50.4 nm,
measured at diluted sample, we conclude that the lipid
shells of neighbour particles nearly get in touch when
they are arranged in chains [3].
Fig.1: 2D iso-intensity SANS pattern of a concentrated
sample in a horizontal magnetic field of 1 T applied per-
pendicular to the incoming neutrons. The vertical dashed
lines represent the quasi 1D scattering planes of 0th 1st

and 2nd order.
Fig.2: Reciprocal lattice scans extracted along the four
grey lines in Fig. 1 are shown.
[1] K. Grünberg, C. Wawer, B. M. Tebo, D. Schüler, Appl.

Environ. Microbiol. 67 (2001) 4573-4582.
[2] A. Wiedenmann, A. Hoell, M. Kammel, P. Boesecke, Phys.

Rev. E 68 (2003) 031203.
[3] A. Hoell, A. Wiedenmann, U. Heyen, D. Schüler, Nano-

structure and field induced arrangement of magnetosomes
studied by SANSPOL, Physica B, (2004), accepted.
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The real magnetic nanostructure of ferrofluids are
still under discussion. From a SANSPOL
experiment with 3 different samples with different
H/D-ratios of the solvent (toluene) we obtained
structure information [2].Together with the field
variation experiment here we can test the theory of
superparamagnetic behaviour of Co-nanoparticles.  

Measurements were performed on the instrument,
V4, using the polarisation option, SANSPOL [3].
The Ion-Ioff intensities are predestinated to observe
the influence of the convolution of magnetic
particle size distribution with  volume dependent
Langevin behaviour of a single particle. In Fig. 1
and Fig. 2 experimental data and the outcome of a
simultaneous nonlinear least square fit procedure
are shown. The curves for six different external
magnetic fields (H=4mT,10mT,19mT,40mT,
400mT,998mT) are fitted simultaneously with one
model. In Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 only the results for two
different fields are picked up to prevent confusion.
New developed analysis software was used to
obtain confidence intervals for the parameters. 
Fig. 1 shows the influence of a 5% variation of the
mean particle radius to the scattering curves.
We find very good agreement of the results with a
Langevin behaviour of superparamagnetic
nanoparticles.   A further  data analysis is in
progress.

Work supported by DFG priority program
SPP1104.

References:

[1] A. Heinemann, BENSC report 2003 
[2] A. Wiedenmann, Mat. Science Forum, 312-314
(1999) 315-324.

Figure 1: SANSPOL intensities of the high
deuterated sample. (Ion - Ioff ) intensities for two
different external mag. Fields. A simultaneous lest-
square fit result (lines) and the influence of a 5%
mean radius variation (dashed lines) are shown.

Figure 2: SANSPOL intensities of the high
deuterated sample. (Ion - Ioff ) intensities for two
different external mag. Fields. A simultaneous lest-
square fit result (lines) and the influence of a 5%
shell thickness variation (dashed lines) are shown.
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A new preparation method of ferrofluids [1] opens
the access to ferrofluids with a small size
distribution. This method works with a thermal
decomposition Co-Carbonyl compound in the
presence of Trialkylaluminium. The magnetic cores
are stabilized against coagulation with
oleoylsarkosine. A ferrofluid with a small size
distribution is interesting for some biomedical
applications, e.g. hyperthermia [2]. We perform
SANSPOL measurements, in order to evaluate their
unknown nanostructure. For this structure
investigation 3 different samples with different
H/D-ratios of the solvent (toluene) was prepared.

Measurements were performed on the instrument,
V4, using the polarisation option, SANSPOL [3].
The SANSPOL intensities for two polarisation
states Ion(Q�H) and Ioff(Q�H) are presented in
Fig.1 and Fig.2.

The strong dependence of the scattering curve
shapes from the different contrast between the
nanoparticles, there shell and the solvent are used
for  constrained nonlinear least square fits [4]. The
results are in good agreement with the preparatory
predictions.  The obtained values for the magnetic
particle size and size distribution (4.1nm ± 0.8nm)
provide a basis for  the test of exact
superparamagnetic behaviour of the Co-
nanoparticles. The data analysis is in progress.
      

Work supported by DFG priority program
SPP1104.

Figure 1: Ion(Q�H)  SANSPOL intensities with
different H/D-ratios of the solvent (toluene) and
ferrofluid concentrations. 

Figure 2: Ioff(Q�H) SANSPOL intensities with
different H/D-ratios of the solvent (toluene) and
ferrofluid concentrations.
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Ferrofluids are dispersions of magnetic
nanosized particles stabilized by coating these
particles with surfactant material. These
magnetic fluids have multiple interesting
properties, which offer new medical and
technique applications. There are several
applications in development using cobalt ferrite
particles, e.g. the magnetocrystalline anisotropy
of such particles is practical for magnetic ink-
jet printing which allows the production of
magnetic readable structures [1]. Furthermore,
magnetic fluids based on cobalt-ferrite
nanoparticles surfaces coated with oleic acid
has been used to treat tumours in dogs [2].

A new biocompatible surfactant of citric acid
allows the binding of antibodies to the surface
of such a composite particle, but the structure
of such a magnetic liquid is unsettled yet.

In order to evaluate the unknown structure and
the size distribution of the core-shell as well as
the magnetic structure of the cobalt ferrite
cores we performed Small Angle Neutron
Scattering studies using polarised neutrons
(SANSPOL) [3]. All measurements were
performed on the Instrument V4 of the BERII
reactor at the Hahn-Meitner-Institute Berlin,
using polarised neutrons with a wavelength of
�=0.6nm.

Additionally to the magnetic contrast variation
with polarized neutrons we used different
solvents in a so-called chemical contrast
variation. Three samples were produced the
same way with the same magnetic particles and
the solvents water, heavy water and galden.
The measured scattering intensities with
polarised neutrons are shown in Figure 1. The
analysis of these scattering data is still in
progress.
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Fig. 1: SANSPOL scattering curves of cobalt
ferrite-ferrofluids in water, heavy water and
galden. The polarisation of the incoming
neutrons is denoted by I- ans I+.
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[1] R. Chandrasekhar et al, Journal of Imaging
Technology 13 (1987) 55-59.
[2] M. Sincai, D. Ganga, D. Bica, L. Vekas,
JMMM 225 (2001) 235-240.
[3] A. Wiedenmann, Mat. Science Forum, 312-
314 (1999) 315-324.
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The advantages of magnetic polystyrene
nanoparticles are the possibility of a physical
adsorption of antibodies or proteins and the
possibility of functionalizing the styrene for
enabling covalent binding of antibodies,
proteins or cells. The magnetic polystyrene
nanoparticles consist of any magnetite
particles (Fe3O4) stabilized by oleic acid and is
embedded in bigger particle of polystyrene.[1]
In water dispersed these particles give a so
called ”ferrofluid”.
To evaluate the unknown complex structure of
such water dispersed particles we perform a
SANSPOL [2] measurement with chemical
contrast variation. All measurements were
performed on the Instrument V4 of the BERII
reactor at the Hahn Meitner Institute Berlin,
using polarised neutrons with a wavelength of
�=0.6nm.
We investigated four different samples:
samples dispersed in D2O with deuterated and
non-deuterated styrene and samples in H2O
with deuterated und non-deuterated styrene.
This allows the distinction of different
compounds in the system. There is a high
contrast to the deuterated styrene in the
system of non-deuterated styrene (�=1.41 1010

cm-2) and deuterated water (�=6.33 1010 cm-2) ,
so that in this case the scattering intensity
must be dominated by the scattering of the
polystyrene particle. On the other hand, in the
system with deuterated styrene (�=5.99 1010

cm-2) and deuterated water the contrast of
magnetite (�=6.98 1010 cm-2) is higher and
effects from the scattering of the magnetite
particles should be visible.
In Figure 1 the scattering intensities for
deuterated water are shown. In fact the
scattering intensity of the sample with
deuterated styrene in deuterated water
depends on the polarisation of the neutrons.
For the analysis of these both scattering
curves we have to assume two sorts of
particles. The contrast of the bigger particles
depends on the polarisation of the neutrons

and therefore they can only be the magnetite
particles with an average radius of 7.1nm. The
smaller particles have an average radius of
2.1nm. Since the existence of oleic acid in the
sample, it is possible that the oleic acid forms
structures like micelles in the sample.
In the case of non-deuterated styrene and
deuterated water, where the scattering
intensity must be dominated by the styrene
particles, the guinier approximation yields a
value of 23.8 nm for the average radius of
these particles. The comparison with results of
Ramirez [1] for the size of the styrene particles
(diameter of 41nm) shows a good agreement.
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Figure 1: SANSPOL intensities of the samples
with deuterated water as solvent for both
polarisation states.

References:
[1]  L.P. Ramirez, K. Landfester, Macrmol. Chem. Phys.
2003, 204, 22-31.
[2] A. Wiedenmann, Mat. Science Forum, 312-314
(1999) 315-324.
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The main aim of he expriment was to find  the origin
of an apparently inelastic signal in the SANS
magnetic scattering form ferrofluid particles. Neutron
Spin echo showed a increasing inelstic contribution at
around 100K which again disappeared approaching
10K. As the SPAN spectrometer at HMI is able to
measure in time of flight mode with polarization
analysis. We wanted to see the nature of the
inleasticity.

In the first part of the experiment we tried to see the
inelastic scattering in Time of Flight mode with
polarization analysis. Even in the best resolution
mode ther was no signe of inelsatic scattering.
However we have found that the signel of the
ELASTIC scattering  was not always reproducible
and the polarization analysis gave inconsistent
results. As the instrument is capable to measure at the
same time the transmitted beam as well, we checked
the beam polarization under different cooling
condition. It turned out that the sample has very
unusual properties. Cooling a a field a low  as 3
Gauss, apparently causes a freez in of the filed in the
sample at around 100-60K and casues partial
depolarization of the beam. This explains why the
Spin Echo showed an apparent inelastic signal. The
detailed analysis of the emasurment is under way and
will be completed by magnetization measurments.

Fig1-2: The polarization analysis 6 counts when
cooled down in 3 gauss vertical. Detectors 0 (first
figure) is the transmitted beam which shows that
when the beam polarization id vertical there is no
depolarization, while the other two components are
at least partially depolarized. Detector 2 at very low
angle, It shows that just as monitored by the direct
beam, strong depolarization persists up to about
60K but comes to to normal only around 250K. (P-
par -V and P-par-N counts should be closely the
same.
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The samples will be re-studied with susceptibily
measurements.
Note that prior to NSE measurements they were
checked for eventual depolarization of the beam,
but only at room temperature. As we realized
indeed at room temperature there is no problem, but
only at lower temperatures.
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Sample preparation. Mixed self assembling 
monolayers (SAMs) of deuterated 
dodecanthiol (C12D25) and of dodecanthiol 
(C12H25) and of C12D25 and mercapto 
undecanol (C11OH) were adsorbed on 
polycrystalline thin Au films (~60 nm) 
evaporated on Si wafers with 1 nm Ti as 
adhesion promoter. The films with a layer 
thickness of ~11 Å were prepared by 
immersion of the substrates into 1 mM solution 
of EtOH and the relevant mixture of molecules 
overnight. After removal from the solution, the 
samples were rinsed with ethanol p.a., 
sonicated for 5 minutes, and blown dry with 
argon. The sample were made in our 
laboratory and precisely characterised by 
means of Ellipsometry, Infra Red Reflection  
Absorption Spectroscopy (IRRAS) and Contact 
Angle measurements. Subsequent the 
characterisation, the sample were stored in an 
inert gas atmosphere (Ar). 
Experimental procedure. The wafers were 
first mounted into an Al chamber, which could 
be evacuated down to 10-2 mbar, and the 
reflectivity profiles were measured in vacuum 
for each sample in order to estimate the 
thickness of the layer sequences. The 
measurement in water index matched to gold 
were performed by placing the sample in a 
liquid cell. The water was first degassed and 
then flowed in with a syringe connected to the 
cell by Teflon pipes. The use of a cold lamp 
allowed us a very clear view of the interior of 
the cell in order to exclude the presence of 
macroscopic air bubbles during the filling 
procedure. 
Measurements The experimental time 
allocated to us, in view of the duration of  the 
experiments (9 hours for the vacuum and 12 
hours for the liquid), allowed us the complete 
measurements of three samples of different 
hydrophobicity as measured from the contact 
angle (θadv=109°, 90°, 60°) 
Results: Figure 1 shows the reflectivity data 
for the most hydrophobic sample having a 
advancing contact angle of 109°. The 

assumption that the water in contact with the 
substrate surface has properties similar to bulk 
water did not give any reasonable results (see 
Figure 1, dashed line). In order to fit the 
reflectivity profile, a different distribution of 
water density next to the SAM had to be 
postulated: a three box model of water was 
introduced that could represent, in a first 
approximation, the gradient of density 
occurring near the hydrophobic surface. The 
result is reported in Figure 1. 
A preliminary and non-conclusive analysis 
shows a drastic reduction of water density 
(~30% of the density of bulk water) for the first 
box in contact with the surface. This box has a 
thickness of the order of 20-30 Å. The second 
box is characterised by a moderately reduced 
density (~ 80% of the density of bulk water) 
extending over 60-80 Å. The three-box model 
can be applied also to model  the most 
hydrophilic sample analysed (θadv= 60°), 
although the density depletion is less 
pronounced in the latter case. 
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Figure 1 Neutron reflectivity data for the most 
hydrophobic sample (θadv=109°) and fits: bulk water 
in contact with substrate (dashed line); 3-box model 
(solid line) 
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Bulk Cr is an itinerant antiferromagnet
displaying an incommensurate spin density
wave (SDW) below TN=311 K. The SDW
behaviour in bulk Cr is well established now
and considerable progress has been also
made towards understanding of SDW
magnetism in Cr alloys [1]. In recent years the
SDW magnetism in thin Cr films and
multilayers has attracted intensive
investigations motivated by new physics
arising in these systems due to proximity
effects from neighbouring layers [2]. Cr/Ni
bilayer is a system in which the SDW state is
expected to be under strong influence of
proximity effects at the Cr-Ni interfaces. The
present experiment was aimed to trace the
proximity effect of the neighbouring Ni layer on
the SDW state in the Cr film.

The investigations were done at a
Cr(2000Å)/Ni(60 Å) thin film system grown with
molecular beam epitaxy on a  MgO(001)
substrate. The deposition rate and temperature
were optimized to produce a high quality
system composed of bcc (001) Cr and fcc
(001) Ni films. The sample structure was
characterized in situ with RHEED and LEED
techniques and ex situ with high resolution X-
ray diffraction. 

The SDW structure was determined by
Neutron Scattering studies at the E4
instrument installed at BENSC. To determine
the SDW parameters in the bilayers we
measured the intensity of SDW satellites
arising around positions of (001) and (100) Cr
magnetic Bragg peaks. The position and
intensity of satellites contains all the
information on SDW state in Cr (period,
polarisation, propagation direction). The
measurements were taken at low temperatures

in the range from 1.8 K to 10 K for external
magnetic field values 10 and 100 Oe.

The neutron scattering experiments have
revealed the SDW satellites arising in H-
direction around the (010) position and no
satellites around the (100) position. The SDW
was found to be longitudinally polarized and
propagating out of the film plane. Application of
external magnetic field in the film plane does
not change the polarisation and propagation
direction of the SDW. 
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Fig. 1: �-scan through the position (0.051 1 0)
corresponding to a satellite reflection from an
incommensurate SDW propagating out of  the
film plane. The measurement was done at 4 K

in magnetic field 100 Oe.

The research was partly supported by the SFB
491 “Magnetic Heterostructures: Structure and
electronic Transport”.
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Polarized neutron reflectometry (PNR) is used to 
investigate the magnetization reversal mechanism in thin 
exchange biased Co/CoO lines with strong shape 
anisotropy. Due to the magnetic moment carried by 
neutrons one is able to probe the in-plane vectorial 
components of the magnetization. This is ideal to 
discriminate between different magnetization reversal 
mechanisms in order to model theoretically the influence 
of the nanostructuring on the exchange bias effect.  
Thin Co (14 nm)/CoO (1.6 nm) lines were prepared by 
sputtering. The investigated sample consisted of 2 µm 
wide, parallel lines in a period of 15 µm.  
The PNR experiments were performed at the V6 
reflectometer. The measurements were carried out at 
10 K after cooling the sample in a field of 0.4 T applied 
perpendicular or parallel to the lines.   
First studied configuration was when the lines were 
perpendicular to the applied field. Figure 1 presents the 
spin-analyzed specular reflectivities at saturation field 
Hsat = 0.4 T. The intensity of the four possible 
combinations of incident and reflected neutron beam 
cross sections (Ruu, Rdd, Rud, Rdu) was measured. The non 
spin flip (NSF) intensities, denoted by Ruu and Rdd, are 
generated by sample magnetization components 
(anti)parallel to the neutron spin, while the spin flip (SF) 
intensities, denoted by Rud and Rdu, are generated by 
magnetization components perpendicular to the neutron 
spin.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1: Reflectivity versus reciprocal scattering vector q 
plot at Hsat = 0.4 T. The lines are perpendicular to the 
applied field. 
 
A magnetic splitting between Ruu and Rdd can be 
observed. This splitting is relatively small, because the 
specular signal also contains an important contribution 
from the non-magnetic bare substrate in between the 
Co/CoO lines. We estimate that approximately 13 % of 
the surface is covered by the Co/CoO lines. The SF 
signal is very weak.  

 
After the measurement at saturation, the magnetic field 
was decreased to the first coercive field HC1  = - 0.09 T. 
There the NSF signals show no magnetic splitting (figure 
not presented). This is consistent with the absence of a 
net magnetization at the coercive field. The SF signals 
were as weak as at saturation field, and no spin-flip 
enhancement was observed. Therefore, the 
magnetization reversal in this case happens via domain 
creation and domain wall motion, as in continuous 
Co/CoO film at the first coercive field. 
The sample, still with applied field perpendicular to the 
lines, has been then saturated in negative field –0.4 T; 
after that the second coercivity field was reached. 
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Fig. 2: Reflectivity versus reciprocal scattering vector q 
plot at second coercive field HC2 = 0.012 T. The lines are 
perpendicular to the applied field.   
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Figure 2 shows the spin-analyzed specular reflectivity at 
the second coercive field HC2 = 0.012 T with the field 
perpendicular to the lines. The spin-flip intensity here is 
clearly enhanced compared to the situation in saturation. 
This indicates the presence of a magnetization 
component perpendicular to the applied field (in this 
case parallel to the lines). The magnetization reversal 
mechanism at this coercive field is dominated by rotation 
of the magnetization in the Co/CoO lines. 
Obviously, the magnetization reversal mechanism is 
different in opposite branches of the hysteresis loop in 
the perpendicular configuration.  
When the field is applied parallel to the Co/CoO lines, 
no enhancement of the spin-flip intensity can be 
observed at any coercive field (not shown). It indicates 
that, for a field parallel to the lines, the magnetization 
reversal at both coercive fields occurs by the same 
mechanism on the contrary to the case of lines 
perpendicular to the field or a continuous Co/CoO film. 
This is attributed to the strong shape anisotropy present 
in the thin parallel lines.  
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The present work is the continuation of the proposal N° 
PHY-04-832 where the magnetization reversal 
mechanism in exchange biased lines has been studied. 
The shape anisotropy of the sample in this experiment 
has been decreased in comparison to the previously used 
line structure. The investigated sample consisted of 
Co/CoO rectangles of size 1 µm × 4 µm within 10 µm 
period. These rectangles covered 4% of the substrate. 
As the amount of the magnetic material on the sample 
was so small and arranged in a periodical structure, the 
off-specular reflection configuration only has been used 
for the measurements. 
The external magnetic field has been applied along either 
the in-plane easy or hard axis of the nanostructures. This 
allowed us to study how the shape anisotropy imposed 
on the ferromagnet affects the coupling to the 
antiferromagnet. 
First of all, the angle range for the off-specular peak has 
been found carrying out a Θ - 2Θ scan at magnetic 
saturation (Fig. 1). Then the detector was adjusted to the 
off-specular reflection and the field sweep has been 
performed in the range from –0.4 T to 0.4 T. Spin 
analysis of the neutrons detected by position-sensitive 
detector has been carried out. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. (Θi, Θf) intensity map for up neutrons scattered from the 
Co/CoO rectangular dots in magnetic saturation. 
 
In the first experiment the complete magnetic hysteresis 
of the sample has been probed along an easy 
magnetization axis. The sample was field cooled along 
the long edge of the rectangles and measured along the 
same edge. The positive (negative) part of the hysteresis 
loop has been measured after the positive (negative) field 
cooling. In this case the magnetisation reversal 
mechanism has been found to be different in two 
hysteresis curve branches: domain nucleation and 
domain wall motion in the descending branch and the 
magnetization rotation in the ascending branch. 
On the contrary to the line sample, the same reversal 
mechanisms have been found in the second experiment, 

when the cooling and measurement field was applied 
along the hard axis (or short edges of the rectangles). 
The outcome of this experiment is shown in the Fig. 2a-
c. There no spin flip signal is observed at first coercive 
field (descending hysteresis branch). The spin flip signal 
is present at the second coercive field (ascending 
branch).    
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Fig. 2. Magnetic field scans in off-specular configuration. All 
four measurements have been performed with the applied field 
parallel to the short edges of the rectangles. For the graphs a, b, 
c the cooling field has been applied also along short edge of the 
rectangles. The measurements have been carried out: a) from 
the first remanence through the first coercivity field till the 
negative saturation; b) from the negative saturation till the 
second remanence; c) from the second remanence trough the 
second coercivity field till the positive saturation. d) The 
cooling field has been applied along the long edge of 
rectangles, and then the sample has been turned by 90° and was 
measured along the short edge in increasing field from 0 T to 
0.4 T.    

Off-specular 
reflection

 
The third experiment consisted of sample field cooling 
along an easy axis (long rectangle edges) and measuring 
along the hard axis (short rectangle edges) in increasing 
field from 0 T to 0.4 T (Fig. 2d). This way the strength 
of the induced unidirectional anisotropy could have been 
estimated. Unfortunately, it appeared that the maximum 
available field was not sufficient to overcome the 
exchange anisotropy. Another drawback of the present 
beamtime was the impossibility to finish the complete 
hysteresis field sweep of the training loop due to the lack 
of time. 
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The interlayer exchange coupling between two
ferromagnetic layers separated by a metallic
spacer has been studied extensively for 15
years. Nevertheless, it is only recently that an
antiferromagnetic coupling has been observed
through an insulating spacer in Fe/MgO/Fe/Co
for MgO thicknesses below 0.8 nm [1].  
The epitaxial growth of bccFe on MgO(100)
wafers is performed along the (100)Fe plane.
As a matter of fact, two perpendicular easy
axis are present in the film plane. 
With decreasing field after saturation along an
easy axis, the reversal of the thinner magnetic
layer occurs in positive field (fig. 1a), as
expected for an antiferromagnetic coupling.
Nevertheless, it occurs in two steps. The aim
of the neutron experiment was to investigate
the magnetic configuration of this layer during
this peculiar reversal. 
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Fig. 1 : a) Part of a magnetisation loop
corresponding to the reversal of the Fe thin layer in
a Fe 340nm / MgO 0.6 nm / Fe 57 nm / V 66 nm
multilayer measured with decreasing field after
saturation. b) field dependence of non spin flip and
raw spin flip neutron reflectivities at q = 0.31 nm-1.

The up-up (uu), down-down (dd) reflected
intensities measured for an applied field of 200
Oe are plotted in figure 2. The good agreement

with the simulations performed with an
antiferromagnetic alignment of the bilayer
corroborates the existence of a coupling
through the MgO layer. The spin flip intensities
obtained after corrections from the
contributions of the uu and dd intensities are
zero. 
The non spin flip and raw spin flip intensities
for q = 0.31 nm-1 are plotted in figure 1 as a
function of the applied field H. For H > 350 Oe
or < 250 Oe, the intensities are constant.
These points correspond to the parallel and
antiparallel alignment of the Fe layers, with no
magnetic component perpendicular to the
applied field. Figure 1 shows that the
intermediate state of magnetisation
corresponds to a maximum of the spin flip
component. The spectra measured for this
maximum are well simulated with a
perpendicular configuration of the magnetic
layers. The neutron experiment then suggests
a coherent rotation of the thin layer during the
magnetisation process along an easy axis,
with a step corresponding to an alignment
along the second easy axis.  
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Fig 2: Experimental and simulated reflected
intensities for a Fe 340nm/ MgO 0.6 nm/ Fe 57 nm/ V
66 nm multilayer with H = 200 Oe applied along an Fe
easy axis.  

[1] J.Faure-Vincent et al. Phys. Rev. Lett.
89, 107206 (2002)
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The magnetization reversal processes in a  [Co/CoO/Au]
Exchange bias (EB) multilayer have been investigated
using specular and off-specular Polarized Neutron Re-
flectometry (PNR). The EB effect [1] occurs in ferro-
magnetic materials which are coupled to an antiferro-
magnet. EB can be induced by field cooling the FM/AF
system in an external magnetic field below the Néel

temperature of the AFM.  The effect is usually charac-
terized by a unidirectional shift of the magnetic
hysteresis loop and by increasing coercivities with
decreasing  temperatures. As has been reported earlier,
specular PNR measurements on the present system
revealed asymmetric magnetization reversal processes
on opposite sides of the same hysteresis loop.  The
reversal on the decreasing field branch was characterized

by domain wall motion, while the reversal at the
increasing field branch (e.g. at position B) was
characterized by rotation of the magnetization which
could be concluded from significantly increased spin flip
intensities. Using a position sensitive detector (PSD) off-

specular scattering experiments at characteristic fields
have further revealed the presence of a broad distribution
of domain sizes for the reversal process at the increasing
field branch (top figure on the left: �i-�f maps recorded

at magnetic saturation and close to the coercive field at
the increasing field branch: diagonal ridge: specular
reflected intensity).  Furthermore magnetic field scans
have been performed at different incident angles, where
the specular and off-specular intensities of the reflected
neutrons have been detected and plotted in a 2D intensity
map as a function of the magnetic field and the angle of
reflection �f.  This is shown in the bottom figure on the
left for an incident angle of �i = 0.48 and for increasing
magnetic fields. The intensity map is attached to the
corresponding part of the magnetic hysteresis loop.
Largely increased off-specular intensities at smaller
reflection angles can be seen in the plot.  Since the non-
spin-flip and spin-flip intensities are not separated in the
present intensity maps, additional rocking scans have
been performed at characteristic incident angles and
magnetic fields using the 3He-detector tubes together
with the V6-spin-analyzer. In the figure on the right the
non-spin flip (I-- ) and spin-flip (I-+) intensities are shown
for the rocking curves measured at an applied field B of
5.6 mT at the increasing field branch for 2��= 1.18 (first
Bragg peak). For comparison the corresponding (I--)
rocking-curve for the case of magnetic saturation  is also
plotted. It has to be mentioned that the present data is not
corrected for the efficiency of the analyzer. This figure
shows that a large part of the off-specular scattered
intensity, recorded for a magnetic field at the increasing
field branch, is caused by spin-flip-scattering. Further
analysis of the data is in progress. 

[1] W.H. Meiklejohn and C.J. Bean, Phys. Rev. 105, 904 (1957)                                          
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J. Klenke

Principal Proposer: L. Pintschovius, FZ Karlsruhe Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: L. Pintschovius

29 Apr – 6 May

Date of Report: 25 August 2003

The experiment was undertaken to search for
charge order peaks in optimally doped YBCO
(Tc=93 K). Charge order will manifest itself by the
appearance of superlattice peaks related to the
lattice distortion induced by the charge order. Such
superlattice peaks are generally quite weak, i.e. of
the order 10-5 of strong fundamental Bragg peaks.
Therefore, it is quite difficult to separate charge
order related peaks from the background or, even
more importantly, to discriminate them against faint
peaks of other origins. The best strategy appears to
perform temperature dependent measurements
because charge order is expected to develop only
at low temperatures. This strategy was indeed
adopted in the present experiment.

The area in momentum space where the search
was done, was guided by previous phonon
measurements which showed evidence for 2D
dynamic charge stripe order at a wavevector q =
0.27 b* (two-dimensional means that the c-
component of the wavevector is unimportant) [1].
The question was whether this charge stripe order
remains dynamic at all temperatures or whether a
static component develops on cooling to very low
temperatures (the dynamic charge order was found
to develop already at about T = 200 K). Using the
same sample on which the phonon measurements
had been done at Saclay, no charge order related
elastic signal could be found down to T = 3 K.
Although the elastic signal collected with very long
counting times did show a certain temperature
dependence (see Fig. 1), the q-dependence of this
temperature effect strongly speaks against relating
it to charge order. Rather, the weak peaks seen at
Q = (2.21,0,0.5) and Q = (2.27,0,0.5), respectively,
are very probably contributions from fundamental
Bragg peaks and the fourth order of the incoming
neutrons. The temperature dependence of the peak
intensity can well be explained by the Debye-Waller
factor. We note that the sample was twinned and
therefore two peaks are expected from the a- and
the b-direction, respectively, at slightly different
wavevectors. The observed peak splitting is in very
good agreement with this hypothesis. 

We further searched for a low energy signal at the
q-position of the phonon anomaly but found none in
the energy range accessible on E1, i.e. up to about
3 meV (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 1 Elastic scattering intensity along the line from
Q = (2.13,0,0.5) to (2.4,0,0.5). A charge order
related peak is expected to show up at low T at the
center of the scan. However, the observed
structures have very probably nothing to do with
charge order but are probably contaminations from
the fourth order of the incoming beam.

Fig. 2 Constant-energy scan with E = 3 meV
performed at T = 3 K. The scan was made to look
for a signal at the position of the charge order
related phonon anomaly at q = 0.25. Apparantly,
any such signal is very much smaller than the one
observed in a scan through the LA phonon branch
at the same temperature.

[1] L. Pintschovius et al., cond-mat/0308357
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Instrument   E 2Diffuse scattering of cation-doped

zirconia-oxynitride Local Contact 
Jens-Uwe Hoffmann

Principal Proposer: Ines Kaiser-Bischoff, LMU München, Kristallogr.. Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: Ines Kaiser-Bischoff, LMU München

J.-U. Hoffmann, BENSC, HMI Berlin/Uni Tübingen 7.04. – 18.04.2003

Date of Report: 8.12.03

Zirconia, doped with cations and/or anions, shows a
high ionic conductivity based on anions vacancies.
To understand this property it is necessary to know
both long (LRO) and short (SRO) range ordering
effects of cations, anions and vacancies. The aim of
the experiments was to study the SRO by analysing
the diffuse scattering of single crystal samples.
Different layers of the [1-10] zone of four samples
were investigated at the instrument E2 with a
wavelength of � = 0.91 Å. 

Sample 1: The temperature dependence of the
diffuse scattering of Y0.04Zr0.96O1.64N0.223, which was
measured first in 1999 at RT (OTH-01-735), was
investigated up to 1400°C. At RT, this sample
shows a characteristic distribution of the diffuse
scattering: diffuse maxima are parts of global
diffuse phenomena such as bands perpendicular to
�111�. These diffuse phenomena, which are typical
for cubic stabilized zirconia, do not disappear at
high temperature in contrast to X-ray investigations,
but become slightly weaker. This intensity
distribution was successfully fitted with the program
TVtueb (written for the instrument E2) using a
model based on random vacancies and radial
displacements of the surrounding atoms (EF-report
2002)(Fig. 1).

Sample 2: Zr0.83Y0.17O1.915 heated under argon
atmosphere (causing a color change from colorless
to black) show at RT the same characteristic diffuse
phenomena. But, additionally to that, diffuse
maxima are observed at positions of tetragonal
Bragg-reflections, which cannot be explained by the
current defect model (circles in Fig. 2). 

Sample 3: Zr0.82Sc0.18O1.91 crystallises in R-3. It
does not show the typical diffuse scattering of cubic
zirconia, but the distribution of the intensities of the
superstructure reflections reflects the same feature
so that it can be termed as “rhombohedral SRO”
(Fig. 3). There are weak diffuse maxima at
positions of tetragonal Bragg-reflections.

Sample 4: Zr0.82Sc0.18O1.91+1mol%Al2O3 is cubic
and shows the same characteristic distribution of
the diffuse scattering. Unfortunately, it was not a
single crystal but consists of two individuals.

Conclusion: The characteristic distribution of the
diffuse scattering are caused by the rhombohedral
SRO, well described by the defect model. Samples
with low amount of anion vacancies show additional
tetragonal SRO, manifested by diffuse maxima at
positions of tetragonal Bragg-reflections. 

These experiments are part of a continuing investigation
of ZrO2 doped with different amounts of various cations
and anions, within the DFG-SPP “Substitutionseffekte in
ionischen Festkörpern”.
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The analysing of the diffuse scattering of cation
and/or anion doped zirconia single crystals gives
information about the short range order (SRO) of
anions, cations and vacancies. Different layers of
the [1-10] zone of four samples were investigated at
the instrument E2 with a wavelength of � = 0.91 Å.

Sample 1: Because of the small amount of Y2O3 the
sample Zr0.96Y0.04O1.98 is stabilized in the tetragonal
structure. This sample is the original material of the
nitrogen-doped sample Y0.04Zr0.96O1.64N0.223 (cubic
with tetragonal contribution), which was measured
in 1999 at RT (OTH-01-735). It shows a
characteristic distribution of the diffuse scattering
based on a rhombohedral SRO (CHE-01-1250),
which is typical for cubic stabilized zirconia. Diffuse
maxima are parts of global diffuse phenomena such
as bands perpendicular to �111�. It was expected
that the tetragonal sample does not show these
phenomena according to conclusions drawn from
earlier powder diffraction measurements. But
rudiments of the diffuse scattering perpendicular
[001] at l=4 can be observed (Fig. 1). This means
that even the small amount of vacancies (1%)
induces some rhombohedral SRO.

Fig. 1: 0. layer of [1-10] zone

Sample 2: ZrO2 doped with 15 mol% Y2O3
(Zr0.74Y0.26O1.87) has nearly the same amount of
vacancies as the earlier measured quaternary
sample Y0.04Zr0.96O1.64N0.223. The important question
was, whether the characteristic diffuse scattering of
a sample is principally influenced by the type of
dopant (cation and/or anion) or by the amount of
vacancies independently of the way they are
generated. Sample 2 shows the same diffuse
phenomena such as bands perpendicular to �111��
but the distribution of the diffuse maxima as well as

their shape differs significantly from that of the
quaternary phase (Fig. 2). 

Fig. 2: 0. layer of [1-10] zone

Sample 3: For comparison, sample 2 had been
additionally doped with nitrogen. Except for a small
decrease in intensity, there are no large differences
between the diffuse scattering of sample 2 and 3.

Sample 4: This sample belongs to a series of
samples based on ZrO2+9.5mol%Y2O3. This
material heated under Argon atmosphere (CHE-01-
1250) and doped with nitrogen (OTH-01-735) has
already been measured with neutrons. The sample
heated under argon atmosphere was oxidised
again by heating under air causing a change in
color from black to milky white (sample 4).
Comparing these three samples, the diffuse
scattering resulting from rhombohedral SRO is
present in all samples. They differ only in details.
But the samples heated in argon and again in air
show additional diffuse maxima at positions of
tetragonal Bragg peaks caused by tetragonal SRO
(Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: 0. layer of [1-10] zone

Conclusion: Doping with nitrogen appears to have
two different effects on the diffuse scattering. First,
by increasing the amount of vacancies it causes the
disappearance of tetragonal SRO (Fig. 3) or
tetragonal LRO respectively. Second, nitrogen itself
influences the form and shape of the rhombohedral
diffuse scattering, when comparing samples(Fig. 2)
with the same amount of vacancies.
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                      PHY-01-1334
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Date of Report:   22.01.2004

The alkali-dysprosium double tungstates
belong to the class of magneto-elastics with
interrelation between magnetic and elastic ordering.
The compounds with formula ARE(WO4)2 (AREW),
where A is alkali ion, RE is rare earth element
(RE=Dy, Er, Ho, Nd), are characterised by low-
symmetry and by low-dimensionality. 

Scientific interest is mainly connected with
structural phase transition (SPT) of the cooperative
Jahn-Teller effect (CJTE) type which occurs in some
of them at several kelvins region and with the
magnetic ordering at subkelvins region. 

For KHoW the spontaneous SPT of the CJTE
type was observed at 5.6K in thermodynamical
(specific heat, thermal expansion), magnetic
(magnetization, susceptibility, magnetostriction) and
spectroscopic (optical absorption and luminescence)
experiments. The problem of the magnetic phase
transition (MPT) for KHoW is still open. In specific
heat (including specific heat in magnetic field) and
susceptibility experiments without doubt the induced
magnetic phase transition was found at 0.4K for
H=1T and 0.33K for H=0.1T. The spontaneous
(H=0T) magnetic phase transition exists for KHoW
at temperature below 0.33K if it exists. But our
experimental possibilities (in thermodynamical and
magnetic experiments) are not enough to solve this
problem. From theoretical point of view it is not clear
that the spontaneous magnetic phase transition for
KHoW is possible or not. If  it is possible (because of
crystal field) the KHoW single crystal would be so
called singlet magnet.

The neutron scattering measurements were
made on powdered sample in the CD3OD (in the
deuterized methanol; because of the problem with
temperature stabilizing and sorptive properties of the
powder of the "pure" potassium holmium double
tungstate) and oriented KHoW single crystal.

First part of experiments on powdered sample
as well as on oriented single crystal (PHY-01-1254)
was made for two temperatures: 1.6K and 10K. Any
differences which could be connected to structural
phase transition at 5.6K were not found probably
because of high experimental errors.

The neutron scattering experiment, in the
frame of the project PHY-01-1334, was directed to
solve the problem of conditions of the MPT existence
for KHoW single crystal and to determine the
structure of the magnetic state for it. 

For experiments in magnetic field (PHY-01-
1334) on powdered sample as well as on oriented
single crystal the set of selected temperatures and
magnetic fields was following: T=1.5K, H=0T;
T=0.3K, H=0T; T=0.05K, H=0T; T=0.3K, H=0.1T;
T=0.05K, H=0.1T; T=0.05K, H=1T. The choice of
above temperature and magnetic field values is
connected with our experimental results of specific
heat and susceptibility experiments.

The neutron scattering spectra in paramagnetic
state (1.5K) obtained for powdered sample are
composed from several lines with the first, most
intensive reflex at about 21.8 degrees (for wavelength
2.396A; mono.: graphit). Background of the spectra
is enough high. It is a main reason of not small
experimental errors. Probably the new low angle
Bragg reflexes were found at about 18.0 degrees for
following set of temperatures and magnetic fields:
T=0.05K, H=0T; T=0.3K, H=0.1T; T=0.05K,
H=0.1T; T=0.05K, H=1T.

The results obtained for oriented KHoW single
crystal are only clear for magnetic field H=1T (at
temperature T=0.05K): in this case we can see some
small additional characteristic peaks. Probably they
are the peaks of new antiferromagnetic phase. The
peaks are small and wide but on the correct positions,
so it suggests they are the pure magnetic structure
peaks. The experimental results for oriented single
crystal for magnetic field H=0.1T and H=0T are not
enough clear because of not small experimental
errors. In these cases we need further experiments
with higher statistics. 

Sumarizing for potassium-holmium double
tungstate we found the induced magnetic phase
transition for H=1T. The confirmation of the
existence of the induced MPT for H=0.1T and the
spontaneous MPT (for H=0T) in this moment is not
possible and needs additional experiments.
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J.-U.Hoffmann

Principal Proposer: L.S.Smirnov, FSUE SSC RF ITEP, Moscow Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: J.-U.Hoffmann, HMI Berlin

I.Glavatskyy, HMI Berlin/ NAS IMP Kiev, UA 13.05.03-18.05.03

Date of Report: 19.09.2003

The orientation glass (OG) state in the
[Rbx(NH4)1-x]3H(SO4)2 (or RAHS) mixed
crystals, found in [1] at low temperature, was
studied for rubidium concentrations x=0.11
(S1) and 0.2 (S2), placed in different regions of
x-T phase diagram. Recent investigations are
the continuation of the proposal № PHY-01-
1099. Earlier studies of OG state for S1
showed the appearance of modulation
structure in the (a*c*) plane at temperature 1.6
K. The observed modulation vectors have the
projections on axes *0a  and *0c  pointing on
2-dimensional modulation vectors. Now the
measurements of diffraction maps on E2
diffractometer (λo=2.396 Å) at temperatures
100 and 1.7 K were carried out from S1 but in
other orientation, which could permit to
observe the reflections in (b*c*) plane.
Obtained diffraction maps in (ω, 2θ)
coordinates are presented for single crystal S1
in Fig. 1 at 100 K. 

Fig. 1. S1, T=100K
The cooling of sample S1 is accompanied by
the appearance of weak reflection near one
basic reflection at temperature 1.7K. This basic
reflection with the coordinates (35.8o, 48.3o)
determined at 100 K is presented in Fig. 2a
and appeared satellit reflection with
coordinates (51.2o,50.4o) determined at 1.7 K
is presented in Fig. 2b.  Thus the observation
of satellite reflection in (b*c*) plane gives the
the possibility to suppose 3-dimentional
modulation structure of OG with rubidium

concentration x=0.11 on x-T phase diagram of
RAHS.

                a)                                     b)

Fig. 2. S1: a) T=100K, b) T=1.7K.

The diffraction measurements were carried out
with S2 in (a*c*) and (b*c*) planes at 100 and
2.4 K. Samples S1 and S2 have similar
monoclinic crystal structure. Therefore  the
search of the modulation structure for S2 was
carried out in (b*c*) plane for different
temperatures.  The influence of temperature
on the diffraction near basic diffraction peak
with coordinates (35.8o, 48.4o) at 100K and
2.4K  is presented in Fig. 3. It is shown that
nothing additional satellite reflection appears
near this basic reflection at 2.4 K.

Fig. 3. S2: a) T=100K, b) T=2.4K.

Thus it is possible to do the conclusion about
the existence on x-T phase diagram the
boundary between regions with orientation
glass states OG1 (x=0.11) and OG2 (x=0.20).
The OG1 region has 3-dimentional  modulation
structure.
1. A.I.Baranov, V.V.Dolbinina, E.D.Yakushkin
et al, Ferroelectrics, 217 (1998) 285. 
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G.Melnyk, Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz
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Date of Report: *24.07.2003

Ammonium selenate, (NH4)2SeO4, does not undergo any
phase transitions from room to helium temperature and
presents a model crystal structure for the study of the
orientational positions of the ammonium ions inside the
unit cell. 

The crystal structure of (NH4)2SeO4 as it was
determined by an x-ray investigation in [1], has at room
temperature a monoclinic unit cell with the sp. gr. C2/m,
lattice parameters a=12.15(1) Å, b=6.418 Å, c=7.711 Å
and �=115.5o. The results of this X-ray study showed
that the ammonium groups are deformed and that the N-
H bonds differ significantly from the ones in the free
NH4

+ ion (see Table 3). 
The refinement of all hydrogen positions in

(NH4)2SeO4 has been carried out with the help of
neutron single crystal diffraction on the four circle
diffractometer E5 (BENSC HMI, Berlin) with the
wavelength �=0.9019 Å at room temperature. The
determined lattice parameters are a=12.4319(49) Å,
b=6.5744(36) Å, c=7.8845(31) Å and �=115.513(18)o.
The number of measured reflections was 1055, and 874
unique reflections were used for LSM calculations with
the SHELXL-97 program. The obtained R1-factor was
0.0677. 

The determined atomic positions in ammonium
selenate are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. The refined atomic positions of
(NH4)2SeO4 (neutron single crystal diffraction at 300 K).

Atom x y z Occup.
Se 0.17500(16) 0.0 0.21779(25) 0.5
O1 0.32188(28) 0.0 0.36044(47) 0.5
O2 0.09644(31) 0.0 0.34392(45) 0.5
O3 0.14396(21) 0.20912(43) 0.08565(32) 1.0
N1 0.51694(21) 0.0 0.24540(31) 0.5
N2 0.84157(17) 0.0 0.26123(25) 0.5
H1 0.43686(72) 0.0 0.2617(13) 0.5
H2 0.92317(78) 0.0 0.2528(12) 0.5
H3 0.58496(72) 0.0 0.3835(12) 0.5
H4 0.85644(64) 0.0 0.40247(91) 0.5
H5 0.52672(86) 0.1259(12) 0.17567(98) 1.0
H6 0.79054(58) 0.1255(10) 0.19458(81) 1.0

The determined isotropic thermal parameters
for the atoms of ammonium selenate are presented in
Table 2. The anisotropic thermal parameters for all
atoms of ammonium selenate will be presented in a
special publication as separate paper.

Table 2. The determined isotropic thermal
parameters for the atoms of ammonium selenate

Atom Ueq
Se 0.02016(41)
O1 0.03595(82)
O2 0.03667(85)
O3 0.03227(50)
N1 0.03166(46)
N2 0.02737(44)
H1 0.0574(21)
H2 0.0563(20)
H3 0.0614(24)
H4 0.0463(15)
H5 0.0718(19)
H6 0.0573(14)

All determined Se-O and N-H bonds with the
help of the refined H-positions are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Comparison of the bond lengths for the ions
NH4(I), NH4(II) and SeO4 obtained by the x-ray study in
[1] and in the recent neutron scattering study.

Atoms x-ray, [Å],
[1]

Neutron,
[Å]

Se-O1 1.645 1.6823
Se-O2 1.644 1.6672
Se-O3 1.643 1.6668

N(I)-H1 0.890 1.057
N(I)-H3 0.936 1.052
N(I)-H5 0.861 1.029
N(II)-H2 0.947 1.045
N(II)-H4 0.922 1.047
N(II)-H6 1.041 1.035

Thus it is shown that the N-H bonds for the
ammonium groups NH4(I) and NH4(II) in ammonium
selenate are indeed close to those of the free ammonium
ion. The results of our neutron scattering study do not
confirm the model of deformed ammonium ions in
ammonium selenate, which was proposed on the basis of
the x-ray study.

Ref.:1.R.L.Carter, C.Koerntgen, T.N.Margulis, Acta
Crystall., B33 (1977) 592.
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2.04.-5.05.2003

Date of Report: 19.12.2003

Acid sulfates with the general chemical
composition AHSO4 (A  being alkali-metal or
ammonium ions) are potential candidates for
future applications like fuel cells, since some
members of this family show high proton
conductivity. In particular the NH4, Rb and Cs-
members undergo a phase transition to a
super-protonic state in the region of 400 to 470
K. For the NH4- and Rb-compounds this
transition occurs only at high pressure
(Baranov (1985)). No indication of a super-
protonic state in KHSO4 has been found yet
Sharon and Kalia (1977). On the one hand the
different conductivities and the mentioned
transitions to a super-protonic state suggest an
influence of the size of the cations and,
consequently, of the interatomic distances. On
the other hand the Cs, Rb- and NH4-
compounds show the superprotonic behaviour
even under high pressure which generally
results in a decrease of interatomic distances.
There is obviously a change of further critical
parameters versus the K-compound leading to
the super-protonic conductivity in the NH4-, Rb-
and Cs-compounds. This change of critical
parameters we started to investigate.

As a first step we investigated KHSO4 (Knorr
2001). The second step was to gain further
information about one of the high conducting
compounds with similar interatomic bond-
lengths. The compound closest to KHSO4 in
this context with a high protonic conductivity is
NH4HSO4.

The structure of NH4HSO4 was published ear-
lier by Nelmes (1971) in a pseudoorthorhombic
setting with the non-conventional space group
B21/a. No information about the proton positi-
ons in NH4HSO4 was found in literature, which
will be necessary for further comparison of
structural details, especially that of the hydro-
gen bonds. No phase transition was found
between RT and the melting point at 420 K
(Gesi and Ozawa (1977), (Baranov (1985)).

The crystals were obtained from an aqueous
solution of (ND4)2SO4 and D2SO4 at a ratio of
1:2 through slow evaporation. The substance
is very hygroscopic and has to be kept under
silicon oil. We expect an exchange of the
ammonium hydrogens and the acid hydrogen
atoms, since similar behaviour was found for
(NH4)3H(SO4)2 (Engelhardt 2001) and a
disorder of the ammonium hydrogens already
at room temperature.

We obtained one dataset at RT on the E5
4-circle diffractometer at HMI with a copper
monochromator and a wavelength of 0.9019 Å.
The crystal size was 5x4x3mm3, the measuring
time was 3 weeks.

The structural model of Nelmes could be
confirmed. Using the conventional setting in
space group P21/c, the lattice parameters are 
a = 14.717 (6) Å, b = 4.718 (2) Å, 
c = 15.162 (6) b = 121.08 (1) Å. 
The observed scattering power of the crystal
under the given neutron flux turned out to be
insufficient for the determination of the
hydrogen positions. Further investigations are
necessary.

This research is supported by the German
Science Foundation, DFG (grant Kn507/3-1).
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The present experiment was scheduled as
exploratory study, in order to determine the
feasibility of our experimental program. Its goal
was to establish directly the frozen-in structural
disorder in the organic charge-transfer salt �-
(BEDT-TTF)2Cu[N(CN)2]Br [1,2]. In this super-
conducting material, Br acts as spacer be-
tween layers of BEDT-TTF [3]. Recently, a
structural instability has been identified and
correlated with the electronic properties [4]. In
thermal expansion experiments hysteresis and
glass-like behavior were observed in the range
50 to 80K. These features have been linked to
a freezing of structural degrees of freedom,
which may account for various so far non-
understood experimental observations, like
resistive anomalies and cooling rate depend-
ent superconducting parameters [5-7].
As yet, there is no direct evidence as to which
of the structural units undergoes this freezing
transition. Tentatively, it has been attributed to
the [CH2)2] end groups connecting the BEDT-
TTF layers to Br. These ethylen groups can
adopt two possible out-of-plane configurations,
which – if frozen-in randomly – might be the
cause for the structural disorder [8]. 
The question of the structural disorder, its type
and level, bears relevance to the understand-
ing of the superconducting and normal state
properties. Therefore, in an exploratory ex-
periment we investigated the structural proper-
ties for �-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu [N(CN)2]Br. For this
material, only small crystals are available. Ac-
tually, for deuterated material we had the larg-
est crystal produced so far, with a volume of
2mm3. Still, in our experiment on the E5 spec-
trometer this crystal turned out to be too small
as to allow a determination of the structural
parameters with the high resolution required to
establish the structural disorder. We therefore
stopped further investigation by means of neu-
tron scattering. Presently, very detailed X-ray
diffraction experiments are carried out with the
goal to resolve the question of the disorder. 

[1] M. Lang, Supercond. Rev. 2, 1 (1996).

[2] R.H. McKenzie, Science 278, 820 (1997).
[3] H.H. Wang et al., Synth. Met. 41-43, 1983
(1991).
[4] J. Müller et al., Phys. Rev. B 65, 144521
(2002).
[5] M.A. Tanatar et al., Phys. Rev. B 59, 3841
(1999).
[6] X. Su et al., Phys. Rev. B 57, R14056
(1998).
[7] A. Kawamota, K. Miyagawa, K. Kanoda,
Phys. Rev. B 59, 3841 (1999).
[8] A.J. Schultz et al., J. Sol. State. Chem. 94
352 (1991).
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SrFeO3 is a very interesting material as it is
metallic and exhibits a helical spin structure below
TN = 135 K. It is therefore right at the borderline
between an itinerant and a strongly localized
electron system. For different oxygen doping
SrFeO3�� undergoes different crystallographic
phase transitions forming a Ruddlesden-Popper
series of lattice structures [1]. Our magneto-
resistance (MR) measurements have shown that
cubic SrFeO3.00 (space group Pm�3m) is metallic in
the entire temperature range and shows a large
negative MR-effect at a second magnetic phase
transition at 55 K [2]. A tetragonal sample SrFeO2.87
(or Sr8Fe8O23,  I/4mmm) showed semiconducting
behaviour upon cooling at the second magnetic
phase transition at 75 K. Our Mössbauer studies
revealed that this phase transition in the tetragonal
phase is accompanied by a charge ordering of
Fe3.5+ into Fe3+ and Fe4+. An orthorhombic sample
on the other side showed semiconducting
behaviour and a pronounced positive MR-effect at
70 K [2].

Large high quality single crystals of SrFeO3
were grown by the travelling-solvent floating-zone
technique [3]. In order to control the oxygen
content, the samples where annealed in oxygen
atmosphere. Elastic neutron scattering experiments
were performed at the four-circle diffractometer E5
using the neutron wavelength � = 2.33 Å (PG). We
have investigated two crystals with different oxygen
contents. Our experiments have shown that both
crystals contain a phase mixture of the cubic and
the tetragonal phase. The crystal SrFeO2.95 consists
predominantly of the cubic phase whereas the
crystal SrFeO2.84 is almost purely tetragonal.

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence
of selected structural and magnetic Bragg
reflections. Both samples show magnetic Bragg
reflections below TN = 135 K located around
nuclear Bragg reflections at Q = (h+�,k+�,ℓ+�) with
� = 0.13. This indicates that both crystals exhibit a
helical spin arrangement with a propagation vector
parallel to the [1,1,1]-direction. From the refinement
of the magnetic structure we obtaine a magnetic
moment of �exp = 2.48(2) �B with a residual RF =
0.048 for the cubic sample. Taking into account that
the sample contains about 10 % of the tetragonal
phase the moment is expected to be �exp = 2.55 �B.
This is also in a good agreement with the value
2.7(4) �B given in Ref. [4].

A crystallographic phase transition occurs at
about 75 K. Although our resistivity measurements
showed a huge negative MR-effect accompanied
with a charge ordering in the tetragonal phase at
this temperature, we have not observed any effect
in the magnetic structure. Due to the fact that the
sample is strongly twinned we were not able to
determine the crystal structure of the low
temperature phase.

Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of the integrated
intensities of magnetic and nuclear Bragg
reflections of SrFeO2.95 and SrFeO2.84.

[1]  J.P. Hodges, S. Short, J.D. Jorgensen, X. Xiong, B.
Dabrowski, S.M. Mini, C.W. Kimball, Solid State
Chem. 151 (2000) 190.

[2]  A. Lebon, P. Adler, C. Bernhard, A.V. Boris, A.V.
Pimenov, A. Maljuk, C.T. Lin, C. Ulrich, B. Keimer,
Phys. Rev. Lett. in print.

[3]  A. Maliuk, J. Strempfer, C. Ulrich, A. Lebon, C.T. Lin,
J. Cryst. Growth 257 (2003) 427.

[4]  T. Takeda, Y. Yamguchi, H. Watanabe, Phys. Soc.
Jpn. 33 (1972) 967.
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The semiconducting system (2ZnS)x(CuInS2)1-x
(ZCIS) was found to form a solid solution
series [1] with a miscibility gap for 0.095 � x �
0.42. Samples with x<0.095 show tetragonal
chalcopyrite type structure, samples with
x>0.42 cubic sphalerite type structure. In the
tetragonal phase exist besides orientation
domains extending along all <100> directions,
which occour in ZCIS single crystals as well as
in powders, domaines with CuAuI-ordering,
which were in ZCIS firstly observed in thin
films [2] and also found in single crystals. 
In this experiment we used a ZCIS film, in
which CuAuI-type ordering was actually found
by SAD and HRTEM to search by neutron
diffraction for an evidence of this ordering.
Thin film was synthesized by Pulsed Laser
Deposition (PLD), using target with the
composition Zn0.298Cu0.346In0.357S. The PLD
system was equipped with a KrF excimer laser
(Lamda Physik LPX 305, �=248nm,
DL=1.1Jcm-2, p=5.5�10-6mbar). As substrate
(100)GaP was used, the film was deposited at a
substrate temperature of 550°C. The
composition of the thin film was
Zn0.092Cu0.477In0.431S, determined by EDX
analysis on a TEM. The film thickness was
1.1µm, measured also by TEM.
Neutron diffraction experiments on this thin
film were carried out at the focusing single
crystal diffractometer E6, using a wavelength
of �=2.45Å.
The first diffraction pattern (fig. 1) shows the
220 peak of the GaAs-substrate and the 204
and 220 peak of the ZCIS layer. Fig. 2 shows
another part of the diffraction pattern, where
the 100 and 110 peak of the CuAuI structure
could be identified. 
Thus the neutron diffraction experiment on a
ZCIS thin film with tetragonal chalcopyrite
type structure shows clearly the existence of
the CuAuI type superstructure.

Fig. 1: Part of the measured diffraction pattern for thin
film with a chemical composition of
Zn0.092Cu0.477In0.431S. The tip marked peak can be assign
the 204 peak of the CuAuI-ordered phase, but wasn’t
clearly identified.

Fig. 2: Part of the measured diffraction pattern for the
thin film with a chemical composition of
Zn0.092Cu0.477In0.431S. The existens of the 101 and 110
CuAuI-ordered phase peak caused by the existend of the
domains extending along all <100> directions.

[1] G. Wagner, F. Fleischer, S. Schorr, will be published
[2] G. Wagner et al., thin solid films 376 (2000) 82-88
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Structures in the perovskite family ABX3 have held
the interest over many years. We study the oxidic
solid solution BaPbO3-��-BaSnO3 which is
considered as model system, because fundamental
properties change in dependence of temperature
and chemical composition. Especially the oxygen
content respectively the oxygen deficiency
determines the electric properties  in a critical way.
Thus physical properties can be influenced  and
controled specific by cation substitution and anion
substructure.
BaPbO3-� samples were synthesized by modified
sol-gel technique from barium and lead oxalates
and calcination in air using an optimised
temperature profile (up to 850°C). The samples
were annealed at 800°C in different atmospheres
(argon, vacuum, air, oxygen) which corresponds to
different oxygen fugacities. 
Neutron powder diffraction experiments were
performed at the high resolution powder
diffractometer E9 (�=1.7969Å) at room
temperature and at higher temperatures (320°C,
500°C, 700°C) in order to study the phase
transitions.
Oxygen deficiency before annealing was �=0.26.
Although we expected different oxygen content
according to different oxygen fugacities as we have
found in samples synthesized before, the oxygen
deficiency and Pb4+/Pb2+ ratio was constant (�=0.5,
Pb4+/Pb2+

�1) in samples annealed in argon,
vacuum, air and oxygen atmospheres, even thoug
the unit cell volume decreases (fig. 1). 

Fig. 1: Unit cell volume in dependence of
atmospheres during annealing.

Fig. 2: Powder diffraction pattern for BaPbO3-�
annealed in oxygen (upper) and argon (lower).

Thus the at room temperature measured diffrac-
tograms are similar apart from the sample annealed
in argon atmosphere (fig. 2). Rietveld refinements
(FULLPROF) were done on all diffractograms
using the monoclinic (s.g. I2/m) and the ortho-
rhombic (s. g. Imma) structure model resulting in
comparable fit qualities (tab. 1). No hints for an
anion superstructure was found. The sample
annealed in argon could be refined with the
monoclinic structure model only. 

atmosph. monoclinic orthorhombic
RBragg �

2 RBragg �
2

argon 4.54 4.61 - -
vacuum 4.78 3.05 5.05 3.54
air 4.32 3.79 4.38 3.95
oxygen 3.63 2.39 3.73 2.43
non-
annealed 3.91 2.92 4.2 3.1
Tab. 1: RBragg and �2 values of Rietveld refinments. 

The high temperature measurements were refined
using a tetragonal (s. g. I4/mcm) and a cubic model
(s.g. Pm 3 m) respectively, resulting in comparable
fit qualities.
A decision about the room (monoclinic/ ortho-
rhombic) and high temperature structure
(tetragonal/ cubic) was not possible. Therefore this
problem has to be studied in again in future.
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Ternary VIIIII CBA 2  chalcopyrite compounds form
a large group of semiconducting materials with
diverse optical, electrical and structural properties
[1]. Of special interest are the structural anomalies:
the tetragonal distortion where the ratio between the
lattice parameters � � c/2a differ from the ideal
value (�ideal=1) and the anion displacement ¼-u (u
is the x coordinate of the anion). Substituting
certain elements into given ABC2 chalcopyrites
(2D2+

�A+ + B3+) results in quaternary D2x(AB)1-

xC2 compounds. Hereby formed solid solution
series allow systematic studies of structural
properties.
In this regard we study the semiconducting systems
2ZnX–CuInX2 (X = S, Se, Te), which are
interesting photovoltaic materials. Starting with the
solid solution system Zn2x(CuIn)(1-x)S2 (ZCIS)[2],
we were able to observe experimentally the cation
distribution on the two metal sites of the
chalcopyrite structure for the first time [3].
Now the studies were extended to the solid solution
series Zn2x(CuIn)(1-x)Se2 (ZCISe). ZCISe powder
samples were synthesized by solid state reaction of
the elements in sealed evacuated silica tubes at
T=850°C and homogenized. This procedure was
repeated, finally the samples were cooled down to
room temperature with a temperature gradient of 2
K/ h. The sample composition was determined by
EDX analysis on TEM. Depending on chemical
composition the system undergoes a structural
phase transition from the tetragonal chalcopyrite-
type structure to the cubic sphalerite-type structure,
showing a a miscibility gap for 0.09<x<0.35 (2-
phase field) [4]. Single phase tetragonal samples are
within 0�x�0.09. 
Neutron powder diffraction experiments on single
phase tetragonal  samples were performed on the
high resolution powder diffractometer E9 (�=1.797
Å). Structural parameters (lattice constants, anion
parameter, tetragonal deformation) were obtained
by the Rietveld analysis of the data, using the
FULLPROF software package and the chalcopyrite
structure model as starting point for the refinement. 
The lattice constants follow Vergard’s rule, but the
tetragonal distortion, resulting in the expected

values c/2a>1, shows an unexpected dependence on
chemical composition (see fig. 1). Comparing
tetragonal distortion and anion displacement of the
ZCIS and ZCISe systems, it was found that the first
was smaller in ZCISe although the anions are more
displaced from their ideal positions (see fig. 2).

Fig. 1:  Tetragonal lattice constants and tetragonal
distortion � in dependence of chemical composition. The
solid and dotted line corresponds to linear fits of the
data, the dashed line is guided by the eye.

Fig. 2: Anion displacement parameter in dependence of
chemical composition, comparison of ZCIS [5] and
ZCISe. 

[1] J. L. Shay, J. H. Wernick, Ternary Chalcopyrite Semico-
nductors, 1974 
[2] S. Schorr, N. Stüßer, BENSC Experimental Report 2002
[3] S. Schorr, M. Tovar, N. Stüßer,  Bente, Physica B accepted
[4] G. Wagner, S. Schorr, S. Lehmann, in preparation
[5] S. Schorr, M. Heuer, V. Riede, submitted in Phys. Rev. B
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The solid solution series Zn2x(CuIn)1-xS2 (ZCIS)
was studied over many years concerning structure
and superstructure [1, 2, 3] and the structural phase
transition between the cubic sphalerite type
structure and the tetragonal chalcopyrite type
structure [4, 5]. The distribution of Zn, Cu and In
on the both different cation sites of the
chalcopyrite type structure, especially important
for the anion displacement, is not discussed in
literature, where some authors only suggest a
statistic Zn distribution [4, 5]. 
The Cu/Zn differentiation problem existing in X-
ray diffraction is solved by neutron diffraction,
because of the different neutron scattering cross
sections for Zn and Cu. We have performed neutron
powder diffraction experiments on ZCIS powder
samples [6] and were able to deduce from
experimental determined anion parameter and metal
site occupancies determined in the Rietfeld
refinement of the neutron diffraction data the cation
distribution on the two metal sites of the
chalcopyrite structure in this system for the first
time [7].
Now the studies were extended to the solid solution
series Zn2x(CuIn)(1-x)Se2 (ZCISe). Details about
sample synthesis can be found in PHY-01-1340.
Note that two types of samples were investigated,
one with a substitution 2Zn2+

�Cu+ + In3+, the other
with 2Zn2+

�2Cu+. As in former investigations [6],
neutron powder diffraction experiments using two
different wavelenths will be combined (E9:
�=1.797 Å and E6: �=2.44 Å). The latter is
nescessary to measure smaller reflexes, which carry
the information about the cation ordering, with very
high statistics. Cation site occupancies were
obtained from the Rietveld analysis of these data
combined with the data mesured at the high
resolution powder diffractometer E9 (PHY-01-
1340), using the FULLPROF software package and
the chalcopyrite structure model as starting point
for the refinement. The neutron scattering length of
the cation sites was calculated from the refined
cation site occupancies and compared with
calculated values, for the latter a statistic Zn
distribution (sample type Zn2x(CuIn)1-xSe2, fig. 1)
and In only occupied site (sample type Zn2xCu1-

2xInSe2, fig. 2) respectively, was assumed. The
comparison gives a clear evidence for a non-
statistic Zn distribution and Cu-In anti site
occupation.

Fig. 1:  Sample type Zn2x(CuIn)1-xSe2: Comparison of
experimental and calculated (lines) neutron scattering
lengths for the both metal sites in the chalcopyrite type
structure.

Fig. 2: Sample type Zn2xCu1-2xInSe2: Comparison of
experimental and calculated (lines) neutron scattering
lengths for the both metal sites in the chalcopyrite type
structure.

[1] K.Bente, Th. Döring, Chem. Erde 51 (1991) 291
[2] G. Wagner et al., Thin Solid Films 82 (2000) 376
[3] M. Heuer, K. Bente, Z. Krist. NCS 13 (2002) 217
[4] O. V. Parasyuk et al., J. All. Comp. 57 (2003) 348
[5] P. Gallardo, Phys. Stat. Sol. (a) 119 (1992) 134
[6] S. Schorr, N. Stüßer, BENSC Experimental Report 2002
[7] S. Schorr, M. Tovar, N. Stüßer,  Bente, Physica B accepted
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In order to study the phase transition in
FeCr2S4 we carried out neutron powder
diffraction under high pressure up to 20 kbar
and magnetic fields up to 6 Tesla. In Fig.1 we
present the nonmagnetic high pressure clamp
cell used in our experiments. A powder of
FeCr2S4 + NaCl was put in the cell together
with a mixture of Fluorinert FC75 and
FC77 (1:1) as pressure medium. The pressure
was determined from the change in the lattice
constants of NaCl.
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Fig.1. High pressure cell.
1-cell body-nonmagnetic alloy 40HNU,
2- nut-Ti alloy,3.-extrusion ring-CuBe, 
4-sample can-lead (Pb), 5- can caps-Pb,
6-pistons- nonmagnetic alloy 40HNU, 
7-pistons.
This cell is nonmagnetic down to 2°K and up
to magnetic fields of 6 Tesla, there is no
change in the diffraction pattern from the cell.

In Fig.2 it is shown that Tc is shifted to higher
temperatures from 171.3 K at 0 kbar up to
182.3 K at 12.5 kbar, i.e. dTc/dP = 0.88 K/kbar.
Data analyses of the measurements at high
magnetic fields up to 6Tesla are in progress.
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Fig.2. Pressure dependence of magnetic (111)
peak intensity vs. temperature at two different
pressures 0 kbar and 12.5 kbar.

Neutron diffraction was also performed at the
substituted spinel Cu0.5(Fe0.2In0.3)Cr2S4
showing that the ferrimagnetic phase coexists
with short ordering at low temperatures
indicating partially a spin glass state.
Measurements at Cu0.5(Fe0.1In0.4)Cr2S4 show
very small magnetic peaks showing that this is
more close to a pure spin glass state.
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Fig,.3. Neutron diffraction pattern of  
 Cu0.5(Fe0.2In0.3)Cr2S4 at T=2.3°K.
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SbVO4 series of compounds is used as part of a
catalyst in a recently developed method for the
direct production of acrylonitrile by the
ammoxidation of propane. In the non-
stoichiometric series described as Sb0.9V0.9+x�0.2-xO4

(0�x�0.2), cation vacancies (�) are introduced in
the basic rutile type-structure following the
mechanism: 4V3+ ���3V4+ + �, while antimony
remains as Sb5+. The reduced phase (richest in V3+)
has been reported to be Sb0.9V1.1O4 [1], which
shows by electron diffraction superlattice
reflections characteristic of a two-fold rutile
superstructure along c. However the X-ray powder
diffraction pattern showed only basic rutile
reflections (ar = 4.6085(1), cr = 3.0867(1) Å, S.G.
P42/mnm). The careful reciprocal lattice study by
electron diffraction has revealed the following unit
cell for the rutile superstructure: a =�2ar, b = �2br, c
= 2cr. (subindex r refers to the basic rutile unit cell).
Its space group, I41md, was determined by means
of CBED. A structural model based on alternating
Sb and V cations ordering along c in the chains of
edge-sharing octahedra was proposed. No cation
vacancies have been observed for this reduced
phase, while for the compounds synthesized in
oxidizing conditions the presence of vacancies has
been confirmed [2]. In fact, electron diffraction
experiments have shown that vacancies order in the
basic rutile structure giving rise to a modulated
structure on the other end member of the series,
namely Sb0.9V0.9O4 [3]. On the other hand,
magnetic susceptibility [4] and Sb Mössbauer [5]
studies could indicate magnetic ordering though it
was unclear and the magnetic structure remained
unknown. Thus we performed the study of 3
different samples of the series Sb0.9V0.9+x�0.2-xO4 by
using neutron diffraction: 1) a reduced phase rich
on V3+ which shows the nuclear superstructure by
Sb-V ordering. 2) an oxidized phase rich on V4+

which shows the vacancies ordering. 3) an
intermediate phase which shows Sb-V disorder. In
this way, we try to determine the magnetic structure
of reduced SbVO4 coming from the ordering of
vanadium magnetic moments, which certainly takes
place at TN ~50K, and to study how the substitution
of V3+ (S=1) by V4+ (S = ½), while the synthesis

conditions become more oxidizing, affects the spin
arrangement in Sb0.9V0.9+x�0.2-xO4. This order seems
to be destroyed by the appearance of vacancies and
the chemical disorder in the cations positions. To
follow the evolution of the order parameter and get
good statistics for the Rietveld analysis we carried
out the experiments using the diffractometer E6
ranging at temperatures from room (RT) to 1.5K,
Fig. below. Another aim is to confirm the model of
nuclear superstructure that we proposed based on
the electron diffraction and HRTEM data, as far as
it is not possible to measure the intensity in an
absolute scale with the mentioned technique, and
due to the higher contrast for the cations involved
which is achievable with neutron diffraction
compared with X-rays. The fact that V coherent
scattering length for neutrons is rather small give us
an obvious advantage to determine the superstruct-
ure due to alternating Sb-V occupation of two sites
split from the substructure. To measure the samples
at RT we used the high resolution powder
diffractometer E9. Due to the unique property of
the neutrons to interact with ordered magnetic
moments, the magnetic scattering coming from the
V spins could be constrained to its crystallographic
position, giving more information than at first
glance could be expected by its almost null nuclear
scattering. Weak reflections could be associated to
the vacancies modulation in the oxidized sample.

[1] Landa-Cánovas A.R.;Hansen S.;Ståhl K., Acta Crystallogr. B (1997), 53, 221
[2] Hansen S.;Ståhl K.;Nilsson R.;Andersson A., J. Solid State Chem. (1993),
102, 340 [3] Landa-Cánovas A.R., Nilsson J., Hansen S., Ståhl K., Andersson A.,
J. Solid State Chem. (1995) 116, 369 [4] Schüer H., Klemm W., Z. Anorg. Allg.
Chem. (1973) 395, 287 [5] Birchall T., Sleight A.W., Inorg. Chem. (1976) 15,
868.
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The discovery of high temperature
superconductivity in layered copper oxides [1]
has fuelled the search for similar properties in
layered compounds containing other transition
metals. These attempts had yielded only
Sr2RuO4 [2] until the recent discovery of
superconductivity at around 5K in a compound
of stoichiometry NaxCoO2�yH2O(x~0.35 and
y~1.3) [3].
From a structural perspective, the most
fascinating aspect of this new superconductor
is the triangular like network of
superconducting CoO2 sheets and the
structural changes involved during the
hydration step in which H2O is inserted to the
structure. This insertion of water is critical to
the observation of superconductivity.

Figure 1. Two schematic views of the layered
cobaltate indicating areas in which the H2O
reside.

The aim of this experiment was to study, in-
situ, the structural evolution of the fully
hydrated superconductor from the anhydrous
parent. This involved placing the dehydrated
sample Na0.35CoO2 in an open can and then
closing it inside a larger can containing D2O.
Cadmium shielding was used to mask the
bottom and top of the sample set-up and to
avoid the scattering from the liquid. Patterns
were then taken every 20 minutes and
monitored to look for a structural response.

Over the course of time we observed changes
in the pattern however they were slight and did
not indicate full transformation. We paused the
measurement to check there was still D2O in
our can. In the course of this check it was
apparent, by inspection of the sample, that
hydration was taking place however it was not
homogeneous and that only sample right next
to the opening of the inner can was becoming
hydrated, and not all the bulk. The powder was
thus mixed to allow more of the sample to
hydrate. Subsequent analysis of data sets
showed that still very little of the sample in the
beam was becoming hydrated and full
hydration was not achieved by the end of the
allotted time.

In order for this experiment to be successful an
improved set up is required. This would involve
a system where more water can reach a larger
surface area of the sample, perhaps soaked
cotton wool in the bottom of the sample can or
by having holes in the side of the can so that
D2O enters from more directions hydrating
more of the sample.

[1] J.G. Bednorz and K. Mueller, Zeit. Phys. B
64, 189 (1986).

[2] Y. Maeno et al., Nature 372, 532 (1994).

[3] K. Takada et al., Nature 421, 53 (2003).
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We have already investigated the magnetic
structure of the isostructural coordination
compound Fe(NCS)2pyz2 containing also the
bridging pyridyl-donor ligand pyrazine (pyz or
1,4-diazin C4N2H4). Substitution of M = Fe2+

with Mn2+ gives rise to extreme changes in the
magnetic properties of the system which are
evidenced in the drastic decrease of the
ordering temperature. The former [1] shows
incommensurate magnetic order at TN≈ 6.7K,
while the latter was known to not exhibit long
range order down to 1.8 K. However AF
interactions are expected to be operative in this
coordination polymer. Then an experiment
using a special sample environment was
performed (3He/4He dilution refrigerator insert
held in a Variox cryostat), a Cu sample
container evacuated and sealed with In was
used in order to enhance thermal transfer, and
the lowest temperature reached in the chamber
was about 60 mK. The data were collected
using the E6 diffractometer. The experimental
patterns are shown in Fig. 1 indicating the
existence of a magnetic phase transition from
the paramagnetic state to a well defined
periodical arrangement of the magnetic
moments.

Figure 1.- NPD data at T=10.6 K, 60 mK and difference
between them (pure magnetic scattering).

The IC nature of the Fe(NCS)2pyz2 magnetic
structure could be explained and is under
analysis at the light of possible stacking
disorder in the lattice due to the layered shape
of the net. In this sense, anisotropic broadening
of reflections has been observed in high
resolution neutron diffraction patterns [1] and
streaking of diffraction maxima has been found
using electron diffraction and HRTEM
techniques [2]. The monoclinicic unit cell of
both M(NCS)2pyz2 at RT is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2.- Representation of M(NCS)2pyz2 unit cell M=Fe, Mn
(S.G. C2/m ; a ~10.2 Å; b ~10.4 Å; c ~7.2 Å; β~118.8°).

Nevertheless, the Mn compound shows a
continuous phase transition of its nuclear
structure while cooling from RT, which is
evidenced for the first time. The transformation
is reversible and anisotropic expansion-
contraction of the lattice is not surprising
taking into account the 2D sheet-like character
of this polymer. Within this framework, the
behaviour of the system seems to be quite
critical depending on symmetry changes, which
should be considered to understand the relation
between structure and properties. Then another
point to solve is the determination of the
crystallographic differences between the low
and high T phases.

[1] L. C. Chapon, H. N. Bordallo, J. L. Manson, J.
Hernández-Velasco et al. Submitted to Phys. Rev. B.
[2] J. Hernández-Velasco, A. Landa et al. Unpublished.
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Solid superionic conductors are important materials
for technical applications, e.g. in fuel cells.
Recently, a new type of oxygen ionic conductor
was reported, based on perovskite-type LaGaO3,
allowing operating temperatures at 800°C. Oxygen
vacancies in the anion lattice, necessary to enhance
the ionic conduction, can be introduced by doping
LaGaO3 with aliovalent oxides like SrO and MgO
[1]. In order to understand the conduction
mechanism in La1-xSrxGa1-yMgyO3-0.5(x+y) samples,
we determined the phase relationships as a function
of temperature and composition for a sample series
of doped LaGaO3 samples. 
In a continuation of our previous work [2] the phase
relationships of a sample series of doped material
as a function of temperature and composition were
examined by neutron powder diffraction at E9. In
this contribution we report on detailed structural
investigations of different La0.9Sr0.1Ga1-yMgyO3-

0.5(0.1+y) samples with various Mg-dopant
concentrations (with x = 0, 0.1, and 0.2) leading to
different concentrations of oxygen vacancies. The
samples were prepared by a novel solution
combustion synthesis technique using nitrate
solutions and employing urea as a complexing
agent [5]. The neutron data were collected at the
instrument E9 (wavelength of 1.797 Å) equipped
with a high-temperature furnace. The 2Θ-rage was
up to 160° with a step width of 0.05°.
Measurements were carried out between room
temperature and 1000 °C in intervals of 100 °C.
The observed distortions of the parent perovskite
structure are due to the oxygen octahedral tilts
which can be described within the Glazer
nomenclature [3].
Continuing our previous work we now concentrate
on stuctural details of the samples with the general
formula La0.9Sr0.1Ga1-yMgyO3-0.5(0.1+y). Those samples
all expose a rhombohedral cR3  structure at high
temperatures (T > 400°C). The geometrical
description of the rhombohedral perovskite
structural parameters has been thoroughly revised
by Megaw et al. [4]. In the rhombohedral space
group cR3  the only structural parameters are the
oxygen position parameter x and the hexagonal
lattice parameters a and c. The oxygen position

determines the rotation angle φ of the GaO6
octahedron. For a cubic perovskite the rotation
angle would be 0. Figure 1 depicts the octahedral
rotation angle at high temperatures for the samples
investigated. It can be seen that with increasing
Mg-dopant concentration and temperature the
rotation angle is decreased. However, even at
1000°C the rotation angle is not reduced to zero. At 

Fig. 1: Variation of the rotation angle φ of the oxygen
octahedron for various La0.9Sr0.1Ga1-yMgyO3-0.5(0.1+y) samles.
Error bars are smaller than the size of the symbol.

1000°C a rotation angle of 4.6 ° is attained for the
sample La0.9Sr0.1Ga0.8Mg0.2O2.85. Correspondingly,
the structure becomes more cubiclike but still being
rhombohedral. The continous decrease of the of the
tilt angle of the perovskite phase as shown in Fig. 1
is indicative of a displacive type of phase transition
which could possibly related to second-order type
phase transition. This investigation clearly shows
that neutron diffraction is the superior method for a
precise determination of the correct type of the
distortion and the oxygen position in the cell.

The financial support of the DFG (No. LE781/7-1) is gratefully
acknowledged.
[1] H. Huang, M. Feng, J.B. Goodenough, J. Am.

Ceram. Soc. 79[4], 1010, (1996).
[2] M. Lerch, H. Boysen, T. Hansen, J. Phy. Chem.

Solids 62, 445, (2001).
[3] A.M Glazer, Acta Crystallogr. B28 (1972) 3384
[4] H.D. Megaw, and C.N.W. Darlington, Acta

Crystallogr. A31, 1975, 161.
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The detailed study of room temperature crystal
structure, elastic and magnetic properties of the
samples La0.88MnOx (2.82 ≤ x ≤ 2.96) was carried out.
The most reduced La0.88MnO2.82 sample containing
only Mn3+ ions was shown to be antiferromagnet with
TN=140 K. The crystal structure of investigated
compounds was found to undergo a number of
concentration depended phase transitions: from
orbitally ordered orthorhombic (x≤2.86) to orbitally
disordered orthorhombic (2.87≤x≤2.90), and then to
monoclinic type of unit cell distortion (x≥2.91). It was
shown that magnetic state of the samples of the
La0.88MnOx system strongly correlates with the type of
their orbital ordering. The compounds with
antiferromagnetic component exhibit the features of
cooperative orbital ordering, while pure ferromagnetic
samples, with TC up to 255 K for x=2.96, are orbitally
disordered.
The study of elastic properties has revealed
anomalous jump of Young`s modulus value at high
temperature for both orbitally ordered and orbitally
disordered orthorhombic compounds. The temperature
of anomaly was found to decrease with increase of
oxygen content

TABLE I. Refined structural parameters of
La0.88MnO2.87 sample at T=300 K-space group Pnma
(upper panel) and at T=500 K-space group I2/a (lower
panel).

The temperature hysteresis of about 20 K has
indicated first order crystal structure phase transition.
In order to study the change of the crystal structure
with a temperature and to reveal the origin of the
anomalous behavior of the temperature dependence of
Young`s modulus value we carry out the neutron
diffraction study of La0.88MnO2.87 compound (TC=170
K) which exhibited the sharp increase of Young`s
modulus value above 440 K.
The anomalous increase of Young`s modulus value is
found to be associated with the transition to
monoclinic structure. The refinement of the crystal
structure below 400 K was performed using Pnma
space group. At 500 K, the space group I2/a was used.
The structural parameters obtained in the refinement
for T=300 K and T=500 K are presented in Table I. It
can be shown that decrease of a temperature down to
200 K leads to increase of distortion of MnO6
octahedron. Moreover, the inversion of unit cell
parameters (b/�2<c<a) corresponding to so-called O’-
orthorhombic crystal structure  is observed at T=200
K. These facts indicate the stabilization of orbitally
ordered component. The situation  changes with the
further decrease of a temperature. The ferromagnetic
contribution appears starting with the pattern acquired
at T=100 K and, simultaneously, distortions of MnO6
octahedrons diminish.

Atom Position x y z

La
Mn
O1
O2

4c
4b
4c
8d

0.0209
0.0000
0.4945
0.2216

0.2500
0.0000
0.2500
0.5335

0.9955
0.5000
0.0664
0.2291

Cell
Discrepancy factors

a=5.5227 Å
Rp=4.5%

b=7.7837 Å
Rwp=5.8%

c=5.5353 Å
RB=4.8% χ2=1.99

Atom Position x y z

La
Mn
O1
O2

4e
4a
4e
8f

0.2500
0.0000
0.2500
-0.0215

0.5024
0.0000
0.0598
0.2161

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.2781

Cell
Discrepancy factors

a=7.8221Å
Rp=4.8%

b=5.5575Å
Rwp=6.1%

c=5.5043Å
RB=5.4%

β=90.78°
χ2=2.21
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While the lanthanum-based manganites (Ln=La, Y,
rare-earth ion) are antiferromagnetic [1], bismuth
manganite is a ferromagnetic insulator [2]. Moreover,
while substitution of the lanthanide by an alkaline-
earth metal leads to a transition from the
antiferromagnetic to a ferromagnetic metallic state, a
similar substitution for BiMnO3-based manganites
destroys the ferromagnetic order [2]. The aim of the
present work was to study phase transitions in a
system of manganites where La3+ ions are replaced by
Bi3+ ones. Formally upon such a substitution the
valence of the manganese ions should not change. The
neutron diffraction experiments for La0.6Bi0.4MnO3.02
and La0.4Bi0.6MnO3 samples were performed  with a
wavelength of neutrons λ=1.7974 Å in the
temperature range 2-300 K. The data have been 
analyzed with the Rietveld method using FullProf
program. The magnetization study has revealed that
magnetic properties strongly depend on oxygen
content. The La0.6Bi0.4MnO3.10 sample prepared in air
is characterized by Curie point 90 K whereas reduced
La0.6Bi0.4MnO3.02 exhibits higher Curie point – 120 K.
Decrease of oxygen content leads to enhancement of
the magnetization from 1.8 to 2.9 µB/f.u. in a field of
1.5 T. According to ZFC and FC magnetization vs.
temperature dependence La0.4Bi0.6MnO3.12 is a spin
glass with Tf=40 K whereas reduced La0.4Bi0.6MnO3.02
has ferromagnetic component below 70 K.
Magnetization strongly depends on external magnetic
field reaching value 1.6 µB/f.u. for the reduced
sample. All the samples show insulating behavior
below room temperature. The structural refinement
was performed using different models; the best fitting
was obtained for the Pnma space group. Both reduced
samples have relatively small O-type distortions of the

Table I. Selected interatomic distances (in Å) and
angles (in degrees) for La0.6Bi0.4MnO3.02 and
La0.4Bi0.6MnO3.02 samples at different temperatures

unit cell at all the temperatures. The observed and
calculated diffraction patterns of studied samples are
in very good agreement. The refined magnetic
moment at 2 K is 2.47 µB/Mn and directed along y-
axe. No appreciable ferromagnetic contribution was
detected for La0.6Bi0.4MnO3.02 compound. The Mn-O
distances which characterize the Jahn-Teller distortion
are presented in Table 1. One can see that MnO6
octahedron is slightly distorted; however the
magnitude of the distortion is incompatible with
cooperative orbital ordering observed in compounds
similar to LaMnO3. Therefore one can conclude that
Bi-doped samples do not exhibit cooperative Jahn-
Teller orbital ordering. The Mn-O-Mn bonds angles
are close to 1600. This magnitude of the angle
corresponds to ferromagnetic super-exchange
interactions between both Mn3+-O-Mn3+ and Mn3+-O-
Mn4+ in agreement with Goodenough considerations
[3]. However, it has not been observed any
appreciable ferromagnetic contribution for
La0.4Bi0.6MnO3.02 compound. For this reason one can
conclude that Goodenough criteria for ferromagnetism
in manganites are not valid for Bi-containing
manganites. Apparently the tendency of 6s2 lone pair
of Bi3+ to hybridize with 2p orbitals of oxygen could
be responsible for anomalous magnetic properties of
manganites.

1. S. Quezel-Ambrunaz, Bull. Soc. Fr. Mineral and
Crystallogr., 91, 339 (1968).
2. I.O. Troyanchuk, N.V. Samsonenko, E.F.

Shapovalova, I.M. Kolesova, and H. Szymczak, J.
Phys.: Condens. Matter. 8, 11205 (1996).

3. J. Töpfer and J.B. Goodenough, J. Solid State
Chem. 130, 117 (1997).

Compound T (K) Mn-O1 (m) Mn-O2 (s) Mn-O2 (l) Mn-O1-Mn Mn-O2-Mn

x=0.4 2 1.995 1.975 2.000 157.36 160.56
200 1.992 1.985 1.990 158.22 160.12

x=0.6 2 1.963 2.003 2.004 155.13 161.07
300 1.981 2.001 2.010 156.80 158.60
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Natural chrysotile asbestos (Mg3Si2O5(OH)4)
forms a regular set of closely packed parallel
ultrathin dielectric tubes [1] with external
diameters of ~ 30 nm and with internal channel
diameters (in our samples) 6(1.5) nm. The
misorientation of these nanochannels is better
then 2 degrees. Sodium nitrite belongs to so-
called order-disorder ferroelectrics, undergoes
the first-order ferroelectric phase transition
(PT)  at ≈ 438 K and melts at 554 K. Due to
high wetting ability molten NaNO2 penetrates
into asbestos channels and forms quasi one-
dimensional structure. The volume amount of
linear nanostructured materials achieves 7%.
Neutron diffraction measurements were
performed on E9 in the temperature region
RT<T<543K, i.e. below and above the bulk PT
temperature.  Preliminary data treatment
allows us to make the following conclusions:
• NaNO2 within asbestos is completely textured
• The structure of sodium nitrite in asbestos
below the ferroelectric TC corresponds to the
bulk orthorhombic structure, but the volume of
the unit cell at low temperatures is smaller.
• Upon heating the intensities of Bragg peaks
at large Q decrease faster than in the bulk and
nanocomposite glass samples.
• Temperature dependence of order parameter
of embedded NaNO2 does not correspond to
observed for the bulk material and differs from
the earlier obtained for NaNO2 in porous glass
[2] (Fig.1). Above 413 K the intensities of
Bragg peaks depending on order parameter
are very small and correspond to the value
expected for the paraelectric phase. This fact
is evidence of further decrease of TC for
NaNO2 in asbestos relatively the values
observed for the bulk and nanocomposite
glass samples. The obtained results permit to
estimate this temperature as close to 413 (2.5)
K.  Temperature dependence of order
parameter follow a power law (1-T/TC)β with β
= 0.341(0.035). This value corresponds to that
observed  for NaNO2 within porous glass [2]. 

•  Above 543 K we did not observed any
diffraction picture. On cooling diffraction
patterns began to restore below 508 K.

Fig.1 Temperature dependences of order
parameter for the bulk (circles), embedded in
glass (triangles) and in asbestos (rectangles)
NaNO2.

REFERENCES
1  Yu. A. Kumzerov, “Nanostructured Films

and Coating”, G.M.Chow et al. (eds), Kluver  

Academic Publishers, 2000, pp. 63-76.
2 B. Dorner, I. Golosovsky Yu. Kumzerov, A.

Naberezhnov, S. Vakhrushev, Structure of
ferroelectrics in a restricted geometry,
Abstracts of 2nd International Workshop on
Dynamics in Confinement, France,
Grenoble, 22-25 January, 2003, P31.
Submitted in Eur. Phys. Journal E.
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In these experiment we have studied
the temperature evolution of structure of
sodium nitrite embedded into porous glasses
with average pore diameter 3 ±0.5 nm and
have determined the temperature dependence
of order parameter in the ferroelectric phase.
The bulk sodium nitrite belongs to so-called
order-disorder ferroelectrics, undergoes the
first-order ferroelectric phase transition (PT) at
≈ 438 K and melts at 554 K. Due to high
wetting ability molten NaNO2 penetrates into
porous glass.  The volume amount of
nanostructured materials achieves 18-19%.
Neutron diffraction measurements were
performed on E9 in the temperature region
RT<T<493K, i.e. below and above the bulk PT
temperature.  Preliminary data treatment
allows us to make the following conclusions:
•  This confined ferroelectrics forms a system
of interconnected dendrite clusters with
average size (~17 nm) which essentially
exceeds the pore diameter. This average size
is practically temperature independent. 
• The structure of sodium nitrite in asbestos
below the ferroelectric TC corresponds to the
bulk orthorhombic structure.
• As for sodium nitrite within 7 nm porous glass
[1] upon heating throughout TC the intensities
of Bragg peaks at large Q decrease faster than
in the bulk, but the unit cell volume increases
smaller than for 7 nm glass (Fig.1).
• Temperature dependence of order parameter
corresponds to the observed for 7 nm glass [1]
and differs essentially from observed for the
bulk [2]  (Fig.2). The obtained results permit to
estimate this temperature as close to 429.5
(3.9) K.  Temperature dependence of order
parameter follow a power law (1-T/TC)β with β
= 0.26(0.03). This unexpected value of β do
not correspond to that observed  for NaNO2
within porous glass [1] and could be take place
due to unsufficient accuracy of measurements
in the vicinity of TC. In future we are going to
carry out the additional measurements near
TC.

Fig.1 Temperature dependences of unit cell
volume for the bulk (red circles) and
embedded in 7 nm glass (blue triangles) and 3
nm glass (black rectangles) NaNO2.

Fig. 2 Temperature dependences of order
parameter for the bulk and for NaNO2 in 7 and
3 nm glasses
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KH2PO4 (KDP) is classical "order-disorder"
ferroelectric and undergoes the first-order
phase transition (PT) at ≈ 123 K. Its bulk
structure and properties are studied in detail.
KDP is very suitable for preparation of
nanocomposite structures with different
topology and (along with NaNO2) could be
considered as a model compound for study of
size effect. We have tried to study the
temperature evolution of structure of KDP
within 7 nm porous glasses. Unfortunately the
intensities from KDP were very small and we
have used the beam time for continuation the
study of nanostructured NaNO2 within porous
glasses with average pore diameter 3±0.5 and
20±1.5 nm. We have determined the
temperature dependence of order parameter in
the ferroelectric phase for samples with 20 nm
pores and improved this dependence for
samples with 3 nm pores in a vicinity of TC
(Fig.1). Neutron diffraction measurements
were performed in the temperature region
RT<T<471 K, i.e. below and above the
temperature of ferroelectric PT for the bulk
NaNO2.  Preliminary results are the same:
• Confined NaNO2 form a system of
interconnected dendrite clusters with average
size exceeded essentially the average pore
diameter. These values are practically
temperature independent for the both
nanocomposite materials (Fig. 2). 
•  Above 423 K the structure of NaNO2 within 3
nm glasses corresponds to the paraelectric
phase.
• In the ferroelectric phase the temperature
dependence of order parameter follows a
power law (1-T/TC) β. Using new results we
have improved the values of critical
temperature (TC= 418.5±3.5 K) and critical
exponent (β = 0.31±0.04) with) for NaNO2
within 3 nm porous glasses.
• Temperature dependence of order parameter
for NaNO2 within 20 nm glasses does not
follow the power low with reasonable values of
TC and β and in a vicinity of TC visibly differs

from the analogous ones for NaNO2 within 3
and 7 nm glasses (Fig. 1). Possibly in this
nanocomposite material we observe the
crossover to the behavior of order parameter
observed in the bulk. Using the
phenomenology for the first order phase
transition we have estimated the value of TC
(435.7±4.0 K), which coincides with TC for the
bulk (437 K). 
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Fig.1 Temperature dependences of order
parameter for the bulk and for NaNO2 within
20, 7 [1] and 3 nm glasses. 
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Fig. 2 Average size of coherent cluster for
NaNO2 within 20 nm (open squares) and 3 nm
(black triangles) glasses.
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The five-leg spin ladder compound La8Cu7O19
was synthesized by solid state reaction from
the oxides La2O3 and CuO at 1288 K in air.
Neutron diffraction experiments were carried
out at 293 K at the powder diffractometer E9.
In combination with X-ray diffraction studies
the reported experiment led to the determi-
nation of the crystal structure (especially pre-
cise oxygen positions) of La8Cu7O19 by joint
structure refinements of X-ray and neutron
powder diffraction data (Fig. 1) applying the
program FULLPROF [1]. 

Fig. 1: Neutron powder diffraction pattern at
293 K (observed, calculated and difference
profiles, ticks mark the Bragg positions). 

La8Cu7O19 is the n = 3 member of a
homologous series with the general formula
A4+4nB8+2nO14+8n. The Cu–O substructure in
La8Cu7O19 contains three-octahedra-wide
ribbons of Jahn-Teller-elongated octahedra.
These structural units can be interpreted as
parts of a perovskite layer in La2CuO4 with a
width of n = 3 octahedra in accordance with
the corresponding blocks in La2Cu2O5 (n = 2)
reported by Cava et al. [2].  The La2CuO4 type
ribbons are terminated by copper-oxygen
planes of a complex geometry [3]. 
La8Cu7O19 crystallizes in the monoclinic space
group C2/c   (No. 15) with the lattice para-

meters a = 13.8310(4) Å, b = 3.75827(9) Å,
c = 34.5917(8) Å and � = 99.332(2)°
(dimensions and standard deviations from
Rietveld refinement).

Fig. 2: Crystal structure of La8Cu7O19.
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Li3[ScN2] was prepared from Li3N with Sc or ScN
in nitrogen atmosphere at 1020 K as a light yellow
powder with an optical band gap of about 2.9 eV
[1]. To locate all atoms reliably, X-ray and neutron
powder diffraction experiments were carried out.
Based on both patterns the crystal structure was
refined (Ia3, Z = 16, Rietveld: a = 1003.940(8) pm,
X-ray diffraction: Rprofile = 0.078, RBragg = 0.070;
neutron diffraction: Rprofile = 0.077, RBragg = 0.074;
Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1: X-ray (top, CuK�1 radiation) and neutron
(bottom, � = 179.65(1) pm) diffraction patterns of
Li3[ScN2] (dots), fitted and difference profiles. Ticks
indicate positions of Bragg reflections.
Li3[ScN2] is the first nitridoscandate and the first
compound with Sc in tetrahedral coordination.
Li3[ScN2] crystallises in an ordered superstructure
of the Li2O structure type, leading to a three-
dimensional framework of all-vertex-sharing
tetrahedra 3

�
[ScN �3

2/4 ] (Fig. 2). The distances in the
range of d(Sc�N) = 210.7(1) pm – 212.5(1) pm in
Li3[ScN2] are slightly shorter  than the correspond-

Fig. 2: Sc-N framework (green hollow tetrahedra) in
Li3[ScN2] (red: Li). One cubic unit cell is shown.

ding distances in the binary ScN with Sc in
octahedral coordination (d(Sc�N) � 225 pm). Li is
displaced from the center of the N-tetrahedra
towards one trigonal face (Fig. 3), as indicated by
three shorter distances d(Li�N) = 209.7(6) pm,
210.6(6) pm, 222.8(6) pm, which are in the range
expected for Li in tetrahedral or trigonal planar
coordination by N, and one longer distance d(Li�N)
= 245.6(6) pm. The distance d(Li�N) = 210.6 pm
was determined for the trigonal planar coordinated
Li-site in �-Li3N [2].

Fig. 3: Coordination of the Sc and Li sites in Li3[ScN2]:
Sc is surrounded by a nearly ideal tetrahedron, Li is dis-
placed from the center of a tetrahedron towards one trig-
onal face. Distances are given in pm, standard deviations
in parentheses.
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The thermal expansion behaviour of
alumosilicate halogenide sodalites has been
investigated by Henderson and Taylor [1]. A
discontinuity in the temperature depending
lattice parameters was observed for the iodide
compound and an explanation was related to
the untilting of the framework (P-43n -> Pm-3n)
together with a T-O bond length shortening.
However, structural investigations for this
compound are not reported so far. We have
recently reported about a similar effect
together with the temperature depending
crystal structure data observed for
alumosilicate nitrate sodalites [2] and about the
close analogy of both sodalites [3]. A further
support for the strange effect of T-O bond
length contraction with increasing temperature
can now be given here using temperature
depending neutron diffraction measurements
which offer the possibility for good positional
data of the framework oxygen atom which is
mainly responsible for the observed effects.
These investigations were carried out at the
Hahn-Meitner-Institut using the BENSC E9
high resolution diffractometer with a high
temperature furnace and a wavelength of
130.77 pm. During the refinement with Rietan-
2000 [4] we have calculated the lattice
parameters as well as the variable positional
parameters with isotropic displacement
parameters in the space group P-43n. For the
highest temperature an additional refinement
was carried out in space group Pm-3n with
anisotropic displacement parameters for the
oxygen atoms and sodium on a split position.
The refined lattice parameters and the
resulting cell volumes (Fig. 1) correspond to
the values given by Henderson and Taylor [1]
indicating the disappearance of strain at TC ~
1030 K. Na atoms were found on 8e x, x, x in
P-43n and on 16i x, x, x with half occupation in
Pm-3n below and above TC, respectively. The
tetragonal tetrahedra distortion �� = �’ - �’’ is
temperature independent (4.5° and 6.0° for the
AlO4 and SiO4 units, respectively). For the

average T-O distances we found a gradual
decrease below and a slight increase above TC
with increasing temperature. The lattice
parameter of 918 pm refined here for the
untilted framework (Pm-3n) is explained
assuming bond length shortening and
tetragonal tetrahedra distortion. Neglecting the
bond length shortening would give 929 pm, an
additional neglecting of the tetragonal
tetrahedra distortion would lead to 935 pm.
The expected framework oxygen position in
Pm-3n is x, y, 0. Refining the structure above
TC in P-43n with isotropic displacement
parameters for the oxygen atoms they are
found on z = 0.0123(14), whereas
anisotropically z = 0.0048(28) leading to an
displacement ellipsoid perpendicular the Al-O-
Si direction as also observed in anisotropic
refinements in Pm-3n.
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Recently, the Ce- based intermediate-valence (IV)
compound CeNi, which has a metallic ground state,
has been reported to shows a gap-like magnetic
excitation spectra at low T [1] similarly to ones
typical for “Kondo-insulator”. However, in many
aspects CeNi behaves as a “classical” IV compound
[2]. CeNi1-xCux with x= 0.1 appears to be a suitable
model system for studies of the role of Ce-Ni
interaction in the formation of the unusual
properties of CeNi [3].
In the CeNi1-xCux system, the crystal structure of Ni
richest phases correspond to the CrB type, while on
increasing Cu content they adopt the FeB type.
The aim of the experiment on the diffractometer E9
was to determine the crystalline structure of the
Ce60Ni0.9Cu0.1 compound taking into account the
different coherent scattering lengths for Cu and Ni,
and also some advantage comes from the null
incoherent scattering of the 60Ni isotope, which in
turn is need to perform scheduled inelastic neutron
scattering measurements at HET (ISIS).
The powder diffraction pattern was collected at
room temperature using a neutron wavelength
�=1.7972 Å. Collecting time was 22 hours in order
to get good statistics, because 60Ni coherent
scattering cross section is much lower than that of
the natural isotopic mixture.
The Rietveld refinement of the data led to the
orthorhombic Cmcm type structure in agreement
with X-ray analysis performed previously, but
Ni/Cu distribution can not be distinguished with
this technique. In this model, the Ce, Ni/Cu atoms
are occupying 4c positions (0, y, 1/4). The results
obtained from the refinement are summarised in
table 1.
Figure 1 shows the observed and calculated
intensities of CeNi0.9Cu0.1 at 300K considering
random distribution of Ni/Cu atoms within the
same crystallographic position. However, certain
reflections can not be indexed on the basis of CrB
type structure, it could be related to spurious phases
present in this sample. Further analysis of these
data is in progress.

Table 1.- Crystal structure parameters of CeNi0.9Cu0.1 as
determined from neutron powder diffraction data.

T(K) a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) V(Å 3)
300 3.809(1) 10.570(4) 4.387(2) 176.6

4c Wyckoff Ce Ni/Cu

y 0.07606 0.36206

Fig.1.- Rietveld refinement of the neutron diffraction
pattern obtained on E9 at 300K for CeNi0.9Cu0.1. Dots
correspond to the experimental profile, line is the
calculated one.
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! URu2Si2 presents one of the most enigmatic
problems in heavy-fermion physics: the huge
specific heat anomaly observed at TN=17.5 K
cannot be explained by the tiny ordered moment
(m=0.03 mB) that develops at the same temperature.
We have recently measured the magnetic field
dependence of the ordered antiferromagnetic
(AFM) moment and the magnetic excitations in
URu2Si2 for fields up to 17 T applied along the
tetragonal c axis, using the FLEX triple-axis
spectrometer [1]. The decrease of the tiny moment
with increasing field does not follow a simple
power law, but shows a clear inflection point,
indicating that the moment disappears first at the
metamagnetic transition at 36 T. This suggests that
the order parameter m (the ordered moment) is
coupled linearly to a hidden order parameter y.
Within Landau-Ginzburg theory, y belongs then to
the same irreducible representation and hence
breaks time-reversal symmetry. Within such a
scheme [2], the (field dependence of the) transition
temperature TN for the ordered moment should be
the same as for the hidden order parameter y. Since
the macroscopic properties seem related to the
hidden order rather than the magnetic moment, only
neutron scattering can be used to measure the real
transition temperature TN for the AFM order.
The first part of the present experiment consisted of
measuring the temperature dependence of the
magnetic moment at H=17 T. The FLEX spectro-
meter was used in W configuration with a flat
PG(002) analyzer, a collimation of 35'-60'-60'-60', a
15-cm long cooled Be filter in the incident beam
and a PG filter oriented at 18 degrees to reflect out
second order neutrons in the scattered beam. The
single-crystalline URu2Si2 sample of diameter 6 mm
and height 4 mm used in previous measurements
[1] was mounted between two Dy rods, which were
inserted in the vertical cryomagnet VM1b, giving a
magnetic field of 17 T along the c axis.
The transition temperature was determined from the
temperature dependence of the magnetic Bragg
peak intensity. The weakness of the moment and
the strong background due to elastic incoherent
nuclear scattering and fission neutrons implies long
counting times:  1 hour per temperature at H=0 T

and 11 hours at H=17 T (see Fig. 1). In the latter
case, the signal-to-background ratio was 1/10.
In the second part of the experiment, we measured
the temperature dependence of the magnetic
excitations at 17 T, using FLEX in a long-chair
configuration with a horizontally focusing analyzer,
a 15-cm long cooled Be filter in the scattered beam,
and a final energy of 5 meV. The motivation for
this experiment was that the field dependence of the
lowest-energy gap in the magnetic dispersion curve
at the AFM point at low temperatures measured by
neutron scattering [1] is opposite to that deduced
from from specific-heat and electrical resistivity
measurements [3]. In the present experiment, a
clear softening of the gap energy is observed with
increasing temperature, and the gap appears to
vanish at the same temperature as the moment
vanishes. These results give further evidence for the
existence of a hidden order parameter y that is
linearly coupled to the magnetic moment and hence
breaks time reversal symmetry.
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Introduction

Methyl iodide water clathrate CH3I × 17H2O

crystallizes in the cubic II structure. While the
well known methane clathrate is the prototype of
a system with non polar guest molecules CH3I

is a very strong dipole. It interacts with the
molecules of host water surface via dipole-dipole
interaction. Methyl iodide may develop into a
model system of encaged polar material.

Experiment and Results

Tunneling and quasielastic neutron spectra were
measured in the temperature regime 2 < T [K] <

145. The �g. 1 shows the tunneling spectrum
of a fully protonated sample. There is a strong
asymmetry in lineshape at the energy gain and
energy loss sides. At downscattering a clear dou-
blet line at 495 and 295 �eV is observed while
the gap at 380 �eV between these two lines is
�lled up by an additional line at upscattering.
Only this latter peak is in thermal equilibrium
with the lattice. Due to slow spin conversion
the excited tunnel states of the other two sys-
tems are still populated. The rotational barriers
of the three adsorption sites extend from 3.6 to
8.0 meV. The linewidths indicate a 25% width of
these mean potentials. The 3 sites are attributed
to 3 inequivalent H-bonds od the cage surface.

Some quasielastic spectra are shown in �g.
2 The QNS intensity is described by two
Lorentzians. Due to the linear increase of its
width and a maximum of the inelastic incoher-
ent structure factor (IISF) outside the window
of the spectrometer the broad component is as-
signed to methyl rotational di�usion. The nar-
row component has the maximum of the IISF
around 1.2 �A�1 (jump distance ∼4�A) and repre-
sents flips of the whole molecule.

Figure 1: Spectrum of CH3I × 17H2O. Sample
temperature 2.4K. Instrument: NEAT, �=7.0�A,
δEres = 50�eV , Q∼1.6�A�1. Solid line: �t.

Figure 2: Quasielastic spectra of CH3I

clathrate. The �ve curves cover the temperature
regime 45 ≤ T [K] ≤ 145.

Calculations based on the crystal structure
and pair interaction potentials similar to those
performed for nonpolar methane clathrates [2]
shall quantify the presented results.

[1]M. Prager, A. Desmedt, A. Buchsteiner, J.
Pieper, ECNS03, Montpellier (2003)
[2]C. Gutt, W. Press, A. H�uller, J. Tse, H.
Casalta, J. Chem. Phys. 114,4160(2001)
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The investigation of the microinhomo-
geneity of monotectic systems is important from
a technological point of view as pseudo-alloys
can be formed after crystallization with a “frozen
emulsion” structure, thus having unique
properties. The main problem is to inhibit the
separation of the alloy into two layers enriched
with different atomic components during the
cooling process. Popel at al. [1] studied the
possibility of suppressing the separation process
in Al-In alloys employing an overheating of the
initial melt above a temperature TH

  and
subsequent cooling at the rate of the order of 1
K/s. It was found that for all compositions melts
heated to a temperature below TH a boundary
between phases enriched in different components
forms upon solidification. As the melt
temperature rises and approaches TH, this
boundary is smeared out and at T> TH, a
complete suppression of macro-segregation
occurs. Thus, in monotectic alloys that are
solidified from a melt subjected to a preliminary
homogenizing heat treatment, the tendency to
macro-segregation declines, which allows one to
obtain castings with a more uniform and disperse
structure.
          In order to get the first direct experimental
confirmation of the metastable micro-
inhomogeneity of liquid monotectic alloys, to
estimate the mean size and the volume fraction of
disperse particles, small angle neutron scattering
on Ga-40at.%Pb were performed. Scattering
curves were measured during heating at 700 and
1100�C and again at 700�C during cooling. Three
sample-detector distances, 2m, 4m, and 12m
were used. The measurements were however not
completely successful as it turned out that the
microstructure of the silica cans used for the
sample and for the empty can measurements
were not identical. The measurements could thus
unfortunately not be corrected in an
unambiguous way. 

Nevertheless, by comparing the
measured SANS patterns at 700�C before and
after heating to 1100�C some useful information
could be obtained. Thus the difference between

the two measurements is presented in fig. 1. Only
the measurements on 2m and 4m are included in
the figure as the statistical accuracy in the
difference from the 12m one makes it
meaningless to show. It can be concluded that an
overheating of the melt to a temperature
considerable above the liquidus definitely affects
the microstructure of the monotectic melt. The
size range where changes are seen in this
experiment is in full agreement with the
conclusions by Popel et al [1]. They are also in
accordance with earlier measurements on a
eutectic SnPb melt [2].

In order to obtain some quantitative
information on segregation in phenomena in
molten monotectic alloys a continuation of the
measurements are anticipated and a new proposal
will be submitted shortly.

Fig. 1. Difference between measured SANS
patterns at 700�C before and after the melt was
heated to 1100�C.
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From our earlier studies of the structure and the
correlation between the structure and the
microstructure of metallic glasses with their physical
properties we have shown that metallic glasses are
seldom structurally homogeneous. This is true not
only for metallic glass ribbons but also for so-called
“bulk” amorphous materials. Metallic glasses contain
usually regions that are crystalline, partly crystalline
or amorphous with another composition than the
amorphous matrix. The existence of these regions is
not detected by conventional investigation methods
such as DSC and X-ray diffraction. However, these
regions strongly influence the mechanical, magnetic
and corrosion properties [1,2,3]. The project briefly
discussed below comprises the thesis work of one of
the applicants (CMB).

The aim of this work is thus to obtain a firm basis for
a proper characterization of a metallic glass, both in
the shape of ribbon and in bulk. For this purpose
metallic glasses of exactly the same composition
(Pd82Si18) but with different thickness have been
produced under fully controlled production
conditions. 

Some measured SANS patterns, obtained by
combining measurements on 1 and 4m sample-
detector distances are shown in figs. 1 and 2. The
thickness of sample 1 was 88 µm and of sample 6 237
µm.  Both samples were quenched from the same
temperature after the same heat treatment of the melt.
The larger thickness of sample 2 was obtained using a
lower speed of the wheel during the quenching
process. It can be seen that the level of the diffuse
scattering is considerably higher for sample 1. It is
known that palladium-containing materials have a
very large ability to absorb hydrogen. As the surface
area is much larger for sample 1 the higher level of
the diffuse scattering for sample 1 might indicate that
hydrogen has been absorbed and that it stays close to
the ribbon surface. 

Some general conclusions can be drawn from figs 1
and 2. The SANS signal is small which might show
that the ribbons are very homogeneous. However,
there exist several crystalline modifications in the
PdSi system with compositions very similar to the
amorphous one and also with similar densities. Thus
the contrast between amorphous and crystalline
regions might not be large enough to yield a

significant signal. This possibility is presently under
investigation. 
 
Guinier radii RG for the 6 investigated samples have
been calculated. They all fall in the range 3 to 6 nm. A
general conclusion is that the larger  ribbon thickness,
the larger is RG.

     Fig. 1

    Fig. 2
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Within the standard BCS theory of
superconductivity, electron-phonon
interactions play a fundamental role. The
phonons participating in the formation of
Cooper pairs are expected to show an abrupt
change in lifetime as the temperature passes
through the transition temperature TC, as has
been confirmed by standard inelastic neutron
scattering experiments in a few favorable
cases [1, 2]. 

Due to the small size of the effect and the
resolution limits of the standard techniques,
experimental verification is in general difficult.
The neutron resonance spin-echo technique
(NRSE) is a possible solution to the problem,
since it can resolve energy transfers within the
resolution ellipsoid of a background three-axis
spectrometer. Phonons relevant for the
electron-phonon interaction are usually
dispersive, so the spin-echo focusing
technique with tiltable fields must be used.
Since the electron-phonon interaction had not
yet been investigated with the NRSE method,
we chose single-crystal niobium as the
material with which to begin such studies.
Niobium has the advantage of having been
well studied with respect to its phonon
dispersion. Also, the change of linewidth at TC
= 9.2 K has been measured for selected TA
phonons [2]. 

In our experiments, the TAS was operated in a
configuration with scattering senses (SM=-1,
SS=-1, SA=+1) in order to minimize the effects
of the curvature of the dispersion surface. The
transverse Q-resolution was about 0.015 �-1

FWHM at fixed incident ki = 2.0 �-1. Second-
order contamination is substantially
suppressed by the curved neutron guide. No
additional collimators were used. 

The required tilt angles of the RF coils were
calculated from Born-von-Kàrmàn fits to data

taken in the course of our experiments. For the
[0.025 0.025 0] T1 phonon investigated, tilt
angles ���= -31.3° and ���= 27.4° were used. 
A cylindrical crystal (10 mm diameter, 30 mm
long) was mounted with the [100] axis
perpendicular to the scattering plane. Since
crystal mosaicity can play an important role in
the data correction of NRSE studies of
transverse excitations [3], we measured the
mosaic spread � of the crystal both  on a
gamma diffractometer and in NRSE
experiments.  Averaged over the total crystal
volume,��� was 8' . 

The raw data was normalized to the
polarization measured in the direct beam and
corrected for mosaicity. Our experiments
clearly show a significant change in the
phonon lifetime. At T = 23.4 K, well above
above TC, we obtain � = 73(12) �eV HWHM,
whereas at T = 5 K, in the superconducting
state, we get � = 40(12) �eV (see Fig.1).   
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Fig. 1:  Lifetime of the [0.025 0.025 0] T1 phonon
below and above TC. 
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Neutron scattering by the h. f. ultrasonic waves
(USAW) in single crystals (s.c.) is studied for a
long time. USAW strongly increases intensity
of scattering in the perfect s.c. Position is
another for the case of the mosaic s.c. The
number of experiments is small. Theory is only
at the beginning. In order to observe the
measurable effects it is necessary to use large
USAW amplitude (generator voltage, V). This
circumstance leads to the heating of sample
and additional scattering by the  thermal
phonons. 
We applied V3 (NEAT) ToF instrument for the
measurements of the intensity of quasi elasic
scattering Ihqe(V). Beautiful energy resolution
V3 instrument allows to cut off contribution of
the thermal phonons from the intensity of the
diffracted beam. It is relatively easy to change
neutron wave length � at V3. However, V3
instrument is used mainly for non single crystal
samples and without ultrasonic excitation. We
spend some time in order to install single
crystal holder and sample inside 152 cm
vacuum insert to cryostat with h.f. cables and
ultrasonic transducers and so on. The quality
of achieved technical results can be seen from
testing measurements of ultrasonic effect at
the Si (111) s.c. plate.(Fig.1). For the case of
the mosaic KBr s.c. that ultrasound really
increases an intensity of quasi elastic
scattering (Fig.2). The achieved energy
resolution completely cut off contribution of
phonons with frequency more than 20 GHz.
This resolution could be seriously improved.
Our observation is in qualitative agreement
with results of previous Neutron Spin Echo
research [1]. Probably, our result can be
explained in the frame of the following model
of secondary extinction [2]. We suppose that
the mosaic structure angular distribution
function G contains many deep narrow holes
Without ultrasound neutrons corresponded to
these holes aren’t scattered. Ultrasound
couples neutrons inside of holes with states
outside of holes. Therefore “holes in
scattering” are filled and intensity is increasing.
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Fig. 1 Quasielastic neutron scattering in Si,
(111) reflection. TAW, frequency 70.2 MHz.
The maximum value of TAW amplitude is
about 0.1 nm.
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Fig.2  Quasielastic neutron scattering in KBr,
(200) reflection. TAW, frequency 78 MHz.
Energy resolution 85 �eV.

We made also some previous measurement
with ultrasonically excited mica s.c.
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Buchsteiner, F.Mezei, ECNS, Sept. 3-6, 2003,
Montpellier, France. Abstr. Book, D94, p.198. 
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The title compound K5[CoW12O40]·20 D2O crystallizes 
in the space group P3(1). The tetrahedral coordination of 
Co(III) in this Keggin-structure polyoxotungstate has 
been established [1] and excited electronic states have 
been located by optical spectroscopy [2]. The splitting of 
the 5E ground state, however, has not been determined 
and is highly relevant to evaluate the potential of 
tetrahedral Co(III) ions as constituents for possible 
single molecule magnets.  
The experiment was carried out on the time-of-flight 
spectrometer NEAT at 2K and 25K. with an incident 
neutron wavelength of 5.1 Å and 8 Å, giving an 
experimental resolution of 92 and 39 µeV, respectively. 
Figure 1 shows the INS spectrum at 2K and 25K with an 
incident wavelength of 5.1 Å. The energy transfer ranges 
from –2.2 to 2.2 meV, and the spectra correspond to the 
sum of the whole Q-range from 23 to 122 Å-1. 
The sample exhibits one broad feature at -0.35 meV. No 

further excitations were observed in the higher energy 
part of the spectrum. 
The observed feature is assymetrically broadened at the 
flank towards higher energy transfer. The FWHM of 
about 220 µeV is about 2.5 times larger than the 
experimental resolution. The intensity of the peak is 
temperature dependent. The spectra in Figure 1 illustrate 
the decreasing intensity with increasing temperature on 
the neutron energy loss side. With increasing 
temperature intensity shows up on the neutron energy 
gain side. 
The Q-dependence of the peak shows a maximum at 
low Q. 
From the T and Q dependence the feature can be 
undoubtly attributed to magnetic transitions in the split 
Co(III) ground state. Further work is underway to 
explain the experimental data. 
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Figure 1: INS spectra of the title compound at two different temperatures with an incident neutron wavelength of
5.1 Å obtained on NEAT and summed over all Q values. The spectrum at 25 K is drawn with an offset. 
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The most attracting part of the vibrational
density of states (VDOS) in amorphous
materials is the low energy region where the
VDOS gives rise to the so called boson peak,
which is absent in crystalline substances.
Boson peak is the excess of vibrational modes,
anomalous and still unexplained, with respect
to that of the Debye model [g(E) � E2] at low
energies. Although this low energy excitations
have been studied more widely in complex
biological systems [1] they were observed
earlier by coherent inelastic neutron scattering
on simple binary metallic glasses such as a-
Mg0.7Zn0.3 alloy[2].

In this reported experiment simple binary
amorphous Fe0.3Y0.7 alloy ribbons were studied
at temperatures of 4.2, 77 and 300 K by
inelastic neutron scattering (INS). According to
[3], two different incident neutron wavelengths
of 2.0 (incident energy ~20 meV) and 5.1 Å
(~3.2 meV) were chosen in order to measure
INS spectra for energy gain and energy loss of
the neutron at room temperature. The
corresponding elastic energy resolutions were
921 and 93 µeV, respectively. However, at
other temperatures only 2.0 Å was chosen. 
Q-range for NEAT:
2.0 Å: 0.77-5.8 A-1

5.1 Å: 0.3-2.3 A-1

The sample was placed inside the cryo-
furnace at V3 by putting the sample inside the
slab-shaped aluminum sample holder in argon
atmosphere that was made airtight by using
indium shielding. The spectra were measured
and analysed by the standard program at V3.
Figure 1(a) shows INS spectra of a-Fe0.3Y0.7
alloy ribbons obtained with an incident neutron
wavelength of 2 Å at a temperature of 300 K.

The Debye-Waller factor has been calculated
from the elastic peak intensity. The density of
vibrational states [Figure 1(a) insert] has been

calculated and the so called boson peak
[Figure 1 (b)] has been discovered in these
ribbons. The peak position is found to be at
about 4 meV. However, the low temperature
data could not be analysed because of lack of
sample holder measurement in order to
remove the background contribution. 
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The fundamental quantities, which determine the
spatial arrangement of the atoms of a molecule and
the dynamics, are the intermolecular interaction
potentials. A precise knowledge of these potentials
would allow calculating the crystal structure as well
as the dynamics of any molecular system.
Recently, the structure of the methyl fluoride was
solved [1] and this offered the possibility to study
in a systematic way the group of the methyl halides
which belong to the most simple organic molecules
containing halides. A lattice dynamical calculation
based on the crystal structure of the methyl fluoride
and chloride predicts values for the activation
energy Ea of the rotating CH3 group of the
respective molecule [2]. An experimental value for
the activation energy can be obtained by studying
the temperature dependence of the quasielastic line
broadening. At higher temperatures classical jumps
of the protons of the methyl group over the
potential barrier occur causing the mentioned line
broadening.

The study of the methyl halides has been started
with the using quasielastic neutron scattering of the
fluoride and chloride using the multi-chopper
instrument NEAT. The incident wavelength was
chosen to be 8 Å with an energy resolution of 30
µeV.  Temperature dependent neutron spectra have
been collected for both compounds in the
temperature range of 38.6-113.2 K (CH3F) and
82.2-169.0 K (CH3Cl).  An Arrhenius plot of the
obtained values for the line broadening vs. the
temperature allowed extracting activation energies
for both compounds.  A preliminary analysis in
case of the methyl fluoride yields a value of

Arrhenius plot of the qe-linewidths, CH3F

Arrhenius plot of the qe-linewidths, CH3Cl
Ea=13.4 meV. The value obtained for the methyl
chloride is Ea=48.1 meV. Both values are close to
calculated values of 16.4 meV  (CH3F) and 45.7
meV (CH3Cl), the difference in Ea for the CH3Cl is
only about 5%. On the other hand, the difference of
18% in case of the CH3F is not unexpected and may
indicate that the parameters used in [2] may need
some refinements or that the calculations need to
model more detailed the H-F bonding.

A further and refined analysis will provide
information about the threefold and sixfold
contribution of the angle dependent potential by
combining the values for activation energies Ea,
quantum mechanical tunnel splittings 

�
ωt and

librational transitions E01.
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We have performed an initial neutron spin-echo
(NSE) experiment on V5 to study the high
temperature phason dynamics in the icosahedral
quasicrystal i-AlCuFe. Our purpose was to
observe phason dynamics and separate the
different atomic components (especially Cu and
Fe) using changes in the scattering cross section.
Three different samples with natural isotopes,
57Fe and 60Cu respectively were available, but in
this initial experiment there was only time to
study the natural iron sample. 

This experiment was performed at 0.25 nm (0.25
and 0.9 nm would be possible and necessary in
order to cover the supposed phason jump rates of
the copper and iron isotopes). The initial
experiment was on a sample with natural
isotopes. 

The idea of this experiment was to start at about
600 K. At this temperature there is practically no
phason dynamics, so we will basically see the
phonons. Then going to 1100 K we will see both
phonons and, increasingly, phasons. (In a further,
the different isotopes change the contrast

between the different elements: 60Cu has a much
higher scattering cross section than natural Cu,
and 57Fe has a much lower one than natural iron).

Our initial experiments on the natural-isotope
sample showed some problems at the very low
and high Q ranges. Thus here we only present
results at one Q-value, and in terms of the Debye
- Waller factor f(T). We compare the NSE results
with those from Mössbauer spectroscopy in the
figure. The Mössbauer results show the decrease
in log(f(T)) from low T to about 600K mainly
due to thermal vibrations. These thermal
vibrations are adequately modelled with the
Debye-model, shown as a solid line in the figure.
The decrease above 600 K cannot be due to
thermal vibrations, but must originate from local
atomic dynamics called phason flips. The NSE
result for this Q-value surprisingly follows the
Debye result. This can only mean that by chance
(since we intended to cover a larger Q-range) we
have studied a range for which an iron phason
jump is not involved! It is then clear that a study
of the originally-planned Q-range should yield
the characteristic jump (1/Q) of iron phason flips
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The experiment has been performed with the
aim of improving previous result, recently
obtained at the E9 instrument, on
CCl4/CD3OD mixtures. The investigation has
been undertaken in order to test the validity of
the working hypothesis of the existence of
polymeric clusters with a relatively large
aggregation number at enough high methanol
concentrations. 

The results from the previous experiment
(see figure), taken with a wavelength of 1.798
Å, are of enough good quality to allow the
comparison with the indication from a
Molecular Dynamics simulation, performed
using a site-site interaction model containing a
Coulomb plus a Lennard-Jones term. The
main obstacle in reaching a conclusive result
came from the occurrence that our
experimental data allow just the comparison
with the total pair correlation functions while
some indication about the partial pair
correlation functions are required, in order to
distinguish among the contribution from
hydrogen in different position within the
methanol molecules. 

For this reason we tried to gain the
necessary information from some
measurements performed on partially
deuterated samples, i.e. on samples prepared

with H/D isotope substitution of the hydroxyl
group and/or of the CH3 group. Samples has
been prepared at three different methanol
volume fraction, namely Φ =0.1, 0.2 and 1.

For each explored concentration three
samples have been prepared using CD3OD,
CD3OH and an equimolar mixture of
CD3OD/CD3OH.

Unfortunately, the instrumental con-
figuration was set to a wavelength of 2.8 Å by
accident, which was not discovered until after
the experiment. Due to this the explored
Q-range  turned out to be more limited than
that previously explored. In addition, also the
statistics was not as good and proved to be not
good enough to obtain the necessary details. 
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In the past few years we have been active in
characterizing the collective dynamics in atactic
polypropylene, by means of state of the art Neutron
Spin Echo measurements that have been collected
at the SPAN spectrometer (HMI).

In order to fully capture the features of the
collective dynamics, a proper knowledge must be
possessed of the static structure factor of this
material as a function of the temperature.
Accordingly we decided to collect diffraction data
at the E9 diffractometer on the same sample that
had been used for the dynamics studies.

Using a wavelength of 1.79 Ǻ , we accessed a Q
range between 0.3 and 6.5 Ǻ-1. The sample was
contained into a cylindrical cell (diameter=3 mm),
this allowed a uniform exploration of the whole
accessible Q range. The temperature that were
studied are 2, 80, 140, 170, 200, 230, 260, 280, 300,
320, 340, 360 K. Such a temperature range and grid
reflects the analogous data sets that were collected
at the NSE spectrometer.
After collection the data have been corrected for the
detector sensitivity.
In Figure 1, a plot containing selected data is
shown. In particular we report the data at 2, 200
and 300 K

Figure 1. Diffraction data set collected at E9 on fully
deuterated atactic polypropylene at three selected
temperatures: 2, 200 and 300 K.

Apart from the strong Bragg peaks, due to the
aluminium sample container, the patterns are
characterized by the occurrence of three major
peaks.

These peaks fall approximately in the following
positions: I) 1.1 Ǻ-1; II) 3.0 Ǻ-1 and III) 5.3 Ǻ-1.
While peaks II and III correspond to intramolecular
correlations, peak I is associated to intermolecular
correlations. This is supported by the temperature
dependences of the peaks positions. It can be
noticed that only the position of peak I is strongly
dependent on temperature, as can be expected if the
intermolecular distance depends on density.
In Figure 2 we plot an enlarged view of the
temperature dependence of peaks I and II for a
larger set of temperatures.

Figure 2. Temperature dependence of the diffraction
peak I, associated to the intermolecular correlation in
atactic polypropylene amorphous phase.

We are now in the progress of rationalising the
collected data and compare the static structure
factor temperature dependence with the collective
dynamics results.
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L-Alanine (C2H4(NH2)COOH) is the smallest 
chiral naturally occurring amino acid. The 
system crystallizes in the P212121 space group, 
with 4 (+H3N-C2H4-COO-) zwitterionic molecules 
in the unit cell, linked by three networks of 
hydrogen bonds of unequal strength [1,2,3]. 
Earlier observations of non-linear behavior of 
two Raman modes at 42 and 49cm-1, assigned 
to dynamic localization of vibrational energy [4], 
have attracted a supplementary interest to this 
widely investigated compound, building block 
for proteins and model system for a large range 
of important processes in biochemistry. 
Besides the anomalous intensity of the two low 
frequency Raman modes, some other unusual 
properties have been revealed in the past 
years, such as: negative thermal expansion 
along the c-axis [2-3], unusual temperature 
dependence of the energy of the infrared band 
related to the torsion of the NH3

+ group [5-6], 
large sound wave velocity in the same c 
direction of the strongest chain of H-bonds, 
about twice the calculated value [7], thermal 
conductivity not obeying the usual temperature 
hyperbolic dependence [8]. Moreover recent 
birefringence and light depolarization 
measurements indicate either some subtle 
symmetry breaking around 220 K [9], which is 
inconsistent with previous structural data [2,3], 
or a deformation of the molecule. 
New results on the fully hydrated L-alanine, 
obtained using the ID10A beam line at ESRF 
together with X-rays structure determination at 
intermediate temperatures, ruled out the 
hypothesis of a conventional structural phase 
transition in L-alanine [10]. While no change in 
the space group symmetry was observed, an 
anomalous decrease, by discrete steps, of the c 
lattice parameter was revealed on heating the 
crystal from 10 K to room temperature. This 
observation may be connected to a progressive 
conformational change of the NH3

+ group of the 
zwitterionic molecule. Indeed the analysis of the 
whole set of physical properties of crystalline L-
Alanine is tentatively explained by the existence 
of an analogous  to a dynamic Jahn-Teller 

effect due to the NH3+  charge - lattice coupling, 
which could explain both the splitting of some 
vibrations and the properties related to a 
microscopic lattice instability as well as the 
onset of transmitted light depolarization below  
220 K. 
Here we used E9 to study in detail the crystal 
structure of the fully deuterated L-alanine 
(C2D4(ND2)COOD), as a function of temperature.  
From the figure below we can argue that indeed 
L-alanine molecule undergoes a deformation, 
clearly revealed by changes in specific bond 
lengths. A more detailed study is underway. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. Structure of L-alanine of at 300 and 100K 
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Date of Report: *January 2004

Aims
The aim of this proposal was to investigate
the host/guest interactions in a prototype
example of a self – organized molecular
compound constructed from two
interpenetrating sublattices. The mean
structure at room temperature of the host
subsystem is hexagonal P6122. The diffuse
scattering observed for 2-decanone/urea at
room temperature reflects the strong disorder
of the guest subsystem. On cooling the sample
the urea host substructure is unchanged but
the 3-D ordering of the guest substructure is
clearly evidenced through the apparition of
new Bragg reflections and the disappearance
of the diffuse scattering lines. The aim of
these experiments was to investigate the
temperature dependence of the translational
and rotational motions of the 2-decanone
guest molecules in the channels of the urea
inclusion compound.
Experiments
Selectively deuterated single crystals (needle-
like) of CH3-CO-(CH2)7-CH3 / CO(ND2)2 were
placed in slab containers so that the urea
channel axes were parallel to each other. Using
this mosaic of single crystals, two scattering
geometries were considered (Q� and Q//)
allowing the translational and rotational
motions of the guest molecules to be probed
independently. In a previous experiment (CHE-
03-0184), spectra at medium resolution (60
µeV, �0 = 6.3 Å) were recorded on the time-of-
flight spectrometer NEAT at temperatures
between 320 K and 200K. The results obtained
were very satisfactory but the observed
quasielastic broadenings were close to the
instrumental resolution. Thus, in this proposal,
new experiments have been performed between
250K and 180K with a resolution of the order
of 30 µeV to complete this study.

Short description of the results
The analysis performed by fitting one
Lorentzian function plus an elastic peak to the
experimental spectra at 2 resoluaions provides
the EISFs, shown in figure 1 and a rough
estimation of the widths of the quasielastic
lines.

Fig. 1: EISFs for 2-decanone/urea in the Q�

(full lines) and Q// geometries (dashed lines) at
30 µeV resolution (open symbols) and 60 µeV
resolution (filled symbols).
The comparison between the EISFs obtained at
different resolutions is particularly satisfactory.
However, such comparison does not hold when
considering the widths of the quasielastic lines.
For example, the widths for the Q� spectra with
60 µeV resolution are significantly larger than
those obtained with a resolution of 30 µeV.
Obviously the shapes of the profiles are
complex and involve several Lorentzian
functions with different widths.
These results demonstrate that the dynamic
disorder (rotational and translational) is
effective even at 200K were a 3D ordering of
the guest substructure has been evidenced by
means of X-ray diffraction. The detailed
analysis of these data, and in particular the
modelling of the translational diffusion of the
guest molecules within the channels, is
currently under progress.
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Date of Report: 29/12/2003

Polymer dynamics is a complex issue, whose
peculiarities are being actively investigated both
from an experimental and a theoretical point of
view, at present.

We have been active in the last years in exploring
the properties of both self and collective dynamics
in simple, synthetic polymers, such as
polypropylene, polyisobutylene, polypropylene
oxide and polyethylene oxide (PEO). The two latter
polymers are attracting a great deal of attention for
their successful applications as Polymer
Electrolytes. This class of materials is generally
composed by a PEO-like polymer added with inert
salt, such as LiClO4. The ether units of PEO
solvate the Li cation and lead to a mechanically
stable films with interesting conduction properties
that are related to the hopping of the Li cation,
which is triggered by the segmental dynamics of
the polymer.
PEO, while being an ideal solvating polymer for Li
based salts, still presents the major drawback of
being crystalline below ca 330 K. In these
conditions, the conductivity of the corresponding
PEs is strongly limited, as ionic conduction mainly
occurs in the amorphous phase.
A number of smart approaches have been
developed in order to get an appreciable
conductivity also at room conditions: among these
the most promising seems to be the confinement in
porous rigid matrixes, which hinders polymer
crystallization, thus allowing enhancing the
amorphous, ion-conducting, fraction of the
material.
In collaboration with a group at the Indiana
University (USA), we developed a partially organic
inert matrix, which behaves as a rigid cage for the
PEO molecules. In Figure 1, we show the
temperature dependence of the ToF pattern from
this matrix. It can be appreciated that, across a
temperature change from 260 to 340 K (i.e. across
room conditions) negligible changes in the
dynamics occur. 
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namics of the neat and confined polymer.
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Tert-butyl alcohol (TBA) and trimethyl-amino-N-
oxide (TMAO), have the same large hydrophobic
moiety, but different polar groups and they can be
used as model system to study the microdiffusivity
properties of water involved in hydrophobic
hydration shells. Previous experiments performed
at BENSC on these model systems revealed that: i)
in the temperature range 273�T�320 K the
introduction of hydrophobic molecules leads to a
decrease of the diffusion coefficient of water with
respect to that of pure water in both TBA and
TMAO solutions (report PHY-03-0186), ii) in a
TBA/water mixture at 2mol% TBA concentration the
hydrophobic effect seems to decrease with
increasing temperature above ~ 320 K, until the
micro-diffusivity parameters reach those of pure
water at about 360K. Conversely,  in TMAO/water at
the same solute concentration, the hydrophobic
shells appear still very stable at 360 K (report PHY-
03-0237). Due to experimental problems (oxidation of
the Al cells at the highest temperatures explored), the
spectra above 340 K, in the previous experiment
performed, were too noisy to allow unambiguous
conclusions. In the experiment reported here (PHY-
03-0264) we completed the previous one (PHY-03-
0237), investigating in detail the T-dependence of the
dynamics of hydration water in the range 320-370 K,
for TBA and TMAO aqueous solutions at fixed solute
concentration (0.02 molar fraction). Perdeuterated
solutes were used to minimise the incoherent
scattering from TBA and TMAO. Cells with an inner
golden-coating we were used to avoid Al oxidisation.
The measurements were performed using the tof
spectrometer NEAT at � = 5.1Å (energy resolution
�E=70 �eV (FWHM)). The measurements confirm
the expected behaviour: the spectra relevant to the
TBA/water mixture become very similar to those of
pure water at ~ 360 K, while those from the TMAO
aqueous solution show a smaller broadening, thus
indicating a slower dynamics (see Fig 1). In fig.2 the
diffusion coefficients obtained using a memory
function approach [1] are displayed vs. T. Filled
symbols refer to previous experiments and open
symbols refer to the present experiment. The data
show that when temperature is increased from
region (a), where the hydrophobic effect is
maximum, to region (b) the diffusion coefficients
measured for the TBA/water solution progressively
approach those of pure water. This is in agreement
with the hypothesis that the hydrophobic effect

progressively decreases with increasing
temperature owing to a loss of stability of the
hydration structures. On the contrary, in the same
T-region, the diffusion coefficients for the
TMAO/water mixture are systematically smaller
than those of pure water. This behaviour can be
ascribed to the presence of a different polar group
with a dipole moment three times bigger in TMAO
than in TBA. This result is in qualitative agreement
with MD simulations suggesting that hydrophobic
hydration shells are more stable in TMAO than in
TBA/water solutions [2].
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Fig 1.:QENS spectra from water /TBA, water /TMAO and
pure water at 320 and 360K for Q=1.34 Å-1. 
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Fig 2.: Translational diffusion coefficient, D, vs. T for TBA
and TMAO aqueous solutions and for pure water. Filled
symbols: previous experiments; open symbols: present
experiment. Continuous lines are guides to the eyes.
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The aim of this experiment was to investigate
the concentration dependence of the
diffusional dynamics in methanol/CCl4
mixtures, in order to gain useful information to
describe the microscopic mechanisms driving
the structural relaxation processes that have
been recently observed by dielectric
measurements and Brillouin scattering
experiments.

The Quasi Elastic Neutron Scattering
experiment has been performed both on
mixture CH3OH/CCl4 and CH3OD/CCl4, in
order to test if some reorientational process is
involved in the observed structural relaxation.
A wavelength of 7 Å has been selected for the
incident neutrons, with an energy resolution of
140 �eV. The scattered intensity profiles has
been collected on the Q range
.3 Å-1�Q� 1.6 Å-1 (18��� 131).
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In Fig 1 we report, as an example, some of the
experimental data at different values of the
methanol volume fraction and at fixed �=69°.
Both a  translational and a rotational
contribution are observed. Probably a second
slower diffusive process takes place, but we
need further accurate analysis in order to
confirm this point.

The line-width of the translational IQENS line
exhibits a broadening as the methanol content
increases (until the �=0.5 value is reached). At
higher concentrations a narrowing of the
line-width is observed. The grey and light grey
shadows in Fig. 1 mark CCl4 and  �=0.3
mixture, respectively, while the dark grey
shadowed line represents the instrumental
resolution (vanadium).
No difference has been observed between
CH3OH/CCl4 and CH3OD/CCl4 mixtures, so
we can conclude that rotations of the CH3
groups are not involved in the structural
relaxation. 
The observed behaviour of the translational
line-widths agree with the experimental results
for the excess (respect to ideality) adiabatic
compressibility (Fig. 2) 
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and static dielectric constant  (Fig. 3)  
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An approach to better understand the 
interactions in proteins is to investigate the 
structure and dynamics of simplified systems. 
Crystalline zwitterionic molecules such as L-
alanine provide an excellent example. L-
Alanine is one of the 20 protein amino acids 
serving as building blocks for proteins. It has a 
tetrahedral structure with a central alpha 
carbon atom, the Cα, with a α-amino group, a 
α-carboxylic acid group and a hydrogen atom 
attached to it. A methyl group, as the R-group, 
makes alanine hydrophobic.  

 
By selective deuteration a study of the 
dynamics of the motion of each hydrogen 
group in polycrystalline L-alanine  
(C2H4(NH2)COOH) was undertaken using 
quasi-elastic neutron scattering. The QENS 
data were obtained using NEAT (∆E=90µeV, 
λ i=5.1Å) on (C2D4(NH2)COOH), between 100K 
and ambient, and due to time constraints on 
(C2H4(ND2)COOD) at 100, 180 and 235K. The 
isotope samples have been synthesized by Dr. 
Ehrenstorfer GmbH (Augsburg, Germany) with 
purity greater than 99%. 
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Considering that the scattering function, 
S(Q,ω) can be written as a purely elastic 
component, superimposed to a quasi-elastic 
broadening, which provides information about 
the characteristic time of the motion, we get: 
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The exponent is the Debye-Waller factor and 
<u2> is the thermally averaged mean square 
motion of the atoms. For a classical Harmonic 
oscillator, <u2> α T and the intensity becomes 

, so one would expect linear 
temperature dependence of the DWFs for 
T<<Q2.  

The integration of the QENS signal over the 
whole angular range, giving S0(Q) for 
(C2D4(NH2)COOH) is given in fig. 1. 
Interestingly, it shows a break on the line 
between 180 and 160 K. It is important to 
remember that the temperature dependence of 
S0(Q) does not solely come from the dynamic 
displacements, but also the changes in the 
static atomic positions within the unit cell.  
New results on L-alanine, obtained using the 
ID10A beam line at ESRF together with X-rays 
and neutron structure determination at 
intermediate temperatures, ruled out the 
hypothesis of a conventional structural phase 
transition in L-alanine [1,2]. While no change in 
the space group symmetry was observed, an 
anomalous decrease, by discrete steps, of the 
c lattice parameter was revealed on heating 

 crystal from 10 K to room temperature. 
s observation may be connected to a 

progressive conformational change of the NH3
+ 

group of the zwitterionic molecule [1]. 
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Fig1. Evolution of the elastic component for 
(C2D4(NH2)COOH). Note the deviation between 160- 
180K. 
 
The analysis of the Q-dependence is 
underway.  
 
 
[1] M. Barthès et al submitted to European Phys. J. B 
[2] For more details on l-alanine look at the report untitled 
Intriguing structural behavior of the model system L-alanine, by 
H.N. Bordallo et al 
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 Cyclodextrin (CD) are cyclic oligosaccharides which

have the characteristic shape of a truncated cone.

Commonly, they are constituted by 6, 7 or 8 glucose

units linked to each other by a 1- → 4 – � glucosidic

bond and they are named �, � and � cyclodextrin,

respectively. The spatial disposition of the atoms in the

molecule generate an inner hydrophobic cavity that

allows the formation of inclusion compounds with

organic molecules of suitable size and polarity.  

The continuous challenge of using CD for

solubilization and drug targeting has led to the

preparation of a wide variety of chemically modified

derivatives (CDs) in order to improve the properties of

the host molecules. Recently we got interested in

investigating new amphiphilic CDs, which are obtained

by grafting seven phospholipidic groups on the cyclic

oligosaccharide core. These compounds should be able

to give micellar aggregates in aqueous solution. These

may open new ways for the targeting of biologically

active molecules and especially for drug  delivery. It is

our intention to study the dependence of aggregation

phenomena changing the host charge, by varying the pH

of solution, as well as the length of the alchylic chain of

the phospholipidic groups. SANS is the primary

technique we intend to use to resolve the average

structure of the aggregates, by making extensive use of

external isotopic substitution (use of H2O-D2O mixtures

as solvent).

Unfortunately due to a series of problems

concerning mainly the correct purification of the

products, it is not easy  to give a reliable interpretation of

the SANS experimental results. In the figure shown

aside,  the blue curve gives a strong indication of the

consequences of problems during purification. Indeed it

possible that the resulting solution shows a phase

separation.   
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We have performed small angle neutron
scattering experiments using the instrument
V4, on several samples of ternary mixtures of
d-polystyrene (PS), polymethylmethacrylate
(PMMA) and the parent diblock copolymer,
polystyrene-b-polymethylmethacrylate, with
variable amounts of d-toluene as solvent. The
purpose is to determine whether a
microemulsion is created upon dilution and what
are its properties (transition temperatures,
characteristic size).

The characteristic size of the polymer
structures investigated is rather large so that the
peak of the structure factor was located very
close to the edge of the beam stop, even at
sample to detector distance of 16 m. Fig.1 shows
a typical scattering curve obtained.

The intensity of the peak increases
substantially with decreasing temperature
indicating a sharper composition profile at low
temperatures. Increasing the solvent content (d-
toluene) from 20 to 30% decreases the peak
intensity by a factor of about 8 meaning that
either the interfacial profile is weaker or that the
transition between the disordered and
microemulsion phase is substantially shifted in
temperature. This will be established in the
detailed data analysis that will follow after
complementary light scattering experiments will
have been performed.

The equipment was working perfectly and the
local contact scientist was very helpful and
supportive.

Fig.1 Normalized scattered intensity as a
function of q for a ternary mixture of PS,
PMMA, PS-PMMA and 20% d-toluene, at a
temperature of 18oC.
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The study of metastable solid states in
mesogenic compounds, like liquid crystals, has
attracted considerable attention in recent years,
motivated mainly by the wide range of technical
applications of this kind of compounds. Intensive
work has been carried out in studying the effect of
confinement and quenched disorder on the phase
transition, the dynamics and the structure of
mesomorph phases, lesser effort has been made in
studies focused on the crystalline phases. However
LC-forming compounds are known to present solid-
crystalline polymorphism (SCP). And this SCP was
even proposed to be a necessary condition for a
compound to present some mesomorphous
phases. Moreover, the structure and molecular
organization of mesophases should be strongly
related to those of the metastable solid phases.
Therefore a better understanding of the
polymorphism of solid phases is required to better
describe the properties of these liquid crystals.

Thermotropic liquid crystals and in
particular cyanobiphenils, have been used as
model materials since they offer a wide choice of
structures and phase transitions in a relatively
narrow temperature range. [1,2]

No previous work on NSE in cyanobiphenils has
been found in the literature. And in the present
experiment we performed a preliminary
measurement on the liquid crystal system in the
non confined state. The goal was to compare with
previous time-of-flight (TOF) experiments made at
MIBEMOL (LLB-Saclay)  and at IN6 (ILL-Grenoble)
on both, non-confined and confined samples in
different sol-gel matrices.[3].

We performed the measurement in the vicinity of
the diffraction peaks at 1.25 Å-1  and 0.5 Å -1  [4], at
a wavelength of 6.5 Å.

The figure shows the deduced intermediate
scattering function s(Q,t) for several temperatures
from 100 K up to 275 K.
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The data show no significant temperature
dependence and no significant  relaxation, in the
range of Fourier time covered by the experiment (
0.02 ns to 2.2 ns ). 

The analysis in relation with the previous TOF data
is under way.

REEFERENCES
[1] Fehr et al. “Raman investigation of stable and
metastable states of 4-0ctyl-4’-cyanobiphenyl confined in
porous silica matrices”. Phys. Rev. E 67, 061706 (2003).

[2] Fehr et al. “Orientational order and dynamics of
nematics liquid crystals in porous media“. Submitted to
Physical Review E.

[3] Unpublished data.

[4] Fehr et al. “Solid state polymorphism of liquid crystals
in confined geometries”. Eur. Phys. J. E 12, s01 (2003)
00
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Surface coatings with ethylene oxide (EO)
polymers have encountered tremendous interest
because of many potential medical applications,
such as the preparation of biocompatible surfaces
and drug carriers. Originally, it was assumed that
PEO lays flat on the surface, then it desorbs. To
investigate PEO brushes, block copolymers
consisting of a hydrophobic and a hydrophilic
group are studied at the air/water interface.1 As the
hydrophobic anchoring group served fluid poly
(etylethylene) (PEE), which guarantees that the
hydrophilic block is in equilibrium. The PEE-
thickness was determined with X-ray reflectometry.
We focussed on PEE797PEO893. 
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Fig. 1: Left: Neutron reflectivity curves (points) normalized on the
Fresnel reflectivity together with fits (lines) of PEE797PEO893 on the
D2O surface at molecular areas indicated in the isotherm in the inset (�1

is the desorption transition of PEO). The high frequency oscillations
are due to the PEO-brushes. The oscillations with low frequency at
large Qz are due to the PEE-anchoring group. Note that curve A was
measured after compressing the monolayer very quickly, which lead to
four instead of two-three PEO interference minima. Right: Scattering
length density profiles corresponding to the fitted reflectivity curves
shown left. Note that the quickly compressed curve A exhibits a much
sharper PEO/water interface then the slowly decaying equilibrium
density profiles. 

PEE797PEO893 block copolymers were investigated
at the air/water surface at different grafting
densities, a typical example for the neutron
reflectivity curves are depicted in Fig. 1. We would
like to emphasize that the main features, the PEE-
melt and the PEO-brushes were also observed with
a 54%/46% and a 30%/70% D2O/H2O mixture.1
Slow compression (three to four 8-10 hour breaks)
is necessary to obtain the brush profiles correspond
roughly to those of anchored adsorbing polymers
(cf. Fig. 1 left). On fast compression (0.9 Å2/s), a

much sharper polymer/water interface is observed,
(the magenta curves in Figs 1. left and right). If we
compress directly to high pressures, and wait there
for about 20 hours, no relaxation occurs (triangles
in Fig.2). Even if we expand and recompress, no
relaxation in the profile can be observed.
Fig. 2 gives an overview of the PEO brush length
HPEO as function of the temperature during
monolayer compression. HPEO is defined as the first
moment of the PEO density distribution along the
surface normal.1 The kinetically induced changes in
the brush profile have minor influence on HPEO.
Lowering the temperature makes water an
increasingly good solvent for PEO5, causing
growing of the radius of gyration in solution and an
increase in the brush thickness (cf. Fig. 2).
Increasing the temperature has the inverse effect.
The exponent of the power law is the same as found
before.1,2,4
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Fig. 2 The PEO layer thickness of PEE797PEO893. Each symbol
represents a different monolayer, temperatures of the experiments are
indicated in the figure. The squares symbolyze the reflectivity curves
shown right. The triangles represent a monolayer, which was
compressed very quickly, and then relaxed, leading to large error bars
in the molecular area).

1A. Wesemann, R. Steitz, H. Ahrens, S. Förster, C.A. Helm, Langmuir, 19,
709 (2003). 

2B.H. Bijsterbosch; V.O. d. Haan; A.W. d. Graaf, M. Mellema, F.A.M.
Leermakers, M.A. Cohen-Stuart, A.A. v. Well, Langmuir 1995,
11, 4467-4473.

3M.S. Kent, L.T. Lee, B.J. Facotr, F. Rondelez, G.S. Smith, J. Chem.
Phys. 1995, 103, 2320-2342.

4E.P.K. Currie, F.A.M. Leermakers, M.A. Cohen-Stuart, G.J. Fleer,.
Macromolecules 1999, 32, 487-498.81, 4172-4175.

5J.N. Israelachvili, Intermolecular Forces, Academic Press, 1991.

# The experiments were revisited after analysis of MAT-94-781, and
GPC analysis of the polymer.
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Self-assembly processes of polyelectrolytes involving
electrostatic interactions can be used to build-up
multilayered materials with unique properties. The basic
principle is the sequential adsorption of positively and
negatively charged polyelectrolytes[1,2]. Therefore,
polyelectrolyte multilayers form two-dimensionally
stratified layers which are growing step-by-step into the
third dimension. This leads to a behavior being
dominated by internal interfaces and local interactions,
and differing largely from the corresponding volume
material properties.
Polyelectrolyte adsorption onto an oppositely charged
interface is determined by electrostatic and secondary
interactions[3,4]. On increase of the salt concentration in
the deposition solution, both the polyelectrolyte
coverage and the thickness of the adsorbed layer
increase, features which are attributed to the screening of
the electrostatic force[2]. However, little is known about
the nature, the origin and the influence of the secondary
forces[4,6]. The solvent quality declines on temperature
rise, therefore it can be varied systematically. We found
that the thickness per layer pair increases by about
80%[5,6], if the solution temperature is varied between 5
and 45oC, a finding confirmed by neutron reflectivity (cf.
Fig. 1).
Since the segmental distribution of one polyelectrolyte
layer is broader than its thickness[1], the interdigitation
is large enough to result in a monomer density, which is
constant along the surface normal for both polycation
and polyanion. The interpenetration of consecutive
layers has been explained by the formation of ion contact
pairs, which causes the pronounced stability of
multilayers. 
The films shown in Fig. 1 were organized in a
superlattice of 3 perprotonated layers and 1
perdeuterated layer in 4 repeat units, contrast is provided
by selectively deuterated PSS layers. On heating the
preparation solution, the thickness of both the
superstructure and the film increases. Simultaneously,
the Bragg peaks decrease in intensity, indicative of more
pronounced interdigitation, a feature obviously promoted
by the secondary forces. However, if the preparation
temperature is risen up to 45oC, the film/air interface
roughens considerably.  Also, the Bragg peak almost
disappears. These structural data indicate that
polyelectrolyte molecules adsorb in a collapsed state
onto the oppositely charged film surface, stratification is
no longer prominent. Multilayer preparation at higher
temperature turned out to be impossible.

Fig. 1. Polylectrolyte multilayers prepared from polystyrene(sulfonate)
(PSS) and poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) at different
temperatures with selectively deuterated PSS-layers, i.e.
PEI/PSS(PAH/PSS-D/PAH/PSS)4. Top: Neutron reflectivity curves of
films prepared from 1 M KCl solution at T=5, 15, 15, 25, 35, 40 and
45°C (top to bottom). For clarity, the reflectivity curves are shifted
relative to each other, , the lines connecting the minima of equal order
are guides to the eye. Bottom: The same data, yet normalized relative
to the Fresnel-Reflectivity.
[1] G. Decher, Science 277 (1997) 1232.
[2] M. Schönhoff, Curr. Opin. Colloid Interf. Sci. 8 (2003) 86.
[3] R. R. Netz, J.-F. Joanny, Macromolecules 32 (1999) 9013.
[4] S. S. Shiratori, M. F. Rubner, Macromolecules 33 (2000) 4213.
[5] H. Ahrens, K. Büscher, D. Eck, C. Luap, G. Papastavrou, J.

Schmitt, R. Steitz, C. A. Helm, Makromolekulare Chemie -
Macromolecular Symposia (2003) acc

[6] K. Büscher, H. Ahrens, K. Graf, C. A. Helm, Langmuir 18
(2002) 3885.
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Polyelectrolytes are difficult to understand because
of the entwined correlations of chain configuration
and charge, coupled with the long-ranged
interactions inherent to these structures. The
simplest imaginable system are polyelectrolyte
brushes, where the charged chains are anchored by
one end at a flat surface.1 
We studied the poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS)
segment density profile with X-ray reflectivity,
with PSS brushes anchored by a hydrophobic block
of poly(ethylene) (PEE) at the air/water interface2.
Since the anchor is fluid at room temperature, the
PEE-PSS joints can attain a new equilibrium
distribution after a monolayer compression or
expansion. The electron density profiles of the
monolayers were determined with X-ray reflectivity
as function of the grafting density and salt
conditions. Two polyelectrolyte brush phases can
be distinguished:3 at low salt the osmotically
swollen brush characterized by ion incorporation
and constant thickness; when the ion concentration
in the brush is comparable to the one in subphase
(> 0.1 M) the salted brush is found. The latter
shrinks when the molecular area or the subphase
salt concentration is increased, according to power
laws.2,3,4

However, one disadvantage of the X-ray reflectivity
is the poor contrast. The method relies heavily on
electron-rich counterions, like Cs+ or K+. One
hopes, that the counterions trace the polymer chain
closely, and thus a reliable image of the segment
density profile is obtained. We found this to be true
for the salted brush phase at high electrolyte
concentrations (ie 1 Mol/L KCl)4, and wanted to
investigate the osmotic brush phase. Also, we were
motivated by a recent discussion on the nature of
the osmotic brush phase. Originally, the polymer
was assumed to be a slightly deformed Gaussian
coil2. However, we2,4 and othersreferences in 5,6 find that
the polyelectrolyte brush thickness is 30-70% of the
contour length. This is serious stretching. Recent
theories5,6 predict that the thickness of an osmotic-
cally swollen brush is not constant, but increases
linearly with the grafting density. 
This prediction agrees with the brush thickness as
determined from the first moment of the brush

profile, as well as from the neutron reflectivity
measurements of the osmotic brush shown in Fig.1. 

Unfortunately, the values obtained by these two
methods do not coincide. Possibly, an explanation
is that the isotherms obtained on D2O differ from
those on H2O. Therefore additional isotherms and
X-ray reflectivity measurements will be performed.
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Fig. 1: Top: Normalized neutron reflectivity curves on three different
subphases: pure D2O (black and gray), 0.001M CsCl solution (hues of
red) and 0.01M CsCl solution (hues of green). The lateral pressures are
indicated. For clarity, the curves are displaced relative to each other.
Bottom: The polymer volume fraction obtained from fits to the
reflectivity curves. In the inset the thickness of the polyelectrolyte
brush as obtained from both neutron and X-ray reflectivity is shown.

1 S. Alexander, J, Phys. (Paris) 38, 983 (1997). P.-G. d. Gennes,
Macromolecules, 13, 1069 (1980)

2 H. Ahrens, S. Förster, C.A. Helm, Phys. Rev. Let. 81, 4712 (1998)
3 O.V. Borisov, E. B. Zhulina, T. M. Birstein, Macromolecules, 28,

1419 (1994)
4 H. Ahrens, R. Steitz, K. Büscher, S. Förster, D. Eck, C.A. Helm,

Macrom. Symp., subm. (2003)
5 C. Seidel, Macromolecules 36, 2536 (2003)
6 A. Naji, R.R. Netz, C. Seidel Eur. Phys. J. E 12, 223 (2003)
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Polyelectrolyte multilayers built on silicon wafers by
alternating adsorption of polyanions (poly(styrene
sulfonate), PSS) and polycations (poly(allylamine
hydrochloride), PAH) from aqueous (H2O) solutions
were investigated by neutron reflectometry in a
humidity chamber. Three multilayers, (PAH/PSS)8,
(PAH/PSS)8.5 and (PAH/PSS)9 were measured
against vacuum (p < 5 mbar), against saturated
D2O or H2O vapor (i.e. 100% r.h. at p=1 bar) and
again, against vacuum in that order to check on an
odd/even effect of the water content in those films
that was predicted by an NMR study [1].
All films showed a pronounced response when
transferred from vacuum to saturated D2O (or H2O)
vapor. The neutron reflectivity from the films
increased due to substantial absorption of heavy
water in the multilayers. Also the number of Kiessig
oscillations in the reflectivity curves (see Fig. 1)
increased due to the associated swelling of the
films. The comparison of spectra that were taken as
a function of time after changing the environment
(vacuum or saturated water vapor) revealed a two
step process of hydration of the multilayers that had
not been observed beforehand. In a fast first step
(< 1h) film thickness increased to 97% of the
equilibrium value. Also the scattering length
density, SLD, raised to 90% of its equilibrium value,
which was established after 9h. The same time
dependence was observed on dehydration. The
reflectivity curves against vacuum before and after
rehydration in D2O vapor did not overlap (see also
Fig. 1a and d). This finding suggests that a certain
amount of heavy water be strongly bound to the
polyelectrolyte multilayer. This water was not
removed upon dehydration in vacuum. Exposure of
the film at this stage to ambient lab.-atmosphere
(44% r.h. H2O) showed moderate enhancement of
reflected intensity over 2½ h. Subsequent
dehydration in vacuum re-established the
conditions found prior to exposure to ambient lab.-
atmosphere. This proofs that the bound heavy
water could not be replaced by light water present
in the ambient lab.-atmosphere and in the partially
swollen film. It was only subsequent rehydration in
saturated H2O vapor (100% r.h.) for 6h that yielded
full replacement of the bound heavy water. The
reflectivity curve taken from the multilayer against
vacuum after this final rehydration matched the very
first reflectivity curve taken against vacuum (Fig. 1,
curve a) at all points (not shown).
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Fig. 1: Neutron reflectivity from the Si/(PAH/PSS)9
film against vacuum after preparation (a), against
saturated D2O vapor (b) and (c), with (c) taken 8h
after (b), and against vacuum (d) after (c).

From the complete set of measurements in dry
state (vacuum, p < 5mbar) -- D2O vapor (100% r.h.)
-- dry state in that order the total amount of water in
the fully hydrated film was deduced to 53% with a
fraction of bound water of 6%. The latter remains in
the dehydrated films and cannot be removed by
reduced pressure. It is exactly for this reason that a
complete set of reflectivity measurements is
necessary to deduce the SLD of the pure polymer
pair (PAH/PSS) to 1.56·10-6 Å-2 in our case.
Due to the unexpected slow kinetics of hydration
and dehydration we did not succeed in finishing off
the proposed series on a minimum of 5 films with
subsequent numbers of polyelectrolyte layers. The
check on the predicted odd/even effect of the water
content in those films remains still open. From the
conducted measurements on three samples with
16, 17 and 18 layers the film swelling on hydration
was 1.43 ± 0.20, 1.54 ± 0.12 and 1.44 ± 0.05,
respectively. Although these results seem to
support the odd/even effect the error bars are too
large to draw a definite conclusion. As the errors
decreased with increasing film thickness further
measurements with thicker films are required.

References
[1] B. Schwarz, M. Schönhoff, Langmuir 18, 2964
(2002).
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Silica particles (550 nm diameter) were
coated with PSS and PAH polyelectrolytes. In
this system, water is shared between water in
the polymer layers and “free” water. These two
fractions could be characterized by
measurements of the transverse relaxation
rate of water (so-called R2) using classical
NMR techniques. Bernd Schwarz and Monika
Schönhoff have thus demonstrated the
existence of an “odd-and-even” effect [1]: when
the particles are coated with an odd number of
layers (PAH terminated), the system shows a
high relaxation rate. On contrary, when the
particles are coated with an even number of
layers (PSS terminated), the relaxation rate is
significantly lower. They suggested that these
oscillations in R2 might be due to oscillations in
the water content of the layers; alternatively
oscillations of the water mobility might be the
driving mechanism.

We have thus investigated the
water content of polyelectrolyte multilayers by
neutron reflectivity. An increasing number of
layers was deposited on a flat silicium surface,
in conditions similar to the preparation of the
colloidal particles. After each deposition, the
reflectivity curve was recorded and the
concentration of water in the layers was
computed. It allows to detect an “odd-and-
even” variation of the amount of water per
volume of sample. The samples terminated by
a PSS layer are slightly more hydrated than
the samples terminated by a PAH layer. This is
consistent with results reported by R. von
Klitzing (ellipsometry, [2]) or by M. Mc Cormick
(MAS NMR, [3]), but requires an adaptation of
the NMR model.

                                                          
[1] B. Schwarz, M. Schönhoff, Colloids and Surfaces A:
Physicochemical and Engineering Aspects 198-200
(2002) 293-304
[2] R. von Klitzing, oral communication, German-French
Network meeting, May 2003.
[3] M. McCormick et al., Macromolecules 36 (2003)
3615-3625.
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multilayer film as a function of the number of deposited
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The layer-by-layer adsorption technology has
been applied to colloidal templates. After layer
formation, hollow capsules can be fabricated
by core dissolution. The capsule wall upon
aging or annealing undergoes structural
rearrangements, which influence on the wall
permeability. The understanding of the
transport mechanism across the layer and to
control it are crucial for many applications.
Thus, neutron reflectivity measurements were
conducted on flat surfaces with the aim to
study the thermally induced changes of the
interior of polyelectrolyte layers. This method
has a better resolution in comparison with
SANS experiments on colloids because of
sedimentation problems.
The reflectivity was studied for a system of 41
polyelectrolyte layers (PSS/PAH). The control
was not deuterated while the other sample had
deuterated PSS (dPSS) on every sixth
position. To obtain information about the
change of the internal structure on average
after annealing the samples were measured at
room temperature before (Fig. 1) and after
annealing at 80°C. The arrow shows the Bragg
peak, which provides the thickness per layer of
about 23 Å. This correlates well with the single
layer thickness calculated from the total depth
of the sandwich. The PE layers are strongly
intercalated (�=40Å). 
Two more samples consisting of 27 PE layers
contained two deuterated blocks:
[dPSS/PAH/dPSS]PAH/  and PSS/PAH/
[dPSS/PAH/dPSS] which were inserted into
the film either closely to the Si surface or far
from it (Fig.2). The fitting provided information
about thickness and interpenetration level of
the selected layers located far from the
surface.  
Unfortunately, reflectivity measurements after
annealing failed because of technical reasons
on the instrument V6.  How the position, the
shape of Bragg peak and other parameters of
the selected blocks behaved after temperature
treatment remained unanswered. (Fig. 3.

shows the preliminary study conducted in July
002)

 Si/PE41 (every 6th layer is dPSS)

147
2

Fig.1. Neutron reflectivity of the undeuterated
and partially deuterated samples.
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Fig. 3. Preliminary investigation of the sample:
SI/PAH/[PSS/PAH/(dPSS/PAH)2]2/(PSS/PAH)7
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This project aims at chemical “switching” of
interaction between water-soluble proteins and
ultrathin polymer monolayers by pH titration under
physiological conditions. To achieve a high
polymer chain density, we transferred insoluble
monolayers of the amphiphilic diblock copolymers
onto hydrophobized silicon. The copolymer, (poly-
(DMAEMA-b-MMA)) with 50 % of “switchable”
DMAEMA block (DB 50) was synthesized by S.P.
Armes (Univ. Sussex). The behavior of a “control”
system, polyethylethylene-block-polyethyleneoxide
(PEE-PEO), synthesized by S. Förster (Univ.
Hamburg), towards protein adsorption was also
investigated.

Our second beamtime (May 2003) was dedicated to
test the nonspecific physisorption of relatively
small, water soluble proteins (bovine serum
albumin, BSA) to “switchable” DB50 and “control”
PEE-PEO films.
As the first series of experiments, specular
reflectivities of DB50 films with high chain density
(200 Å2/chain) were measured before and after
incubation with a BSA solution. Figure 1 presents
the R/Rf plots for the DB50 films at pH = 8.5
before and after BSA treatment. As seen in the
figure, there is no change, and thus no adsorption,
after protein incubation within the experimental
accuracy. On the contrary, DB50 films with lower
chain density (400 Å2/chain) exhibited a clear
change due to BSA treatment at pH = 8.5 (Figure
2). In contrast to the curves in Fig.1, the deviation
between the curves in Fig. 2 is outside the
experimental error. 

Interestingly, previous fluorescence microscopy
experiments at pH = 8.5 indicated a slight but
distinct protein adsorption at high chain density.
To gain quantitative insights on the adsorbed
amount of BSA the optimization of protein
concentration and incubation time will be carried
out by ex-situ x-ray reflectivity experiments in dry
state.

For final conclusions, further neutron reflectivity
experiments on films with high chain density under
optimized conditions are necessary.

As control experiments, we transferred a monolayer
of PEE-PEO diblock at high chain density (200
Å2/chain), since PEO chains in contact with D2O
are known to avoid physisorption of proteins. After
confirming the stability of the film in D2O, it was
incubated with the BSA solution. The PEE-PEO
film showed no changes upon protein incubation.
To conclude this work consistently with that on
DB50 films, final experiments have to be
conducted also on a PEE-PEO film with a low
chain density (400 Å2/chain) to crosscheck on the
steric effect on protein adsorption.

Figure 1: R/Rf plot of DB50 with high chain density
(200Å2/chain) before and after BSA incubation

Figure 2: R/Rf plot of DB50 with low chain density
(400Å2/chain) before and after BSA incubation
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Recently we have shown that the conductivity of
self-assembled Au-nanoparticle/dendrimer films
changes significantly upon exposure to solvent
vapours [1, 2]. The extent of vapour sorption and
the distribution of vapour molecules across the film
thickness are determined by the solubility proper-
ties of the dendrimers and the analyte [3]. The aim
of the present neutron reflectivity (NR) study was to
characterize the concentration dependence of both
the analyte distribution across the film thickness
and the extent of film swelling for dendrimer/vapour
pairs with similar and different solubility properties.

Au-nanoparticle/polyamidoamine (AuPAMAM)
and Au-nanoparticle/polypropyleneimine (AuPPI)
films were prepared as described previously [1, 2].
The specular reflectivity from the films was meas-
ured in the Q-range up to ca. 0.12 A-1 in dry N2 and
after that in presence of D2O, d8-toluene or d4-
methanol vapours. All experiments were performed
at 24 � 0.2°C. A detailed description of the experi-
mental set-up and fitting routine is given in [3]. The
experiments were performed with solvent vapour
concentrations between 400 and 9400 ppm [1, 2].
The vapour flow rate in the chamber was kept con-
stant at 400 ml/min.

The reflectivity curves of an AuPAMAM film in
dry N2 and in D2O vapour and of an AuPPI film in
dry N2 and in d4-MeOH vapour are shown in
Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b, respectively. A single layer
model with a constant scattering length density �film
across the film with a thickness dfilm was found to
give the best fit to all experimental data. The values
of dfilm and �film obtained are listed in Table 1. An
increase in �film with increasing vapour concentra-
tion is observed for both AuPAMAM and AuPPI
films, indicating significant sorption of the vapours.
This process is accompanied by a slight decrease
(up to 7 %) in the film thickness dfilm. The latter re-
sult is unexpected and very important,, since the
previously reported increase in the film resistance
upon vapour exposure [1, 2] has been explained
qualitatively with film swelling. Thus, the results
obtained now indicate that the sensing mechanism
is more complex than previously assumed [4]. Fur-
ther experimental and theoretical work is necessary
to develop a correct model of the sensing mecha-
nism.

Exposure to toluene vapour did not produce any
significant change in either the film thickness or the
scattering length density of both film materials.,
Thus, only small amounts of toluene diffused into

the films. This result is in accordance with the ob-
served minor changes in the resistance of these
films in presence of toluene vapour [1, 2],

Fig.1: Reflectivity curves of a) AuPAMAM sample in D2O
and b) AuPPI in d4-MeOH vapours with different concentra-
tions (see the legend). The curves are shifted for clarity.
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Table 1. Thickness dfilm and scattering length density �film
of AuPAMAM and AuPPI films at various conditions

Film Vapour
Concen-
tration,

ppm

dfilm,
nm �film, A-2

Dry N2 - 32.1 1.45x10-6

400 32.5 1.42x10-6
D2O 7500 30.8 1.99x10-6

400 32.4 1.39x10-6
AuPAMAM

d8-Toluene 5000 32.7 1.33x10-6

Dry N2 - 28.6 1.55x10-6

400 28.1 1.8x10-6
d4-MeOH 7500 26.6 2.17x10-6

400 28.9 1.56x10-6
AuPPI

d8-Toluene 5000 29.2 1.63x10-6

References:
[1]. Vossmeyer, T. et al., Adv. Mater. 2002, 14, 238.
[2] Krasteva, N. et al., Nano Letters, 2002, 5, 551.
[3]. Krasteva, N. et al., Langmuir, 2003, 19, 7754.
[4]. Terril, R. H. et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1995, 117, 12537.
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The interfacial width in polymer/polymer 
systems is broader than mean-field predictions 
due to thermally excited capillary waves [1]. 
For ultra-thin films, the spectrum of capillary 
waves is modified by the confinement with a 
substantial effect on the interfacial width. 
However, when criticality is approached, the 
relative importance of short and long range 
forces in influencing the capillary waves 
spectrum is not very well understood. 
The presence of short-range interactions, i.e. 
truncation forces due to the cut of the 
interfacial profile by a wall, involves a square-
root dependence of the interfacial width on film 
thickness [2]. Long-range dispersion forces 
instead introduce a cut-off on the capillary 
waves spectrum and lead to a logarithmic 
dependence [1]. 
To elucidate this issue, neutron reflectivity 
experiments have been performed on bilayers 
of random copolymers of ethylene and ethyl-
ethylene, with the goal to study confinement 
effects for different conditions of miscibility. By 
changing the structure of the parent 
polybutadiene, we have been able to control 
the copolymer ratio between ethylene and 
ethyl-ethylene, and therefore to obtain pairs of 
polymers with different Flory-Huggins 
interaction parameter [3].  
Two different pairs of polymers with degree of 
immiscibility χΝ=4.8 and χΝ=7.7 and molecular 
weight  Mw~150K have been investigated.  For 
each pair, we prepared a series of samples 
fixing the thickness of the top layer at about 
4000 Ǻ and varying the thickness of the bottom 
layer in the range 700 -7500 Ǻ. 
The first layer was made by spin coating the 
deuterated polymer directly onto the silicon 
substrate, while the hydrogenous polymer was 
before spun onto a glass slide and then floated 
in water to deposit it on the top. 
The thickness of all the layers has also been 
characterised by ellipsometry. All the samples  

 
have then been annealed for 5 days at 80oC, 
above the glass transition temperature, and 
specular reflectivity has been measured with 
the reflectometer V6. 
Our results showed the dependence of the 
interfacial width on bottom film thickness: the 
interface roughness increases with the 
thickness up to a limit thickness, after which it 
is constant.  
By comparing the two systems, as shown in 
Figure 1, it can also observed that the interface 
roughness increases faster when the degree of 
immiscibility χΝ is smaller, and the value of the 
limit thickness at which  the interfacial width 
reaches equilibrium is in this case higher.  
This difference suggests that for χΝ=4.8 short 
range forces become more important in 
determining the interfacial width, therefore the 
thickness dependence is stronger,while long 
range forces are dominant for χΝ=7.7 and the 
dependence on the thickness is in this case 
logarithmic. 
 
[1] M. Sferrazza et al. Phys. Rev. Lett.  78, 4744 
(1997). 
[2] T. Kerle et al.,Phys Rev. Lett. 77, 1318 (1996) 
[3] G. Reichart et al., Macromolecules 31,7886 
(1998) 
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The aim of this study was:
1. to test the possibility to deposit a stable lipid

layer on the top of a polyelectrolyte block, and if
yes, the possibility of obtaining
polymer/lipid/polymer sandwiches;

2. to study the hydration of these lipid layers.

The used substrates were four Si wafers covered with
polymer blocks P1 and P2 composed of
poly(ethyleneimine) PEI, poly(allylamine hydrochloride)
PAH and perdeuterated poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate)
dPSS obtained by layer-by-layer technique and lipid
blocks L obtained by immersion in an aqueous vesicle
solution:

� P1 is PEI/(dPSS/PAH) 6;
� P2 is (PAH /dPSS/PAH); 
� L is a mixture of DMPA and DMPC.

The experiments were carried out in the gas tight cell at
V6 at two different D2O vapour compositions:

� saturated atmosphere, relative humidity near to
100% (cf. Figure 1);

� dry atmosphere (cf. Figure 2).

Figure 1 Reflectivity curves in D2O saturated atmosphere

Figure 2 Reflectivity curves in dry atmosphere 

The first sample (P1) showed an unexpectedly high
thickness (cf. Figure 3), probably because it was
overexposed to D2O vapour in comparison with the other
samples. This prevented us to obtain a reliable SLD
profile of the P1 block, and also to determine for instance
the amount of D2O at the P1/L interface in the following
samples. It seems that the time of exposure to D2O
vapour plays a very important role in the swelling effect
and the reference sample was overexposed to this
environment in comparison with the other samples. 

Figure 3 Total sample thickness (red curve: in D2O
saturated atmosphere, black curve: in dry atmosphere,
blue curve: results from Xray reflectivity in ambient air).

Nevertheless, the total thickness measurements obtained
from the neutron reflectivity curves as well as the ones
obtained by Xray reflectivity and ellipsometry (not shown
here) proved the successful deposition of the lipid on the
polymeric basis, and the feasibility of
polymer/lipid/polymer and polymer/lipid/polymer/lipid
sandwiches.

Exact SLD profiles could not be obtained because of the
problem encountered with the reference sample P1, but
the deswelling of all the samples during the drying
process as well as the partial reswelling in air (XR
measurements) are observed.
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The objectives of the current proposal were
based on findings made by McLure and Shaw in
2002 (CHE-04-724) on a member of the methanol +
cyclohexane family of mixtures, (CD3OD + c-C6H12),
mixture, and by Howse, Salou, and McLure on the
perdeutero-inverted mixture (CH3OH + c-C6D12)
(CHE-04-520) in 2000. It was directed at confirming
the facile creation of a wetting layer on passing into
the two-phase region at a critical point followed by
its disappearance at a wetting transition tempera-
ture Tw¸ followed by ready remixing at the critical
temperature to recover the one phase. The wetting
layer could not be re-established without re-
entering the single phase. These phenomena
needed verification for the original and some
related but fundamentally different systems.

Fig. 1 Adsorption and wetting at the Si/liquid interface of
critical C4E1 + D2O near its lower critical endpoint

The experiments were performed on three
mixtures of critical composition which were
investigated with respect to near-critical wetting at a
hydrophilic silicon oxide wall: C4E1 + D2O (B), i-
C4E1 + D2O (C), and CD3OD + c-C6H12 (A'). Mixture
B differs from mixture A in that it has both a lower
and an upper critical point. We are interested in the
LCST at TLCS = 44 ºC. The mixture region of
immiscibility is known as a closed loop with and
upper critical point at an unknown higher
temperature. Cycling the temperature through and
well above the LCST showed the occurrence of a
wetting layer but at no point did a transition to lower
reflectivity occur that might be taken as dewetting
event (Fig. 2). This might be because it is higher
than the highest temperature reached, 80 ºC, or it
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Fig. 2 Temperature dependent reflectivity of the Si/liquid
interface of C4E1 + D2O (critical composition: x = xc).

closed loop makes dewetting impossible to achieve
in that eventually as T rises the composition of the
D2O-rich wetting layer return closer to the critical
composition. 

Mixture C has a lower LCST = 42 ºC and so
increases the available temperature range above
TLCS in which to observe dewetting. Once more
however, despite heating to 80 ºC again, no
dewetting transition was observed. 

We then re-visited CD3OD + c-C6H12 (mixture
A') with TUCS = 54.1 ºC. Its temperature was cycled
and on lowering from the one-phase region we
found the formation of a CD3OD-rich wetting layer
that did not disappear even at the lowest
experimental temperature T = 5.53 ºC. There was
no hint of the expected dewetting transition. A
possible explanation of its absence is that the over-
aggressive RCA cleaning created a thick and
porous SiO2 layer that absorbed in the first two sets
of runs an amount of D2O that was not removed by
repeated rinses with first CH3OH followed by similar
rinsings with CD3OD. This residual water could then
render the SiO2 layer unusually hydrophilic and so
more readily wetted by the alkanol-rich wetting
phases encountered here. In consequence, in order
for dewetting to occur, a much lower Tw than for a
less assertive hydrophilic surface must be
accessed. Since this is hard to accomplish in the
light of experimental conditions, probably a better
path leads to Tw via a less aggressive cleaning
procedure.
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In recent experiments we have investigated 
the formation of phospholipid layers on solid 
substrates in the presence of aqueous sugar 
solutions. Results from earlier studies [1-3] have 
shown that the addition of sugar leads to an 
increase in the interlayer distance. At comparatively 
small concentrations this effect is explained by 
moderate hydration repulsion between the layers. 
On further increase of the sugar concentration an 
enormous increase in the lamellar spacing is 
obtained which is attributed to double layer 
electrostatic or swelling effects. In accordance with 
these results a slight increase in interlamellar 
spacing of phospholipid multilamellar stacks was 
found when the phospholipid DMPC was adsorbed 
towards a bare crystalline Si-interface (BENSC 
Exp. Rep. 2002). To tune possible electrostatic 
interactions between the Si-interface and the 
phospholipid layer the Si-surface was coated with a 
medium thick polyelectrolyte (PE) cushion in the 
present experiments. The cushion was prepared by 
layer-by-layer deposition of six (PSS/PAH) 
polyelectrolyte bilayers. The deposition was 
performed from solutions in presence of 1 M NaCl. 

The measurements were performed using 
the solid/liquid experimental cell for neutron 
reflectivity [4] at the instrument V6. Reference 
measurements on the thickness of the bare PE 
layer against D2O were performed first. The 
influence of sucrose on the thickness of the layer 
was checked as well performing another 
measurement against 0.5 M sucrose solution in 
D2O. No influence of the sugar on the PE layer 
thickness was observed.  

The PE layer was exposed to freshly 
sonicated protonated DMPC vesicles (1 mg/ml) in 
0.5 M sugar solution in D2O at 26 °C. In Fig. 1 the 
reflectivity curves obtained from the experiments at 
various times after introduction of the DMPC 
suspension are presented. The reflectivity pattern 
changes with time. After about 6 h a Bragg peak at 
qz=0.09 Å-1 shows the presence of multi-lamellar 
stacks of phospholipid bilayers close to the polymer 
cushion interface. The interlamellar repeat distance 
is d = 70 Å. The reflectivity curve can be fitted with 
a model assuming patches of stacks of bilayers 
merged with the reflectivity curve of the 
polyelectrolyte layer (Fig. 2). The thickness of the 
polyelectrolyte cushion is 320 Å, the FWHM of the 

Bragg peak corresponds to about 13 DMPC 
bilayers. 
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Fig.1: Reflectivity curves from interfaces of Si/h-
cushion/D2O (∆), Si/h-cushion/DMPC suspension/ 
D2O after 6 h ( ) and after 12 h ( ). 
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Fig. 2: Modelling of reflectivity curve from interfaces 
of Si/h-cushion/DMPC suspension/ D2O after 6 h. 
 
As the concentration of DMPC in the sugar solution 
was high (1 mg/ml) the occurrence of multilamellar 
stacks as patches adsorbed to the polyelectrolyte 
cushion instead of single adsorbed bilayers 
covering the surface is a concentration effect and 
not related to the presence of sugar molecules. 
 
 
References: 
 
[1] Gordeliy et al. Biophys. J 75 (1998) 2343 
[2] Krasteva et al. J.Phys.Chem.B 105 (2001) 1185 
[3] Krasteva, PhD Thesis, Univ. Potsdam (2001) 
[4] Howse et al J.Chem.Phys. 116 (2002) 7177 
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In recent neutron reflectivity studies [1, 2] we 
have shown that the extent of vapour sorption and 
the distribution profile of vapour molecules across 
the film in Au-nanoparticle/dendrimer composite 
films depends on the matching between the solubil-
ity properties of the organic component of the film 
and the analyte. The present study represents an 
extension of the previously conducted measure-
ments to an additional composite material, compris-
ing hexadecanedithiol (HDT) as organic film com-
ponent. The aim of the work is to characterize in-
situ both the analyte distribution across the film 
thickness and the extent of film swelling caused by 
the sorption of vapour molecules in this material. 

Au-nanoparticle/HDT film (AuHDT) was pre-
pared as described previously [3]. The specular 
reflectivity from the films was measured in the Q-
range up to ca. 0.12 A-1 in dry N2 and after that in 
presence of saturated vapours of d8-toluene. All 
experiments were performed at 24 ± 0.2°C. A de-
tailed description of the experimental set-up is 
given elsewhere [1].  

The reflectivity curve of AuHDT film in dry N2 is 
shown in Fig. 1 (curve 1). A single layer model with 
a constant scattering length density (ρfilm) a a thic-
ness dfilm was found to give the best fit to the ex-
perimental curve of the dry AuHDT film. The values 
of dfilm and ρfilm obtained are listed in Table 1. The 
value of ρfilm corresponds to a gold volume fraction 
of about 31% in the film.  

The reflectivity curve of the film measured in the 
presence of d8-toluene vapours is also shown in 
Fig. 1 (curve 2). The reflectivity of the sample 
changed as a result of vapour/film interactions. In 
contrast to the reflectivity curve of the dry film, the 
curve of the vapour-dosed AuHDT could only be 
fitted with a more sophisticated two-layer model. 
This result suggests a complex distribution of va-
pour molecules within the film, as illustrated by the 
scattering length density profile of the film dosed 
with d8-toluene (Fig. 2). Dosing the film with tolu-
ene vapours results in an increase in ρfilm, indicating 
that certain amount of toluene is adsorbed in the 
film. The film thickness changes only slightly, indi-
cating a swelling of few percent only. Additionally, a 
thin layer with greater scattering length density is 
formed on the top of the film, which is probably due 
to condensation of vapour at the gas/film interface. 
We note, however, that this preliminary interpreta-
tion requires further verification by more detailed 
investigations.  
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Fig.1: Reflectivity curves (symbols) of AuHDT film in dry N2 
(1) and in saturated d8-toluene (2) vapours. The curves are 
shifted for clarity. The lines represent the best fits to the ex-
perimental curve of the vapour-dosed film assuming one-layer 
(dash) or two-layer (solid) models for the film structure.  
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Fig.2: Scattering length density profiles of the AuHDT film in 
dry N2 and a saturated d8-Toluene atmosphere. 

 
Table 1. Thickness (dfilm) and scattering length density (ρfilm) 
of AuHDT film at various conditions 

Vapour Model dfilm, nm ρfilm, A-2 
dry N2 one layer 29.5 1.31x10-6 

one layer 41.1 3.49x10-6 
31.1 1.91x10-6 d8-toluene two layers 5.57 4.68x10-6 

 
References: 
[1]. Krasteva, N. et al., Langmuir, 2003, 19, 7754. 
[2]. Joseph, Y. et al., Faraday Discuss., 2004, 125, 77. 
[3]. Joseph, Y. et al., J. Phys. Chem. B, 2003, 107, 7406. 
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Lately, neutron reflectivity experiments
provided evidence for the depletion of water at
the interface against extended hydrophobic
substrates. 2-5 nm thick layers of reduced
water density (90% bulk water density) were
found [1, 2]. The depletion of water at these
substrates is seen as a (weak) dewetting of
these single hydrophobic walls in contact with
water as theoretically predicted [3].

Here, we report on neutron reflectivity
experiments on the interface of more
hydrophilic substrates in contact with water.
The substrates consisted of polyelectrolyte
multilayers, PEI/(d-PSS/PAH)6 and PEI/(d-
PSS/PAH)6/d-PSS, prepared on silicon single
crystals, which served as the top of a flow cell
made up by a Teflon trough. The multilayers
absorb substantial amounts of water.
Therefore, they are suspected invisible to the
impinging neutrons upon appropriate
scattering length density (sld) of the liquid
phase. The neutrons (� = 0.466 nm) assessed
the polyelectrolyte/liquid interface through the
silicon backing. A set of typical reflectivity
curves from the same polyelectrolyte coating
upon different contrasts (by changing the
D2O/H2O ratio) of the water fronting is shown
in Figure 1. The reflectivity of the solid/liquid
interface is strongly dependent on the sld of
the bulk water phase. The conditional
scattering length density of the 28-30 nm thick
polyelectrolyte films was extracted from fits to
the spectra (solid lines in Fig. 1) and plotted
versus the sld of the water fronting (Fig. 2).
The matchpoint of film and water sld was
calculated from a linear fit to the data to
5.03·10-6 Å-2. For this condition the Kiessig
fringes stemming from the interference of
neutrons that are reflected at the silicon/film
and at the film/water interface, respectively,
are completely suppressed (Fig. 1, middle).
This finding proves that the polyelectrolyte
coatings are contrast matched and subse-
quently, that there is no depletion of water at
the hydrophilic polyelectrolyte/liquid interface
at first glance. At least it is save to say that it is

Fig. 1: Reflectivity from the interface of a PAH
terminated film against water of different sld. The
solid line “Index match” is the calculated reflectivity
of the interface for the invisible film at this condition.

Fig. 2: Plot of the conditional sld of the PAH termi-
nated films, Nb Film, versus the sld of the water
fronting, Nb Subphase, and linear fit to the data
(solid line).

much less pronounced than that observed at
the hydrophobic solid/liquid interface. 

[1] R. Steitz et al., Langmuir 19 (2003) 2409
[2] D. Schwendel et al., Langmuir 19 (2003) 2284
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Neutron reflectivity experiments conducted
on the interface of deuterated polystyrene, d-
PS, thin films and heavy water, D2O, revealed
a depletion of water at the d-PS/D2O interface.
2-5 nm thick layers of reduced water density
(90% bulk water density) were found as a
function of air saturation of the water sample
and on the time elapsed after contacting it with
the hydrophobic surface [1]. 

In 2003 we continued above line of
experiments on the interface d-PS films spin-
coated on silicon substrates, in contact with
less hydrophilic liquid phases, namely
deuterated methanol, CD3OD, hydrogenated
methanol, CH3OH and deuterated isopropanol,
C3D7OD. Reference measurements were also
conducted on the d-PS samples against air
and D2O. The d-PS coated silicon single crys-
tals served as the top of a flow cell made up by
a Teflon trough. The neutrons (� = 4.66 Å)
assessed the d-PS/liquid interface through the
silicon backing. Each reflectivity run took 10h. 

Figure 1 shows the reflectivity curves of
the interface of d-PS coating 1 against deuter-
ated and hydrogenated methanol, respectively.
Against CD3OD the Kiessig interference
fringes of the interface are very much suppres-
sed due to the small scattering length density
(sld) difference (0.60·10-6 Å-2) between the d-
PS film (Nbd-PS = 6.41·10-6 Å-2) and the liquid
subphase (NbCD3OD = 5.81·10-6 Å-2). The situa-
tion is reversed after displacement of CD3OD
by CH3OH. The interference fringes are fully
retrieved. The sld difference in that case is
6.56·10-6 Å-2 (NbCH3OH = -0.37·10-6 Å-2). The de-
tailed analysis of the spectra revealed that the
sld and the apparent thickness of the d-PS
coating are dependent on the fronting. The first
finding is easily explained a minor imperfection
of d-PS film 1. It contains cavities with a
volume fraction of 0.034 to 0.067 (as extracted
from the individual measurements against air
and CH3OH). They are filled by the particular
fronting. The second finding is more peculiar
as it is only observed in case of the CD3OD
fronting. While in all other cases, with subse-

Fig. 1: Reflectivity from the interface of d-PS coa-
ting 1 against deuterated and hydrogenated metha-
nol. Solid lines are fits to the data corresponding to
the real space profiles shown in the Inset. 

quent measurements against air(1), D2O,
air(2), CD3OD, CH3OH, air(3), C3D7OD, air(4),
in that order, the thickness of the d-PS coating
is 237 – 240 Å, it is only for the CD3OD fronting
that the thickness is 257 Å (see Fig.1 Inset).
As this change in thickness of ~20 Å is only
temporary, and vanished after displacement of
CD3OD by CH3OH, it is not a deuterated con-
tamination the d-PS film, stemming from the
CD3OD subphase. If it was a hydrogenated
contamination, it would show up again when
measured against C3D7OD, which was not the
case. 

The origin of the apparent increase in
thickness is presently unclear. However, one
may speculate whether it is the reverse of the
depletion that is induced in the D2O subphase.
For this d-PS coating a depletion of 16% bulk
water density is found in a 21 Å thick liquid
layer against bulk D2O. The apparent increase
in thickness of ~20 Å when measured against
CD3OD would indicate a surface enrichment of
~8% bulk methanol density in the liquid phase.
Further experiments are necessary to confirm
above observation. 

[1] R. Steitz et al., Langmuir 19 (2003) 2409
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Recently, grazing incidence small angle
neutron scattering experiments (GISANS) on
the interface of a hydrophilic silicon substrate
and a diluted solution of a nonionic surfactant,
C8E4, in D2O, lead to a revised picture of the
structure of the surfactant adsorbed layer.
Contrary to expectation of isolated surfactant
aggregates of equilibrium shape and sepa-
ration, transient surfactant clusters with no
preferred lateral structure were found at half
coverage of the interface [1].
Here, we report on neutron reflectivity experi-
ments conducted on the same system, hydro-
genated C8E4 in D2O, against a hydrophilic
silicon wall, under experimental conditions that
were identical to the ones of the GISANS
experiments. The neutrons (� = 4.66 Å) asses-
sed the solid/liquid interface through the silicon
backing of the flow cell. A set of typical
reflectivity curves from the pure silicon/D2O
interface (reference) and from the interface
against solutions of C8E4 in D2O is shown in
Fig. 1. Each reflectivity curve was measured
for 1½ times (~10-12 h) to crosscheck on time
dependence. As is obvious from Fig. 1, the
reflectivity of the solid/liquid interface did not
change upon displacement of D2O by the C8E4
solutions in D2O, nor was it dependent on C8E4
concentration or sample temperature. A
second set of experiments with an independ-
ently prepared solution C8E4 in D2O (C8E4 II.)
confirmed the results obtained from the first set
of experiments. In addition, we did not observe
any time dependence of the reflectivity in any
case. This result is very different from the
results of the GISANS experiment where a
strong off-specular signal was observed as a
function of sample temperature, indicative of a
fragmented C8E4 adsorption layer at the
silicon/liquid interface.
Presuming an adsorbed amount of 5.7 �mol
C8E4/m2 according to results obtained by Kiraly
et al. by calorimetric measurements on
controlled pore glasses [2] and a layer thick-
ness of 50 Å (diameter of a C8E4 micelle), the

Fig.1: Neutron reflectivity from the Si/C8E4 solution
interface

scattering length density (sld) of the adsorption
layer would be 4.19·10-6 Å-2 with a surfactant
volume fraction � = 0.35. This layer would
show up in the reflectivity pattern of the
interface as the black solid line in Fig. 1 (ad
layer 1). Clearly, experimentally this is not the
case. Reducing the ad layer thickness to 25 Å
while keeping the adsorbed amount constant
increases � to 0.70 and thus decreases the sld
of the ad layer to 2.02·10-6 Å-2 (ad layer 2, red
line in Fig. 1). In the latter case the sld of the
ad layer is perfectly matching the sld of the
silicon backing and therefore, the C8E4
adsorption layer is invisible to the neutrons.
The same is true for a C8E4 ad-layer of 53 Å
thickness and � = 0.70 as was found at the
PMMA surface [3]. Therefore, the C8E4 ad-
layer cannot be resolved with the given
contrast. Reversed contrast (deuterated C8E4
in H2O) has to be applied to resolve the ad
layer in future experiments. 

[1] Steitz, R.; Findenegg, G.H.; Müller-Busch-
baum, P.; Schemmel, S.; Cubitt, R.; ILL
Experimental Reports 2003, 9-10-638

[2] Kiraly, Z.; Börner, R.H.K.; Findenegg, G.H.
Langmuir 1997, 13, 3308

[3] Steitz, R.; Uredat, S.; Findenegg, G.H.;
BENSC Experimental Reports 1999, 235
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Small organic molecules are surprisingly
abundant natural tools that are found as neuro-
transmitters, as second messengers and as
switching regulators in complex reactions. In
addition to their direct chemical activity they
may as well affect membrane functionality as
modulators of the bilayer fluidity and / or
stiffness. Many of them are amphiphilic and
readily partition into fluid (lipid) bilayers, but
the related interaction mechanisms as well as
the structural changes induced upon that inter-
action are not known. Such membrane-active
and reactive molecules are promising candi-
dates for the design of drugs as e.g. modern
anesthetics and novel antibiotics [1, 2].
Here we report about an investigation of the
antimicrobial peptide KLA1. The peptides of

Fig.1 : Small angle scattering patterns collected from stacks of
POPC membranes. Repeat distances: down most: almost dry
sample (52.3Å); middle: in 50µM KLA1 solution in D2O
(62.3Å); uppermost: in pure D2O (62.2Å (1st order); 62.1Å
(2nd order)). No further changes were observed within hours.

the KLA class are artificial and mimic the
natural frog toxin magainin[3]. Already at
very low concentrations (10-50nM) they are

aggressive antibacterial molecules that induce
immediate leakiness with subsequent cell death.
KLA1 comprises 18 amino residues; it is soluble
in water and acquires a helical amphiphilic struc-
ture with approaching polar surfaces as mem-

Fig. 2: Cryo-TEM image of
vesicles of SOPC, exposed to
a KLA1 solution (50nM) for 2
min before being rapidly
frozen.

branes. Two competing models, the barrel and the
carpet [4] formation, are discussed as structural
basis of the observed lysis. Both require the
association of several peptide molecules. Another
option is a continuous softening of the membrane
that might initiate a transition into a non-lamellar
phase, at least locally. Such a feature is accessible
by small angle scattering experiments on stacks of
membranes. As a model system pure lipid bi-
layers of palmitoyl-oleoyl-phosphatidylcholine
(POPC) were chosen and exposed to an excess
aqueous bulk solution of KLA1, up to 50µM
concentration.
The results are shown in fig.1 and prove that the
lamellar state of the membranes persists. The
formation of stable passage structures is thus ruled
out. Moreover, the bilayers are not significantly
softened as the repeat distances are independent of
the presence of KLA1.
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This view is also supported by findings from
electron micrsocopy (see fig.2) that show an
increased affinity of adjacent bilayer to adhere
and even fuse, as compared to control samples
without KLA1. The bilayer feature itself is
however not destroyed. This is also substanti-
ated by conductivity measurements on black
lipid membranes (BLM, not shown here) that
indicate the presence of fluctuating pores
rather than supporting the idea of stable
barrel-like structures or carpet-supported
leakage files.
The integrity of essentially intact lipid bilayers
that was found even after long times of expo-
sure was rather surprising in view of the
leakage rates reported from fluorescence
measurements. The membranes are extremely
weak when exposed to mechanical stress: even
at lowest KLA1 concentrations a global
porosity makes it impossible to apply forces
and to measure elastic parameters by use of
microaspiration techniques (Kim & Klösgen,
in preparation). All in all, it was impossible to
substantiate one of the models discussed so
far; instead, a dynamically fluctuating pore
structure might explain, as a third model, the
lytic effects and the mechanical weakness and
also the apparent structural stability. Still, the
insertion and the localization of the peptide in
the membrane shall be further explored. We
therefore aim to continue with a combined
study using calorimetry, fluorescence, and
small angle neutron scattering. The latter shall
the give information about the average posi-
tion of the peptide as it can be extracted from
the scattering profile determined from experi-
ments on a system of lipid bilayers and
deuterated peptides.
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Introduction 
m-Calpain is a medically important, calcium 
dependent heterodimeric protease whose activity 
appears to be modulated by lipid / membrane 
interactions [1]. Theoretical analyses of mammalian 
m-calpains identified a common sequence, 
GTAMRILGGVI (VP1) with the potential to form a 
lipid interactive a-helix [2].  This was confirmed by 
experimental analysis, which showed that VP1 
adopts high levels of a-helical structure in the 
presence of various lipids [3].  Further theoretical 
analysis predicted that the a-helix possessed 
structural amphilicity and a gradient of 
hydrophobicity similar to those of known oblique 
orientated a-helices [3].    

A series of measurements were undertaken by the 
V1 membrane diffractometer, in order to determine 
the location of domain V in a model membrane, 
representative of a biomembrane. The V1 
instrument is ideally suited to these experiments 
which utilize stacked lamellar bilayers with the 
peptide lying within the bilayer.  

Experiment and Results 
Protonated VP1 and deuterated VP1* 
(GTAMRIL(d10)GGVI) were synthesized by solid 
state methods and purified by HPLC to a purity 
greater than 98%.  Chloroform solutions of 
palmitoyloleyl phosphatidycholinec (POPC) and 
palmitoyloleyl phosphatidyserine (POPS) were 
prepared (10:1 molar ratio) and used to separately 
solubilise VP1 and VP1* (lipid: peptide molar ratio 
97:3).  The samples were then evenly sprayed onto 
a quartz microscope slide using an artist’s airbrush.  
Under these conditions, lipid samples self assemble 
to form multi-lamellar structures, which may be 
considered as stacked membrane bilayers.  These 
treated slides were placed in a vacuum desiccator 
for 12 h to remove all traces of chloroform.  
Samples were then individually placed in an 
aluminium thematically controlled sample can and 
rehydrated for 24 h at 25oC with relative humidity 
maintained at 98% using Teflon water baths 
containing saturated potassium sulphate solution.  
Three isotopic compositions: 50%, 20% and 8% 
2H2O were used to assist with phase assignment.  
After each completed neutron diffraction 
measurement the sample slide was rehydrated with 
the water at the next isotopic composition with at 

least 24 h allowed for equilibration.  The scattering 
intensities were recorded up to the 5th order.  Data 
analysis was performed according to Hauß

 

[4] and 
the resulting scattering length density profiles are 
shown in Figure 1.   
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Figure 1. Shows the neutron scattering density profile generated 
by a POPC/POPS membrane (continuous grey) in the presence 
of VP1 (continuous black) and VP1* (dotted black).   

Discussion 
In the presence of POPC:POPS lipid membranes, 
VP1 showed a neutron scattering density profile 
(figure1) consistent with penetration of the acyl 
chain region of these membranes.  These results 
support the prediction that m-calpain VP1 segment 
penetrates the membrane.    

In contrast, the presence of VP1* showed no 
significant effect on the neutron scattering density 
profiles suggesting that there were no significant 
levels of VP1* penetration with POPC/POPS 
membranes. Recent monolayer studies have 
shown there is no significant interaction with 
DMPC:DMPS  at a similar lipid ratio.  In 
combination with these results it would suggest that 
the deuteration of the GTAMRILGGVI leucine 
residue has affected the ability of the segment to 
interact with membranes.   Further investigations 
are on-going.   
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Introduction
Antibacterial peptides which are a component
of the innate immune system of most species
are possible antibiotic candidates to overcome
the development of resistance by bacteria. The
attractiveness of these molecules is based on
their small size (in most cases less than 30
amino acid residues) and their interaction with
the membrane of the target cell. The mode of
action is so far not understood but there is
evidence that a direct physical attack of the
membrane lipids rather than a protein
mediated mechanism leads to membrane
disruption and cell death. 
In this work the synthetic peptide NK-2 is in the
focus of interest. It is derived from NK-lysin, an
antibacterial and cytotoxic protein, which is
isolated from porcine NK-cells. In contact with
the cell membrane the peptide (res. 39-65 of
NK-lysin, with minor modifications), resembles
an amphipathic �-helix. NK-2 shows high
activity against various bacterial strains and
Candida albicans, but does not exhibit
cytotoxicity against human cells [1,2]. 
In order to understand the selection
mechanism with respect to the target cell and
the following membrane destruction the
interaction of the peptide with model
membranes mimicking bacterial or red blood
cell membranes was investigated by SAXS,
DSC, FTIR and neutron diffraction. While the
first methods tell us how the lipids will react
upon contact with the peptide only neutron
diffraction can give us the information where
and how the peptide is positioned in the
membrane. This should lead to an
understanding of the reaction mechanism on a
molecular level.
In the above mentioned periods of beam time
we investigated model membranes composed
of the phospholipids POPE and POPG.

Especially the latter is only abundant in
bacterial cell membranes and furthermore as a
negatively charged lipid it should be the
electrostatic counterpart for the cationic
peptide. POPE on the other hand is a critical
membrane component because it exhibits a
non-planar bi-layer structure which is assumed
to support membrane fusion or membrane
destruction in the case of peptide antibiotics. 
In previous measurements we tried to mimic a
bacterial membrane by mixing both lipids.
Unfortunately it turned out that we did not
achieve a homogeneous mixed bi-layer system
but that the two lipids separate. Consequently
we started to investigate the position of NK-2
in model membranes consisting of only one
lipid well knowing that for a complete
understanding of the system the interaction of
different lipids might play an essential role.

Methods
In different measurements native NK-2 and
partially deuterated peptides (amino acid in
position 2 (Isoleucine) and 23 (Leucine),
Figure 1) were mixed with POPE or POPG
vesicles and multi-lamellar films prepared.
They were measured under 98% humidity
(water) at three different contrast conditions
(100%, 50%, 0% D2O) at 20° C. 

Figure 1: Structure of NK-2 with highlighted
deuterated amino acids as derived from the NMR-
structure of NK-lysin [3]
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Results
The measurements resulted in well defined
diffraction peaks usually up to the 5th order
(Figure 2). Only in the case of POPE in 100%
D2O four orders were detectable. 
From the peak position it was calculated that
the repeat distance of POPE (63 Å) was
slightly larger than for POPG which was 60 Å.

Figure 2: Comparison of the diffraction data of
POPE and POPG in 100% D2O. It can be seen,
that the repeat distance of the lipids varies slightly.

The addition of peptide did not lead to a
systematic or significant change in the repeat
distance. Averaged over all contrast conditions
and samples the repeat distance of POPE was
determined to be 62 +/- 2 Å while it was 59 +/-
2 Å for POPG. The calculation of the
scattering length density profiles showed a
quite different structural image (examples in
figures 3 and 4).  

Figure 3: Scattering length density profile of POPE
+ NK-2[H].

While in the case of POPE the water layer
between the lipid bi-layers is relatively small
this changes in the case of POPG. Without a

peptide this is understandable since POPG is
a negatively charged lipid. Still upon addition of
the positively charged peptide the water layer
could become smaller since the electrostatic
repulsion is smaller. We observe the contrary.
An explanation could be the low concentration
of the peptide, here a mol ratio of 100 lipids
per one peptide was chosen. This would not
severely decrease the electrostatic repulsion. 

Figure 4: Scattering length density profile of POPG
+ NK-2[H].
The preliminary data analysis revealed that the
positions of the peptide were quite different for
POPE and POPG. While a strong scattering
contribution of the deuterated amino acid(s)
was found outside the POPE membrane, for
the POPG membrane the label scattering was
localized inside the membrane. It is also
remarkably that for each model membrane the
scattering contribution for the three differently
labelled peptides is always found almost at the
same position. In terms of model building we
therefore expect the peptide as a whole is not
inserting perpendicular into the membrane. 
So far no lipids resembling higher organism
membranes like erythrocytes walls have been
used as peptide counterpart in neutron
diffraction experiments. This should be a task
in the future where an investigation of the
interaction between NK-2 and POPC is
planned.

References
[1] Andrä, J., Berninghausen, O., Wülfken, J.

and Leippe, M. (1996) FEBS Lett. 385, 96-
100.

[2] Andrä, J. and Leippe, M. (1999) Med.
Microbiol. Immunol. 188, 117-124.

[3] Andersson, M. et al. (1995) EMBO J. 14,
1615-1625.
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  Date of Report: 18.12.2003 
Antimicrobial peptides are increasingly 
recognized as part of the innate defense system 
of animals and plants. The host defense 
peptides usually exhibit a high specificity 
towards their target cells, i.e. some show 
toxicity towards human erythrocytes while 
others are only active against microorganisms. 
The latter peptides are of major interest for the 
development of novel antibiotics. Such 
developments, however, require the 
understanding of the mode of action and the 
selectivity of active peptides on a molecular 
level.  
Our study is focused on Cynthaurin, a novel 
antimicrobial peptide from hemocytes of a 
tunicate, halocynthia aurantium. The native 
peptide has a mass of about 6.2 kDa and is 
composed of two 30-residue monomers. The 
latter were synthesized using deuterated  amino 
acids to give the d-ALA5 and d-ALA21 
monomers, which were used for the neutron 
diffraction studies. To get an insight in the 
structural details of the interaction of 
Cynthaurin with bacterial membrane lipids, 
measurements were performed on lipid bilayers 
composed of a POPC/POPG (3/1 mol/mol) 
mixture (S1) and subsequent mixtures with 
d-ALA5 (S2) and d-ALA21 (S3) in molar 
ratios of 3 mol% peptide respectively. Oriented 
samples were obtained by slightly dropping the 
dispersion on quartz slides (65 x 15 x 3 mm), 
removing the solvent using a vacuum 
dessicator (12 h) and final rehydration / 
incubation for 24 h at room temperature at 
98 % humidity maintained by K2SO4 solution. 
Contrast variation was achieved by adjusting 
the atmosphere in the sample chamber at three 
different H2O/D2O compositions (50 %, 20 % 
and 8 % D2O). The diffraction intensities were 
measured up the 5’th order of the lamellar 
spacing at 20 °C. The sample quality was 
proofed by measuring the mosaicity using 
rocking scans. S1 shows a mosaicity of 0.3 ° 
indicating the excellent sample quality.  
Fig. 1 compares the diffraction patterns 
obtained for S1, S2 and S3, respectively. The 
data analysis was performed based on 
isomorphous replacement yielded the phased 
structure factors as plotted in Fig. 2. 

 

Peptide adsorption leads to increased mosaicity 
thus the quality of the bilayer orientation is 
strongly decreased. From the calculation of the 
scattering length density profiles (Fig. 2) one 
could conclude that the peptide strongly 
adsorbs to the negatively charged head groups. 
For the d2-ALA5 in S2 the increased intensity 
in the hydrophobic core could be an indication 
for an membrane insertion of the helix with the 
C-terminal end of the chain. This was not 
found for S3 (d2-ALA21), but the increased 
SLD suggests predominant binding of the N-
terminus of the helix at the negatively charged 
PG – head groups. 
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Fig. 1. Diffraction patterns observed for pure lipid 
multilayers S1 and lipid Cynthaurin mixtures 
containing 3 mol % peptid S2 (d-ALA5) and S3 (D-
ALA21). 
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from the diffraction data of S1, S2 and S3. 
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Date of Report
18. 12. 2003

Introduction

Ubiquinone (CoQ) is a major intermediate in an-
imals and humans for ATP synthesys. It shut-
tles electrons/protons across the mitochondrial
membrane. The molecule has 2 domains, the
quinone domain with its redox capability and
a large hydrocarbon domain composed of up to
10 isoprene units. For its important function as
redox shuttle, the quinone moves electrons and
protons in the membrane. In our recent investi-
gations we were able to locate by neutron diffrac-
tion a perdeuterated polyisoprene, i.e. squalane,
in the bilayer center; protonated CoQ was also
localized in the core of a perdeuterated mem-
brane (BIO-01-1234, unpublished results). Us-
ing CoQ specifically deuterated in the quinone
domain, its location in the lipid bilayer should
be determined by neutron diffraction both for
the oxidized and the reduced state.

Experiment and Results

1,2-dimyristoyl-phosphatidylcholine (DMPC)
and 1,2-dimyristoyl-phosphatidylserine (DMPS)
were products of Avanti Polar Lipids; proto-
nated coenzymeQ was obtained from Sigma,
deuterated CoQ10 was synthezised in the lab
of Prof. Robert Bittmann in the Dept. of
Chemistry and Biochemistry, Queens College
of CUNY. CoQ10 was reduced following a
well-known chemical protocol. To keep it in
the reduced form, the following procedure was
carried on under Argon atmosphere. Chloro-
form solutions containing DMPC/DMPS 90:10
w/w with protonated and deuterated 10%
molar CoQ10 were sprayed on quartz glass,
resulting in oriented stacked lipid layers. The
total lipid weigth was 20 mg. Traces of the
solvents were removed by overnight dessication

at p < 1 mbar. The samples were than placed
in thermostated aluminum cans in which the
humidity was controlled by aqueous saturated
solutions of K2SO4 kept in Teflon resevoirs.
The measuring temperature was T=25C.
The diffraction measurements were performed
0,08:0,92, D2O/H2O. Diffraction patterns were
obtained by rocking the samples around the
expected Bragg positions. Due to restricted
measuring time diffractograms up to the 6th
order for each sample were recorded, the total
time for each scan being 24 h. Unfortunately
this experiment gave no useful result. We had
the feeling, during the sample preparation, that
the synthesis of the deuterated CoQ10 had not
been successful. In fact, the compound showed
a different chemical behaviour, compared to
CoQ10 in oxidized form. Moreover, it never
recovered its yellow colour after oxidation. The
unsuccessful synthesis was confirmed later by
MALDI-TOF. We plan to repeat the experiment
after new synthesis of deuterated CoQ.

[1] T. Hauß, S.Dante, N.A.Dencher and T.H.Haines,
Biochimica Biophysica Acta, 1556 (2002) 149-154.
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S. Dante, Th. Hauss - HMI, Berlin. 3.11-17.11.2003

Date of Report: 16.11.2003

Two mixed systems composed of
ceramide 6/ cholesterol/ palmitic acid/
cholesterol sulfate and DMPC/ ceramide 6
were characterized via neutron diffraction.
Samples were prepared as oriented
multilamellar stack of lipids on quartz
substrate. Diffraction pattern was collected as
rocking curves measured at appropriate
scattering angles 2�. The systems were
studied at two contents of humidity (60% and
99%) at temperatures of 32 oC and 81 oC.

The low mosaicity of the ceramide 6/
cholesterol/ palmitic acid/ cholesterol sulfate
sample (0.12 degree) allowed to collect five
orders of diffraction at T=32 oC as presented
in Fig. 1. The neutron scattering density across
the bilayer �(x) was calculated from the
intensities of diffraction peaks measured at
three different contents of D2O (8, 20, and
50%). The internal membrane structure was
determined  by fitting the �(x) function with four
Gaussian functions corresponding to the
position and width of polar head groups,
cholesterol molecules, hydrocarbon chains,
and CH3 groups (Fig 2). The parameters of the
system presented at Fig. 1 and 2 are: lamellar
repeat distance 45.6�0.5 Å, membrane
thickness 45.6 Å, width of polar region 4.8 Å,
position of cholesterol molecules 13.2 Å, width
of CH3 region 7.2 Å. The equal values of the
repeat distance and membrane thickness
reflect the low hydration of the multilamellar
structure. This finding was proved via
measurements of the system in excess of
water, which showed an increase of the repeat
distance from 45.6 Å at 60% humidity to 47.2 Å
at full hydration. The full hydration of the
membrane takes about 19 hours and creates
1.6 Å water layer between the membranes.
Water molecules penetrate into the lipid bilayer
on a thickness of 8.8 Å.

Increasing the temperature to 81oC at
97% humidity, the present quaternary system
exhibits two phases with repeat distances of
40.5 Å and 45.8 Å.

Fig. 1. Rocking curves measured at 6 different
detector angles 2�=7, 11.2, 16.8, 22.4, 28,
33.6 degree from the system ceramide 6/
cholesterol/ palmitic acid/ cholesterol sulfate
with components ratio 55/25/15/5 (w/w). 60%
humidity, T=32 oC , 8% D2O.
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Fig. 2. The neutron scattering length density
profile (red points) and fitting curve (solid red
line) for the system presented at Fig. 1.
Dashed lines corresponds to the position and
width of the polar head group (light blue),
cholesterol (blue),  CH2 chains (pink), and CH3
groups (black).  
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Interaction of β-amyloid peptide (1-42) with lipid
unilamellar vesicles

Proposal N◦ BIO-01-1427
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Principal Proposer: Silvia Dante, HMI and TU-Darmstadt

Experimental Team: T. Hauß , HMI and Heinrich-Heine-Uni Düsseldorf
Norbert Dencher, TU Darmstadt

Date of Report
17. 12. 2003

Introduction

In previous neutron diffraction investigations, we
were able to locate a selectively deuterated frag-
ment of β-amyloid peptide in membranes of dif-
ferent lipid composition [1], and with different
preparation methods [2]. In the present study
we have extended our investigation to the inter-
action of the full length β-amyloid peptide Aβ(1-
42) with lipid unilamellar vesicles.

Experiment and Results

Dimiristoyl-phosphatidylcholine (DMPC), full
deuterated dimiristoyl-phosphatidylcholine
(d67-DMPC), dimiristoyl-phosphatidylserine
(DMPS), and deuterated dimiristoyl-
phosphatidylserine (d54-DMPS) were products
of Avanti Polar Lipids; Aβ(1-42) was purchased
by Bachem. Unilamellar vesicles of protonated
DMPC/DMPS and deuterated d67-DMPC/d54-
DMPS were prepared by sonication. The total
lipid amount per sample was 10 mg, and the
molar ratio DMPC/DMPS was 10:1. The same
vesicle dispersion was used to prepare two
samples, with and without Aβ(1-42). The incu-
bation of the peptide (3% molar) was carried on
adding aliquots of the peptide solutions to the
vesicles while a short sonication burst of two
seconds was applied by a bath type sonicator,
to mix the sample and increase the diffusion
of the peptide. The time interval between
the additions of two successive drops was at
least 15 minutes. The vesicle dispersions were
than placed on quartz slides and let to dry in
a dust free environment. The samples were
then placed in thermostated aluminum cans in
which the humidity was controlled by aqueous
saturated solutions of K2SO4 kept in Teflon
resevoirs. This procedure adjustes the relative

humidity to 98%. The measuring temperature
was T=40C. The diffraction measurements were
performed at different isotopic ratios of the at-
mosphere, namely 0,5:0,5, 0,2:0,8, 0,08:0,92, 0:1
D2O/H2O. Diffraction patterns were obtained
by rocking the samples around the expected
Bragg positions. The total time for each scan
was 24 h. Neutron diffraction spectra showed
up to the 5 diffraction orders. The presence of
Aβ(1-42) affected greatly the mosaicity and the
spacings of the samples. The scattering density
profile of the protonated membrane in presence
and absence of and Aβ(1-42) are shown in Fig.
1. Further data evaluation and modeling are
currently in progress.

[1] S.Dante, N.A.Dencher and T.Hauß, Biophysical
Journal, (2002) 2610-2616, 83
[2] S.Dante, N.A.Dencher and T.Hauß, Biochemistry,
(2003) 13667-13672, 42
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Figure 1: Diffraction patterns of a protonated lipid
membrane with and without Aβ(25-35), in atmosphere
of 98% H2O
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Jörg Pieper
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Experimental Team: Carlo Castellano, Università di Roma, Italy

Jörg Pieper, BENSC, Berlin, DE
Alexandra Buchsteiner, BENSC, Berlin, DE

24/02/2003-03/03/2003

Date of Report: 26/01/2003

The use of cationic liposomes (CL) to deliver DNA into cells has
received great attention in gene therapy.
Recent studies have clearly shown that CL-DNA complexes are
comprised of liquid crystalline structures where a periodic one
dimensional (1D) lattice of parallel DNA strands is confined
between two dimensional (2D) lipid bilayers. During
complexation the cationic lipids neutralize the negative charge of
DNA and allow the complex to approach the anionic surface of a
cell. Cationic liposomes contain both cationic and neutral lipid
(or the so-called helper lipid) and different morphologies are
expected to arise for the choice of the non-ionic lipid. In
particular this last seems to influence and often to improve the
transfection efficiency acting on the structure of the complex but
also on its dynamics (the rigidity of cationic lipid membranes is
modified by this “fluidising factor”). The resulting complex
structure varies from a lamellar to a hexagonal phase as a
function of the lipid composition and of the neutral lipid/charged
lipid ratio. In the case of the neutral DOPC the liposomes
complexes consist of the above mentioned multilayer structure
with strands of DNA confined in aqueous solution regions. The
relationship between system composition and the concentration
of DNA in the complexes is of special interest because the
transfection efficiency can be related to the amount of DNA
entering the cell. In this context to understand the proton
dynamics (mainly arising from the H atoms) governed by the
neutral-cationic lipid mixture we already performed at IN13
(ILL) elastic incoherent neutron scattering experiments in a wide
temperature range. 
These measurements have shown a not negligible influence of
DNA concentration on the anisotropy of membrane dynamics. In
particular, the out of plane motion of the lipids seems to be
strongly affected by the presence of high DNA concentration, in
particular at the isoelectric point. This result could be assigned to
an increased dynamics of the space restricted vertical translation
of the lipid molecules. To confirm the suggested hypothesis, a
quasi-elastic investigation was needed. The aim of the present
project was exactly to get a deeper knowledge on the DNA-
liposomes interaction, investigating the dynamics that characterises
these systems by a quasi-elastic investigation, thus extending our
first IN13 elastic neutron scattering study. We have measured
QENS spectra on V3 time of flight multichopper spectrometer
(NEAT) in a large energy range (between –1.8 mev and 8.0 eV),
in the Q range between 0.38 and 2.18 Å-1 with an incident
wavelenght � = 5.1 Å and an energy resolution �E = 93��eV, on
oriented lipoplex membrane in order to establish if a significant
quasi-elastic contribution difference could be pointed out. We
have performed our measurements in the low temperature regime
(around 250 K), where the system is supposed to be frozen in a
given conformation, and at room temperature. Lamellar DNA-
cationic lipoplex have been prepared by mixing small unilamellar
liposomes obtained sonicating the mixtures of cationic lipid such
as dioleoyl trimethylammonium propane (DOTAP) and a neutral
lipid such as dioleoyl phosphatidylcholin (DOPC) with linear
DNA.Three different DNA-cationic concentration ratios have
been investigated at the two temperature points: in particular the
pure DOTAP/DOPC lipid mixture with a neutral lipid percentage
= 0.50, the complex CL-DNA with excess of cationic lipid (� =
4) and at the isoelectric point (� = 2.2). We have also acquired

spectra of the empty cell (sample-holder plus SiO2 wafers on
which the complexes are deposited) and of standard vanadium. In
particular, by building up oriented structures, the investigation has
been independently selective to the in-plane and out-of-plane
membrane motion, depending by the direction of the beam respect
to the normal to the sample (135º and 45º respectively). A first data
analysis performed using the program PROFIT shows a
pronounced dynamics in both in and out-of-plane motions of the
lipid molecules in the ~10 ps time scale, time-window accessible
by the used instrument V3. In particular we denote the presence
of  the same kind of anisotropy in the H dynamics at the
isolelectric point, that we already evidenced by our former elastic
experiments in a slower time scale (~100 ps). We have analysed
our data using one Lorentzian contribution and the vanadium
scan for the experimental resolution function, calculating the
EISF of the system as a function of Q at high and low
temperature (see figure below for the T = 300 K case at the
isoelectric point). Using the AGATHE program we have
evidenced that the model of rotation over a circle for the in-plane
motions (chain defect motions and rotational diffusion) and the
model of the diffusion inside a restricted volume like a sphere of
radius around 1.6 Å (model of Volino and Dianoux) for the out-
of-plane ones well reproduce the EISF behaviour and the HWHM
of the quasi elastic component. Further data analysis is however
in progress.

References: C.R. Safinya, Curr. Opinion Str. Biol. 11, 440
(2001); S. König, W. Pfeiffer, T. Bayerl, D. Richter, and E.
Sackmann, J. Phys. II France 2, 1589 (1992); C. Castellano, F.
Natali, D. Pozzi, G. Caracciolo and A. Congiu, Physica B, in
press; M. Bée, Quasielastic Neutron Scattering: principles and
applications in solid state chemistry, biology and material
science, Adam Hilger, Bristol, 1988.
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We performed an inelastic and quasielastic
neutron scattering investigation on lysozyme
solvated with both deuterated glycerol and
heavy water. The experiment was performed
at the V3 spectrometer with an incident
neutron wavelength  of 8 Å and an energy
resolution of 30µeV. We measured the
following lysozyme + deuterated glycerol +
heavy water mixtures (numbers refer to the
relative weight of lysozyme-glycerol-water):
1:1:0 and 1:1:0.4. All the samples have been
measured both at 200K and at 300K. The low-
temperature measurements were performed to
estimate the vibrational contribution for each
sample. This has to be subtracted to the room
temperature intensity after Bose rescaling in
order to properly evaluate the only quasielastic
signal.  
Fig. 1 shows the dynamical structure factor
S(2�,E) of the samples 1:1:0 and 1:1:0.4 at an
average 2� value of 75o at 200K. In both the
cases is well visible an inelastic bump, whose
centre seems to shift to higher energies as
hydration increases.  
At room temperature a quasielastic signal has
been revealed. Its intensity increases as a
function of the hydration degree. In fact, Fig. 2
shows that the quasielastic signal of the
sample 1:1:0.4 is enhanced with respect to
1:1:0 sample. On the same figure, we show
that, after the Bose rescaling, the 200K
spectrum of the sample 1:1:0  superimposes to
the 300K intensity at the same hydration level
for energies above ~5meV. Even if the data
analysis is still in progress we have found that
there is quasielastic signal also in the energy
range immediately above 0.015 meV, thus

justifying the need to use the high energy
resolution configuration.
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We performed an inelastic and quasielastic
neutron scattering investigation on lysozyme
solvated with both deuterated glycerol and
heavy water. The experiment was performed
at the V3 spectrometer with an incident
neutron wavelength  of 8 Å and an energy
resolution of 30µeV. This experiment was
conceived to complete the data set of the
experiment BIO-03-0265 (see the relative exp.
Report). We measured the following lysozyme
+ deuterated glycerol + heavy water mixtures
(numbers refer to the relative weight of
lysozyme-glycerol-water): 1:1:0.1, 1:1:0.2,
1:1:0.3, 1:1:0.6 at 200K and at 300K. The low-
temperature measurements were performed to
estimate the vibrational contribution for each
sample. This has to be subtracted to the room
temperature intensity, after Bose rescaling, in
order to properly evaluate the only quasielastic
signal.  
Fig. 1 shows the dynamical structure factor
S(2�,E) binned in the whole angular range at
an average 2� value of 75o at 200K. The
inelastic bump centred at about 4meV seems
to shift to higher energies as hydration
increases. 
At room temperature the quasielastic intensity
increases as a function of the hydration
degree. This is shown in Fig. 2 where the
measured dynamical structure factor is
reported. The double logarithmic scale allows
us to reveal the features of the quasielastic
signal over a wide energy range (The dashed
line is the experimental resolution function). At
high hydration values this contribution begins
immediately above 0.015 meV, thus justifying
the need to use V3 in the high energy
resolution configuration, and extends up to
~5meV.
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT

Dynamics of hydration water in model

membrane systems

Proposal N�: Bio-03-306 EF

Instrument: V3

Local contact: A. Buchsteiner
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Experimental team:

A. Buchsteiner, HMI
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J. Pieper, HMI
A. Lerf, Walther-Meissner-Institut, Garching

Date(s) of Experiment:

29.09. – 12.10.2003

Date of report: 14.12.2003

The topology and elasticity of membranes, biological and
crystalline inorganic ones, are very sensitive to the swel-
ling behavior. Crystalline membranes can serve as model
systems [1]. The swelling state of such membranes and
its relation to the hydration behavior is not well charac-
terized from a physical point of view.
Therefore we investigated the dynamics of water moti-
on within the interlayer space of graphite oxide which is
suitable as model membrane [2].

With quasielastic neutron scattering we measured the gra-
phite oxide at 3 different humidity levels (H2O) with a re-
solution of 93�eV. To cover a broad range of humidities
we chose an almost dry level (10% water content), an in-
termediate level (20%) and an almost wet sample (60%).
The equlibration times ranged between 3 and 48 h.

In order to determine the actual layer distance of the
samples we calculated them from the Bragg peaks found
in the neutron scattering spectra and compared these va-
lues with those measured with X-ray scattering in prepa-
ration of the neutron scattering experiments. We found
a good agreement between both types of values.
However, for the intermediate hydration value we had to
notice a strong influence of the equilibration conditions
(equilibration time, amount of material, etc.) onto the
resulting layer distance. Up to now there seems to exist
no stable intermediate humidity level, but that has to be
examined further.
Special attention was paid to get very well defined samp-
les and to measure them with a very good statistics. Fi-
gure 1 shows the scattering function for one Q-value.

The data were fitted with a model covering translational
diffusion and isotropic rotational diffusion for up to three
water types: bound water (no translational diffusion), hy-
dration water (exact definition has to follow in future)
and bulk water (free translation and rotation) (developed
from a model described in [3]). The model takes also
into account a damped harmonic oscillator term for the
description of the inelastic part of the spectrum.
This model describes the data relatively good and we
could clearly distinguish three types of water which con-
tribute with different fractions to the scattering function
depending on the humidity level of the graphite oxide.

Further data analysis should give exact fractions of water
types and prove the used model. Future measurements
will investigate a different time scale (higher resolution)
in order to get additional information about the slow mo-
vements of bulk water and also information about the

(10%)

(20%)

(60%)

Figure 1: Scattering function S(Q,ω) for the different
humidities of graphite oxide for Q=2.24A−1

graphite oxide itself.

[1] M.J. Bowick et al., Physics Reports 344 (2001) 255
[2] J.H. DeBoer et al., Proc. Koninkl. Nederl. Akad. Weten-
schappen, Series B61 (1958) 242
[3] J. Pieper et al., Chemical Physics 292 (2003) 465
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M. Weß, G. Renger, Max-Volmer-Institut,
TU Berlin

27.01. – 02.02.2003
02.06. – 08.06.2003

Date of Report: 29.12.03

Photosynthesis is a fundamental physiological
process in nature representing the
transformation of solar radiation into storable
chemical energy. This photochemical process
of all oxygen evolving photoautotrophic
organisms (cyanobacteria, algae and green
plants) comprises the light-induced cleavage of
water and fixation of carbon by formation of a
carbohydrate (CH2O)n under release of oxygen
(for a review see ref. 1). The key steps in
photosynthetic water cleavage take place in a
multimeric membrane-bound protein complex
referred to as Photosystem II (PS II). The
reaction pattern of PS II is characterized by a
high degree of specific coupling between
structural dynamics and function. Recent
findings revealed that dehydration (2) as well
as lowering of temperature leads to blockage
of individual redox reactions of PS II (3).
The aim of the present study was to
investigate the protein flexibility in PSII as a
function of temperature. PS II membrane
fragments were hydrated using D2O vapor of a
well-defined relative humidity (r.h.) of 90 %.
Quasielastic neutron scattering (QENS)
experiments were carried out using an incident
neutron wavelength of 5.1 Å and an elastic
resolution of 93 µeV on NEAT. The experiment
was repeated for a vacuum dried sample.
In a preliminary analysis the data were fit using
a Lorentzian model. The resulting EISF (Q) are
shown in Fig. 1. A significant quasielastic
contribution is present for T > 230 K, only.
As shown in Fig. 2, the mean square
displacement for PS II clearly increases with
increasing temperature. The linear increase for
T < 230 K is characteristic for vibrational
motions while the stronger increase for
T > 230 K is due to large amplitude motions.
The temperature dependence of charge
transfer efficiency shows a similar behaviour
with an onset at about 230 K (3). The latter
characteristic transition is not observed for the
dry sample (not shown). It can be concluded
that there is a clear correlation between protein
flexibility and function of PSII (4).

 Figure 1
EISF (Q) for PSII at temperatures of 100, 240
and 300 K obtained by a Lorentzian fit.

Figure 2
Mean square displacement of PSII as a
function of temperature (diamonds). The
charge transfer efficiency is depicted in red (2).

References:
1. G. Renger, Biochim. Biophys. Acta 1503 (2001) 210-

228
2. O. Kaminskaya, G. Renger, V. A. Shuvalov,

Biochemistry 42 (2003) 8119-8132
3. Garbers, F. Reifarth, J. Kurreck, G. Renger, F.

Parak, Biochemistry 37 (1998) 11399-11404
4. Pieper, J.; Weß, M.; Hauß, Th.; Lechner, R.E.;

Renger, G., to be published
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From 03/10/03 to
06/10/03 (backlog)

Date of Report: November 2003
Aim of this experiment was the investigation of
structural features of ternary systems formed
by phospholiponucleosides, water and oil.
The chosen surfactants were the dilauroyl-
phosphatidyl derivatives of adenosine and
uridine and their 1:1 mixture in the L1 corner of
the phase diagram. These double-chained
surfactants have been the subject of a detailed
investigation in our laboratory for some years
[1] and have shown -in aqueous phase-
extremely interesting features both for
aggregational and for molecuar recognition
properties, that is base-base selective
interaction along the micellar surface.
Dilauroyl-phosphatidyl derivatives show at
moderate ionic strengths an extended micellar
growth along the axial direction; combined
SANS, SLS, QELS and Cryo-TEM have
provided evidence of flexibility of the
aggregates, that have been ful ly
charachterized from a structural point of view.
On the other hand we have spectroscopic
(NMR and Circular Dichroism) confirmation
that an extended pattern of base-base
interactions are present on the micellar surface
and that the extent of interaction is modulated
by interfacial curvature, being maximum for a
planar packing of surfactant molecules (e.g.
lamellar phases and liposomes).
Therefore it would be extremely interesting to
investigate the pattern of base-base
recognition in reverse curvatures. As the first
step of this experimental development we
proposed the modulation of interfacial
curvature by means of oil addition to a direct
micellar phase. We selected polymerlike
flexible micelles as the starting aggregates.
In order to fully exploit the q-range available,
three different configurations have been
performed (front, 4m and back); Experiments
have concerned a fixed surfactant volume
fraction and different oil (cyclohexane) content,
ranging from 0.3 to 0.9% v/v). Both
hydrogenated and deuterated cyclohexane
have been used.
The results presented in this report are meant
to be really preliminary, in view of the fact that

experiements have been performed only one
month ago. However some main conclusions
can already been drawn.
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Figure 1

Cyclohexane induces
dramatic changes on
base base interaction
pattern: an intuit ive
evidence can be inferred
from CD spectra on DLP-
Adenosine

microemulsions as a function of the oil content
(increasing in the direction indicated by the
arrow) presented in Figure 1. At high oil
content the spectrum resembles that exhibited
by diC8P-Adenosine arranged on globular
micelles: a structural characterization could
ascribe this effect to a rod to globule transition.
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Figure 2a illustrates this strucutral evolution for
DLP-Adenosine; while the lowest oil content
shows the persistence of a polymerlike
structure with the characteristic scaling
behavior, the other data have been modeled
with a polydisperse spherical core (apolar
chains+cyclohexane)/shell (polar head region)
strucutre; the results are consistent with a core
radius increasing with oil content (from 30 Å to
40 Å) and a fixed polar shell (7Å); however the
results obtained for the deuterate oil samples
(Figure 2b for the highest oil contentand the
three different surfactants) evidentiate a clear
dependence on polar head nature,
demonstrating a penetration of cyclohexane in
the corona shell that is modulated by the
nucleic base. Further analysis is in progress.
[1] P.Baglioni, D. Berti, Curr. Opinion Coll. Int.
Sci, 2003,8,55-61 and ref therein
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Shigella are the causative agents of bacillary 
dysentery. The infection is ultimately controlled 
by the arrival of neutrophils, which trap the 
Shigella in phagosomes where its virulence 
factors are degraded and the bacteria are 
killed. 
The protein responsible for the degradation of 
Shigella virulence factors, neutrophil elastase 
(NE), is found in granules also containing 
cathepsin G (CG) [1]. Interestingly, although X-
ray crystallography reveals that the structures 
of the inhibited proteins are nearly identical 
they have different biology; only NE specifically 
destroys Shigella virulence factors [2]. Given 
that biological molecules are flexible and soft, 
small changes within the molecular structure 
may play a significant role in protein function.   
To test the hypothesis that the conformations 
of these two proteins, while active and in 
solution, are in reality different, we have 
performed an experiment comparing NE and 
CG, dissolved in D2O, using V4 at the HMI.   
The use of SANS in such a study is possible 
because, although we need to measure non-
physiological concentration, i.e. 10 mg/ml, 
enzymatic assay results show that both 
proteins are still active in D2O, at this 
concentration, and after 72 hours in the beam 
[3]. Furthermore, the unusual stability 
combined with the ability to obtain large 
amounts of protein and having the crystal 
structures of both proteins makes us uniquely 
able to perform experiments to test the nature 
of the enzymes in solution. 
Our preliminary results are quite encouraging, 
as the SANS data indicate that, in solution, the 
NE is different from the CG in shape or size, 
see Fig. 1.  These results support our original 
hypothesis that the substrate specificities vary 
due to diverse folding conformations.   
It is important to note that the original crystal 
structures very nearly overlap each other, but 
the structures were crystallized with their 
inhibitors.  The specific inhibitors for NE and 
CG are mimics of their peptide substrates and 
block enzymatic activity.  

 
Fig.1 Comparison of the scattering data of NE (green circles) to CG (red 
squares). 

 
Fig 2. Comparison the data obtained before and after the addition of CG 
inhibitor to CG (red squares) and to NE(green circles). 
 
We hypothesize that the enzymes possess 
varying substrate specificities because their 
native conformations in solution are different.  
The SANS data supports this idea.  
Furthermore, we argue that the enzymes may 
adopt a similar structure upon encounter with 
their substrates.  The crystallography data 
would suggest that this is possible. 
From enzymatic assay results, we know that 
addition of a CG inhibitor to CG and NE 
inhibits the activity of CG while the NE remains 
unaffected.  In Fig. 2, the data obtained after 
the addition of CG inhibitor to CG and to NE 
are shown, indicating that the addition of CG 
inhibitor to CG was able to significantly change 
the shape of the enzyme.   
 
[1] Yv. Weinrauch et al, Nature 417, 91 - 94 (02 May 2002) 
[2] C.  Mattos et al. Nat Struct Biol 1 55 (1994); P. Hof et al. 
EMBO J 15 5481 (1996) 

 [3] M. Ingersoll, private comm. 
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Date of Report: 18.12.03

The formation of polyelectrolyte/protein
complexes in solution has been and is still
studied owing to both practical and theoretical
interests. Recently, we have investigated the
interaction mechanism between alkaline
phosphatase and poly(styrene sulphonate). We
have observed that the denaturation
temperature and the protein activity  depend
upon the polymer tacticity. For instance,
denaturation occurs some 15°C higher with
iPSS (isotactic sulphonated polystyrene) than
with aPSS (atactic sulphonated polystyrene).
Similarly, the activity is not altered with iPSS
whereas it is strongly reduced with aPSS.
 In the present investigation by neutron
scattering, we have attempted to determine the
conformation of the polymer by matching the
coherent signal of the protein with an
appropriate mixture of D2O/H2O.  

 
Figure 1: Kratky-plot (q2I(q) in arbitrary units
for aPSSD in water (�) and for aPSSD/protein in
water (�). 

The first results show that no conformational
change occurs with atactic polystyrene (figure
1) unlike what is seen with isotactic and
syndiotactic polystyrene (figure 2). 

Figure 2: Kratky-plot (q2I(q) in arbitrary units
for iPSSD in water (�) and for iPSSD/protein in
water (�).

The results are currently under interpretation.
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Roland Steitz, HMI Berlin, Germany

Experimental Team:

Date(s) of Experiment

2.2.-7-2-2003
30.11.-4.12.2003*

Date of Report: 27/01/04
The initial goal of the experiments reported here
was part of the attempt to develop a protocol for the
preparation of soft supported membranes to be used
for biophysical studies. Some techniques as atomic
force microscopy (AFM) and fluctuation
correlation spectroscopy (FCS) require the
availability of extended flat surfaces; this is also
true for a future application in biosensors or
bioassays for analytical purposes. However, the
formation of soft and stable and even functional
bio-membranes along supporting interfaces is an
issue in itself because the physics of the deposition
process and the details of the interaction with the
interface are not settled.
Our initial choice consisted of thick (>300Å)
hydrophobic polymers layers of polystyrene (PS)
that were spin-coated onto crystalline Si/SiO2 sub-
supports. Lipid layers were successfully deposited
onto these surfaces by spontaneous adsorption from
suspensions of unilamellar vesicles (r~50nm). The
built-up of the sandwiched layer was monitored
step by step using neutron reflectivity and contrast
matching [1]. Due to the hydrophobicity of the
polymer a trilayer of an inner monolayer and an
outer bilayer of lipid were reproducibly found.
However, comparing the observations made in
many experiments by many users of different
projects, all brought together by Roland Steitz, and
all using that kind of polymer layers in aqueous
surroundings, we had to concede that we all were
usually incapable to match the contrast of the
polymer layer and the adjacent bulk water. Instead,
we observed more or less pronounced fringes
superimposed to the expected intensity decay. After
many discussions and by comparison with
additional experimental results it was finally
concluded that the observations were due to
incomplete wetting at the polymer–water interface.
The results so far can be explained by the presence
of an extended depletion layer [2] of reduced
mechanical density. As a consequence of altering
the water structure along the interface, the
scattering length density is different from the one in
bulk water. This depletion layer unavoidably forms

due to the interfacial hydrophobic mismatch; minor
disturbances of it induce the creation of big nano-
bubbles [2, 3]. 
As a result we intend to accomplish the observations so
far by investigating more systems with polymer sheets
of comparable thickness and varying hydrophilicity.
The first choice here is the polyelectrolyte layer
(PEI/( PSS/PAH)XPSS). This system is rather
hydrophilic, and the terminating PSS–layer even yields
a charged polyelectrolyte surface. Without the final
PSS-layer, the surface is electrically neutral.
Unexpected difficulties arose from the high water
content included in the polar polymer layer: during the
spring beamtime we could not find a sufficiently well-
defined matching point by fitting the observed curves.
Therefore, the autumn beamtime was essentially
dedicated to the determination of the proper matching
(16% H2O, 84% D2O; mol/mol) by determining it from
experiments of PEI/( PSS/ PAH)6 PSS exposed to a
series of D2O/H2O mixtures. Control experiments
reveal a good matching with that aqueous subphase but
there are still fringe traces visible. These have to be
further explored in view of the depletion layer model.
Lipid membranes could be deposited onto the PEI/(
PSS/ PAH)6 PSS polymer surface but the deposition
efficiency and surface quality were not as good as
found with the PS interface. This must also be further
investigated. As yet, there is not a lot of knowledge
about the deposition process itself. Apart from the
interfacial tension also the shape and especially the size
of the lipid vesicles applied may be crucial.

References

[1] T. Gutberlet, R. Steitz, J. Howse, I. Estrela-Lopis
and B. Klösgen, Applied Physics A - Materials
Science & Processing 74 (2002) S1262-S1263.

[2] R. Steitz, T. Gutberlet, T. Hauss, B. Klosgen, R.
Krastev, S. Schemmel, A.C. Simonsen and G.H.
Findenegg, Langmuir 19 (2003) 2409-2418.

[3] A.C. Simonsen, P.L. Hansen and B. Klösgen, J.
Coll. Interface Sci. (2004).
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 To gain information about the adsorption of 
small peptides, like the beta-amyloid Aβ(25-35)  
peptide, in/on lipid membranes, we have developed 
a method to prepare model membranes (stacked 
lipid layers) via fusion of small unilamellar vesicles 
onto a polymer coated substrate. In particular, the 
interaction of the peptide with the lipid membrane 
may be driven by electrostatic forces, since Aβ 
carries a positive charge, and the natural neuronal 
membrane is negatively charged. We choose 
therefore to utilize charged polyelectrolytes to coat 
the substrate, and we investigated the adsorption 
process of negatively charged vesicles. The 
substrate was prepared by coating a silicon wafer 
with a layer of poly(ethyleneimine) followed by six 
bilayers of poly(styrene-sulfonate)/poly(allylamine-
hydrochloride) by self-assembly technique. As 
model lipids a mixture of DMPC and DMPS, 90:10 
mol/mol, was chosen. DMPC was fully deuterated, 
while the negatively charged DMPS had fully 
deuterated alkyl chains. The vesicles were 
prepared by extrusion with a 100 nm filter at a 
concentration of 1 mg/ml. 
 The contrast scenario of the neutron reflectivity 
experiment monitoring the membrane fusion was 
chosen such as to highlight the lipid layers. Fig. 1 
shows the reflectivity from the stratified poly-
electrolyte cushion sandwiched between the silicon 
backing and the liquid fronting, D2O and H2O, 
respectively. As expected, the reflectivity changed 
as a function of the liquid environment with a 
reduced scattering length density of the water-
swollen polymer film in the latter case. After 
displacement of the H2O liquid phase by the 
suspension of d-DMPC/d-DMPS vesicles in H2O 
the reflectivity of the interface at low Q started to 
increase again, a clear signature of the onset of the 
adsorption of the lipids to the polymer cushion. 
Figure 2 shows the kinetics of lipid adsorption, 
monitored by the increase in the reflected intensity 
at fixed Q as a function of time. Assuming a first 
order rate law, I(t) ~ 1-exp(-kt), the rate constant k 
as extracted from the fit to the data is 0.087 h-1. The 
half-time of the process would thus be t1/2 = 8h. We 
stopped the adsorption process after 18h by 
displacing the reservoir, namely the lipid vesicles in 
H2O, by pure H2O. This did not induce a decay in 
reflected intensity. Hence, there is no or at least 
negligible lipid desorption from the interface. This 
conclusion was further corroborated by subsequent  
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and repeated reflectivity runs on the lipid-coated 
interface (Fig.1, curve 3, Lipids/H2O, 2). The 
adsorbed lipid membrane however, is not a single 
bilayer as is obvious from the mismatch of the 
experimental data and the corresponding model 
calculation (red line in Fig. 1). The best match (solid 
line corresponds to a lipid layer thickness of 160 Å 
and a roughness of ~ 70 Å towards H2O.  
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Date of Report: 18 Dec. 2003

At almost all interfaces, proteins adsorb
spontaneously. Recently, it has been found
that colloidal particles that are covered with a
polyelectrolyte brush are capable of binding
huge amounts of proteins at low ionic strength.
However, raising the ionic strength to about
200 mM leads to a remarkable protein
resistance of the particles [1]. This effect is
independent of the net protein charge, i. e.
negatively charged bovine serum albumin
(BSA) is adsorbed at a negatively charged
poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) brush at low ionic
strength, but it is repelled from the surface at
high ionic strength where the electrostatic
repulsion is minimized. It has been concluded
that the driving force for the protein adsorption
at the PAA brush is the release of counterions
from the brush which increases the entropy of
the system [1].

In view of the unique properties of a
polyelectrolyte brush in terms of protein
adsorption, we have studied for the first time
the adsorption of the protein BSA on a planar
PAA brush at different ionic strength using
neutron reflectometry. The preparation of the
PAA brush was performed according to the
literature with slight modifications [2].

In Fig. 1, neutron reflectivities of a
silicon/water interface that has been modified
with a PAA brush are shown. These
experiments were performed with D2O as the
solvent. In addition, the contrast was varied by
using a D2O/H2O mixture to exclude
ambiguities in the data analysis. The pH-value
of the solutions was adjusted to 6.5 with a 10
mM MES buffer. As can be seen from Fig. 1,
the exchange of the D2O-buffer by a BSA
solution does not change the reflectivity of the
interface, if NaCl (500 mM) is added, i. e. there
is no BSA adsorption at high ionic strength. In
contrast, rinsing with a BSA solution without
added NaCl leads to BSA adsorption at the
PAA brush. Thus, the variable protein affinity
of a planar polyelectrolyte brush as a function
of ionic strength has been demonstrated
successfully.

Additional experiments have also been
performed where a BSA solution without NaCl
was used first. Then, increasing the ionic
strength to 200 mM does not change the
observed neutron reflectivity, i. e. no
desorption takes place. This finding can be
attributed to an ionic strength that is too low for
desorption and/or to slow desorption kinetics.

In a preliminary analysis of the data,
the concentration profile of the adsorbed BSA
across the interfacial region was determined.
From this, it is quite clear that the BSA is
distributed over the whole PAA brush which
has a thickness of about 200 Å in solution. At
the inner interface of the brush, BSA is
enriched suggesting an additional interaction
with the PS sublayer. However, a more
detailed analysis of the data is required to
draw further conclusions.

Fig. 1 Neutron reflectivities of a silicon/water interface
modified with a poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) brush. The data
are normalized to the reflectivity of a clean silicon/water
interface. The data clearly indicate that BSA is adsorbing
at the PAA brush only, if the ionic strength is low.

[1] C. Czeslik, R. Jansen, M. Ballauff, A. Wittemann, C.
A. Royer, E. Gratton, T. Hazlett, Physical Review E
(2004), in press.
 [2] E. P. K. Currie, A. B. Sieval, M. Avena, H. Zuilhof, E.
J. R. Sudhölter, M. A. Cohen Stuart, Langmuir 15 (1999)
7116-7118.
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Due to the pathogenicity of the parental viruses
it is supposed to assemble an „artificial virus“. 
In order to find a biocomposit which has the
advantages of viral vectors regarding gene
transfer, but does not have the infectious
potency of a virus we develop artificial viruses.
The preparation of artificial viruses starts with
the fabrication of a hollow capsule by
adsorbing layer-wise polyelectrolytes on a
soluble template. This capsule will then be
covered by a lipid layer with an integrated
virus membrane components. Therefore the
molecular basis of the polyelectrolyte - lipid
interaction have to be studied. 
The experiments were carried out in a
solid/liquid experimental cell in theta/2 theta
geometry at the V6 reflectometer. The
reflectivity from the sample was scanned over
the whole range of incident angles of the
incoming beam. The measurements were
performed on a silicium block covered by a
(PSS/PAH)6 cushion (PSS Poly Styrene
Sulfonate and PAH Poly Allylamine
Hydrochloride). The block was prepared, dried
and stored in lab atmosphere for several days
before measurements.
We studied the coupling of bilayers of DMPA
and DMPC on PAH and DMPC on PSS above
and below the phase transition. The adsorption
of DMPA on PAH terminated cushion at a
temperature of 26°C which is below the phase
transition of the lipid causes formation layer
with very high roughness We attribute this to
the formation of non-continuous multilayer
with incorporated vesicles in it. The adsorption
at a temperature above the phase transition
(55°C) leads to the formation of smooth layer
with a thickness of 70 Å. We recognise this as
a formation of a lipid bilayer. A decrease of the
temperature to 23°C decreases the bilayer
thickness to 56 Å (Fig. 1). That points to a
condensation of chains at lower temperatures

because of the stronger interaction of the
hydrocarbon chains. 
DMPC was adsorbed on PAH and PSS at
26°C. The adsorption on PAH leads to a
formation of non-continuous layer with high
roughness on the polyelectrolyte cushion. The
adsorption on a PSS determined cushion leads
to a bilayer with a thickness of 55Å.
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Figure 1. Neutron reflectivity curves of a PAH
terminated polyelectrolyte cushion with an adsorbed
DMPA bilayer at different temperatures
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Figure 2. Neutron reflectivity curves of DMPC, adsorbed
on a PAH- and a PSS terminated polyelectrolyte cushion
at 26°C
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Alzheimer’s disease is a progressive 
neurodegenerative disorder of the human brain, 
characterized by fibrillar amyloid plaques. Plaques 
are composed predominantly of insoluble fibrils of 
amyloid beta-peptide (Aβ). The peptide, of 39 to 43 
amino acids residues, is a product of cleavage a 
transmembranar protein. Although the mechanism 
of Alzheimer’s disease is not fully understood, the 
conformational transitions of Aβ peptide seem to 
play an important role. In physiological 
environments many processes occur at interfaces 
and strong surface interactions may be responsible 
for damage the native structure of the peptide. It is 
described that fibril formation of Aβ might depend 
on the nature of the surface [1].  

In a preceding experimental report it was 
shown that Aβ does not adsorb on different 
(uncharged or negatively charged) hydrophilic 
surfaces. In the present report the adsorption of Aβ 
on hydrophobic surfaces was studied.  

Neutron reflectometry was used to provide 
information about the thickness of adsorbed peptide 
layer and possible changes in the Aβ layer after the 
adsorption on the solid support. The experiments 
were performed in θ/2θ geometry on the 
reflectometer V6. The solid/liquid experimental set-
up was employed. Si-blocks (50x80x15 mm3) were 
used as substrates. Two samples were prepared. i) 
Si substrate covered with polysiloxane-dodecanoic 
acid complex [2]; ii) Si-block covered with the 
polystirene (PS). Both samples were prepared by 
spin coating.  

First, the samples were exposed to D2O 
and the reflectivity curves were obtained (Figures 1 
and 2 for the samples i) and ii) respectively). Pure 
D2O used as a subphase was then exchanged with 
an Aβ solution in D2O with a concentration of 
4.6 µM. The reflectivity curves were collected after 
12 h. The time delay is necessary to allow for 
equilibrium adsorption of the peptide onto the 
polymer film. The results are shown with red points 
in figures 1 and 2. The curves are shifted for 
clearance. There is a pronounced shift in the 
position of the Kiessig fringes in the reflectivity 
spectra in the both cases. This shows that a layer 
of Aβ on top of the polymer is formed. The 
experiments were repeated after 56 h. No further 
change in the reflectivity curves was observed 
which proves that the equilibrium was established 
within the first 12 h. The results were fitted using 

the Parratt program. The best fits to the 
experimental data are shown with lines on the 
figures. The data for the thickness (h), scattering 
length density (SLD) and the roughness (σ) of the 
Aβ layer are presented in the Table.  

Since the surfaces are not charged, 
hydrophobic interactions are the driving forces for 
the occurrence of adsorption of the peptide on the 
hydrophobic layers. Aβ has two hydrophobic 
clusters: residues 17 to 21 and residues 29 to 40. 
The hydrophobic surface induces exposure of the 
hydrophobic clusters, leading to adsorption.   
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Fig. 1: NR curves of polysiloxane-surfactant complex covered 
Si substrate in D2O (1) and in solution of Aβ in D2O (2). 
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Fig. 2: NR curves of PS covered Si substrate in D2O (1) and in 
solution of Aβ in D2O (2). 
 

Surface: h, Å SLD, Å-2 σ, Å 
Complex  6.3 1.1x10-6 3 

PS 13.1 1.2x10-6 2 
 
1. T. Kowalewski, D. M. Holtzman, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci 96 
(1999) 3688. 
2. Thünemann et al J. Mater. Che. 11 (2001) 381.  
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The presence of amyloid plaques 
consisting of insoluble fibrils of amyloid β−peptide 
(Aβ) is characteristic of Alzheimer’s disease. The 
peptide, which comprises 39 to 43 amino acids 
residues, derives from a transmembranar protein, 
the amyloid precursor protein (APP). Normally Aβ 
peptide exists in monomer or dimer form in body 
fluids, whereas the amyloid fibrils are rich in β-sheet 
structure. There is some evidence that interaction 
with surfaces may be crucial for fibril formation of 
Aβ peptide [1]. The size and the shape of Aβ 
peptide aggregates, as well as the kinetics of their 
formation, exhibited pronounced dependence on 
the physicochemical nature of the surface [1]. Here 
different hydrophilic films were used in order to 
determine the degree of adsorption of Aβ peptide 
on these type of surfaces.  

Neutron reflectometry was used to provide 
more information about the thickness of adsorbed 
peptide layer and possible changes in the Aβ layer 
after the adsorption on the solid support. The 
experiments were performed in θ/2θ geometry on 
the reflectometer V6. The solid/liquid experimental 
set-up was employed. Si-blocks (50x80x15 mm3) 
were used as substrates. Two samples were 
prepared. i) Si substrate covered with 
polyelectrolyte multilayer film PEI/(PSS/PAH)6/PSS. 
The film was prepared by layer-by-layer deposition 
[2]. Using the PSS as the last layer a negatively 
charged film is obtained; ii) Si-block covered with 
the non-ionic polymer Formvar. The polymer film 
was prepared by dipping the Si substrate in the 
solution of the polymer.  

First, the bare cushions were exposed to 
D2O and the reflectivity curves were obtained 
(curves 1 on Figures 1 and 2). The pure D2O used 
as a subphase was then exchanged with Aβ 
solution in D2O with a concentration of 4.6 µM. The 
reflectivity curves were measured after 12 hours, in 
order to ensure the adsorption equilibrium of the 
peptide onto the polymer layers. The results are 
shown with red points in figures 1 and 2. The 
curves are shifted for clearance. The results were 
fitted using the Parratt program. The best fits to the 
experimental data are shown with lines on the 
figures. No shift in the position of the Kiessig fringes 
in the reflectivity spectra was observed. The 
polymer film thickness before and after the 
exposure to the peptide did not changed. This 
shows that the peptide did not adsorb on the 

hydrophilic films. The experiments were repeated 
after 56 h of exposure to the Aβ solution. Likewise, 
no changes in the reflectivity curves were obtained 
(results are not shown).  

The electrostatic interactions, which are the 
main driving forces for adsorption of proteins on 
hydrophilic surfaces, were eliminate in the case of 
non-ionic Formvar. Electrostatic repulsion must 
occur in the case of negatively charged polymer, 
since the peptide has also negative charges. The 
adsorption is therefore entropically unfavourable. 
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Fig. 1: NR curves of PE covered Si substrate in D2O (1) and in 

solution of Aβ in D2O (2). 
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Fig. 2: NR curves of Formvar covered Si substrate in D2O (1) 

and in solution of Aβ in D2O (2). 
 
1. T. Kowalewski, D. M. Holtzman, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci 96 
(1999) 3688. 
2. G. Decher, Science 277 (1997) 1232 
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The non-stoichiometric strontium iron oxide
SrFeOx (2.5 � x � 3.0) is a mixed oxygen
conductor at elevated temperatures.  Study of
this material can help in understanding oxygen
electrolytes as well as contributing to
development of new materials for clean energy
sources and the chemical industry.  

The composition x and crystal structure
of SrFeOx depend on temperature and oxygen
partial pressure in the atmosphere.  The
crystal structure of SrFeOx was studied using
neutron powder diffraction in the temperature
range of 300-900�C under oxygen partial
pressures from a range of pO2=0.003-1 bar.
Diffraction patterns were collected over the 2�
= 5-85� angular range, with a step size of 0.1�
using a neutron wavelength �=1.215 Å.  
For the experiment the E2 diffractometer was
equipped with a standard vacuum furnace
fitted with a silica insert to protect it against
oxidizing atmosphere.  The oxygen partial
pressure over the sample was controlled using
oxygen-nitrogen mixtures with the following
oxygen partial pressures: 0.003, 0.005, 0.01,
0.21, 0.33 and 1.0 bar.  The experiment was
carried out under atmospheric pressure.  A
continuous flow of gas over the sample (few
cm3/min.) was maintained to ensure constant
oxygen partial pressure.  The sample was
equilibrated at given temperature for 1 h prior
to data collection.  However, due to problems
with neutron optics we had to discard the
results of the pO2=1.0 bar run.  

The temperature and oxygen pressure
ranges employed in the experiment cover
substantial part of a SrFeOx phase diagram.
We have observed phase transitions from the
low-symmetry room temperature SrFeOx
structures into cubic perovskite type crystal
structure as functions of T and pO2.  An
example of a refined cubic pattern is presented
in Fig. 1.  The relatively intense and “bumpy”
background comes from the silica glass insert.
The collected data will enable us to describe
the evolution of SrFeOx structural parameters

as functions of T, pO2 and composition x.  As
an example, Fig. 2 shows the cubic lattice
parameter of high-temperature SrFeOx phase
as a function of composition x.  Data points
corresponding to different pO2 and T lie on a
single line.  Additionally, for x>2.6 SrFeOx
seems to obey Vegard’s law.
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Fig 1. Refined neutron powder diffraction pattern of
SrFeOx at 900�C under pO2=0.21 bar.  The ticks
mark SrFeOx Bragg reflections.  The small peak at
2�=30� originates from a thermocouple.  
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Fig 2. Cubic lattice parameter of SrFeOx as a
function of oxygen content x for the oxygen partial
pressures marked in the legend.  The line is a guide
for the eye.  
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Present investigation concerns neutron diffraction
study of structure and phase transformations during
heating and cooling from 380K to room temperature
in off-stoichiometric Ni-Mn-Ga Heusler alloy
Ni2.053Mn1.105Ga0.842.

The unit cell in martensite in the studied single
crystal is determined as orthorhombic 7-layered with
а�=0.5847 nm, b=0.5855 nm, c�=0.6173 nm at 296K.
Studied specimen has temperatures of martensite-
austenite transformation As= 350K, Af= 370K, Ms=
340K and Curie point Tc= 376K.
   
Experiment:  During the experiment performed on
E2 diffractometer (λ=0.239 nm) the single
crystalline specimen was aligned to have (001) plane
coinciding with scattering plane defined by the wave
vectors of incident and scattering neutrons. Crystal
structure was studied in the temperature interval
from T=295K up to 385K during heating and
cooling cycles.
Results. 
In the studied temperature interval, martensite was
found to have 7-layered modulated structure. Lattice
modulation (7R) is observed in directions [202] and
[022].

Fig.1 Austenite reciprocal space, T=380K. 
          a = 0.5854 nm.

Fig.2. Martensite reciprocal space, T=300K.
Observed 7R modulated lattice with parameters:
a=0.585 nm, b= 0.586 nm, c= 0.617 nm.

Temperature dependence of martensite lattice
parameters a, b and c is opposite. I.e. a and b axes
shortens with cooling from point of martensite
transformation, at the same time c axis rises with
cooling. This behaviour strongly affects lattice
distortion ratio of martensite.
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Introduction
Nitriding is thermochemical treatment generally
used to improve fatigue life of treated made steel
parts. During the diffusion of nitrogen, precipitation
phenomena creates nitrides increasing the
superficial hardness of parts and generating
superficial residual stresses. Many type of
mechanical parts are nitrided like gears, shafts,
etc… Residual stress profiles generated are
function of the nitriding conditions (time,
temperature, nitrogen activity,…), the composition
of steel but also depend on geometry of part. In
some case for example for gears, superficial curve
radius are very small as the same order than
nitriding depth. In this case it is very difficult to
determine in-depth stress gradient using classical
X-ray diffractometry. Neutron diffraction technique
is well-adapted method to determine such stress
gradient. No removal of matter is necessary and it
is possible to determine in-depth map stress tensor
near notches. Due to the experimental aberration
like absorption, wavelength and intensity dispersion
in probe volume, some corrections are necessary
near the surface to determine true stress profile.
Using complete neutron spectrometer modelling it
is possible to corrected stress gradient by
experimental aberration.

Experiment and results
Previous experimentations shown that it was
possible to determine nitriding residual stress in the
case of plane geometry with a good accuracy
comparing with X-ray diffraction. Residual stress
profiles in a case of notched specimen were
determined using neutron diffraction at HMI
facilities. The sample was a part of pinion nitrided
and ground. The grade of the steel was
32CrMoV13 before nitriding. We made
measurement first on the fillet between the two
teeth, and second on tooth flank, in order to
determine the geometrical effect on stress
distribution.
These measurements have been carried out in �
mode with several independent �  incidence angles
(30,15,0,-30,-60,-90), for diffracting angle variation
between 61° to 81 °, with a step of 0.02 °. 
An analysis of the experimental results intensity
versus depth allowed us to determine the real
position of the surface in the entire measurement
configurations. After corrections of these shifts, the

experimental 2-� positions have been compared
with simulated 2-� positions, the figure 1 presents
2-� versus depth obtained by experimental results
and by model results.

In-depth stress tensor has been deduced from the
shift between experimental and model results of 2-
� positions and determined using the smallest
volume gauge using sin2

� method. The figure 2
presents first results of in-depth stress for the fillet.

In the core of the part, stress value shows a
significant difference from zero, it is not realist. It
seems to be a shift in stress level. These stresses
obtained by treatment of experimental are not
satisfactory. It is now necessary to improve the
simulation treatment and decrease the volume
gauge of experimental results in order to confer
accuracy to this analysis method. 
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Introduction

Non-destructive ultrasonic evaluation of residual
stresses in industrial screws (for nuclear application
by example) is more and more used to control
fiability of “assemblage”. Many studies have been
performed but many questions are in suspension to
improve the data treatment and the optimization of
experimental procedure in order to increase the
precision of measurement.
Ultrasonic techniques need to have a standard
gauge to validate residual stresses experimental
procedure. Many parameters can have an influence
on stresses evaluation like the material
microstructure, the screw geometry and the stress
gradients. In these conditions, the use of special
assembly with squeeze screws seems to be
interesting. Neutron diffraction associated with X-
ray diffraction and finite element calculus will be
used to characterize mechanical state of the
ultrasonic standard gauge to evaluate stresses.

Experiment and results

The material of screw was quenched and tempered
35CrMo4 steel. Stiffness of the assembly has been
chose higher than screw one. To avoid deformation
of screw due to the thermal effect, the material of
assembly have been chose the same.
Neutron diffraction have been well adapted as non-
destructive technique to determine stress state in
screw. We made measurement first on the head of
the screw, twice on the body of the screw, and third
on the screw thread near the nut.
These measurements have been carried out in �
mode with several independent �  incidence angles
(12,30,60,78) on the head and (18,13,28,90) on the
screw thread, for diffracting angle variation between
70° to 75 °, with a step of 0.02 °.  Residual stress in
the screw have been determined, using sin2

�

method, in the longitudinal direction in the head and
body of screw but also near the nut in the screw
thread. 
Figure 1 presents the experimental results of axial
stress using neutron facilities and modelling stress
obtained by finite element calculus along the screw. 

In this finite element modelling, the load is applied
on six threads with a decreasing effect, in the
contact zone between nut and screw.
Stresses on the head of the screw are illustrated on
the left of the graph. Stresses on the nut in the
screw thread are shown on the right of the graph. 

Modelling stress evolution and experimental stress
evolution seem to be the same. First, the value of
axial stresses increase from the surface to the
backside of the head. Along the body screw the
value of the stresses is constant. On the screw
thread near the nut, the value of the stresses
decreases. 
We can see it seems to be a shift between
experimental and calculus values. 
……….

With this experiment it will be possible to finite
element calculus in order to have standard gauge
to perform ultrasonic test in tensile screw.
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July 2003

Date of Report: 10th of October 03

1 Introduction
A Combination of X-ray- and neutron diffraction was
used to identify residual stress distributions over
whole cylinders’ cross sections. Investigated
residual stress distributions were generated by
different manufacturing steps in the manufacturing
route of a shaft (SFB 570 - ”Distortion
Engineering”). Results are presented in this report
for machining and quenching steps.

2 Experimental Description
Cylinders were manufactured from the steel
20MnCr5 with following chemical composition in
mass-%: 0.2 C; 0.17 Si; 1.34 Mn; 0.011 P; 0.02 S
and 1.09 Cr. Cylinders of 200mm x 20mm have
been machined from a delivered rod of 30mm in
diameter. Afterwards some of the cylinders have
been austenitized and symmetrically quenched by a
gas nozzle field with a gas velocity per nozzle of
150m/s. A ferritic perlitic microstructure was
observed in the machined cylinders. After
quenching of this low carbon steel, mixtures of
bainite and pearlite occur over the whole cross
section. Residual stresses were measured at the
middle part of the cylinders. In the neutron
diffraction experiments, volume elements of
approximately 2x2x2mm were defined by the slits’
choice. X-ray RS measurements were executed in
the IWT-Bremen using Cr-k� radiation and the
standard sin2

� method. X-ray RS depth’s profiles
were performed by measurements after successive
electro-chemical layer removals. Different samples
from the cylinders were produced for the d0
establishment: powder, thin plates and cubes. The
powder was prepared by filing and afterwards
annealing of the filed powder. Thin plates (0.5mm
thickness) transversal to cylinder axis and cubes
(3x3x3mm) from whole cross section were
prepared by EDM and electropolishing of their
surfaces. As a second way to establish d0, residual
stresses measured over the whole cross section
combining X-ray and neutron diffraction were
checked for the balance of stresses. 

3 Results
Figure 1 presents results for the machined cylinder.
As measured by X-rays, a high gradient of stresses
exist at near surface region. The RS are about
350MPa at surface and change from tensile to
compressive at about 0.06mm from the surface.

The RS become less compressive for higher
distances from surface and from neutron RS
measurements they are around zero at a distance
around 2mm from surface. For higher distances
from surface (3mm to 9mm) slightly tensile RS were
measured. The results of X-rays and neutron
measurements are checked by the RS balance
over the cross-section.
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Fig.1: Residual stresses measurements by neutron and
X-rays for a cylinder after machining. 

In the quenched cylinder, compressive stresses
around –100MPa were measured by X-rays at near
surface areas changing to nearly zero at a distance
of 0.3mm from surface. For distances higher than
1mm, neutrons gave tensile stresses around 100
MPa. The RS measured by neutrons presented for
the quenched cylinder a high scatter (approx. +/-
60MPa). The scatter is probrably related to the
heterogeneous microstructure of this low carbon
steel after quenching (mixture of pearlite and
bainite) giving an aleatory change of d0 for different
sampled volumes.

4 Consequences 
A detailed work concerning specially the d0
determination will be published in the near future in
cooperation with HMI [“Some experiments for d0
determination in neutron diffraction”, Rocha, A da
S.; Hirsch, T.; Schneider, R.]. 
The next experiments will be extended to other
steps of the shaft manufacturing route including
carburizing of the cylinders for which a d0 gradient
must be taken into account. 
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° EF
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Henrik Freydank, HMI
Rainer Schneider, HMI
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in june 2003

Date of Report: December 12th 2003

Figure 1: MTU turbine wheel

A wavelength of 1.37Å was used to determine
the local strains within a gauge-volume of
3x3x3 mm3 and 5x5x5mm3. For geometry
reasons the position of the 311 Ni-reflection
was evaluated.

Figure 2: Ni 311 reflection on the two
dimensional detector of E3

Tensile stresses in tangential direction within a
critical region of a test specimen could be
identified. The results of the investigation of
several components lead to an optimization of
the production process.

For the determination of the stress-free lattice
parameter d0 we compared the results for
different methods:

      1)   powder of defined grain size
2) annealed powder
3) small cubes
4) random walk method

The resulting stresses could be benchmarked
by the comparison to the outcomes of
destructive x-ray measurements, hole-drilling
experiments and the conformance to boundary
conditions.

We found that cubes, smaller than the gauge
volume and steadily rotated on the sample
table, deliver values for d0 which fit to all the
other results and conditions very well. The
heat treated powder as well as the random
walk method gave us a fair approximation for
d0 in contrast to the not annealed powder
sample.
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° EF
Instrument   E3Development of the stress profile close to the inner

surface of an impeller during the production process Local Contact 
Rainer Schneider

Principal Proposer: Reiner Böschen, MTU Friedrichshafen Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: Tobias Poeste, TU Berlin

Henrik Freydank, HMI
Rainer Schneider, HMI

approx. 3 weeks, finished
in june 2003

Date of Report: December 12th 2003

Figure 1: MTU impeller 
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Figure 2: measurement positions along the
radius of the impeller raw part

The residual stress profiles along the radius of
an impeller (and its raw part) have been
investigated according to figure 2. A
wavelength of 1.37Å was used to determine
the local strains within a gauge-volume of
2x2x2 mm3. For geometry reasons the position
of the 311 Al-reflection was evaluated. 
The investigated component showed no effect
of large grains as usually found in Al-alloys.
The experimentally found stress data fits very
well to the destructivly found values at the end

of the project by x-rays and hole-drilling.
Additionally the stress profile along the radius
is qualitatively in very good agreement with the
predictions calculated by the finite-element
method. d0 was determined by using small
cubes of a component of the same charge.  
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N°  MAT-01-1240
Instrument   E7Analysis of Residual Stresses in AlSi7Mg/-

SiC/70p MMCs by Neutron Diffraction Local Contact:
R. Schneider, M. Hofmann,
T. Poeste

Principal Proposer: U. Göbel, Siemens AG, H.P. Degischer, TU
Vienna Date(s) of Experiment

Experimental Team: U. Göbel, Siemens AG
R. Schneider, T. Poeste, F. Henkel,
P. Lemke, HMI Berlin

25.Feb. – 8. March 2003
04.Jul.  – 13.Jul. 2003

Date of Report: 15.12.2003

Particle reinforced Metal Matrix Composites with up to
70 vol.% silicon carbide in a cast AlSi7Mg metal matrix
show interesting characteristics especially for
technological applications in high power electronics.
Here Al-SiC is used as baseplate material for electronic
high power modules, so called IGBTs (Insulated Gate
Bipolar Transistor) to reduce thermally induced
mismatch stresses between baseplate and ceramic
substrate and to provide a high heat conductivity for
efficient heat dissipation of Ohmic losses in the
electronic component (heat sink) [1]. 

Due to the permanently changing thermal load of the
modules during operation in connection with residual
stresses and other material inhomogeneities (micropores,
SiC-particle distribution, etc.) baseplate deformations
respectively distortions are caused. This can lead to
reduced heat dissipation or solder fatigue (delamination)
and has big influence on lifetime and reliability of the
modules. Important for the understanding of the material
failure is the understanding of residual stresses in the
composite and their change under operating conditions
respectively under dynamic thermal load. 

For the characterisation of residual stresses in the
volume neutron diffraction experiments on instrument
E7 were carried out allowing selective measurements of
residual stresses in each phase. Measurements were
performed on differently fabricated materials with
specific thermal histories for defined and comparable
residual stress states in-situ under cyclic thermal load up
to 500°C in steps of 100°C to study stress relaxation
processes. 

The instrument is equipped with a two-dimensional
position sensitive multi wire proportional 3He counter
(128 x 128 pixel). It was possible to view an angle range
of 8° (2�) for simultaneous measurements of SiC(202) =
88° (2�) and Al(311) = 96° (2�). Additional equipment
for in-situ high temperature measurements was an
ellipsoidally focusing mirror oven device with the
sample stored between two copper blocks in oder to
reach better temperature stability. Measurement time
was 1 hour per temperature step. The wavelength was
1.86 Å. The sample geometry of � 4.5 mm x 20 mm
cylinder and a primary slit (aperture 1.5 x 15 mm2

parallel cylinder axis) defined the gauge volume. 

Due to the good spectral resolution of instrument E7 X-
ray diffraction results could be completely confirmed.
Type II residual stresses decrease with increasing
temperature approaching 0 MPa at 200°C. One can
observe the influence of thermal history on type II
residual stresses. Thus, for example, matrix plastification
due to quenching in lN2 and reheating to RT leading to a
stressfree state of the sample can be observed.
Relaxation processes take place in the whole volume [2].
The results reached will be published later.

I would like to thank HMI for the approval of this
beamtime, furthermore R. Schneider, F. Henkel and P.
Lemke for their encouragement during the
measurements.

[1] G. Lefranc, Low thermal expansion and high
conductivity MMCs, Proceedings MATERIALICA,
Munich (2000) 

[2] U. Göbel, G. Lefranc, A. Pyzalla, H.P. Degischer,
Zerstörungsfreie Untersuchung von Eigenspannungen in
AlSi7Mg/SiC/70p Metall-Matrix-Verbundwerkstoffen
mit Hilfe von Röntgen- und Neutronenbeugung, 14th
Symposium Verbundwerkstoffe und Werkstoffverbunde,
Wiley-VCH (2003) pp. 230 – 235
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° MAT-01-1341

Instrument   E9Misfit measurements on Ni-base superalloys
Local Contact 
Dr. Daniel Toebbens

Principal Proposer: Dr. Ralph Gilles, TU München Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: Dr. R. Gilles, M. Hölzel, TU München/

TU Darmstadt, Dr. D. Mukherji, ETH Zürich,
D. del Genovese, IWF TU Braunschweig,
Dr. P. Strunz, PSI, Dr. D. Toebbens, HMI

09.10.03 – 14.10.03

Date of Report: 11.11.03

Neutron diffraction studies were performed
at E9 on Ni3Al based �’ precipitates (S.G.:
Pm3m) which had been extracted from W-
rich superalloys by electrochemical
dissolution. In addition, diffraction patterns
have been taken from corresponding bulk
samples, containing �’ precipitates
embedded in a � Matrix (S.G.: Fm3m). The
alloy was heat treated to produce 450 nm
size cuboidal precipitates. The lattice misfit
between � and �’ results in coherency
stresses, which play an important role in
the strengthening mechanism of
superalloys. In addition to measurements
of lattice parameters in bulk samples, we
study extracted particles in their relaxed
condition to get complementary
information on coherency stresses near
the �/�’ interfaces. Furthermore, the
patterns of extracted precipitates are
easier analysed, since no overlapping
reflections from the � matrix occur. 
The data from the extracted precipitates
were collected at 300 K as well as 5 K
using neutrons of � = 1.7969 Ă. Rietveld
analysis revealed a lattice parameter of
3.58502(6) Ă at 300 K and 3.57758(7) Ă at
5 K. The measurements at 5 K did not give
indications for postulated magnetic
scattering contributions. In the single
crystalline bulk samples the �’
precipitations were found to be well
aligned. Thus, huge (n00) reflections of �’
phase have been recorded at appropriate
sample orientations.
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Fig.1: Measured and calculated diffraction
pattern of extracted Ni3Al based �’ precipitates.
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Fig.2: Diffraction pattern of Ni3Al based �’
precipitates embedded in � Matrix.
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Fig.3: Zoom in Fig.2 showing reflections of the
� matrix next to �’ reflections.
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° MAT-01-1347
Instrument   E9Quantitative phase analysis of Portland clinkers and

the products of their chemical decomposition Local Contact 
D.Tőbbens

Principal Proposer: L.Smrcok, IICh, Slovak Acad Sci, Bratislava Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: L.Smrcok, IICh, Slovak Acad Sci, Bratislava

O.Pritula, IICh, Slovak Acad Sci, Bratislava
D.Tőbbens, HMI, Berlin

22-24.07.2003

Date of Report: 19.12.2003

Quality of clinkers/cements strongly depends on
their phase composition, mostly on the amounts of
alite (C3S), belite (C2S), ferrite (C4AF) and
aluminate (C3A). Diffraction patterns of clinkers are
very complex, due to heavy overlap of the
diffractions of the dominant phases, C3S and C2S
[1]. Complexity of the patterns can be however
reduced by chemical treatment of clinkers leading
to two residues, here referred to as KOSH and
SAM[2]. After a treatment KOSH residue contains
calcium silicates, while in a SAM residue calcium
aluminates/ferrites are concentrated. Some minor
phases like MgO may however appear in both
residues. Diffraction data  were collected at room
temperature in high-intensity mode using the
wavelength of 2.816Å. Samples were put to
vanadium containers with Ø 14 mm. Using a preset
monitor count/step strategy diffraction patterns of
two industrial clinkers (marked as A and B) and the
KOSH residues obtained from them were collected.
Usage of a larger wavelength resulted in better
diffraction resolution than in previous
experiments[3]. 
KOSH residues – calculated weight fractions ratios
w(C3S)/w(C2S) were closer to the expected values
when compared to the results obtained by X-ray
diffraction refinements (Table1).

Clinker A   w(C3S)/w(C2S)
M T MT

Neutron 3.30 - 4.44
X-ray 1.65 15.67 9.00
Expected value 5.92 5.92 5.92

Clinker B  
Neutron 2.70 32.33 5.67
X-ray 24.00 32.33 23.75
Expected value 9.25 9.25 9.25
 Table 1: Calculated and expected weight fractions
w(C3S)/w(C2S) ratio values for KOSH residues of
the clinkers A and B. M – calculations with only
monoclinic, T - only triclinic and MT – both C3S
modifications (polymorphs) were used.

Clinkers – phase weight fraction values calculated
using of 1.797 Å [3] and 2.816Å wavelength data
were comparable, and the w – values absolute
errors were not higher than �10%. The C3S phase
was determined with the highest accuracy,
accuracy of the other w’s decreased with

decreasing  expected abundance of each phase in
the clinkers. The refinements based on neutron
data were numerically more stable in comparison to
X-ray refinements. This fact led for example to
smaller relative errors of C2S cell parameters
values in comparison to X-ray refinements (Fig1). 

Fig.1: Cell parameters relative errors for X-ray(X)
and neutron(N, both wavelengths) refinements.
 
[1] Taylor, J.C., Hinczak I., Matulis C.E.; Powder Diff.
15, (2000) 7-18. [2] Gutteridge W.A.; Cem. Concr. Res.
9, (1979) 319-324. [3] BENSC Experimental Report
MAT-01-1199 (2002). 
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° PHY-01-1349 

Instrument   E9 Neutron diffraction study of relaxor PLZT 
8/65/35 irradiated by high-current pulsed 
electron beam 

Local Contact  
D.Többens, 
V.Sikolenko   

   
Principal Proposer: Vadim Efimov, JINR, 141980 Dubna, Russia Date(s) of Experiment 
Experimental Team: S.Tyutyunnikov, JINR, 141980 Dubna, Russia 
 V.Sikolenko, HMI, 14109 Berlin 
  

09.07 – 14.07.2003 

  Date of Report: * 
 

The transparent ferroelectric ceramic of 
lanthanum modified lead zirconate PLZT x/65/35 is 
widely  investigates because of unusual optical, 
dielectric and piezoelectric properties, in particular, 
wide frequency-dependent maximum of complex 
permittivity and complicated phase diagram caused 
by morphotropical phase boundary between high- 
and low-temperature rhombohedral phases.  

External pulsed irradiation by charged 
particle beam could lead to changing of metastable 
condition and, as a result, to changing of structural, 
electrical and ferroelectrical properties.  

We have performed combined X-ray and 
neutron powder diffraction studies of the PLZT 
8/65/35 [(Pb0.92La0.08)(Zr0.65Ti0.35)O3 ceramic 
samples, irradiated by high-current pulsed electron 
beam with energy 800 keV, current 200 A, and 
pulse duration 200 ns with 1 pulse, 10 pulses and 
100 pulses. 
We used E9 diffractometer with wavelength 1.97 
Å. All measurement was performed at room 
temperature.  Fig.1 shows part of the neutron 
diffraction pattern of non-irradiated  sample 

Fig.1 neutron diffraction pattern or the PLZT 
8/65/35  
 
The irradiation by one pulse lead to splitting of 
some reflection due to appearance of perovskite 
structure distortions. 

But irradiation by 10 and 100 pulses 
doesn’t change the structure drastically. Only weak 

changes in intensities were observed. We connect 
them with a weak reorientation of oxygen atoms.   
The possible explanations would be the next: one 
pulse of high-current electron beam lead to fast 
adiabatic heating and, as a result, to the shock wave 
generation. It produces volume effect of changes of 
crystal lattice. Another effect is changing of charge 
carriers concentration due to electron irradiation. 
Pulse frequency in our experiments was 0.5 Hz. A 
great number of pulses lead to gradually heating of 
sample and to annealing of irradiation effects. 
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° CHE-03-204
Instrument   V3Chain-end effects on local dynamics in long

chain alkanes Local Contact A.
Desmedt

Principal Proposer: Valeria Arrighi, Heriot-Watt University Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: Federico Saggio, Heriot-Watt University

Hong Qian, Heriot-Watt University
Arnaud Desmedt, HMI

March 2002*

Date of Report: December 2003*

This experiment was a continuation of previous
measurements carried out on NEAT to
investigate the dynamics of polyethylene (PE)
melts and shorter chain alkanes.

In a previous experiment, we carried out
QENS measurements on three PE samples: n-
tetratetracontane (n-C44H90), and PE with
Mw=2150 and 108000 g mol-1. The molecular
weight dependence of the local dynamics
measured by QENS provided an experimental
basis for direct comparison with Molecular
Dynamics (MD) simulations carried out by
Prof. J.P. Ryckaert‘s group (Universite’ Libre
de Bruxelles, Belgium). A first summary of this
work has been published (1).

In this experiment we carried out a series of
measurements on n-triacontane and n-
hexacontane in the range 350 to 480 K. The
low melting temperature of the n-triacontane
sample made it possible to collect QENS data
at 350 K where MD simulations indicate that
two separate dynamic processes exist (2).

The time-of-flight data were converted to
energy transfer and from the incoherent
dynamic structure factor at constant angle the
equivalent quantity at constant Q was
determined. The S(Q, ω) data and the
corresponding intermediate scattering function
were analysed using a KWW function, with a Q
independent β parameter. The results indicate
that the distribution of relaxation times varies
with temperature and depends on the sample
being investigated. Additionally, as shown in
Figure 1 for n-triacontane at 350 K, there
appear to be evidence for deviations from the
KWW model.

The validity of the approach used here to
analyse the QENS data from NEAT is being
explored.

The results to date have made it possible to
compare samples and establish trends

between activation energy and molecular
weight. As shown in Figure 2, values of
activation energy determined from the
temperature dependence of the characteristic
times display a trend with molar mass that is a
result of chain end effects. The trend is similar
to that reported for values extracted from
viscosity measurements. 

Figure 1- Intermediate scattering function of C30H62 at 350K: the
lines indicate fits to a KWW function using a Q independent β
parameter.

Figure 2 – Molecular weight dependence of the activation energy
as determined from fitting of the I(Q,t) data.

References:

(1) G Arialdi, K. Karatasos, J.-P. Ryckaert, V.
Arrighi, F. Saggio, A. Triolo, A. Desmedt, J.
Pieper and R.E. Lechner, Macromolecules,
36, 8864 (2003)

(2) G Arialdi, J.-P. Ryckaert, D.N. Theodorou,
Chem Phys, 292, 371 (2003)
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° CHE-03-260 

Instrument   V3 Diffusion of linear alkanes in NaX zeolite 
Local Contact  
 A. Buchsteiner  

Principal Proposer: JOBIC Herve, CNRS Lyon, F Date(s) of Experiment 
Experimental Team: JOBIC Herve, CNRS Lyon, F
 BUCHSTEINER Alexandra 
  

 26/05-2/06/2003 

  Date of Report:  4/12/2003 
 
 
 
 In the industrial applications of zeolites, 
such as catalytic and separation processes, 
diffusional effects generally become important 
for large and complex molecules. However, 
there is no consensus in the literature on the 
order of magnitude of diffusivities in zeolites, 
even for simple molecules like methane. Large 
discrepancies are still reported when 
comparing the diffusion coefficients obtained 
from various experimental methods. 
 The two techniques which probe 
diffusion in the interior of the zeolite crystals: 
quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS) and 
pulsed-field gradient NMR (PFG NMR), usually 
yield comparable diffusivities. However, the 
activation energies derived from QENS are 
often lower than those obtained by PFG NMR. 
This may indicate the presence of defects on a 
length scale larger than the mean diffusion 
path covered during the QENS experiments, 
typically up to 6 nm (it can be noted that the 
size of precursor particles observed during 
crystallisation is ca. 10 nm). On the other 
hand, the molecular displacements in PFG 
NMR are much larger (a few µm) so that 
intracrystalline transport barriers, due to 
twinning or intergrowth, can be experienced. 
 
 The dynamics of C8 and C12 adsorbed 
in NaX have been measured on NEAT, 
between 400 and 540 K. The spectra were 
fitted with a model corresponding to a diffusion 
within a sphere convoluted by a jump diffusion 
model. As shown in Figure 1, there is a good 
agreement between experimental and 
calculated spectra. The diffusion coefficients 
and the activation energy for diffusion could 
thus be determined. Comparisons are being 
made with results obtained in Leipzig by PFG 
NMR. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Comparison between experimental 
and calculated QENS spectra obtained for C12 
in NaX zeolite, at 540 K, at different Q values. 
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT

Dynamic Coupling of Cation Diffusion and Anion
Reorientation in Solid Solutions of Sodium Orthophosphate

and Sodium Sulfate

Proposal N◦ MAT-03-0286

Instrument V3

Local Contact

R.E. Lechner

Date(s) of Experiment

Jul 20 – Jul. 29, 2003
Principal Proposer: D. Wilmer, University of M̈unster
Experimental Team: H. Feldmann, University of M̈unster

D. Wilmer, University of M̈unster
A. Buchsteiner, BENSC

Date of Report January 12, 2004

Like pure Na3PO4, solid solutions ofNa3PO4
and Na2SO4 belong to a group of materials which
exhibit both dynamic anion rotational disorder and
good cation conduction in a cubic phase. Advan-
tages of adding sulfate are the stabilisation of the
ion-conducting cubic phase down to room temper-
ature and an increased ion conductivity due to the
creation of vacancies.

Earlier quasielastic neutron scattering experi-
ments on NEAT were performed to examine the re-
orientational anion motion in the picosecond range.
The quasielastic contributions of the spectra were
successfully interpreted as being essentially due to
the coherent oxygen scattering of the reorienting an-
ions [1, 2]. TheQ-dependent quasielastic weights
were compared to models for the coherent oxygen
scattering caused by the anion rotational motion. It
turned out that models which considered the reori-
entation of the phosphate anions alone could not ex-
plain the quasielastic intensity in the low-Q regime,
i.e., below about 1.5̊A−1. More recent model cal-
culations [2] considered the cooperative reorienta-
tion of a unit consisting of a tetrahedral anion with
a cation attached to one of the tetrahedral surfaces.
The best fits were obtained by a model describes a
circular rotational diffusion of such aXO4Na unit
with one of the X-O axis fixed, at least on the time
scale of the experiment. Therefore, our experimen-
tal results might be considered as a direct indication
of a dynamic correlation of cations and anions in
xNa2SO4 · (1− x)Na3PO4, possibly in the sense of
the famous paddle-wheel model of Lundén.

This interpretation, however, is only acceptable
as long as multiple scattering contributions to the
quasielastic scattering can be ruled out as a possi-
ble cause of the quasielastic intensity at lowQ. In an
effort to determine the true quasielastic scattering,
additional experiments were performed at different
wavelengths and with improved counting statistics.
Spectra from0.1Na2SO4 · 0.9Na3PO4 were taken
at two temperatures using incident wavelengths of
5.0Å, 8.0Å, and 10.0Å, the elastic energy reso-
lution being about 100µeV in all cases. While
the measurement at 5̊A monitors three Bragg peaks
from sample and container, the measurements at

larger wavelengths do not, thereby drastically reduc-
ing the chance of quasielastic-elastic combinations.

Data analysis of our earlier measurements used a
sum of aδ function and a single Lorentzian (rep-
resenting the quasielastic scattering), both broad-
ened by the Gaussian instrumental resolution func-
tion. Our newly obtained data sets, howewer, are
better fitted by a combination of a rather narrow and
a broad Lorentzian line. The width of the broad line
showed only minorQ dependence, suggesting that
it originates in the localised reorientational anion
motion. This width was determined simultaneously
from all spectra taken at the same wavelength. The
corresponding intensities of the broad component are
shown in Fig. 1. As seen in our earlier measure-
ments, the quasielastic intensity of the broad compo-
nent increases monotonically. In addition, there is no
drastic decrease in the quasielastic intentity at lowQ
upon increasing the wavelength of the incident neu-
trons, suggesting that, at least at first sight, there is
no strong influence of multiple scattering contribu-
tions. This statement, however, has to be confirmed
by our ongoing data analysis.
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Fig. 1.: Quasielastic intensities (broader line).

[1] D. Wilmer, K. Funke, M. Witschas, R. D. Ban-
hatti, M. Jansen, G. Korus, J. Fitter, R. E. Lech-
ner,Physica B266(1999) 60.

[2] D. Wilmer, H. Feldmann, R.E. Lechner,Phys.
Chem. Chem. Phys.4 (2002) 3260.
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° MAT-04-741
Instrument   V4Changes in �’ precipitate morphology in single crystal

superalloy SC16 during thermal treatment Local Contact 
          A. Wiedenmann

Principal Proposer: G. Schumacher, HMI Berlin Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: P. Strunz, PSI Villigen - CH

16. - 17.10.2003

Date of Report: 08.01.2004

The single-crystal superalloy SC16 serves as a
model alloy for many investigations. Applying an
uniaxial creep stress in (001)-direction at high
temperatures results in the formation of �’-rafts. A
recent study on the early stages of the formation of
�’-rafts on creep-deformed SC16 showed rounding
of the edges of the initially cuboidal �’ precipitates
prior to the formation of rafts [1]. On the other hand
it was shown that purely thermal treatment of SC16
also results in a rounding [2]. It suggests that the
observed rounding of the precipitate during initial
creep period is due to purely thermal effects while
the subsequent raft formation is caused by the
anisotropic elastic field induced by uniaxial
mechanical loading.
In order to separate thermal and mechanical
effects, an in-situ SANS measurement of standard-
heat-treated SC16 was performed. The experiment
was carried out using a high-temperature furnace
employed for holding the sample at 950°C. The
selected scattering curves together with the
optimum fits (using the NOC program [3]) and
corresponding models are displayed in the figure.
It was found that the precipitate shape changes
significantly on heating/cooling whereas
morphological changes during the holding at 950°C
were relatively small. Therefore, it can be expected
that the final change in precipitate shape would
happen also after shorter holding at elevated
temperature followed by cooling.

An interesting feature is that the shape becomes
more cubic-like at heating to 950°C. The edges are
more rounded at room temperature; however,
precipitates are significantly more rounded after the
thermal cycle (β=0.71; β beeing a shape
parameter: β=0 for cube, β=1 for sphere) than
before it (β=0.57). This corresponds to the view that
rounding of precipitate is purely thermal effect.
The obtained decrease of the geometric volume
fraction (see the models) at 950°C with respect to
room temperature indicates partial dissolution of
precipitates at this temperature. It seems that this
dissolution is related to the change of the
precipitate shape mentioned above. At the same
time, a decrease of the scattered intensity occures,
most probably due to the change of the scattering
contrast (matrix is enriched by the elements from
the dissolved precipitates/precipitate parts).
The behavior on cooling differs from that one on
heating, causing thus the difference in the original
and final morphology of the precipitates. This
indicates an importance of the heating/cooling
period of the thermal cycle. However, the influence
of the heating/cooling rate cannot be assessed from
this single experiment.
[1] P. Strunz, G. Schumacher, W. Chen, D. Mukherji, R.

Gilles and A. Wiedenmann, Applied Physics A 74
(2002), 1083-1085

[2] D. Bettge, Thesis, TU Berlin, (1996).
[3] P. Strunz, R. Gilles, D. Mukherji and A. Wiedenmann,

J.Appl.Cryst. 36 (2003) 854-859
RT before heating 10 min at T=950°C 14 h at T=950°C RT after heating
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° MAT-04-796
Instrument   V4Sintering process in La2Zr2O7 and SrZrO3

ceramic thermal barrier coatings Local Contact 
          A. Wiedenmann

Principal Proposer: G. Schumacher, HMI Berlin Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: P. Strunz, PSI Villigen - CH

R. Vassen, FZ Jülich 13. - 15.10.2003

Date of Report: 19.12.2003

Due to phase transformations and sintering of
pores, operation of the standard material for
thermal barrier coatings (YSZ) is limited to the
temperatures ≤1200°C. La2Zr2O7, SrZrO3 and
other perowskites and aluminates are
promising candidates for application even
above 1300°C. The sintering process is
expected to be slower in these materials.
The in-situ SANS measurement of annealed
samples of air-plasma sprayed La2Zr2O7,
SrZrO3 is presented. The experiment was
performed at V4 as a continuation of previous
investigation of YSZ coatings [1] using ILL
high-temperature furnace at increasing
temperature up to 1300°C. The selected
scattering curves of the present experiment
together with their fits (using the SASFIT
program [2]) for SrZrO3 are displayed in Fig. 1.
Unlike in the case of YSZ [1], no separate
populations of medium-size pores and
nanopores were visible in the as-sprayed or
ex-situ (measurement recently carried out at
SINQ, PSI) treated samples. The observed
data could be well described by a continuous,
very broad distribution of pores which were in
majority larger than the size-detection limit of
the facility (giving thus Porod-like scattering).
The scattering from medium-size pores is
superimposed on that scattering. Only the wing
of the size distribution towards the small sizes
can be evaluated in detail. The changes in the

overall size distribution at this wing were thus
modelled by a medium-size pore (100 -1000 Å)
distribution. However, the in-situ measurement
of SrZrO3 coating revealed - similarly as in the
case of YSZ [1] - a creation of nanopores.
Therefore, an additional size distribution
(nanopores) was used for the description of
data obtained at elevated temperatures.
Fig. 2. displays the resulting parameters
(volume fraction and mean size) for both used
distributions. Creation of nanopores is clearly
visible starting at 900°C (contrary to 800°C for
YSZ). The nanopores still increase their
volume at 1000°C, but they start to disapear at
1100°C because of their growth (see the
increase of the medium-size-pores volume
fraction). Within 1h holding at 1200°C, the
nanopores completely disapear (they cannot
be thus visible in ex-situ treated samples) and
the volume fraction of medium-size pores
decreases. This behaviour differs from the
behaviour of the YSZ layers where the
nanopores were still visible even after 10h of
exposition at 1200°C.
On further heating to 1300°C and holding at
that temperature, medium-size pores decrease
their volume so that they become
undistinguishable from very large cracks.
[1] G. Schumacher, P. Strunz, R. Vassen (2003):
BENSC Experimental reports 2002, p.218
[2] J. Kohlbrecher, PSI, private communication
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The formation of cavities during superplastic
deformation of ceramics limits applicable strain-rates
and amplitudes of the deformation and determines
substantially the mechanical properties of final
product.  Evolution of the cavities depends also on the
composition of the material and temperature and
reflects the physical mechanisms, which govern the
superplastic deformation. Measurements of the
microstructural characteristics of the cavities are
therefore essential for understanding these
mechanisms as well as for finding optimum
conditions for plastic working of ceramic components. 

Pure 3mol% yttrium-stabilised tetragonal ZrO2
polycrystals (3Y-TZP) and 80wt% 3Y-TZP + 20wt%
Al2O3 composite (20A-TZP) materials were studied in
this experiment.  The 3Y-TZP specimens were pre-
deformed  to more than 100% at the both "proper"
superplastic conditions (strain rate of �‘=3.3x10-4 s-1 at
T=1623 K) and "high-strain rate" conditions
(�‘=66.7x10-4 s-1 at T=1723 K). The 20A-TZP
specimens were pre deformed from e=0% to 100% at
the strain rate of �‘=3.3x10-4 s-1 and T=1723K. This
choice permits comparison with our previous results
on slowly deformed 3Y-TZP samples at T=1723 K
[1]. The average "as-received" grain sizes of matrix
are 0.39�m and 0.77 �m for 3Y-TZP and Al2O3,
respectively.

SANS measurements were carried out at �=0.6 nm
and detector distances of  16 m, 4 m and 1 m.  Even at
the highest resolution, the |Q|-dependence of the
scattering function followed Porod law, with only a
minor deviation near the beam centre due to the
instrument resolution and multiple scattering effects.
Nevertheless, the 2-dimensional patterns of scattered
intensity permitted us to study the changes in
anisotropy of the cavities, which was the primary aim
of this measurement. 

For the 20A-TZP samples, we observed similar
behaviour as with the earlier measurement of 3Y-TZP
material at low strain-rate and high temperature [1].
The cavities are isotropic at small deformations
(�=10...20 %), but start to elongate vertically (parallel
to the tension) with increasing strain, up to the aspect
ratio of about 1.2 (see Fig. 1). Qualitatively different
behaviour was observed in the 3Y-TZP material
deformed at higher speed or lower temperature. The

horizontally elongated pattern shown in Fig.1a was
superposed with a newly observed vertically
elongated one (Fig.2). This change in deformation
behaviour can probably be related to the change in the
�'~�n dependence (n~3 to n~2 transition) reported in
[2], which indicates that different mechanisms control
the deformation below and above certain threshold
values of strain-rate and temperature. Our SANS
results clearly show that the "high strain-rate & low
temperature" mechanism is accompanied by the
creation of flat cavities or cracks perpendicular to the
tension, which may eventually lead to the fracture of
the material.

The SANS measurements carried out at the V4
instrument will be treated simultaneously with the
results of USANS measurements performed on the
same samples at the NPI Rez. We should thus obtain
consistent characteristics of the surface and anisotropy
as well as the mean size (or size distributions) and
volume fractions of the cavities.

Fig. 1. SANS patterns of "as-fabricated" (a) and deformed
(b) 20A-TZP sample deformed under proper superplastic
conditions.

Fig. 2. Scattering from the 3Y-TZP specimens deformed at
(a) �'= 3.3x10-4 s-1, T=1623 K and (b) �'= 6.6x10-3 s-1,
T=1723 K. 

References
[1]  S. Harjo et al., Materials Transactions 43 (2002)
2480-2486.
[2] D. M. Owen, A. H. Chokshi (1998), Acta Mater.
46, 667-679.
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3.11.2003 – 6.11.2003
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The experiment was a continuation of our
earlier research of low Cu and Ni steels with
the aim to study the influence of steel
composition on the precipitate-type irradiation
damage and to link the evolution of the
precipitates with other parameters
characterising embrittlement (transition
temperature, yield strength).

The measurement was carried out at two
sample-detector distances of 1.1 m and 4 m,
respectively, using neutron wavelength λ=0.6
nm. The samples with dimensions
10x10x2mm3 where measured in saturating
horizontal magnetic field 1.1 T. Though this
field is not strong enough to really saturate
steel magnetisation, we have checked
experimentally that it is sufficient to saturate
the scattering in the range of large Q, where
the irradiation damage effects are observed.
Details of material compositions, treatment and
irradiation levels can be found in [1].

The main achievements are:
1) Completion of the SANS
measurements on two sequences of Cr-Mo-V
steel samples (15Kh2MFA and 10KhFMT)
characterising the radiation damage in
dependence on irradiation level. Results for
fluences missing in the earlier experiment
(MAT-04-508), as well as for the irradiated
RPV steels of other compositions were
obtained so that SANS data can be now
compared with TEM studies performed on the
same materials [1]. Azimuthally averaged
scattering curves for the Cu-rich steel (A533)
and low Cu steel with increased Cr, Ni, Mo,
and V contents (VVER –1000 type) are
compared in Fig.1. Though further analysis is
necessary for qualified conclusions, the shape
of the scattering function indicates the
precipitates are better developed in the case of
A533 steel, while the slower decay in the other
case might be explained by rather diffuse
nature of irradiation induced precipitates.
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Fig.1. Scattering from A533 steel (Cu rich) is
compared with the VVER-1000 type steel (Cr, Ni,
V rich). The data are azimuthally averaged, signals
from non-irradiated samples were subtracted.

2) In addition, we have newly investigated
samples of 10ChMFT steel after cyclical
irradiation and annealing (Fig.2). Preliminary
results reveal the presence of coarsened
precipitates after two subsequent
irradiation/annealing cycles. More detailed
characterisation of their size distribution and
assessment of compositions should be
possible after further data analysis.
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Fig.2. Scattering from steel samples after multiple
irradiation (I) and annealing (A) cycles. The
scattering cross-sections are azimuthally averaged
and the signal from non-irradiated sample was
subtracted.

[1] J. Kočík, E. Keilová, J. Čížek, I. Procházka,
J. Nucl. Mater. 303 (2002) pp. 52-64.
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Thermolysis of dicobalt octacarbonyl is an
effective approach to form magnetic cobalt
nanoparticles. Riffle et al. have demonstrated
that amphiphilic block copolymer micelles,
such as PDMS-PCPMS-PDMS, may act as
effective steric dispersion stabilisers [1]. Riffle
et al. have recently prepared a series of cobalt
nanoparticle dispersions with narrow size
distribution using these micelles as nanoreactor
templates [2]. The motivation for studying this
system is to prepare well-defined cobalt metal
dispersions in PDMS fluids to serve as
magnetic non-toxic biomedical materials,
particularly for treating retinal detachments
where biocompatible magnetic fluids are
required. In order to be of widespread use, it
needs to be demonstrated that the particles do
not irreversibly cluster in the presence of
applied magnetic fields.

We have made preliminary SANS
measurements in zero field and ca. 0.1 T on the
AUSANS instrument at ANSTO, Australia.
Magnetic measurements indicate that the fluids
reach magnetic saturation at just above 1 T
applied field. At 0.1 T applied field, SANS
data indicated no significant anisotropy of
scattering of neutrons from the cobalt
nanoparticle fluid.  This is a promising result
with regard to the potential for biomedical
applications of the fluids. However, the
behaviour of the fluids in higher fields, closer
to the magnetic saturation, needed to be
investigated.

In these experiments, performed on the V4
instrument, we have studied one of the series of
cobalt ferrofluids at a field of 1 T and have also
employed polarised neutrons with the aim of
more effectively separating the nuclear and
magnetic scattering. We measured the
scattering in both the zero-field-cooled (ZFC)
and field-cooled (FC) states - Temperature =

100K and 300K and Field = 0 and 1 Tesla -
using the 6 T horizontal field cryomagnet.

Figure 1 shows the SANS from the ferrofluid
in a 1 T field at 100K with the corresponding
nuclear and magnetic scattering functions
separated. Figure 2 is a corresponding 2D plot
for the intermediate q setting that has been
generated from the subtraction of I+ (flipper
off) from I- (flipper on) scattering. This process
highlights the nuclear-magnetic cross-term.
Detailed data analysis is underway.
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Figure 1 - SANS from ferrofluid in 1T field at 100K.

Figure 2 - SANS pattern generated from I- (flipper on) -
I+ (flipper off) from ferrofluid at 100K in 1 T field in FC
series showing nuclear-magnetic cross-term. Field
direction is horizontal.
References:
[1] Riffle et al., Polym. Prep. 41 (2000) 1368.
[2] Rutnakornpituk et al., Polymer 43 (2002) 2337.
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The experimentally observed field induced changes
of the viscosity of ferrofluids under shear flow can be
theoretically explained using a model based on
chain-like structure formation in the fluids. To corre-
late the rheological behaviour of ferrofluids to their
microstructure, small angle neutron scattering ex-
periments were carried out.  The scattering experi-
ments were performed for three different cobalt
based ferrofluids, (supplied by Bönnemann/M. P. I.
Mühlheim), with a high magnetoviscous effect. Due
to the strong magnetic moments of the Co particles,
strong dependency of the scattering patterns on the
magnetic field strength and shear rate were ob-
served. The SANS experiments were carried out in a
magnetic field range from 0 to160 kA/m, directed
parallel to the neutron beam and shear rates varied
within the range from 0 to 200 s-1. The scattering
pattern corresponding to the static case, for each
magnetic field strength was considered as a refer-
ence. Subtracting the reference from the results
obtained for different shear rates, the non-relevant
contribution to the scattering due to the carrier liquid,
surfactant and small particles that do not form
structures, was eliminated. Applying a magnetic
field, chains will be formed within the fluid. In the
static case, the chains are aligned parallel to the
beam, the neutrons will detect only the cross section
of the first particle from the chains. A shear flow
applied to the fluid sample causes a deviation of the
chains from their initial direction. The neutrons will
detect the projection of the chains on the detector,
so the nuclear component of the scattering pattern
will change. Due to the deviation of the total mag-
netic moment of a chain from the initial direction,
also a modification of the magnetic component of
the scattering appears. The magnetic component of
the scattering depends on the azimuth angle be-
tween the direction of the magnetic moment and the
scattering vector and therefore the difference scat-
tering patterns show also an anisotropy. For low
magnetic field strength the chains formed are short
and hence their projection on the detector is also
small. The anisotropy of the difference scattering
pictures appears only for high shear rates, this
means for high deviations of the chains. 
For stronger magnetic fields, the chains become
longer; their projection, which can be detected by
neutrons, increases with an increasing shear rate.
The scattered intensity as well as the anisotropy
grows relative to the reference. This behaviour
could be observed for the all three fluids.

Fig. 1: Scattering patterns for Co85 (0.30% Co in L9)

Further investigations were carried out by rotating
the rheometer with 10 degree relative to the neu-
tron beam. Thus, even in the static case, in the
presence of a magnetic field an anisotropy of the
scattering patterns can be observed. This is a
strong indication for chain formation, aligned paral-
lel to the magnetic field direction. Furthermore,
applying a shear rate, the anisotropy is deviated
from the initial direction, due to a deviation of the
chains from the direction of the magnetic field.

Fig. 2: a-d: Difference scattering patterns for Co87_02 (0.86%
Co in kerosene) for H=160kA/m
             e-h: Difference scattering patterns for Co87_03 (0.35%
Co in kerosene)for H=160kA/m

A qualitative and quantitative analysis of the data
comparing it with numerical investigations of the
fluids microstructure is in progress.
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The aim of the experiment was to examine and
evaluate the susceptibility to neutron embrittlement
on reactor pressure vessel (RPV) steel after
irradiation, annealing and re-irradiation considered
from the microstructure point of view.

The material investigated was VVER 440-type
weld material in the following conditions: I.) unir-
radiated, II.) irradiated (about 0.035 dpa), III.) post-
irradiation annealed at 750 K / 100 h, IV.) re-
irradiated (about 0.038 dpa) and V.) annealed at
750 K / 100 h after re-irradiation.

The measurements were carried out with
samples of 0.8 mm thickness under a saturating
magnetic field perpendicular to the neutron beam (�
= 0.6 nm) direction to separate magnetic and
nuclear scattering.

The SANS data have been evaluated under the
assumptions of a two-phases approach and a poly-
disperse system of spherical non-ferromagnetic
particles by Fourier analysis using the indirect
transformation method according to [1] after
subtraction of the incoherent scattering
contribution. The incoherent term was determined
from the measured intensity of the unirradiated
material by means of the Porod law.

The determined volume fraction-related size
distribution functions calculated from the coherent
scattering are depicted in Fig. 1 and show the
typical appearance for the RPV steels: a broad
distribution without a clear maximum in the size
range of 5 nm to 10 nm in the unirradiated
condition and an additional sharp, high maximum
near a radius of 1 nm in the irradiated condition.
Annealing reduces this first maximum almost up to
the initial level. Only in the size distribution
detected by the magnetic SANS contribution is
visible an effect which hints to a small growth of
the radiation defects.

The difference between the results of the re-
irradiated sample and the first irradiation is evident.
The effect of the radiation is considerably lower.
There is no clear increase of microstructural
features in the size range near 1 nm. Annealing
after re-irradiation produces again a small growth
of the microstructural defects.

Eventually the A-ratio (ratio between total
SANS cross section and nuclear cross section) is
changed by re-irradiation as well. It is 1.6 after the
first irradiation and about 2.2 after the second
irradiation. This supports the hypothesis that re-
irradiation does not completely reproduce the state
of the original irradiation.

[1]   O. Glatter, J. Appl. Cryst. 13 (1980) 7-11.
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Fig. 1:    Volume distribution functions Dv of
defects in a VVER 440-type weld metal
a) weighted with the total scattering contrast,
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Instrument   V4Hard magnetic properties of bulk 

amorphous Nd60Fe20Co10Al10 Local Contact 
A. Wiedenmann

Principal Proposer: H. Hermann, IFW Dresden Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: E. García-Matres, A. Wiedenmann, HMI Berlin

G. Kumar, J. Eckert, IFW Dresden 29 April-4 May, 2003

Date of Report: 20.12.2003

Multicomponent Nd-based alloys prepared
from the melt show a high variability of their
magnetic properties and depend strongly on the
cooling conditions. The properties range from
hard to soft magnetism and include several
magnetic phase transitions. It is expected that
the properties are controlled by the micro-
structure of the solidified material on a
nanometre scale. This was the reason for in-
vestigating the material by means of small an-
gle scattering using polarised neutrons (SAN-
SPOL). The first part of the experiments was to
test the new 128 x128 detector where problems
with two channels appeared which gave rise to
complications in the data analysis. 
The bulk amorphous Nd60FexCo30-xAl10 alloys
were prepared by melting pure 99.9% Nd, Fe,
Co and Al in an arc-melting furnace in an ar-
gon atmosphere. The ingots were remelted by
an induction coil in an argon atmosphere and
the cylindrical rods of 5 mm diameter were cast
by ejecting the melt into a copper mould.
Samples of 1 mm thickness were used for the
neutron experiments.
The field used for the measurements was µ0H =
2 T for temperatures between 6 K and 100 K
and µ0H = 1 T between 300 K and 480 K
(Fig.1). From the fit of the nuclear scattering
curves we found the presence of two Nd-rich
nanocrystallite contributions. The magnetic
scattering curves Ion and Ioff at different tem-
peratures show a change in the intensity sign
which is related to the magnetic transitions Tc1
and Tc2 observed in  the previous studies. At
Tc1= 50 K the Nd-nanoparticles became par-
amagnetic. As  holes in the metastable ferro-
magnetic phase they act as „pinning centers“ .
At temperatures larger than Tc2=500K the fer-
romagnetic matrix became paramagnetic.
SANSPOL measurements confirm the hard
magnetic properties of  the as-cast samples

considering a domain wall pinning model
(Fig.2 and ref. [1]).

[1] E.García-Matres, A. Wiedenmann, G.Kumar,
J.Eckert, H. Hermann, L. Schultz: Hard magnetic prop-
erties of bulk amorphous Nd60Fe20Co10Al10 investigated
by SANSPOL, ECNS, Montpellier Sept., 2003.

Fig.1 Temperature behaviour of the SANSPOL intensi-
ties Ion(o) and Ioff(�) of  Nd60Fe20Co10Al10 . 

Fig. 2 Scattering length  density profiles of
Nd60Fe20Co10Al10  for T<Tc1, Tc1<T<Tc2, and T > Tc2.
The lines correspond to the nuclear scattering length and
the open circles to the magnetic scattering length (right).
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° MAT-04-0865

Instrument V4In-Situ Characterisation of precip. sequence in a
modified 706-type Ni-Fe-superalloy Local Contact 

A. Wiedenmann

Principal Proposer: Dr. Debashis Mukherji, ETH Zürich, CH Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: Dr. Pavel Strunz, PSI Villigen, CH

Dominique Del Genovese, TU Braunschweig
Ralph Gilles, TU München

9. - 11.10.03

Date of Report: 17.12.03

DT706 is a newly developed Ni-Fe based alloy [1],
with its chemical composition derived from the well
known Inconel 706 alloy (IN706). The new material
aims to improve the creep resistance as well as the
long term microstructural stability in order to meet
the application requirement as a new class of
steam turbine material, with aim to increase the
service temperatures above 700°C. Above 650°C,
the precipitation hardened IN706 alloy shows a
pronounced tendency for transformation of the
hardening phases (i.e. the fcc, Ni3(Al,Ti) �' phase
and the bct, Ni3Nb �'' phase) into a hcp, Ni3Ti �
phase, with detrimental effects on the mechanical
strength. On the other hand, the precipitation of
intergranular � plates is essential to promote the
formation of serrated grain boundaries which are
responsible for improving the creep crack growth
resistance in IN706 alloy. The new DT706 alloy has
been specifically designed to improve the stability
of the microstructure through a suitable modification
of the (Al+Ti)/(Nb) ratio in the IN706 composition.
However, this compositional change requires
optimisation of the heat treatment parameters of the
new alloy DT706. Phase transformations in DT706,
at high temperatures, were therefore studied by in-
situ SANS following the experience gained on
IN706 [3,4].
Three different in-situ SANS experiments were
performed on DT706 in the allocated beam time.
Samples were measured in-situ at high temperature
following a heat treatment cycle which produces a
microstructure similar to that in IN706 that
optimises the creep crack growth resistance in
IN706 [1]. The heat treatment cycle consists of a
solution treatment at 1080°C for 2 h, cooled at the
rate of ~5 K/min to the � precipitation temperature
(which was varied in different in-situ cycles) and
hold at this temperature for 10 h. Three different �
stabilisation temperatures, namely 835°C, 920°C
and 940°C were selected for these experiments.
Although scattering measurements were performed
during the whole cycle time, only the most
significant part of the results is presented here for
brevity. The scattering cross sections d��d�
measured at the beginning and at the end of the
stabilisation temperature for each sample are
plotted as a function of Q and shown in Fig. 1.

Fig 1: scattering intensities obtained during the in-
situ cycles 

A first qualitative interpretation of the results, based
on the knowledge formerly gained on IN706, is
presented. The increase at low Q-values in the
curves of samples 2 and 3 after cooling from
solution temperature indicates that the precipitation
of � phase begins already upon cooling from the
solutioning temperature. Interestingly, in both cases
the scattering is not changing during the hold time,
showing that at these temperatures there is
practically no growth of the � precipitates. Further,
no significant differences between samples 2 and 3
can be detected. After cooling to a lower
temperature (835°C, sample 1), the scattering
increases also at higher Q values due to the
precipitation of �' particles. The size of �' (estimated
as ~ 50-100 nm), as well as the size of � phase,
however, do not change with time during the
holding. These results, when compared to the
previous results of IN706, suggest an enhanced
precipitation kinetics of � and �' phases in DT706.
Electron microscopy is now being performed on the
in-situ SANS samples to confirm the presence of
only � and �’ phase in the microstructure as is
presently assumed.

[1]: J. Rösler , M. Götting, D. Del Genovese et al.: AEM,
Vol. 5, No. 7, p. 469, (2003).
[2]: D. Mukherji, P. Strunz, D. Del Genovese, R. Gilles,
BENSC Experimental reports 2001, HMI.
[3]: D. Mukherji, P. Strunz, D. Del Genovese, R. Gilles,
BENSC Experimental reports 2002, HMI.
[4]: D. Mukherji, P. Strunz, D. Del Genovese et al.: Metall.
Trans. A, in print.
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal MAT-04-0882
Instrument   V4Microstructural Evolution of Nanocrystalline Titania During Sintering

Local Contact 
U.Keiderling

Principal Proposer: M.Winterer (Universität Duisburg-Essen) Date(s) of Experiment

Experimental Team: U.Keiderling (HMI) 15.12.-18.12.2003

Date of Report: 6.1.2004

Nanosized powders can be synthesized by a large
variety of techniques. However, the consolidation
into fully dense, ultrafine ceramics without
significant grain growth still remains a challenge.
The characteristics of the starting powder have a
profound influence on the processability and
microstructure of the final product. The biggest
limiting factor for sintering of ultrafine titania
powder to full density is the presence of
agglomeration. During compaction these
agglomerates behave as large entities introducing a
wide variation in pore size. Due to different rates of
pore closure during densification, larger pores will
develop into a porous microstructure. The pores can
only be removed at high sintering temperatures and
long sintering time, resulting in exaggerated grain
growth. Even for high quality, weakly or non-
agglomerated powders special efforts have to be
undertaken to suppress grain growth while
completely densifying the ceramic material.
The aim of the present experiment was to study
sintering in-situ by SANS as a function of time-
temperature profiles (firing cycles or sintering
schedules). These experiments provide information
on the microstructural evolution during sintering
and lead to optimum processing routes for the
production of dense, nanocrystalline titania
ceramics.
The experiments were performed in the HTF-1
furnace. A new sample holder for in-situ sintering
experiments has been designed, consisting of single
crystal alumina windows and a niobium frame.
With this equipment it was possible to measure
SANS in-situ during high temperature vacuum
sintering with optimum counting statistics, because
the neutron beam did not have to be limited by
small slits to avoid scattering from the sample
holder. The time resolution achieved for the
investigation of the time-dependent sintering was 2
min. Three different temperature-time schedules
(firing cycles) have been measured for each of three
sample-detector distances (1.1 m, 4 m, 15.865 m):
isothermal sintering at 650°C for 3 h, isothermal
sintering at 850°C for 3 h, and short overheating of
the sample to 950°C (< 30 seconds), followed by
consecutive isothermal sintering at 650°C for 3 h.

In all cases, the initial heating from ambient
temperature to 650°C, 850°C or 950°C was
perfomed with by fast firing with a heating rate >
250 K/min.
The experiments have been performed immediately
before the copy deadline of this report volume. The
results of the experiments will be published in the
future.
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° EF
  SANS investigation of precipitation
  hardening in AA6016 alloy

Instrument   V4

Local Contact:  J. Haug

  Principal Proposer: J. Haug, HMI Date(s) of Experiment
  Experimental Team:

 09.07.-13.07.2003
 29.09.-01.10.2003

Date of Report: 15.12.03

Aluminum alloys of the AA6XXX series which
contains Mg and Si as major elemental
additions are of special interest for the
automotive industry. Alloys like AA6016
generally contain an excess of Si above that
required to form stoichiometric Mg2Si in order
to improve the hardening response. The
precipitation of these alloys is quite complex
and not fully understood. The decomposition is
believed to proceed in the following sequenze
[1,2]:
(Mg+Si)clusters/GP(I)→β''/GP(II)needles→β'rods

→β(Mg2Si)plates

With SANS it is possible to observe the small
clusters (1-5nm), which can not be seen using
TEM, and the β'' needles (10x2nm2) [3]. 
The samples were first annealed at 540°C for
1h and then quenched in water. After
quenching two different ageing treatments
were considered: ageing at 185°C (V29-V33)
and at 235°C (V70-V74) for different times
(see Figs.). 
Fig. 1 reports the SANS curves for the
samples V29-V33. At high Q-values (~1nm-1)
we observe scattering from small
inhomogeneities and their diameter grow with
increasing annealing time. For the samples
V70-V74 (Fig. 2) the curves can be divided
into two ranges: one in the high Q region
(~1nm-1) and one in the lower Q region
(~0.2nm-1). The inhomogeneities from the high
Q region corresponds to sizes between 0.5
and 3nm which is in the range expected for the
clusters. The size distributions for the clusters
in V30-V33 are given in Fig. 3. The bigger
inhomogeneities in the samples V70-V74
corresponds to β'' needles with size
distributions from 10-50nm (calculated for
spheres).

References:
[1] I. Dutta, S.M. Allen, J. Matter Sci. Lett. 10 (1991) 323.
[2] A.K. Gupta, D.J Lloyd, S.A. Court, Mat. Sci. Eng.
A320 (2001) 140.
[3] G. Albertini, G. Caglioti, F. Fiori, R. Pastorelli, Phys.
B. 272-278 (2000) 921.

Fig. 1: SANS curves from samples V29-V33
annealed at 185°C.

Fig. 2: SANS curves from samples V70-V74
annealed at 235°C.

Fig. 3: Size distributions for samples V30-V33.
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° EF-Nanomat
Instrument   V4Impact of ultrasonic agitation on dispersions of ultrafine silica

powders, analyzed with time-resolved SANS
Local Contact 
U.Keiderling

Principal Proposer: H.Hahn, H.Sieger (TU Darmstadt), Date(s) of Experiment
U.Keiderling, A.Wiedenmann (HMI)

Experimental Team: U.Keiderling (HMI), H.Sieger (TU Darmstadt) 14.5.-16.4.2003

Date of Report: 17.12.2003

In advanced ceramic processing, ultrafine powders
are employed to reduce sintering temperature and
time to obtain a fine-grained structure. The main
obstacle for achieving full density is the presence of
agglomeration. The aim of the experiments was to
investigate, which sizes of agglomerates can be
found in suspensions of ultrafine powders of silica,
and in which way these agglomerate sizes are
influenced by impact of high-power ultrasound at
different pH-values of the dispersion. The
agglomerate sizes of ultrafine silica dispersions,
and the way to minimize them, play an important
role both in industrial and in the academic field,
since many properties of the dispersions are related
to the size, e.g. polishing performance or
rheological behavior.
For the present study, ultrafine silica powders were
produced by Chemical Vapor Synthesis (CVS). The
powders were dispersed at different pH values in
pure distilled water (pH=4) and in NaOH aqueous
solutions (pH=9.5,11,13) with a solid concentration
of 3wt%.
For the SANS measurements, a Starna flow cell
with a thickness of 1 mm was placed in the neutron
beam. This flow cell was connected to a closed tube
circuit in which the dispersion circulated, driven by
a flexible-tube pump. Outside the sample position
of the SANS instrument, the dispersion passed a
cooled double wall glass cell, in which an
ultrasonic sonode with a diameter of 14 mm and a
power of 200 W acted on the dispersion. After
switching on the pump, first the scattering without
ultrasonic agitation was measured as a reference,
followed by a series of SANS spectra with a very
good time resolution of only 4 min over a period of
approximately 80 min, yielding 20 snapshots of the
structure evolution. One final measurement was
performed a few minutes after switching off the
ultrasonic sonode, in order to determine whether
there was any relaxation towards the agglomerate
sizes before ultrasonic agitation.
The measurements covered a wide range of the
scattering vector Q between 0.035 nm-1 and 3.2 nm-

1. This was achieved by repeating the experiment
three times for each sample at sample-detector

distances of 1.0 m, 4.0 m and 15.8 m, respectively,
each time using a fresh amount of sample liquid.
The data reduction was performed using the HMI-
standard "BerSANS" software package. The two-
dimensional data revealed a perfect circular
symmetry, and were radially averaged to produce
the scattering curves d�/d�. The related size
distributions were calculated from these scattering
curves by direct model fitting of lognormal
distributions of spheres.
Fig. 1 shows volume-weighted size distributions for
silica at two different pH values. At pH=9 (right),
with increasing time an amount of additional large
agglomerates is formed. This could be due to
sintering of the primary particles caused by the high
power ultrasonic impact. On the other hand, at a
higher pH=11 (left) the agitation has no visible
effect on the primary particles themselves. This is
caused by the fact that at this pH the silica on the
surface of the primary particles already begins to
dissolve in the liquid, thus preventing the
concatenation of particles.
Complementary measurements with photon
correlation spectroscopy (PCS) revealed that on a
larger length scale of R ≈ 100 nm, in both cases
large agglomerates were destroyed. This leads to
the final conclusion, that ultrasonic agitation
simultaneously causes opposite effects on
agglomeration on different length scales. The
proper working point for ultrasonic agitation is a
pH value where the particle material just starts do
dissolve, thus preventing the production of
unwanted new agglomerates.

Fig. 1: Size distributions from SANS data.
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° PHY-03-0251
Instrument   V5-SPANDiffusion studies in intermetallic phases with NSE.

L12 structures Local Contact 
C. Pappas

Principal Proposer: G. Vogl, Universität Wien Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: M. Rennhofer, Universität Wien

C. Pappas, HMI Berlin
C. Fehr, HMI Berlin

26.05.03-13.06.03

Date of Report: 22.12.03

To solve the problem of the unknown cause of
depolarisation in use of  furnace HTF2 at the beam
time  PHY-03-0245 in December 2002 samples with
B2 structure were measured. We investigated a Ni
rich NiGa sample with B2 structure which had been
successfully measured before in the HTF1 furnace
[1]. Therefore, the results and NSE spectra are known
for this sample. 

The orientation of the crystals was tested with a Laue
camera and set to be ideal to get a huge momentum
transfer of about 1.4�-1 to 1.8�-1. The NiGa sample
was cut out of the same crystal as for the former
successful experiments and was prepared in an
identical way. The crystals were embedded in Al2O3
paper  and placed in a sample holder made of
niobium sheets with a thickness of about 0.5mm. The
holder was mounted in the centre of the furnace,
correctly oriented to the incoming neutron beam. 

For the measurement of the NiGa sample the HTF2
furnace as well as the new nonmagnetic HZ01B high
temperature furnace were used. With the HZ01B
furnace the depolarisation by the furnace can be
excluded completely. Technical problems in the use
of HZ01B in the high temperature region led to loss
of much beam time. Spectra for the same
temperatures and angles as in experiment PHY-03-
0245 were therefore taken with the HTF2 furnace.
But this time for the sample which was well
characterised in the former successful experiment. 

So far the data evaluation shows a linear increase in
depolarisation with increasing temperature for the
NiGa sample and for a quartz reference sample –
with a higher depolarisation for the quartz sample
which is an unexpected result.
The data evaluation is in progress.

[1]  M. Kaisermayr, M. Rennhofer, G. Vogl, C.
Pappas, and S. Longeville, Phys. Rev. B 66,
024302 (2002).
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° EF
Instrument   V7High flux neutron tomography investigation of

a LiI battery Local Contact 
N. Kardjilov

Principal Proposer: J. Banhart, I. Manke - HMI Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: A. Hilger, N. Kardjilov,  I. Manke - HMI

M. Dierik, 
B. Masschaele - Gent University, Belgium Nov 20 - Dec 20, 2003

Date of Report: December 10, 2003

The high cold neutron flux available at the new
radiography position V7 at HMI was used for
non-trivial applications as real-time imaging
and tomography investigations of strong
absorbing samples. As it is known Li possess
one of the highest attenuation coefficients for
cold neutrons among all the elements of ca.
105 cm-1. So the task to investigate a LiI
battery with dimensions 2.6x2.8x0.3 cm3 by a
neutron tomography method was a challenge
for the recently established tomography facility
at HMI. To perform a good tomography
reconstruction a set of equidistance sample
projections around a 180o angular interval are
needed. This means that for some of the
projections the neutron transmission should
succeed for a LiI thickness of app. 2.6 cm.
In spite of the high flux of 3x109 n/cm2s the
expected transmission of the beam in these
cases was estimated of 7x10-4 % which is
considerably lower in comparison to the
transmission of the transversal direction of the
battery of 0.3 cm giving a transmission of 25%.
Such a strong difference in the transmission at
different projection angles usually leads to
undesired artefacts in the tomography
reconstruction.
To improve the signal-to-noise ratio for the
projections with a bad neutron transmission
several images were collected for every angle
position. After adding up of all of them a final
projection image for the corresponding angle
was obtained. The set of final projection
images was tomographically reconstructed
using a standard back-projection algorithm.
The used detector system was based on a 12-
bit peltier cooled CCD camera with 1280x1024
pixel. The image from the LiZnS scintillator
was projected via a mirror and a lens system
onto the CCD chip giving a detector resolution
of 26 �m/pixel. Unfortunately the real spatial
resolution was limited by the energy-
dependant beam divergence produced by the
Ni coated neutron guide at this beam line and
it was estimated in the order of 250�m. The

number of the collected projections in the 180o

angular interval was 200 which corresponds to
an angular rotation step of 0.9o. For each
angular position 50 images with an exposure
time of 0.3s were recorded and summed out to
form a final image for the sample projection
under this angle. After the summation the
obtained final projections possessed an image
dynamics of 32-bit grey levels much better
than the recorded 12-bit single images. Two
projection images at angles of 0o and 90o are
shown below.

            

Fig.1 Radiography images at 0o and 90o

The reconstruction algorithm was implemented
in a self written IDL® routine where the
projections were normalized and prepared for
tomography algorithm. After applying of the
tomography reconstruction the obtained 3D
matrix was visualized by the 3D viewer
software VGstudio® (Fig. 2).  

Fig. 2 3D tomography representation 
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° EF
Instrument   V7Real-time imaging with cold neutrons
Local Contact 
N. Kardjilov

Principal Proposer: N. Kardjilov, HMI Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: A. Hilger, HMI

M. Dierik, Gent University, Belgium
B. Masschaele, Gent University, Belgium

Nov 20 - Dec 20, 2003

Date of Report: December 10, 2003

The new neutron radiography beam line at
HMI V7 is placed at the end of the curved
neutron guide NL1b facing the cold source of
the BER 2 reactor. The existence of a neutron
guide helps to achieve an enormous high cold
neutron flux in the order of ca. 3x109 n/cm2s at
the sample position with a negligible
background of gammas and fast neutrons.
These conditions are very suitable for a real-
time imaging where the quality of the images
depends directly on the intensity of the neutron
beam.  The image quality depends also on the
beam collimation which is limited in our case
by the energy-dependant divergence produced
from the guide.  A measure for the level of the
beam collimation is the so-called L/D ratio,
described in more details elsewhere [1], where
the larger the ratio the better is the beam
collimation.  For a Ni coated guide the L/D
value in case of a cold neutron beam is
measured in the order of 70 [1] which is much
lower than the typical value for a standard
neutron radiography facility of 200. The bad
beam collimation requires a shorter distance
between the sample and the detector plane in
order to achieve a good spatial resolution. This
determined the used contact radiography
method in the performed experiments where
the sample was placed as close as possible to
the detector.
The used detector system was based on the
12-bit triggered CCD camera Sensicam
1280x1024 pixels with a fast electronic shutter
allowing exposure times down to 1 ms. The
image obtained by the LiZnS scintillator was
projected via a mirror and a lens system onto
the CCD chip giving a projection ratio of 26
�m/pixel. 
As a test sample a model air-craft combustion
engine was investigated. The dimensions of
the motor (WxHxT) 70.9x69.7x31.4 mm3 were
fitted to the beam size of 30x50 mm2.  For the
first tests the engine was driven by a coupled
electromotor.  On the crankshaft of the engine
an aluminium disk with a slit and a photo

sensor were placed in order to produce an
exact trigger signal for the camera system.  
The collection of the data was based on the
so-called stroboscopic method at repetition
processes where a set of images were
recorded exactly at the same position of the
piston in the cylinder. After adding up of all the
images for the corresponding piston position,
an average momentum image with a better
statistics was obtained. Using the time delay
option of the camera software the whole
combustion cycle was visualized by such
“frozen” momentum images.  
The experiment was performed by a rotation
speed of the engine of 1110 rpm. The
exposure time was set to 1 ms. For a defined
piston position 200 images were recorded.
The time delay between two piston positions
was set to 1 ms.  The image processing was
performed by a self written IDL routine where
after correction and normalization of the
collected images the average momentum
images were calculated.
Four images at different time moments are
shown below. As a zero moment the bottom
position of the piston was chosen.

  

[1] B.Schillinger
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° MAT-04-0819
Instrument  V12ASANS investigation of plastically deformed stainless

steel
Local Contact 
M.Strobl, W.Treimer

Principal Proposer:
V.T.Lebedev, Petersburg Nuclear Physics
Institute, 188300 Gatchina, St.Petersburg
distr.Russia 

Date(s) of Experiment

Experimental Team:
Gy.Torok, Research Institute for Solid State
Physics and Optics, H1525, POB49, Budapest,
Hungary 18-30.09.2003

Date of Report: 3.12.2003

   Metals fracture concepts are mainly based on electron
microscopy data for surfaces and thin metal slices. The
fracture criteria development needs interior defects
investigation. A plastic deformation induces a huge
scattering much stronger than from original materials,
especially in fracture zone [1]. It testifies the scattering
sources (microcracks, voids) which evolution by the
deformation should be studied. 
   We have measured the SANS (neutron wavelength
�=0.476 nm, monochromatic beam) to recognize the
peculiarities of the fracture of austenite stainless steels
X18H10T commonly used in the WWR-type nuclear
power plants. The steel cylinders (diameter 3mm)
plastically deformed at 20oC up to fracture (strain S=0-
60%), have shown some structural changes (Fig.1). The
intensity detected at momentum transfers (parallel or
perpendicular to deformation axis) demonstrates a fractal
type behavior  I(q)=Io/[(1+qRc

2)]D/2 where Io is forward
intensity, parameter D is the fractal dimension and Rc is
the correlation radius of defects. In original samples (non
deformed) the exponent 2<D<3 indicates the low-
dimensional defects, i.e. dislocations' network with
correlation scale RC~103nm comparable with crystalline
blocks (Fig.2). The deformation leads to the decrease of
radius and to the increase of the fractal dimension. It can
be interpreted as a result of dislocations generation by
plastic deformation making a dense dislocations'
network. At the strain S*~45% we observe the crossover
from mass fractals to surface fractals (D>3) and at high
S~50-60% the D�4 approaches to Porod limit for
smooth surfaces. At high deformations up to the fracture
the scattering shows the development of internal surface
related to small-size defects (voids, size RC~40-50nm)
with smooth borders. These defects are only slightly
elongated in the direction of deformation. 

1. V.T.Lebedev, Gy.Torok et.al., J.Appl.Cryst. 36 (2003)
629-631.  
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Instrument   V12aPorosity study in Ag-Cu alloy specimens
Local Contact 
Markus Strobl

Principal Proposer: Adrian Manescu, University of Ancona Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: Francesco Spinozzi, University of Ancona

Fabrizio Fiori, University of Ancona 20.01-30.01.2003

Date of Report: 19.06.2003

The investigated samples are Ag-Cu alloy ring
specimens. Experiments were performed at the
V12 double-crystal diffractometer of the HMI-
BENSC, Berlin. The incident neutron
wavelength was � = 4.76 Å and the Q-range
was 1.6�10�5

�4.6�10�3 Å�1.
Figure1 below shows the measured SANS

cross sections )(Q
d
d
�

�  for the investigated four

samples. The best fit curves, as obtained
according to the procedures described in the
previous section, are also presented (for sake of
clarity, the curves are scaled by a factor 10).

Figure 1. Measured SANS curves for the investigated
specimens and corresponding best fit curves

The size distributions of the pores N(R) and
D(R) = R3 N(R) are presented in Figures 2 and
3, respectively. It can be noticed that the size
distributions corresponding to the investigated
specimens are not very large. The detected
pores are distributed in a broad range of size,
running from few Å to about 5 µm. In
particular, the D(R) curves put into a major
evidence the contribution of bigger pores
(around 1 µm size).

Figure 2.  Size distribution functions N(R) obtained

from the best fit of SANS curves in Figure 1

Figure 3. D(R) functions obtained from the best fit of
SANS curves in Figure 2

The volume fractions f of the pores (porosity),
obtained from the fits, are reported in the Table
1 below. The volume fractions were calculated
by integrating the curves in Figure 3:

��� dRRDf )(
3
42
��

Table 1 – Volume fraction (porosity) of the pores.
Sample Porosity (%)

g027 0.865
g029 0.228
g035 0.314

g029-2 0.220
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Instrument   V12aPorosity study in Ag-Cu alloy specimens
Local Contact 
Markus Strobl

Principal Proposer: Adrian Manescu, University of Ancona Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: Francesco Spinozzi, University of Ancona

Fabrizio Fiori, University of Ancona 23.06-29.06.2003

Date of Report: 29.12.2003

The investigated samples are Ag-Cu alloy ring
specimens. Experiments were performed at the V12
double-crystal diffractometer of the HMI-BENSC,
Berlin. The incident neutron wavelength was � = 4.76 Å
and the Q-range was 1.6�10�5

�4.6�10�3 Å�1.
The porosity in three Ag-Cu alloy rings was evaluated in
different points as presented in the figure below:

In order to determine the porosity, we have first
calculated the scattering length density of the alloys,
reported in the table below:

Sample Alloy Ag %
wt.

Cu %
wt.

Zn %
wt. � (10�6

Å�2)
g027 925 Legor

A
92.8 5.3 1.9 3.67

g029 935 Ir
Zn20

93.5 4.5 2 3.64

g035 925 92.5 7.5 0 3.74

From the cross sections, )(/ Qdd �� , the size
distributions of pores N(R) is determined by
experimental data on the basis of the “two phase model”,
which gives: 

dRQRFRVRNQ
d
d 222 )()()()()( ����
�

�

From the size distributions of the pores N(R) and pore
volume distribution D(R)=R3N(R), it can be noticed that

the detected pores are distributed in a broad range of

size, running from few Å to about 5 µm. In particular,
the D(R) curves put into a major evidence the
contribution of bigger pores (around 1 µm size). 
Actually, the Small Angle Neutron Scattering technique
allows also the detection of particles with size smaller
than few micrometers. Therefore, in our case, also small
pores are revealed. Their number turns out to be much
higher than the one of the bigger pores. Generally, their
presence should be taken into account for what concerns
the mechanical properties of the material as their
coarsening as a consequence of thermal and/or
mechanical treatments can be a relevant source of crack
opening and failure.
The volume fractions f of the pores (namely the
porosity), is calculated by 

��� dRRDf )(
3
4

Sample Meas.
No.

f��%� <f>
��%�

St.dev f
��%�

g027 p1 0.0041 0.005 0.001
g027 p2 0.0060
g027 p3 0.0054
g027 p4 0.0045
g029 p1 0.0250 0.019 0.006
g029 p2 0.0191
g029 p3 0.0084
g029 p4 0.0210
g029 p5 0.0182
g029 p6 0.0203
g035 p1 0.0644 0.047 0.017
g035 p2 0.0403
g035 p3 0.0652
g035 p4 0.0361
g035 p5 0.0410

As one can see from the table above, all the samples
have small porosity, of the order of 10�2%. However,
relatively large differences exist between the average
values for the different samples: the pore volume
fraction of the sample g035 (0.047%) is higher by about
a factor ten as compared to the sample g027 (0.005%)
and by about a factor two as compared to the sample
g029 (0.019%). Moreover, within each samples different
regions show different porosity.Those variations can be
of technical interest for the aim of the study, i.e. for
classifying the defects of the silver casting process.�
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Instrument   E1The influence of an organic phase on the
efficiency of a ceramic neutron image plate Local Contact 
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Principal Proposer: J. Zimmermann, R.Kolb, TU-Darmstadt Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: R.Kolb, J. Zimmermann, TU-Darmstadt

J. Klenke, S. Danilkin, HMI Februrary 2003

Date of Report: *

Introduction:

The storage mechanism in neutron image plates is

based on the conversion of neutrons by a neutron

converter (usually a Gd-compound) into electrons and

the initiation of the storage mechanism of a storage

phosphor (usually BaFBr:Eu2+) by the generated

electrons. The electrons thereby penetrate the storage

phosphor and generate defects which are able to store

the neutron information as a latent image. The readout

of this information is performed by optical stimulation

of defects resulting in the so called photostimulated

luminescence (PSL). The intensity of the PSL signal

reflects the efficiency of the NIP.

Motivation:

Commercial NIPs are based on a powder mixture

embedded in an organic binder which act as

mechanical stabilizer. It was assumed that the organic

binder has only a mechanical meaning and hence

ceramic NIPs without organic binder should improve

the efficiency. It was shown in previous experiments

that it is possible to synthesize ceramic NIPs avoiding

the organic binder. The expected improvement were

observed concerning the spatial resolution of the NIP,

which could be increased from 10 Lp/mm of a

commercial NIP up to 23 Lp/mm for a ceramic NIP.

Contrary to the expectations the PSL-intensity of the

ceramic NIP was half as much as for a commercial

NIP. Additionally experiments analyzing the behavior

of the storage phosphor due to x-ray irradiation show

that for this kind of radiation an increasing PSL-signal

for ceramic NIPs could be observed. This leads to the

assumption that the organic binder acts not only as

mechanical stabilizer but has an influence on the

creation mechanism of defects in the storage phosphor

while irradiating with neutrons.

Experimental:

To prove this assumption a ceramic Nip was divided

into two pieces the one half was covered with an

organic glue. 

The sample prepared as shown in the sketch above

was irradiated for 5 minutes at the E1 and

subsequently read out with a self made scanner system

to detect the spatial PSL-intensity.

Results and Discussion:

In the diagram stated below the observed spatial

distribution of the PSL-intensity is shown.

It is easily seen that the PSL-Intensity of the glue-

covered part (right side) of the NIP shows a higher

PSL output. This behavior proves the assumption that

the organic influences the storage mechanism and

even in ceramic NIPs an improvement could be

achieved. 
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Diamagnetic signal from Bi single crystal
(polarization option at E4)

E4

K. Prokeš

EF

K. Prokeš HMI Berlin
K. Prokeš HMI Berlin
V. Sikolenko HMI Berlin
F. Mezei HMI Berlin

2.-13.July 2003

18.7.2003

This experiment was performed in the
framework of our attemp to reestablish the
polarization option on E4. Last year (see the
relevant repor from 2002) we have identified
that the depolarization of neutron beam
produced by bender inserted in the 42.5 0

chanel occur between the end of the bender
and the exist of the channel. In this, about 0.5
m long channel are situated following items:
secondary shutter, monitor and concrete
block that defines the size of the beam. It was
recognized that if the polarizing bender is
placed after the shielding block and guiding
field are provided, the polarization degree
reaches about 90 %. If a VM-2 magnet is
placed on the instrument table the
polarization decreases by 2-3% However,
when the bender is placed inside the neutron
channel, i.e. before the shielding box that
does not contain any guiding magnetic field,
the polarizatin degree drops to about 70 %.
To improve the polarization, we have inserted
a small device that provides a guiding inside
the concrete block and a small magnetic
device around the monitor. The only region
without guiding field remains then the
secondary shutter.

A better solution is to place flipper
inside the soft iron joke that shields the
flipper from the stray field and put it inside
the shielding box. In such a way, polarization
degree of 74% can be achieved.

However, the biggest source of
depolarization seems to be inhomogeneous
field in the active volume of the flipper coils.
This can be reduced by suitable construction
of the flipper coils. It has been shown that if
one use flipper coils constructed for
diffractometer E1 inserted to the same soft

iron joke, one can achieve polarization degree
of 86 %, i.e. to e degree that is close to value
achieved with polarizing bender outside
shielding. New flipper coils are under
preparation and are supposed to be ready by
March 2004.

With the best set-up (bender inside
channel, E1 flipper coils inside iron joke) we
have tried to identify the diamagnetic signal
in a large single crystal of Bi. VM-2 magnet
was used to  produce field of 6T that was
applied perpendicular to the trigonal axis of
Bi crystal. We have collected intensities for
both spin up and down orientations of four
reflections as a function of temperature (see
Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1: Temperature dependence of the flipping ratios
of four nuclear reflections of a large single crystal of
Bi in magnetic field of 6T applied along the [100]
direction.

As was expected, the signal is very small and
only (006) reflection shows signal that is larger
than 3σ. The detailed analysis has to be still
performed. However, it is clear that polarized
neutrons are sensitive enough to probe
diamagnetism in condensed matter.
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A high speed Fermi chopper is planned to be part of the
new time-of-flight powder diffractometer EXED in
order to achieve a very high resolution in time and in
the d-spacing (�d/d = 2.4 10-4 at  2 Å). The Fermi
chopper is constituted by a rotor and a slit package
inside (see fig. 1), which is composed by alternating
layers of a material which is highly permeable for
neutrons and a material which is a good neutron
absorber.
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Fig. 2: �-scans of a slit package at three different
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permeable layer and two absorbing layers plus little parts
of the neighboring permeable layers. The results are
shown in fig. 3.
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Fig. 3: Horizontal scans of a slit package at three
different vertical positions.

The increase at the sides corresponds to the border of the
sample. In between the curves are almost constant. The
small deviations are due to the above mentioned
different beam coverings of the slits.

[1] M. Marseguerra & G. Pauli, Nucl. Instr. Meth. 4
(1959) 140 – 150.
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1.-2.7.03

Date of Report: 12.12.03

Single crystalline sapphire has become a
frequently used material in synthesis and
optics. This material has various advantages
compared to other commonly used materials,
such as vanadium, tantalum, niobium,
aluminum or glass, which should make it a
very good choice for the production of sample
holders for neutron powder diffraction at very
high temperatures:

No Bragg reflections from the sample
holder: The use of a crystalline material avoids
the problem of an increased background.
However, with polycrystalline materials this
results in a full Bragg diffraction pattern from
the sample holder increasing the problem of
peak overlap. The use of a single crystalline
container avoids this drawback. In the
particular case of corundum the long
hexagonal c axis can be aligned parallel to the
axis of the container. It is then normal to the
diffraction plane of instruments with Debye-
Scherrer or similar geometry. In this case only
the hki0 plane of the reciprocal lattice will be
inside the diffraction plane. Since the lattice
parameter a is small, the number of possible
Bragg reflections from the container is also
small. Due to the strong general reflection
condition of -h+k+l=3n it is further decreased.
Even on instruments with high divergencies it
is no problem to find an orientation of the
container without any Bragg reflections. 

Low absorption: Al2O3 has a low absorption
coefficient for neutrons. This allows the use of
thick-walled containers (6 mm in our case)
resulting in a high mechanical stability. For x-
rays the absorption coefficient is about the
same as the one of the glass capillaries
normally used, making it an alternative there,
too.

Mechanical, thermal and chemical stability:
Due to its high chemical stability and very high
melting point (2318 K) corundum is the ideal
material for high temperature sample holders.
Vanadium, often used in neutron diffraction,
also has a high melting point. But its reactivity

with oxygen and reduced metals it very high,
too, which sometimes results in the destruction
of the sample holder.

Low background: One of the most important
qualities in a powder diffraction sample holder
is the absence of Bragg reflections. This is
normally achieved by using a non-crystalline
material such as glass. For neutron radiation,
due to the negative scattering lengths of some
isotopes, it also possible to use materials with
a coherent scattering length of nearly zero, i.e.
vanadium or Ti/Zr alloy. However, both cases
lead to increased incoherent scattering and
accordingly to high background intensities. 

At room temperature the test tubes
produced gave diffraction patterns which
looked very promising. There were some small
residual reflection as well as some diffuse
scattering. However, these contributions were
less then the background and reflections
observed from the thick-walled vanadium
containers normally used at BENSC for high-
temperature powder diffraction. 

Unfortunatelly at high temperatures the
intensity of the diffuse scattering increases,
especially at high diffraction angles. Because
of this sappire should not be choosen as the
standard material for high-temperature
experiments. However, it is usefull for reactive
samples and at instruments with a limited
range of diffraction angles.
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U.Keiderling

Principal Proposer: U.Keiderling, HMI Berlin Date(s) of Experiment

Experimental Team:

Date of Report: 29.12.2003

The new "BerSANS-PC" data processing software
has been developed for the SANS instrument "V4".
Comprising all essential functions of the
"BerSANS" program available on workstations
under UNIX and OpenVMS in the past, this
software is a completely new development for
network-independent use on local PCs and
notebooks with a full-feature graphical interface. It
is a comfortable, easy-to-use and error-proof tool to
perform the standard data processing procedures in
a fast and efficient way. The program was written
in "Borland Delphi", and has been extensively
tested under Windows 98/2000/XP. "BerSANS-
PC" is freely available for all interested users.
The program provides all tools necessary for the
data treatment, starting from two-dimensional raw
data files as obtained from the measurement, and
ending with corrected anisotropic or isotropic data
files which can then be used for physical
interpretation by other programs. The graphical
interface has been designed on a "what you see is
what you can do" basis, without any hidden context
menus or key combinations. At each point during
operation, exactly those options are displayed
which are currently possible and useful. This
feature is supported by the implementation of a
very extensive internal error check mechanism and
a continuous analysis of the internal program status,
which together form more than half of the original
source code. The data reduction procedures utilize
command files, thus allowing a high degree of
automation. The program supports a multi-lingual
interface, with the possibility to freely switch
between languages at any time. Languages
currently available include English and German.
Different detector sizes can be defined.
A special new feature of the program is the data file
manager. This is a unique tool for the compilation
of data file sets for all kinds of data treatment and
data display. Options offered for data file selection
are: individual picking from a list, selection of a
continuous range of run and/or extension numbers,
selection of a regular pattern of run numbers
(alternatively pick N files and skip M files), search
for special values or value ranges of file header
entries, or any combination. The data file manager

also supports the transfer of an entire selected data
file set from one window of the program to another.
All windows offer various display, printing and
output options.
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Instrument   V4

Local Contact 
J. Haug

Principal Proposer: A. Wiedenmann, HMI Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: J. Haug, HMI

July, 2003

Date of Report: 08.01.04

The readout  system of  the position  sensitive
detector at V4 was changed in January, 2003.
The new readout electronic uses interpolation
of  interstrip  positions  to  give  a  128x128
position  output.  To  check  the  behaviour  and
quality  of  the  “new”  detector  some  test
measurements were carried out and compared
with the old 64x64 measurements. Because of
problems  with  the  new  software  the  tests
started in July 2003.
For  instrumental  resolution  silver  behenate
(AgBE)  powder  can  be  used  as  a  standard
[1,2]. AgBE featuring three Bragg reflections in
the  angular  range  used  by  SANS.  Fig.1
exhibits the two-dimensional SANS pattern of
AgBE for  =6.05Å,  sample detector  distance
(SD) of 0.975m and collimation 2m.
Corrections  of  background,  transmission,
detector efficiency and calibration for absolute
intensity  were done using the new BerSANS
data reduction software [3]. The intensity was
radially averaged and plotted versus 2 in Fig.
2 (black circles). By fitting Gaussian functions
(red lines) the position and FWHM(2) of the
Bragg  peaks  were  calculated  and  compared
with previous measurements [2] in Tab. 1.
The  FWHM(2)  of  the  new  system  is
somewhat smaler than for the old system. To
get more familiar with the dependence of the
FWHM  from  detector  cells,  the  radially
averaging  in  BerSANS  was  done  over  two
cells (blue squares in Fig. 2). This is leading to
the  same  number  of  data  points  as  for  the
64x64 detector.  This reduction in data points
results in a decrease of the maximum and an
increase  of  the  FWHM  to  1.151  in  the
Gaussian fit (blue line) of (001).

References:
[1] U. Keiderling, R. Gilles, A. Wiedenmann J. Appl.
Cryst. 32 (1999) 456.
[2] R. Gilles, U. Keiderling, P. Strunz, A. Wiedenmann,
H. Fuess Mat. Sci. Forum 321-324 (2000) 264.
[3] U. Keiderling The new "BerSANS-PC" data
processing software BENSC Rep. 2003

Fig. 1: Two-dimensional neutron scattering
intensity pattern of AgBE with three Bragg
reflections (=6.05Å, SD=0.975m, Coll. 2m)

Fig. 2: Radially averaged scattering intensity
plotted versus 2.

(001) (002) (003)

new
(128x128)

2 5.879 11.776 17.752

FWHM(2) 1.086 1.429 1.925

old
(64x64)

2 5.814 11.672 17.555

FWHM(2) 1.222 1.636 2.137

Tab. 1: Comparison of the FWHM(2) of the
new and old readout system.
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Instrument   V4

Local Contact 
J. Haug

Principal Proposer: A. Wiedenmann, HMI Date(s) of Experiment

Experimental Team: J. Haug, HMI
July, 2003

Date of Report: 15.01.04
The readout  system of  the position sensitive
detector at V4 was changed in January, 2003
[1]. 
On V4 water is used as calibration standard.
For an incoherent scatterer such as water the
whole scattering is uniform in the solid angle
4 and the measured and corrected scattering
from  the  standard  sample  shows  up
fluctuations in efficiency of individual detector
elements. Thus, measurement of water can be
used  to  calculate  the  2D  detector  efficiency
map which represents the fluctuation  of each
cell about the mean value of 1. The calibration
scalar,  which  represents  the  average  of  the
counts/cell,  was  calculated  using  GRASANSP
[1]. The  detector efficiency map  can now be
calculated  by  dividing  the  2D  image  by  the
calibration scalar (Fig. 1).
Fig. 2 shows the fluctuation of the cells around
one  for  different  dates  since  change  of
electronic/software until now. It can be clearly
seen that before July the fluctuations are high
and no gaussian distribution is available. After
further corrections in July the efficiency gives a
sharp gaussian distribution (blue curves in Fig.
2).
In Fig.  3 the efficiency was compared with a
water measurement of the old 64x64 detector.
Therefore,  the  data  points  of  the  128x128
measurement  were  reduced to  64x64 (green
points).  The  gaussian  distribution  shows  the
same FWHM than for the 64x64 detector.

For  the  detector  dead  time  correction
plexiglass (1mm thickness) was used because
of  its  homogenious  scattering  and  high
intensity over the entire detector. Various slits
and distances were used to get 16 intensities
with and without attenuator.  The dead time  
was determined by fitting  the nonparalysable
model Iatt=I/(A*(1-*I) with:
I:   Intensity without attenuator
Iatt: Intensity with attenuator
A:  Attenuation factor
New detector dead time: =4.23e-06s

References:
[1] J. Haug, A. Wiedenmann, BENSC Rep. 2003
[2] http://www.ill.fr/lss/grasp/grasp_main.html

Fig. 1: Two-dimensional detector efficiency
map of water.

Fig. 2: Fluctuation of the detector cells about
the mean value 1.

Fig. 3: Fluctuation of the detector cells for
128x128 and 64x64 detector.
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° Development
Instrument   V4New Front-end Electronics and Data Acquisition System for  SANS

Detector
Local Contact 
Th. Wilpert

Principal Proposer: Th. Wilpert, W. Altmann (HMI) Date(s) of Experiment

Experimental Team: Th. Wilpert, W. Altmann, J. Haug (HMI)
R. Schneider, G. Montermann (mesytec gbr)

April – July 2003

Date of Report: 22.1.2004

After several failures during the recent years of the more
than 15-year old front-end electronics of the SANS
detector (Leti-type XYP 64 x 64) [1] it was necessary to
replace the complete readout electronics and the
acquisition system. In addition, it was indispensable to
check the actual pressure in both chambers of the
detector, since the absolute pressure sensors indicated
constantly decreasing and diverting values.
The modular system of mesytec [2] consists of 16 8-fold
preamplifier and shaper PCB-cards on 4 front-end
boards, mounted directly at the backside of the detector.
Four border strips are read out separately and are used as
veto if a neutron has triggered. The amplifier signals are
transmitted to four MCU-34 modules (1/12 wide NIM).
Here the signals are sorted (even/odd), re-grouped and
analysed for their hit pattern and a digital position is
calculated. The output of these modules is transmitted
via a short parallel bus to the MIU interface module
(1/12 wide NIM), which determines the absolute x- and
y-position. All units described above are mounted in the
electronics compartment under normal pressure at the
backside of the detector. The NIM-bin is supplied only
by a +6 V power cable via the MIU-module and the total
power consumption of these modules is only 5 W.
Hence, no special cooling is required while the detector
is operated in a vacuum vessel.
The front-end MIU-module communicates via a serial
event bus (up to 30 m BNC cable) with the central
processing module MCPD (2/12 wide NIM) situated in
the measuring cabin. The MCPD buffers the data and
transfers them via Ethernet to a PC. The system is
completely remote controlled by the data acquisition
software mesydaq running under LINUX. A CORBA
interfacing system for external process control, e.g. by
CARESS is implemented. Furthermore, the MCPD
module accepts an trigger input, allowing the acquisition
of time-of-flight experiments by using a chopper system
or other time correlation measurements with 1, 2, or 4 µs
resolution and a range of up to 520 ms.
The system has three main operation modes: XY
position readout (standard mode), position-amplitude
mode or a diagnostic mode. In the XY position mode the
coordinates are readout with a resolution of 128x128
channels, in which the intermediate position (64
channels per coordinate intrinsic resolution) are
determined by weighted interpolation. The spectra show
some (stable) differential non-linearity, which can be
corrected offline. The main new feature is the position-
amplitude mode, which gives the sum amplitude (per
coordinate) and its distribution vs. X or Y (cf. Fig. 1).
The feature allows background suppression by setting

two thresholds. The diagnostic mode delivers extensive
information on errors or conditions for discarding events
and allows thus an optimization of parameter setting.
Moreover, the whole system can be checked
independently from the detector by using a remote
controlled pulser. The total processing time per event is
about 3 µs (i.e. 10% dead time at 35 kHz counting rate).
The acquisition software mesydaq controls the front-end
electronics and handles the data storage. Three modes
are available here: XY-histogramming, 128 XY time
frames and list-mode data (event-by-event recording).

Fig. 1. The accumulated pulse height spectrum of the
Y-coordinate allows background discrimination

First measurements in the position-amplitude mode
showed amplitude distribution, strongly varying with the
position. The interpretation lead to the conviction that
the detector had lost already a good fraction of its gas
and the internal membrane, which separates the detection
volume (3He+CF4) from the compensation volume (4He),
must be heavily deformed. It turned out, after balancing
the pressure by depressurizing the 4He volume that the
detector had lost during the last seven years after repair
by CERCA more than 270 mbar 3He+CF4 (of
1750 mbar). The differential pressure between the two
chambers before this operation was 120 mbar, a factor of
ten more than specified for save operation. The missing
gas reduces at the time being the efficiency from 78% to
73% at 0.6 nm. The SANS experiment went into regular
experimental operation middle of July 2003 after
extensive bug fixing of the new software.

[1] Centre d’Étude Nucléaire de Grenoble, Division
d’Électronique de Technologie et d’Instrumentation,
Avenue des Martyrs 85, F-38041 Grenoble CEDEX

[2] mesytec gbr, www.mesytec.com
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° *
Instrument   V5Larmor precession tomography 
Local Contact 
*C. Pappas

Principal Proposer: F. Mezei        HMI Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: C. Pappas     HMI

R. Schneider HMI *3-8.12.2002

Date of Report: *22.12.2003

The unique capability of Larmor precession to label
each neutron individually can be used to decouple
resolution from characteristics of the incoming
neutron beam such as divergence and
monochromatisation. This remarkable property is
successfully applied in Neutron Spin Echo (NSE)
spectroscopy, where the labelling of the velocity of
neutrons directly measures the energy transfer at
the sample. The resolution can therefore be
improved substantially, reaching the   10�5 range,
while keeping the high intensity advantage of a
roughly monochromatic and poorly collimated
beam. In a similar way, the labelling of neutron
trajectories can be used in high resolution
diffraction, small angle scattering or neutron
reflectometry.

In Neutron tomography, an established non-
destructive analysis technique with numerous
medical and industrial applications, high spatial
resolution implies high beam collimation and very
long instruments. In this case, Larmor precession
decouple resolution from the geometry of the
spectrometer. A first feasibility test of the method
took place at SPAN. The goal was do deduce a
simple spatial structure form the Larmor precession
of neutrons diffracted by a Bragg peak in
backscattering geometry. 

For intensity reasons we chose the (002) Bragg
reflection of pyrolytic graphite. The sample was
made out of two plates 1x1 cm2 separated by a
distance of 1cm. The plates had a thickness of
~0.5 mm and 1 mm respectively. The reduced
thickness of the first plate lead to a reduced
reflecting power so that some neutrons could reach
the second plate and be reflected. 

At the incoming wavelength of 0.626 nm the Bragg
reflection occurs at a scattering angle of 1370.
SPAN is the only Neutron Spin Echo spectrometer
to reach such high scattering angles and offered
the unique possibility to record the pattern resulting
from the precessions of the neutrons reflected by
the two graphite plates. We note that for this
measurement we did not use any π-flipper at the
sample and the precessions after the sample added
to the precessions before the sample. 

The spectrometer was set to a given magnetic field
configuration and we recorded the precessions by
sweeping the magnetic field locally at the sample,
from ~0.2 mT up to ~ 2 mT. The neutrons reflected
by the second plate experience a higher magnetic
field integral that the neutrons reflected by the first
plate and this difference is proportional to the field
at the sample. The precession of the neutrons
reflected by the first plate is given by:
A1+B1cos(��/v), where � is the magnetic field
integral, ��the neutron gyromagnetic ratio and v the
neutron velocity. The precession of neutrons
reflected by the second plate is given by:
A2+B2cos(�������) and the superposition of the two
contributions leads to the pattern shown in the
figure. In this figure the neutron intensity was
recorded as a function of the current in the coils
around the sample, which is proportional to the
magnetic field at the sample. The blue points are
the experimental data and the red line is the best fit
to the superposition of two cosine functions,
reflecting the geometry of the set-up. 

Figure: precession pattern recorded as a function
of the current in the coils, which create the
magnetic field in the sample area of SPAN. The
neutrons were Bragg reflected by two pyrolytic
graphite plates separated by 1 cm.
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° MAT-04-847/905

Instrument   V-6Neutron Spin Echo Angle Coding
Local Contact 
Marita Gierlings

Principal Proposer: Roger Pynn, Los Alamos National Lab Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: Michael R. Fitzsimmons, LANL

Helmut Fritzsche, Chalk River
Janos Major, MPI Stuttgart

10-04-03 to 15-04-03 &
01-11-03 to 08-11-03

Date of Report: 5-12-03

During our April run we implemented thin (10�)
permalloy (Py) spin turn foils for the first time. Our
calculations of the demagnetization fields caused
by these films had led us to optimal choices for the
dimensions of these films. As the plot of beam
polarization versus film orientation plotted below
shows, these foils now work exactly as predicted by
simple theory (solid line).  
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Once the tuning curve has been established, the
films can be removed and reinserted in the beam
with reproducible effect.

Although we achieved highly polarized (P > 0.9)
spin echoes before inserting our 30� Py precession
films, the echo polarization decreased to ~0.65 with
precession films even when the latter were at
relatively large angles (~10º) to the neutron beam.
We eventually traced this effect to the demagnet-
ization fields produced by the precession foils.

Our attempts to make measurements on a real
sample were thwarted by the fact that out signals
appeared to randomly jump in value. After several
days, we traced this effect to changes in the
magnetic field produced by the neighbouring
spectrometer. The small field produced by SPAN
changes the field between the two Py foils of our �
flipper. Although this results in only a small change
in flipper efficiency, the effect is amplified by the
final �/2 turn (essentially converting the cosine of a
small angle into its sine).

Our November run was much more successful. We
conclusively showed that we could see echo depol-
arization for reflection from a sample comprising a
30 nm-thick block copolymer film on a Si substrate
and that this depolarization was absent for bare Si.
Further analysis of this data is on-going and we
hope to determine the sensitivity limits of the
technique by comparing with data already taken
without polarized neutrons. Secondly, we examined
a very rough Zr sample (this material cannot be
polished) and found results that are consistent with
zero specular reflection even below the assumed
critical angle. This information could not have been
obtained from a traditional experiment.

Finally, we reconfigured V6 with a horizontal
reflection plane, a wide-angle polarization analyzer
(borrowed from FLEX), and a PSD and attempted
to measure structure within the plane of a block
copolymer film. This film, composed of d-PS and
PMMA has 35-nm-diameter, 30-nm-long PMMA
cylinders perpendicular to the film plane. The
cylinder axes show considerable short-range
positional order, according to SEM images, and are
separated by roughly 45 nm. The echo polarizations
we measured for the unscattered and diffusely
scattered beams are shown below 
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Unfortunately time did not permit us to complete
this experiment. We really need to measure at
smaller values of the spin echo length to try to
establish the presence of a peak in the echo
polarization around the 45 nm column separation
distance.
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° EF-SF1

Instrument   V12Small angle scattering from D2O-treated
anodized Al wire and ribbon  Local Contact 

M. Strobl

Principal Proposer: K. Habicht, TU Darmstadt; HMI, Berlin
T. Keller, MPI f.FKF, Stuttgart, FRM-II,Garching Date(s) of Experiment

Experimental Team: M. Strobl, HMI, Berlin
K. Habicht, TU Darmstadt; HMI, Berlin 02.04.– 08.04.2003

Date of Report: 15.12.2003

The neutron resonance spin-echo (NRSE)
technique is ideally suited for the application of
spin-echo focusing, a method which permits
the determination of very small lifetimes of
elementary excitations with finite dispersion.
An example of such an instrument is the NRSE
option in use at the cold three-axis
spectrometer V2. Experimentally, the NRSE
technique relies on up to 8 RF-flipper coils
each situated within an additional coil which
provides a static magnetic field.

In the current NRSE configuration, the
neutrons have to pass through a considerable
amount of material that conducts the currents
which in turn provide the magnetic fields. It is
of particular importance for inelastic work on a
cold TAS to keep any losses in neutron flux to
a minimum.  Due to its good transmission
properties, a natural choice for the material is
aluminium. Since conventional insulating
material (epoxy) contains hydrogen, anodized
Al wire is usually used instead. The farbrication
procedure includes treatment of the anodized
material in H2O to remove metallic salts. As a
consequence, microscopic pores filled with H20
form in the anodized layer, potentially giving
rise to small angle neutron scattering (SANS)
due to the scattering length contrast between
the pores and the surrounding Al material. 

In the course of an upgrade of the NRSE
option at V2, we performed a SANS study of
various Al material on the double-crystal
diffractometer V12. Al wire (diameter 1 mm,
single layer) and Al ribbon (thickness 1 mm,
width 10 mm, 20 layers thick) was tested either
untreated or after a heat treatment at T~150°C
for several hours  in 10 bar of D2O atmosphere
to enable H2O / D2O exchange. The incident
wavelength was 4.76 �.  Fig. 1 shows a
comparison between wires from two different
fabrication batches. In all of the experiments
using wires, the wires were oriented
horizontally, i.e. along the axis of the

collimating slit. D2O treatment does not alter
the SANS spectra, though a significant
difference between different fabrication
batches could be detected. SANS scattering of
the Al ribbon (20 layers) is comparable to the
scattering from a single layer of  wire material,
as shown in Fig. 2.  
If the wires are oriented vertically, a large
fraction of the incident intensity is scattered off
the direct beam due to diffraction off the edges
of the wire.  A vertical orientation is also used
for the RF coils in the NRSE apparatus.
We conclude that the use of band material is
superior to the use of wire material and that
the D2O treatment has no effect on the SANS
properties of anodized Al.
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Fig.1: SANS spectra for horizontally-oriented Al
wire.
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Fig.2: SANS spectra for horizontally- and vertically-
oriented Al wire and ribbon.
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° *
Instrument   V12USANS studies of artificial lattice
Local Contact 
M. Strobl, W. Treimer

Principal Proposer: M. Strobl, W. Treimer Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: M. Strobl

Jun. and Sep. 03

Date of Report: Dec. 03

Introduction

The diffraction patterns of a two dimensional
artificial lattice were measured with the double
crystal diffractometers (DCD) V12a and V12b
The periodical lattice of the Si sample was
manufactured in high quality as shown in
Fig.1. With such measurements one can
characterise the performance of the
instruments and allow a direct comparison of
the sample in real space and its diffraction
pattern in reciprocal space. Additionally these
experiments allow a study of the neutron
coherence properties in reciprocal and in real
space [1,2]

Experiments

Fig. 1 Layout of the two-dimensional Si lattice 

The sample was a Si wafer with an edged
regular lattice of quadratic pores (Fig. 1). The
centres of the pores formed equilateral triangles
with a side length of 2.3 µm resulting in a
hexagonal symmetry. The depth of the pores
was about 90 µm and it turned out that due to
edge and prism effects an accurate alignment of
the samples perpendicular to the neutron beam
was important.

The lattice constants in the
perpendicular directions (a) and (b) can be
given with da = 2.3 µm and db = 4 µm. The
positions of the interference maxima in such
alignment can simply be given by Qy = 2n�/d

where y denotes the direction in which the
DCD resolves the momentum transfer (Qya =
1.5 x 10-3 nm-1,    Qyb = 2.7 x 10-3nm-1) (Fig.2)
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Fig. 2 Diffraction pattern at orientations a,b (V12a)

By rotating the sample around an axis parallel
to the incident beam a three-dimensional
mapping of the scattering pattern can be
described by )cosnsinn(G)(Q 21yy ������

where ß is the rotation angle and n are the
ordering numbers [2].
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Fig.3 Diffraction intensity map due to rotation of sample
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[1] Treimer, W., Strobl, M., Hilger, A. Phys.
Lett. A 289, 151-154 (2001)
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal No. PHY-04-884
Instrument   V12aInelastic Neutron Scattering by Ultrasound.

Research by Bonse-Hart Diffractometer Local Contact 
W.Treimer, M.Strobl*

Principal Proposer: E. Iolin, Institute of Physical Energetics, Riga Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: E.Iolin, Institute of Physical Energetics, Riga

L.Rusevich, Institute of Physical Energetics, Riga
M.Strobl, Hahn-Meitner Institute, Berlin
W.Treimer, Hahn-Meitner Institute, Berlin
P.Mikula, Nuclear Physics Institute, Rež, Prague

28/11/03 – 19/12/03*

Date of Report: 19/12/03

It is well known that neutron Double Crystal
(DCD) and Bonse-Hart (BHD) diffractometers
are widely applied for the research of Ultra
Small Angle Scattering in the condensed
matter. However, BH and DC technique is flux
limited even at high-flux reactors. It is also
known that h.f. ultrasound leads to the
increasing of the intensity of the diffracted
beam. Unfortunately this increasing is
accompanied by a loss of the impulse
resolution. Some time ago it was argued [1,2]
that it should be possible to improve
simultaneously resolution and intensity for the
case of DCD. It could be achieved by the
excitation of the h.f ultrasound with the same
frequency f in DC monochromator and
analyser. Such perspective is especially
interesting for the case of BHD [3]. Here we
report the first results of corresponding
experiments. We studied ultrasonic effects in
Si(111) single crystal plates by means of DCD
and triple-bounces BHD. Neutron wavelength
�=0.523 nm.
We excited longitudinal acoustic wave (LAW)
with frequency f=70.27 MHz and 210 MHz in
Si(111) plate and analysed scattered beam by
means of similar Si plate without ultrasonic
excitation (DCD regime) or by triple-bounces
BH analyser. It can be seen from Fig.1, that
BH analyser leads to the strong improvement
of contrast with moderate, ~20%, loss of
intensity of the main peak. It happened due to
the strong suppression of reflectivity outside of
the Darwin plateau in the BH analyser. BH
analyser ”allows” to observe higher order
ultrasonic phonon satellites.
We found some results concerning DCD with
simultaneously ultrasonically excited
monochromator (LAW) AND analyser (TAW).
We used two different generators with almost
the same generated signal frequency.
Therefore corresponding ultrasonic excitations
weren’t coherent with each other. It can be
seen from Fig.2 that peak intensity is seriously

increasing and simultaneously the contrast is
strongly improved in this “double-sound” case.

Fig.1. Rocking curves for the case of DCD and
BH analyser. Monochromator:LAW, 70.27MHz.

Fig.2. DCD Rocking curves. Monochromator:
a) ultrasound switch off; b) LAW, 70.27MHz.
Analyser – TAW, 70.27MHz.

At our level of knowledge both above descibed
results were observed for the first time.

[1] E.Iolin, Zh.Tekhn.Fiz.,Pis’ma 15, 52,1989.
[2] E.M.Iolin et al., Phys. stat.sol. (b), 21, 1996.
[3] E.Iolin, ECNS 2003, Abstract Book and Conf.

Program, D22, p.160.
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° *
Instrument   V12aFirst three dimensional refraction contrast

tomography Local Contact 
M. Strobl, W. Treimer

Principal Proposer: M. Strobl Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: M. Strobl

W. Treimer
A. Hilger

Feb. 03

Date of Report: Dec. 03

Introduction

It has been shown in earlier works that
smallest beam deviations (µrad) caused by
refraction can be used to reconstruct the
macroscopic inner structure of samples by the
means of tomography [1,2]. Such tomographic
scans have mainly been performed in the bent
crystal type double crystal diffractometer
(DCD) V12a using a one-dimensional position
sensitive detector (PSD). This set-up provided
a q-resolution in the PSD, while the spatial
resolution was achieved by scanning the
sample through a slit collimated beam.
Therefore up to now just 2-dim. sample slices
could have been imaged representing the whole
samples, which necessarily had congruent cross
sections on their full penetrated height [2].
Replacing the 1-dim. PSD by a state of the art
scintillator-CCD camera detection system with
two-dimensional resolution enables the three-
dimensional tomographic reconstruction of
samples with varying cross sections. However,
the scanning of the sample by a slit is still
necessary to enable horizontal spatial
resolution. First promising results achieved
with the new detector system and using
refraction contrast as imaging signal shall be
presented.

Experimental

The asymmetric perfect Si analyser
crystal was bent to a maximum curvature with
a radius of RA = 13 m. Together with the pixel
resolution of the 2-dim. PSD of 0.1 x 0.1 mm2

this curvature creates a �q resolution – as could
be measured - of  5 x 10-5 nm-1 per detector
image matrix column. The 2-dim. PSD was a
state of the art detector used in conventional
attenuation contrast neutron radiography (NR)
and neutron tomography (NT) [3]. The active

detector area was 100 x 100 mm2 resolved by
1024 x 1024 pixel. The sample was an Al
cylinder with a vertical 2 mm hole and a oblige
(app. 20°) 1 mm hole. It was scanned using a
0.8 * 30 mm2 slit at 60 projection angles on
360°. The refraction parameters were
calculated from the data [2] and 22
corresponding image slices (0.6 mm thick) of
the sample were calculated.

Results

This results – by combining the
reconstructed slices - in a 3D reconstruction of
the sample on the height of 13.2 mm. It can be
seen from the figures (Fig. 1) that the sample
structure could have been imaged satifactorily.

Fig.1   Three slices at different heights, cut 3D image(d)

References
[1] Treimer,W. et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 83, 2, 2003
[2] Strobl,M., Diss., TU-Wien, 2003
[3] Schillinger,B., Diss., TU-München, 1999
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° *
Instrument   V12aRefraction contrast tomographies of

different shaped samples Local Contact 
M. Strobl, W. Treimer

Principal Proposer: M. Strobl Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: M. Strobl

W. Treimer
A. Hilger

Mar.-.... 03

Date of Report: Dec. 03

Introduction

In order to test the new method of re-
fraction contrast tomography and to gain expe-
rience with special shaped surfaces in  or of a
sample a series of different samples has been
measured within this year.

Experiments

To minimise the measurement time
most of the samples consisted of Al, a low ab-
sorption material for thermal and cold neutrons.
Furthermore we wanted to investigate  image
contrast that stems only from refraction con-
trast. Just one sample was made of brass in
order to compare all of the three contrast pa-
rameters that could simultaneously be recorded
(refraction, attenuation and USANS). Special
attention was paid on different geometries. The
structure sizes were of 1 until 20 mm. All
measurements were performed straight forward
as described in [1,2,3].

Results

The brass cylinder could be imaged by
all of the three contrast methods as was ex-
pected. However, the refraction contrast (a)
image provides the best quality (Fig. 1).

  Fig. 1;  a refraction, b attenuation, c USANS contrast

The following reconstructions were from the
refraction contrast from Al samples only. All
measurements and reconstructions were suc-
cessful so far. Nevertheless obvious artefacts

could be identified in the case of long straight
edges (Fig.2).

Fig. 2 different refraction reconstructions of Al samples

These artefacts could be explained due to the
reconstruction theory [2] as a sampling prob-
lem mainly. It must be mentioned that the sam-
ple (d) could not be imaged by one of the best
conventional instruments NEUTRA [4] of the
PSI (Swiss). The last
example shall demon-
strate the successful
reconstruction of a
more complicated
structure. 

Fig. 3, refraction contrast image of al matrix with several
holes

References
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EXPERIMENTAL REPORT Proposal N° *
Instrument   V12aREFRACTION CONTRAST TOMOGRAPHIC

IMAGING Local Contact 
W. Treimer, M. Strobl

Principal Proposer: W. Treimer, TFH Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: M. Strobl, TFH

A. Hilger, HMI
C. Seifert, TFH

Feb. –  Aug. 2002

Date of Report: Jan. 2003

Introduction

Last year works on tomographic
imaging using refraction contrast have already
been reported in this place [1]. The imaging
quality was rather poor and not yet satisfying
then. Efforts have been made to improve the
reconstruction techniques and the treatment of
the measured data. Last years results were
called promising and however latest results
confirm this “promise”.

Experimental

Referring to last years report and the
one in 2000 [2] the data acquisition within the
V12a double crystal diffractometer (DCD)
shall not be described again. Nothing has been
changed in the experimental set-up and the
measuring procedure anyway. Also the primary
calculation of the refraction parameter could be
kept unchanged. But now this data is not
reconstructed directly by means of FBP. With
respect to the character of the data and after
mathematical considerations it turned out to be
useful to integrate the single projections. This
is done in a discrete manner point for point as it
is not reasonable to fit any mathematical
function. It has to be mentioned as well that
this method is not an exact mathematical
procedure but however the results are
convincing as will be shown.

Results

Different samples have been tested. In
the beginning the already known [1,2]
cylindrical samples were imaged (Fig. 1). Their
measures are: 
Fig. 1a: Al, diameter 15 mm, holes d = 2 mm;
Fig. 1b: brass, diameter 10 mm, holes 1–4 mm; 

Fig. 1a, b refraction contrast images of cross-sections

In order to study the usability for all kinds of
geometry also more complicated cross-sections
were imaged. Figure 2 gives two examples: 2a
shows a hexagonal shaped sample (side lengths
s = 3.5 mm) of Al with two holes of 1 mm
diameter. 2b shows an Al matrix of more
irregular shape with s = 26 mm and different
holes of  d = 4 and 6 mm.

Fig. 2a, b refraction contrast images of Al samples                     

References
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Introduction

Although first experiments concerning
refraction contrast tomography with a sample
using a Bonse Hart double crystal
diffractometer (DCD) set-up failed in 1999
these experiments were repeated this year. The
reason of failure was supposed to be known
and should be corrected. Additionally the set-
up was improved for this new measurement
series of refraction contrast tomography [1,3].

Experiments

The V12b DCD set-up was ready to act
for tomographic measurements with two
asymmetric (b = 0.25) single-bounce perfect Si
single crystals ([111]), one as the
monochromator the other as analyser. The
asymmetric reflection provided a higher flux
density (narrower beam) on one hand and an
increased full width at half maximum (FWHM
= 14 arcsec) of the instrumental curve on the
other hand [2]. The higher flux reduced the
necessary exposure time and the increased
FWHM increased the resolvable angular range
[3]. Tomographic scans were performed with a
slit (width 0.8 mm) in front of the sample
position, keeping the analyser crystal fixed at
the angle of app. the half maximum. The
refraction angle could be calculated from the
intensity recorded in every point of the scans
[4] in order to reconstruct the sample cross
section [3]. Two cylindrical samples have been
scanned, one made of brass the other of Al. In
both cases reconstructions were tried using the
filtered back projection (FBP) algorithm [5]
applied to the attenuation and the refraction
parameters calculated from the measured data.
In former experiments just the brass sample
was used and only attenuation contrast images
could successfully be reconstructed.

Results

The data of the measurement with the
Al sample provided good contrast and
sufficient quality for the refraction parameter
reconstruction (Fig. 1a). An attenuation
contrast reconstruction as expectedly failed by
the lack of contrast (Fig. 1b).

Fig.1 Al sample a) refraction and b) attenuation contrast

Fig.2 Brass sample, a)refraction,  b)attenuation contrast 

Contrarily in the case of the brass sample just
the attenuation contrast image could be
reconstructed successfully. This is due to the
strong USANS of brass, distorting the intensity
distribution and hence falsifies the refraction
parameter calculation.
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Introduction

For tomography as  well as for position
resolving experiments with the double crystal
diffractometer (DCD,V12a and V12b) a
compact beam collimation is necessary.
Therefore two such collimators, manufactured
by Neutron Optics Berlin (NOB), have been
ordered and tested. Collimators consist of a
bulk of 40 x 60 x 0.12 mm3 Si wafers with 0.5
µm Gd layers. the active area is 25 x 40 mm2.

Experiments

The measurements were performed at
the V12b DCD. In the first measurements each
collimator was placed on the sample table
between the monochromator and the analyser
crystal. The incident beam was defined by a
slit. Rocking curves were recorded regarding to
the divergence of the collimator (rotation) and
linear shift. The registered intensity distribution
in the case of rotation had a full width at half
maximum of approximately 0.5° and was
displaying the divergence of the beam
(convoluted with the much smaller angular
acceptance of the collimator). The transmission
was found not to be perfectly homogeneous
along the width of the device (Fig.1). A
minimum relative transmission of 83 %
compared to the maximum could be found in
some areas while the mean value was 92 %.
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Fig. 2 Rocking curves with and without  collimator

A rocking curve of the analyser crystal with
and without collimator demonstrated its small
influence onto the resolution function of the
instrument. Aligning both collimators in the
beam, setting one on his maximum
transmission position, and rotating the other,
yields an intensity distribution, which is due to
the convolution of the angular transmission
profiles of both collimators. Suggesting the
collimators to be equal, the FWHM of the
distribution of 10´ fitted – due to convolution -
well to their required angular acceptance width
of 7´. (Fig. 3). Additionally the absolute
transmission could be calculated from this data
to be about 54 %.
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A two dimensional position sensitive
detector (PSD) and a Bonse-Hart double crystal
diffractometer (DCD) enables position resolved
small angle scattering measurements. This
means that the different scattering behaviour of
different parts of a sample can be visualised by
mapping this information. This method can be
useful if for example the homogeneity, the
distribution of scattering pores or other inner
structures is of interest.

The V12b DCD was equipped with two
asymmetric reflecting Si [-111] single perfect
crystals in the monochromator and analyser
position. Due to the asymmetric reflection at
the monochromator crystal the beam in the
instrument is broadened in horizontal direction
(i.e. decreased flux density) but the width of
the instrumental curve is decreased (higher
momentum resolution) [1]. The analyser on the
other hand decreases the beam width again and
hence concentrates the intensity onto a smaller
detector area. Of course the image of the
sample is distorted by that but can easily be
corrected by accumulating intensity in vertical
direction afterwards as well. Anyway the
spatial resolution of the PSD (50 x 50 µm2)
was higher than the actual resolution due to the
beam divergence. Hence the result was
calculated by accumulating  a bigger number of
pixels. The sample was a silver ring (toroidal,
thickness app. 4 mm) with an outer radius of 25
mm including a bigger sphere (diameter app. 8
mm). It was mounted in a sample position
close to the analyser crystal. The PSD itself
was a handmonitor combined with a CCD
camera (like used in other measurements
before [2]) and was positioned immediately
after the analyser crystal. First an image of the
beam (reflected by the analyser) was recorded
without sample in order to perform a flat field
correction with the data collected with the

sample. When the sample was installed a
scattering curve by rocking the analyser crystal
was recorded and can be analysed for every
point of the recorded images. As the flux is low
and hence the exposure times are very long the
rocking curves were measured with seven
points only. Two images were derived from the
measurements showing similar results. The
first one (Fig.1) is a map of the peak
intensities, while the second is mapping the full
width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
scattering curve in every point (Fig. 2).

                   Fig.1 Mapping of Peak intensities 

              Fig. 2 Mapping of FWHM values
Clearly the materials inhomogeneities are
visible comparing corresponding areas as the
data were not yet corrected for different
thicknesses. Very low peak intensities due to
strong scattering - beside other effects – limited
also the sharpness of the pictures..
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The aim of the experiment was to investigate
the focusing properties of a new type focusing
neutron guide (trumpet) with parabolic shaped
walls. The device was placed at our set up
V12b with the kind contribution of the company
SwissNeutronics. The guide had a length of
445 cm with an entrance area of 16 x 16 mm2

and an output area of 4 x 4 mm2.  The interior
surfaces were coated with a supermirror m=3
and due to their parabolic shape it was thought
that an incident parallel beam could be
focused onto a single spot in the focus point. 
To prove this statement the neutron intensity
distribution at different distances behind the
guide was recorded by a standard radiography
detector described in [1].  The experiments
were performed at the V12b instrument with a
preliminary monochromatization of the incident
cold neutron beam by a Si (111) perfect crystal
�=5.2 Å.  The beam divergence of ca. 0.5o was
introduced by the existence of a Ni coated
neutron guide at this beam line. The position of
the guide in the beam was adjusted with an
accuracy of 0.05o by a combination of a tilt and
a rotation table. The distance between the
radiography detector and the end of the guide
was set with the help of a translation table. A
sketch of the experimental arrangement is
shown in Fig. 1.

at a large distance from the exit) are shown in
Fig. 2. 

 
   exit of the guide            focus point           large distance
          
Fig.2 Inverted radiography images of the
intensity distribution at different distances
behind the focusing guide

The area of the beam spot in the focus point
(the picture in the middle) was estimated in the
order of ca. 1 mm2.
The intensity gain was calculated as the flux
ratio of the images with and without the
utilization of the focusing guide. The result as a
function of the distance behind the guide for
two monochromators with a different energy
acceptance:  Si(111) with ��/�~10-3 and
C(200) with ��/�~10-2 are shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig.1 Layout of the experiment

The recorded images at three different
distances d behind the focusing guide (direct
at the exit of the guide, in the focus point and
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By improving the control of the triode sputter machine it
was possible to produce polarising FeCo-Si supermirrors
with up to 600 layers, thus reaching a critical angle of
more than m=3. In Fig. 1 the neutron reflectivity is
shown. The mean flipping ratio in the interval from
0.4°–1.6°was 53, giving a polarisation of  96.3%. The
reflectivity at m=3 amounts to 80%.

Fig 1 Reflection of neutrons with a wavelength  of 4.72 Å from a
FeCo-Si supermirror with 600 layers for both neutron spin states
together with  the polarisation and the flipping ratio.

Solid state lens
A first test was made at V 14 at BENSC to collimate a
neutron beam with a wavelength of 4.72 Å diverging
from a 0.4 mm wide slit by a stack of 10 silicon wafers
each with a thickness of 0.5 mm and a length of  about
 40 mm coated with FeCo-Si supermirrors. Our set up

Fig. 2 Neutron intensity in the direct beam and in the beam reflected by
a solid state lens 

consisted of wafers with equal thickness and was set at
an angle of 0.7° to the centre of the beam. The lens was
at distances of 1300 mm symmetrically set between the
slit and the detector which was covered by a further slit
of 0.4 mm width. 200 mm before the lens a slit was set
to define the beam width impinging onto the lens. First
the direct beam was measured by a detector scan, given
in Fig. 2 as black line. Then the lens was inserted and the
reflected beam was measured by a detector scan, given
in Fig. 2 as triangles. It was found that 65% of the
neutrons in the direct beam were reflected in a beam
with a FWHM corresponding to 29% of the FWHM of
the direct beam. The intensity was 1.89 times the one of
the direct beam. 

Solid state collimator
A solid state collimator with a collimation of 0.5°
FWHM was built from Si wafers with a thickness of
0.2mm. The cross section was 40mm x 80mm. The
length was only 29mm.
In Fig. 2 the transmission is given linearly to show the
triangular shape and in logarithmically to show the fast
decrease at the ends of the transmission interval.

Fig. 3. Transmission of neutrons with a wavelength  of 4.72 Å through
a solid state collimator.
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Translational diffusion of molecular hydrogen
adsorbed on single walled carbon nanotubes
(SWNTs) has been studied with quasielastic
neutron scattering (QENS) measurements
performed on the NEAT spectrometer.  These
measurements are a continuation of previous
QENS studies [1] of molecular hydrogen
adsorbed on SWNTS and provide further
information on the system.  While the previous
measurements were taken over a temperature
range of 30K – 45K with the molecular
hydrogen introduced into the sample under a
pressure of 1 atmosphere, these measruements
(Figure 1) were taken over a temperature range
of 40K – 80K with the hydrogen introduced
into the sample under a pressure of 10
atmospheres.  In addition, in these
measurements the instrument was configured
to allow the dynamics of the sytsem to be
studied at lower momentum transfers.  The
quasielastic component to the scattering, as in
the previous measurements, is well described
by a liquid-like jump diffusion (Figure1).
Both, diffusion coefficients and jump-lengths,
have been extracted from the data with this
model.  The diffusion observed in these
measurements follows an Arrhenius behavior
and is consistent with that observed in the
previous measurements [1].  The jump-lengths
extracted (Figure 2) give a mean length of
2.65±0.15 Å  which is consistent with the 2.49
Å between the centers of neighbooring
hexagons forming the external surface of the
tubes.  This indicates that the most probable
jump made by the molecules in a diffusive step
is between the center of hexagons on the
external surface of the tubes.

[1] Narehood et al., PRB 67 205409 (2003)
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Figure 1:  The Lorentzian FWHM component of the
scattering for each detector group is shown as a function
of Q.  The solid line represents the fit to the liquid-like
diffusion model.  In the inset, scattering data taken at
60K is shown as well as the fit (solid-line) and the
components to the fit (dashed-lines). 
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Figure 2:  Jump-lengths extracted from the QENS
measurements performed on H2 adsorbed on SWNTs.
The dashed line indicates the distance between the
centers of hexagons which form the external surface of
the tubes and the solid line is the mean value of the
extracted lengths.
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The effects of confinement are of interest in
fundamental and applied physics, and have been
extensively studied[1-5].  Disordered porous media,
such as porous glasses, have both disordered pore
walls and disordered pore geometry.  Adsorbates in
these materials exhibit a suppressed freezing
temperature, and hysteresis upon warming.  These
phenomena have generally been interpreted with
the Gibbs-Thompson equation, although this
appears to break down for small pores[6].  Fully
ordered porous media, such as zeolites, have both
an ordered pore structure and ordered (crystalline)
pore walls.  Adsorbates confined in these systems
exhibit enhanced freezing due to their strong and
regular interactions[7].

The recent development of templated
synthesis has now allowed the study of confinement
effects in mesoporous materials with highly ordered
pore connectivity.  Two examples of the new
partially ordered materials are the porous glasses
MCM-48 and MCM-41.  MCM-48 has independent
interwoven 3-dimensional channels with disordered
pore walls[8]. The channels have a well defined
cubic space group[9], Iad3. MCM-41 produced
through a very similar process as MCM-48, using
the same materials has a much simpler pore
connectivity.  The pore walls of MCM-41 are also
disordered, but the pores themselves are rods
arranged in a hexagonal array.

A study of the diffusion of hydrogen
adsorbed in the pores of MCM-48 and MCM-41 as
a function of temperature was undertaken on
NEAT. The data though not fully analyzed has
yielded some interesting information about the
freezing of hydrogen within the pores of MCM-48.
The freezing point is observed as a loss of quasi-
elastic scattering. The pore diameter of this system
is 20Å, which is quite small compared to the
disordered porous media studied.  Suppression of
the freezing temperature is observed by at least 2K.
Diffusion constants have not been extracted at this
time though.
 Due to a very rapid ortho-para conversion
of the hydrogen species within the pores of the
MCM-41 gleaning information about the freezing
of hydrogen was difficult. This enhanced

conversion in MCM-41, which was not seen in
MCM-48, indicates that though these materials are
produced through nearly identical processes and
materials the symmetry and adsorption sites are
very different and play a large role in the
conversion in the hydrogen.    
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Using the V3 instrument from the BENSC –HMI we
have measured the TOF neutron scattering spectra on a
TGS powder sample. The measurements were carried
out at 93 and 42 µeV resolution power respectively.
Using the “FITMO4” BENSC program we calculated the
incoherent scattering law S(Q,ω) for seven temperatures
between room temperature and 343o K. TGS is a
ferroelectric at room temperature. In this phase below
49.5oC the symmetry is monoclinic with space group P21
whereas above this critical point the structure gains
additional symmetry planes in the space group P21/m.
The elementary cell of TGS contains three distinct
glycine molecules denoted with GI, GII and GIII. They
are connected between them and SO4 groups by different
hydrogen bonds/1/.The crucial motions that are involved
in phase transition are the NH3-GI reorientational motion
around an axis contained in the mirror planes b=1/4 or ¾
and the tunnelling of proton in the hydrogen bond GII-
H-GIII.
The main results obtained in this experiment could be
summarised in the following statements.
- the inelastic part of the spectrum remains

unchanged on going through Tc
- the molecular motions involved in the phase

transition are comprised in the quasielatic peak
- we fitted the quasielastic peak with an elastic line

EISF (Fig.1) and two other lorentzians 
- the width of the first lorentzian that fits the

quasielastic part could be correlated with the
rotational levels of amino group in GI glycine
molecule /2/.The width of this lorentzian has a
critical behaviour, (Fig.2). The residence times
associated with motions are in the range 4.1÷3.2
10-11sec.

- the second lorentzian corresponds to a faster
molecular motion of the order 10-12 sec. His width
has also a critical behaviour. We are not able in this
moment to assign this lorentzian to a certain
motion.

- the hydrogen tunnelling motion in the GII-H-GIII
hydrogen bond was measured by dielectric
spectroscopy. His energy of oscillations might have
a value of 0.025meV/3/. In order to observe this
motion a better resolution is necessary.

- if we presume that the dependence of EISF of Q is
given by the oscillations of the NH3 group between
two equivalent sites, -double-well potential- the
mean distance between the two positions, obtained
by fitting is less than 1 Å in the ordered phase.

Fig.1. EISF as a function of Q for the
energy window ∆E = 100 µeV, two
lorentzians fix  broadenings.

Fig.2 The line width of the first
lorentzian as a function of temperature
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During the second half of 2003 the
multichannel  angular  correlation setup have
been tested on the polarized cold neutron
beam (instrument V-13). This setup includes
fission chamber with of 48 mg 235U target and
two fission fragment multiwire proportional
counters situated at both sides of target in the
orthogonal geometry respect to the neutron
beam transversal polarization direction.
Outside the fission chamber there are 4 fast
neutron detectors composed of the plastic
scintillator and photomultiplier. The neutron
detectors situated at the angles 500 and 900 in
orthogonal geometry respect to neutron beam
and average fission axis directions.
Scintillators detect not only prompt fission
neutrons but prompt fission gamma's too. To
distinguish between them the time-of-flight
technique is used. The 4 time-to-amplitude
converters used together with multichannel
ADC. Delayed coincidence spectra between
the signals from neutron detectors and fission
fragment detectors are collected during the
measurements at both opposite directions of
neutron beam polarization. Last is reversed
every second. Thus the count rates under the
neutron peak for each directions of polarization
can show the correlation between the
momentum of prompt fission neutron and the
direction of fissile nuclei polarization.

At the end of 2003 we've started the
measurements of the P-odd angular
correlation between the captured neutron spin
S and the momentum of the prompt fission
neutron P , i.e. the correlation of type:
 W(�)=Const.(1 + a S P) = Const.(1 + a cos(�)),  (1)
where a is the correlation coefficient, � - angle
between S and P. 
The result of measurement by 11 December is

a = (6.6 � 3.3)�10�5.
The expected magnitude of the correlation
coefficient a is an order of 10�5 in the

assumption that the ratio of scission to
fragment neutron is 0.1. Thus we must achieve
the accuracy in asymmetry measurements
about 5�10�6. At the end of this year we'll
achieve accuracy not better then 10�5.
Therefore we should continue measurement
during 2004.
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Instrument   B7Redistribution of ion-implanted 6Li+

in polystyrene Local Contact 
D.Fink

Principal Proposer: D.Fink, M.Müller, HMI Berlin Date(s) of Experiment
Experimental Team: M.Behar, M.F.Soarez, UFRGS Porto Alegre,

P.Alegaonkar, Univ. Pune, India 1.1.2002-31.12.2002

Date of Report: 30.3.2003

    6Li+ ions of 100 keV energy were implanted
into polystyrene foils at fluences of 1x1013 to
1x1014 cm-2,and subsequently thermally annealed
at 100, 150, 200, and 250° C for 1 hour each.
The lithium depth distributions were measured
with Neutron Depth Profiling („NDP“) at the Berlin
research reactor BER II (position B7). 

Fig.1: As-implanted lithium depth distributions in
polystyrene, comparison with prediction (TRIM) and
diffusion simulation. 

   The total Li content detected by NDP in the
measured depth interval amounts to ~90 % of the
implanted fluences, which indicates that a minor
part of the implanted Li has been lost already
during the implantation by diffusion into the bulk.
It turned out that in no case, the theoretically
expected depth distributions were found. Instead,
the profiles indicated considerable redistribution
of all implanted lithium ions already during the
implantation at room temperature. All profiles
appear to be a superposition of two components,
a peaked one around 120 nm depth, and a flat
one that extends deep into the bulk polymer. 
   Under the assumptions that the as-implanted Li
ions distribute according to the ballistic code
TRIM immediately after their slowing-down, that
they undergo subsequently a diffusional
redistribution, and that they are finally
immobilized by traps, we are capable to perform
satisfying simulations of the as-measured
implantation distributions, Fig.1. The diffusion
coefficients derived from these simulations are D
= 9.0x10-11, 3.0x10-11, 3.3x10-10, and 4.0x10-10

cm2s-1 for polystyrene irradiated at fluences of 0,
1x1013, 5x1013, and 1x1014 cm-2, respectively.

These values tell us that at low fluences Li
trapping dominates the migration process,
whereas at higher fluences the excess free
volume formation overtakes the leading role.   
   The simulations further show that the density
distributions of the traps are proportional to the
total amount of energy loss according to the
TRIM prediction, with equal trapping probabilities
of both the nuclear and electronic traps. This
signifies that the nuclear damage centers are
more efficient in impurity trapping than the
electronic traps by about one order of magnitude,
as the total number of particles trapped in both
nuclear and electronic traps is roughly the same,
though around 10 times more energy is spent in
electronic excitation than in nuclear collisions. 
   As subsequent ageing of the samples for up to
half a year left the lithium depth profiles
practically unaffected, and as the derived
diffusion coefficients are strongly fluence
dependent, this redistribution during implantation
was ascribed to radiation enhanced diffusion
(RED). In fact, the extrapolation of thermal
diffusion coefficients measured at 100 to 250 °C
(in the order of 10-11 to 10-10 cm2s-1) to ambient
temperature yields values that are smaller by one
to two orders of magnitude than those ones
determined here. The RED of impurities in
polymers is promoted by the existence of voids
that provide pathways for them, and also whole
impurity-void complexes can diffuse as an entity
with enhanced speed. This explains the long tail
which we found in the Li depth distributions, and
it also makes clear why there is found RED even
in the neighboring pristine matter. 
   Upon thermal annealing, the trapped impurities
are partly released and resume their diffusive
motion. The detrapping is high for low-fluence
implanted samples and low for high-fluence
implanted polystyrene. The Arrhenius plot
derived from the thermal diffusion coefficients
gives an activation energy of Ea = 100 ± 30 meV
which is lower than for many comparable
systems. That difference therefore indicates that
at least the mobility of light impurities is not just
governed by the self-diffusion of the polymeric
matrix, but that the implant itself is mobile.
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Neutron activation autoradiography (NAAR) is
used in the examination and analysis of the materials
and techniques of paintings. X-ray-radiography
principally indicates the distribution of the heavy
elements like in the pigment lead-white. In contrast
NAAR is capable of revealing different coloured paint
layers piled-up during the actual creation of the
painting. In many cases the individual brushstrokes
applied by the artist are made distinctly visible as well
as changes or corrections that were made during the
painting process. By using paintings that have been
reliably authenticated it is thus possible to identify the
particular style or “handwriting” of a specific artist.

Nicolas Poussin (1594–1665) was a French
painter, a leader of pictorial classicism in the Baroque
period. But he spent his entire career in Rome with the
exception of two years as court painter to Louis XIII.
The illustrations in his paintings are addressed to
scenes from the bible and from Greco-Roman history.
Already 1625 the legend from the sorceress Armida and
the crusader Rinaldo had inspired Poussin to a painting
with the title “Armida and Rinaldo”, which is accepted
as being an original and belonged to the Dulwich
Picture Gallery in London. The painting of the Berlin
Picture Gallery “Armida abducts the sleeping Rinaldo”
(Fig 1.) showing a different but similar scene is up to
now listed in the catalogue

of the Gallery  (No. 486) as a copy.

To clarify the open question of the ascription  an
investigation by the means of neutron radiography was
carried out at BER II. To complete the examination a
X-ray radiography was performed, but on the record
only the wooden frame is seen and nothing else which
helped with regard to the problem. Because of the size
of the painting the neutron radiography had to be
carried out in two separated irradiations. In the figure 2
one of the  autoradiographs is illustrated showing the
different sets of digitally processed and afterwards
assembled image plates. Already this first record
reveals very  astonishing and surprising conceptual
changes:

In this picture the distribution of the short-lived
isotope 56Mn included in the brown pigment umber is
recorded, as so called pentimenti additional trees
(highlighted in fig. 2) are observed in the picture which
are not present in the final painting. Obviously these
pentimenti are corrections made by the master himself.
A copyist could not have been aware of these changes.
Therefore these pentimenti are strong and important
hints that this painting can be ascribed to Nicolas
Poussin himself. In addition,  it must be emphasized
that the NAAR investigation was a fruitful instrument
supporting the restoration of the painting.

Figure 2: Nicolas Poussin, 1st autoradiography of
Armida abducts the sleeping Rinaldo (c. 1637)

Figure 1: Nicolas Poussin, Copy , Armida abducts the
sleeping Rinaldo (c. 1637), Gemäldegalerie zu Berlin,
120 x 150 cm2, Cat. No. 486
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Neutron activation autoradiography (NAAR) has
turned out to be a suitable non-destructive method to
investigate paintings. The main advantages of neutrons
in comparison to X-rays are the high penetration depth
and the fact that the activation cross section (n,�)
depends on the isotope. Therefore different pigments
due to different nuclides with different half-life times
can be figured on separated films like in contrast
variation. In the present experiment this method is used
to analyse the techniques of painting in order to learn
more about the genesis of the picture and the special
individual technique of the artist.

Jan Tilens (1589 – 1630) was a Flemish artist of
the beginning 17th century spending his life in Antwerp.
The painting of the Berlin Picture Gallery “Valley with
Diane and her nymphs” (Fig. 1) presents a landscape
dominated by a castle and a river valley.  By X-rays it
was observed that a cut divided the picture diagonally:
The picture is originally composed of two wooden
parts. The lower left part covering once a cembalo is
painted on both sides, front and back, the upper right
part was added in a second step presumably later and is
 only painted at the front.

The open question was the genesis of this picture. Has
Tilens himself added the second part and created the
picture in one step or has he painted the cembalo cover
at first and added later the second part? A third
presumption was also discussed that another artist
could have completed the picture. To clarify this
question a investigation by neutron autoradiography
was performed.

Figure 2: Jan Tilens, 2nd neutron autoradiography of
“Valley with Diane and her nymphs”

Figure 1: Jan Tilens, “Valley with Diane and her
nymphs”, Gemäldegalerie zu Berlin, 89 x 156 cm2,
Cat. No. 732

In contrast to the X-ray record the front painting
can only be observed in the neutron autoradiograph.
The radioactive nuclides 64Cu, half-life time 12.8 d, and
76As with a half-life time of 1.1d have blackened the
sensitive films or image plates (Fig. 2). With broad
long brush strokes Tilens has defined the architecture
and the surrounding landscape. The details above all
shrubs and trees were carried out by a fine brush. The
figures were painted onto the already existing
landscape.

The added upper part contains also Cu and As as
pigments and in addition Sb. The bushes and trees
reveal the same painting technique as found in the
lower first part. But the big trees connecting both parts
of the picture are painted by another brush stroke after
connecting both tables and contain other pigments. The
leaves of these big trees contain e.g. the pigment Smalt
(As). In contrast the trees painted at the Cembalo cover
are carried out by a pigment containing Cu. By means
of these big trees the artist had tried to connect both
parts and create an harmonic composition. The original
river valley nearly disappeared. It is only seen at the
lower right end and is supplemented by a second river,
coming white foaming from the background.

To summarise: Probably Tilens himself has added
the upper table and created in two steps the observed
landscape. The big trees are painted later to create an
harmonic impression of  landscape. The figures were
painted onto the existing picture. This report confirms
the theory that Tilens had only painted the landscape
and the figures were added by F. Francken Junior.
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